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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates systematic L2 variation in the level of prosody through 

analysis on six Japanese advanced ESL speakers' variable use of pitch prominence/non-

prominence on and the contraction forms of not negatives (e.g., it isn't, it's not, it is not). 

Variable use of pitch and the forms of negatives was analyzed in terms of 

sociolinguistic strategies that fluent English L2 speakers should use to differentiate 

emphasis on negatives according to social contexts. The study examined the effects of 16 

linguistic and sociolinguistic variables/factors on the L2 negative variation, and 

compared the results with equivalent data shown by LI American-English speakers 

(Deckert & Yaeger-Dror, 1999; Yaeger-Dror, 1985,1996, 1997), and by LI Japanese 

speakers (Takano, 2001). Each ESL participant had interview conversations with four LI 

Americ£m-English speakers who were varied by sex and status. The participants also 

read aloud passages from two American novels. These speech samples (approximately 

27-hour speech) were audio-taped and transcribed to extract not negative tokens. In all, 

1,329 negative tokens were used for analysis. Pitch was analyzed using a speech analysis 

computer program, and coded tokens were processed by the VARBRUL program for the 

variable rule analysis. 

The results showed that the L2 negative variation was constrained by inmiediate 

linguistic environments but not by sociolinguistic variables except for the reading versus 

conversation variable. This finding exhibited a sharp contrast with the variation patterns 

of both LI English and LI Japanese, where social contexts such as the interactive uses 



(pragmatic meanings) of negatives, interactional situations, and social identities of 

speakers and interlocutors clearly constrain the negative variation. The results also 

suggested that the L2 speakers' negative variation patterns were influenced by language 

developmental processes rather than by language or cultural transfer. 

The study concludes that it is important to have L2 English speakers notice 

sociolinguistic strategies in negative use through instruction, since development of 

competence in this feature will not otherwise be acquired. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

Variable use of linguistic elements is an important feature of human language 

performance. A classic sociolinguistic study, Labov (1966), showed how variably New 

York speakers used /r/, and pointed out that the variation was constrained by social and 

situational variables as well as linguistic environments. This discovery was significant in 

that it demonstrated that people's linguistic behaviors cannot be explained by a set of 

absolute linguistic rules, and yet speakers' linguistic choice is not random but describable 

by variable rules that statistics determines. Variable linguistic use is seen among 

language learners sometimes more obviously because the use is distinctive from adult 

first language (LI) use. By adapting Labov's general framework for the study of 

linguistic variation, Dickerson (1975) first demonstrated systematicity in second language 

(L2) speakers' variable linguistic use, which used to be seen as mere errors randomly 

occurring with no meaningful reasons. Linguistic variation studies in both first language 

and second language have thus revealed that people use linguistic elements variably with 

specific patterns. Variation research in Labov's tradition is scientifically significant for 

exploring human linguistic behaviors in that the research quantitatively describes and 

statistically predicts patterns of variation in speech. 

The present study investigates L2 speakers' variable use of English not negatives 

in their forms and pitch based on Labov's variable rule model in sociolinguistics. More 

specifically, the study looks at how and when L2 speakers contract/non-contract not 
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forms (e.g., it isn't, it's not, or it is not) and what kinds of pitch prominence they place on 

those negatives through a triangular analysis of Jiqianese LI speakers' English, native 

English speech, and native Japanese speech. The purpose of this research is three-fold: 

(1) to investigate unexplored aspects of interlanguage variation behaviors: negative 

prosodic and form variations, (2) to analyze how LI sociolinguistic rules for use of 

English negatives are adapted by L2 speakers, and (3) to examine transfer effects in the 

negative prosodic variation. 

1.2 Objectives 

1.2.1 Unexplored Interlanguage Variation 

Interlanguage variation research is an important area of study on second language 

acquisition and use because it describes part of the system that L2 speakers have in their 

use of language. Second language speakers do not simply imitate native speakers' 

language use nor transfer patterns from their LI, but create their own language system 

known as interlanguage (Selinker, 1972), and show unique patterns in language use. 

These second language patterns not only differ fn>m adult native speakers' patterns but 

also from those observed in child first language acquisition. This feature makes 

interlanguage distinctive from all other human natural languages. For this reason, 

exploring its own rules and patterns for variable language use is essential to better 

understand second language acquisition and use. 
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Although interlanguage variation studies have extensively investigated various 

linguistic elements across phonology, morphology, and syntax, those studies have yet to 

seriously explore prosodic variation in specific linguistic elements, probably due to 

operational complexities of analytical tools and lack of appropriate methodology.' Also, 

although previous second language studies (e.g., Cancino, Rosansky, & Schumann, 1978; 

Milon, 1974; Stauble, 1978, 1984; Wode, 1981) have intensively examined 

developmental stages of English negation acquisition, they have not paid attention to 

variable use of negative forms after learners acquire basic forms of negation. Moreover, 

those negation acquisition studies have not observed negative variation from a 

sociolinguistic point of view. The present study is intended to bridge these gaps through 

sociolinguistic analysis on pitch and form variation of not negatives demonstrated by 

advanced second language speakers. 

'studies that investigate variation in interlanguage are widely ranged. In addition to 
studies on variable use in linguistic elements such as /r/ sound, plural 5 marker, and 
negation grammar rule (e.g., Adamson, 1988; Bayley, 1994; Dickerson, 1975; Ellis, 
1985; Tarone, 1988; Young, 1991), there are studies analyzing variation in pragmatic 
performance such as speech acts (e.g., Beebe & Takahashi, 1989; Blum-Kulka & House, 
1989; Kasper, 1989), fluency and communication strategies (e.g., Selinker & Douglas, 
1985), and dominance in conversation (e.g., Zuengler, 1989). The focus of the current 
study is research on variation in specific linguistic elements. 
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1.2.2 Interlanguage Sociolinguistic Rules 

Variation of not negative forms and their pitch seen in LI speech is 

sociolinguistically conditioned. Yaeger-Dror(1985, 1996, 1997), Yaeger-Dror and 

Deckert (1999), Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (1999) demonstrated that variable use of not 

forms and pitch is influenced by sociolinguistic variables such as dialect, register, and 

pragmatic meanings of negatives. This entails that sociolinguistic rules, most likely 

variable rules, are present in native speakers' variable use of not negatives. 

The current study analyzes L2 speakers' variable use of not forms and their pitch 

with consideration of variables affecting LI variation and through a close comparison to 

the LI variation pattern. This analysis is intended to show how L2 speakers have adapted 

LI sociolinguistic rules in use of the English negatives. Although Regan (1996) 

investigated L2 speakers' variable use in deletion/non-deletion of French negative 

element ne from the perspective of acquisition of sociolinguistic competence, L2 

linguistic variation research with this perspective is very limited. I hope that the current 

study will be an important addition to this line of research. 

1.2.3 Transfer in Negative Prosodic Variation 

One of the most important issues in the study of second language acquisition is 

where and how language transfer from the speaker's first language occurs in his/her L2. 

The present study specifically examines how the speakers' LI Japanese pattern for 
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prosodic use in Japanese negatives influences their L2 prosodic pattern for use of English 

negatives. 

In order to investigate transfer effects, this study compares and contrasts L2 data 

with comparable LI English data (Deckert & Yaeger-Dror, 1999; Yaeger-Dror, 1985, 

1996, 1997) and LI Japanese data (Takano, 2001). Comparison of L2 data with speakers' 

target LI data (English LI in this case) enables detection of where and how differences 

occur between L2 and LI speakers' speech behaviors. Further, reference to L2 speakers' 

native language data (Japanese LI in this case) helps determine whether or not the 

differences are derived from L2 speakers' native language behaviors. English and 

Japanese are t3^1ogically different languages in the intonation system (Abe, 1998; Hirst 

& Di Cristo, 1998; Tsujimura, 1996). Also, these two languages are known to have 

distinctive pragmatic strategies stemming from different cultural norms and values and 

communication rules (Hayashi, 1996; Loveday, 1986; Maynard, 1986, 1989, 1990; 

Rinnert& Kobayashi, 1999; Tsuda, 1984; Watanabe, 1993; Wetzel, 1988; White, 1989; 

Yamada, 1992). I believe that the present study, which deals with these two distant 

languages, will thus be a valuable test case to examine both language/linguistic and 

cultural/pragmatic transfer effects in variable prosodic use with negatives. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This research is an interlanguage variation study that sociolinguistically analyzes 

use of negatives in two linguistic levels, forms and prosody (particularly pitch), and 

compares the L2 use with native speakers' use. In this chapter I outline interlanguage 

variation studies, studies on negative prosodic variation in both LI English and LI 

Japanese, and studies on Japanese speakers' pragmatic use of pitch, as a background to 

the present study. 

2.2 Interlanguage Variation Studies 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Interlanguage variation studies have explored learners' linguistic variation such as 

English /r/ sometimes pronounced as native speakers do but sometimes not, or tense 

marking sometimes applied as native speakers do but sometimes not. These learners' 

variable uses of linguistic forms were previously seen as mere errors randomly occurring 

without specific reasons. However, interlanguage variation studies have shown patterns 

and systems underlying learners' variable linguistic behaviors, and demonstrated that 

learners do not "make errors" without reasons. 
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2.2.2 Developmental Stages as a Factor of Variation 

Interlanguage variation studies have looked at various linguistic levels such as 

phonology, morphology, and syntax, and pointed to various factors that contribute to 

variation. Studies that observed L2 learners' variable use of linguistic elements in terms 

of acquisition process indicated the relationship between interlanguage variation and 

language development. For example, Cazden, Cancino, Rosansky, and Schumann 

(1975), Clahsen (1984), Hyltenstam (1977), Meisel, Clahsen, and Pienemaim (1981), 

Schumann (1978, 1979), and Stauble (1978,1984) pointed to L2 acquisition stages in 

negation, and exhibited learners' negation forms that varied as acquisition proceeded. 

Andersen (1989) also paid attention to the relationship between interlanguage 

variation and language developmental stages. Surveying negation acquisition studies as 

mentioned above as well as other second language developmental data such as 

acquisition of English plural s, possessive 5, and third person singular s (e.g., Andersen, 

1977; Cancino, 1976) and Spanish clitic pronouns and person-number agreement markers 

(e.g., Andersen, 1983, 1984), Andersen (1989) argued that interlanguage variation is 

strongly influenced by the developmental factor. 

Dickerson (1975), Adamson and Kovac (1981), Young (1991), and Bayley (1991, 

1994,1996) also observed that interlanguage variation is affected by the developmental 

factor along with other contextual factors such as linguistic environments, tasks, and 

sociolinguistic factors. 



2.2.3 Tasks as a Factor of Variation 

Tarone (1982, 1983, 1985) advocated that one important determining factor of 

interlanguage variation is differing elicitation tasks, which can be differentiated 

according to amount of attention that the learner pays to his/her output. Her argument is 

based on examination of empirical interlanguage variation studies such as Dickerson and 

Dickerson (1977) on use of English /r/, Larsen-Freeman (1975) on use of various English 

morphemes, Schmidt (1980) on use of an English grammar rule allowing second-verb 

ellipsis, and Tarone (1985) on use of various grammar and morphological forms. 

Ellis (1987) examined use of English past-tense marking, and pointed out that 

variation occurred according to whether the discourse is planned or implanned. 

2.2.4 Linguistic Environments as a Factor of Variation 

Studies pointing to linguistic environments as a factor of variation are widely 

ranged. Dickerson (1975) found that learners' variable use of English /z/ was influenced 

by whether it was before a vowel or a consonant. Also, Dickerson and Dickerson (1977) 

showed that learners' variable use of English /r/ was affected by whether it was before a 

high vowel or a mid vowel. Beebe (1980) pointed out that interlanguage variation of /r/ 

was influenced by whether it was pronounced in the initial or final position of the word. 

Wolfram (1985) showed that morphological variation is influenced by 

phonological environment. He investigated Vietnamese speakers' variation in English 

past tense marking, and demonstrated that consonant cluster and an enviroiunent 
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requiring the long form /Id/ as in treated and raided were important contributing factors 

of the variation. Adamson, Fonseca-Greber, Kataoka, Scardino, and Takano (1996) £iIso 

found consonant cluster as a constraint of English past tense marking variation shown by 

Spanish speakers. Young (1991) analyzed variation in English plural marking by 

Chinese speakers, and Kato, Adamson, Uenaka, Stauffer, and Chu (1999) examined that 

of Japanese speakers. Both studies found that an environment requiring the long form 

fizJ (i.e., when the plural s follows a sibilant as in purses, buzzes, splashes, montages, 

touches, edges) was a strong constraint of the variation. 

On the other hand, Ellis (1988) found that learners* variable use of third person j 

and copula s was more sensitive to syntactic environment (i.e., whether the subject is 

pronoun or noun) than to phonological environment. Kato et al. (1999) found that the 

semantic feature of animacy for nouns (i.e., whether the noun is animate or inanimate) 

had effect on learners' variable use of English plural s marking. Young (1991) observed 

this effect with the higher proficiency group in his study. 

Kumpf (1984) focused on higher-order (i.e., discourse level) linguistic constraints 

on the interlanguage variation of English past tense marking. She showed that whether a 

clause containing the tense marking was foregrounded (i.e., a clause that describes events 

moving forward) or backgrounded (i.e., a clause that gives additional/background 

information of the foregrounded events) influenced the tense-marking variation. 

Adamson et al. (1996) also found the foreground/background discourse variable as a 

constraint of past tense marking variation shown by Spanish speaking ESL leamers, 

although the degree of constraint was not as significant as that of Kumpf. 



Hyltenstam (1977) demonstrated that linguistic environment affects interlanguage 

variation in syntax. He reported that in the overall implicational pattem of L2 Swedish 

negation acquisition the negation variation was affected by whether a clause containing 

the negative was main or subordinate, and by whether a finite verb accompanying the 

negative was main or auxiliary. Ellis (1984) showed that learners' variable use of 

subject-verb inversion in English wh- interrogatives was describable by which wh- word 

the learner used. He found that subject-verb inversion more fi^uently occurred with 

these words in the order of what, who, where, when (least frequent). 

2.2.5 Communicative Functions as a Factor of Variation 

Tarone (1988) notes on the usefulness of considering the effect of language 

functions (e.g., pragmatic, discourse, semantic, and syntactic/grammatical functions) on 

interlanguage variation referring to Huebner's (1983a, 1983b, 1985) "function-form 

model" (Tarone's term) for analysis of interlanguage output. Tarone and Farrish (1988) 

found that learners' accuracy in using English articles was influenced by the functions of 

nouns that articles attach to (i.e., whether or not the nouns have specific referents, and 

whether or not the nouns are within the hearer's knowledge). In this study they also paid 

attention to why the direction of learner accuracy in using articles across tasks is different 

from that of other grammatical forms such as the third person singular s (i.e., while 

accuracy increases as a task allows more attention to form in the case of other 

grammatical forms, the direction of accuracy shows the opposite in the case of articles). 
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They pointed out that since the narrative, which was thought to allow less attention to 

form than the grammar test and the interview, gave more "communicative pressure" (p. 

35) to keep the hearer story line, and article use played an important role in this feature of 

discourse in order to maintain clear story line, the narrative task displayed high accuracy 

for article use. Tarone and Parrish thus concluded that it is important to consider 

communicative functions as possible factors when analyzing interlanguage variation. 

2.2.6 Interlocutor as a Factor of Variation 

Other interlanguage variation studies paid attention to sociolinguistic 

variables/factors, particularly the social identity of the interlocutor, and addressed its 

effect on variation in interlanguage. These studies are theoretically based on Giles' 

speech accommodation theory (Beebe & Giles, 1984; Giles, 1973, 1977, 1980; Giles & 

Smith, 1979), and closely related to Bell's audience design theory (Bell, 1984). Both 

theories advocate the speaker's (regardless of LI or L2) style shifting in response to 

his/her perception of the interlocutor in the way either sounding like the interlocutor's 

style (convergence to the interlocutor by the speech accommodation theory) or sounding 

unlike the interlocutor {divergence firom the interlocutor by the speech accommodation 

theory) according to the speaker's social interactional intention. 

Beebe (1977) reported that Chinese-Thai adult fluent bilinguals tended to modify 

their pronunciation in nine phonological variables under investigation to Thai variants 

when they interacted with Thai interviewers and to Chinese variants when interacting 



with Chinese interviewers. Beebe (1981) found the same tendency among Chinese-Thai 

bilingual children. 

However, as Tarone (1988) notes, there are extremely few studies that obtained 

solid empirical evidence of L2 linguistic variation resulting from the effect of interlocutor 

identity (here, the area of pragmatics/speech acts is beyond the scope of the current 

discussion). Although Young (1991) examined the effect of the interlocutor on Chinese 

speakers' English plural marking variation by VARBRUL statistic analysis (discussed in 

section 2.2.7), he did not find this variable/factor to be significant. Also, Kato et al.'s 

(1999) VARBRUL analysis on Japanese speakers' variable plural marking in English 

showed the interlocutor factor as non-significant. Kato et al.'s original version (Chu, 

Kato, Stauffer, & Uenaka, 1995) observed only some evidence of speech accommodation 

behaviors in terms of speech rate. That is, a Japanese subject showed higher speech rate 

when interviewed by a native English speaker than by a non-native. As far as the 

interlanguage is concemed it seems that speech accommodation tends to appear on the 

level of phonology as seen in Beebe (1977, 1981) or in the features of speech rate or 

speech amount (e.g., Beebe, 1983; Beebe & Zuengler, 1983). 

Also, it should be noted that there are studies pointing to limitation of the 

accommodation theory for explaining the effect of the interlocutor on L2 linguistic 

variation. Zuengler (1985, 1987) found that accommodation taking place between 

experts and non-experts among LI speakers (Thakerar, Giles, & Cheshire, 1982) did not 

practically occur in the native-non-native speaker relationship. Zuengler (1989) suggests 

that this may be because difference in linguistic status affected native-nonnative speech 



behaviors more than status difference in expertise; accordingly the impact of differential 

linguistic status suppressed possible moves of accommodation. She further suggests that 

there may fundamentally exist multiple dynamics, one of which is accommodation and 

another dominance, in human verbal interactions. She thus claims that dynamics 

operating in conversation particularly involving L2 speakers cannot be explained by the 

accommodation theory alone. 

Berkowitz (1989) also found that Dominican ESL learners phonetically 

converged to native speaking interlocutors in some variables but diverged in other 

variables, although the subjects generally felt positive to the interlocutors. From these 

inconsistent results she suggests that the accommodation theory may not always be able 

to account for L2 style shifting because interlanguage production is influenced by a more 

complex set  of  factors  than that  of  LI .  

2.2.7 Multidimensional Variation Analysis 

While many interlanguage variation studies (particularly earlier ones) tried to find 

out a cause of learners' variable linguistic use or (simply) displayed the relationship 

between factor(s) and variation with less attention to the degree of factor contribution to 

variation, some investigated multiple factors through multivariate analysis to reveal their 

relative causal contribution to variation. Because this type of analysis considers all 

possible factors and determines the magnitude of each factor to variation by statistics, it 
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exhibits most comprehensive and accurate picture of variation behaviors under 

investigation. 

These studies are most strictly based on Labov's linguistic variation theory in 

sociolinguistics. The central ideas of this theory are; (1) people use linguistic elements 

variably, which cannot be explained by absolute grammar rules, and (2) variable 

linguistic use is constrained by multiple linguistic and sociolinguistic factors in a 

systematic way (i.e., variable rule); thus variation is describable and predictable in a 

quantitative way. In order to specifically analyze linguistic variation defined in Labov's 

variable rule model special statistic programs called VARBRUL have been designed and 

developed (e.g., Cedergren & Sankoff, 1974; Pintzuk, 1987; Rand & Sankoff, 1990; 

Rousseau, 1989; Rousseau & Sankoff, 1978a, 1978b; Sankoff, 1978, 1988; Sankoff & 

Labov, 1979). VARBRUL programs determine significance of independent variables 

under consideration and calculate probabilistic weight of each factor contributing to 

variation. Although many variation studies in LI have effectively used VARBRUL 

programs, few L2 variation studies (considering the whole body of interlanguage 

variation literature) have made use of these programs to date. 

Adamson and Kovac (1981) looked at variable use of don't by Alberto, 

Schumann's (1978) Spanish-speaking participant, and exzunined the significance of 

syntactic environments, production tasks, and language developmental stages to the 

variation with use of a VARBRUL program. They observed that syntactic environments 

were a strong controlling factor in an early acquisition stage, but production tasks played 

a major role as acquisition progressed. 
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Young (1991) analyzed Chinese speakers' variable use of English plural s in 

relation to 10 linguistic, sociolinguistic, and langus^e developmental variables assumed 

to constrain the variation with using a VARBRUL program. The results displayed that 

the ethnicity of the interlocutor and the noun-verb concord variable (i.e., whether the 

noun is the subject of 5 inflected or uninflected verb, and whether the noun is the 

complement of plural or singular existential verb) were statistically non-significant, while 

higher ESL proficiency, prenominal modifier (i.e., when the noun is the prenominal 

modifier rather than the head of NP), and numerals preceding the noun were found to be 

strong promoters of plural marking. The VARBRUL results also indicated that some 

factor effects showed significant gaps between the high and low proficiency groups. The 

most important finding Young pointed to in this respect was that whereas phonological 

environment was a significant variable for the low proficiency group, it was not the case 

for the high proficiency group. This entails that phonological environment plays a major 

role in plural s marking for lower proficiency learners, whereas it has no effect on 

advanced learners' plural s use. Through this study Young demonstrated that 

interlanguage variation is not controlled by one determinant factor but constrained by 

multiple factors across multiple dimensions in a complex yet systematic way. 

Bayley (1991, 1994,1996) looked at 20 Chinese speakers' past tense marking in 

English. He tested the effects of seven independent variables (factor groups) including 

verb type, phonological segment preceding the marking, phonological segment following 

the marking, aspect of the verb, ESL proficiency, social network, and interview type. 

The results showed that all of the factor groups were statistically significant to the 
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variation of these participants' tense marking, with phonetically salient verbs, perfective 

aspect, and high ESL proficiency exhibiting more strongly favoring effects on the 

marking than the other factors. Bayley demonstrated that variation in interlanguage tense 

marking is indeed systematically constrained by linguistic, sociolinguistic, and language 

developmental factors, and those factors affect the variation with differing impact; that is, 

some factors affect the variation in a greater degree than others. 

Regan (1996) conducted a longitudinal study on seven Irish university students' 

ne deletion in French negation. "[T]he rule for ne deletion [is] a highly sensitive 

sociolinguistic variable in native speech" (Regan, 1996, p. 197). She examined the 

effects of 10 multidimensional independent variables assumed to influence the leamers' 

variation in ne deletion. Those variables contained speech style, phonological 

environment, syntactic environment, lexicalization (i.e., whether or not the negative is 

used within the lexicalized/formulaic phrase), individual participant, and time of 

interview (i.e., before the participant's visit to France and after return from France). Also, 

since this study was intended to analyze the variation longitudinally, Regan examined the 

variation patterns before and after the participants' visit to France separately, and 

compared the two. 

The results showed significant variables as time of interview, speech style, 

lexicedization, syntactic category of the subject, the following phonological environment, 

presence of object clitic, and individual participant, which included all significant 

variables for the native speakers' variation. Also, it was obvious that the leamers deleted 

ne more frequently after they returned from France. This higher rate of ne deletion 



indicated that the pattern became closer to that of native speakers the learners were 

exposed to during the stay in France. 

Regan further found that the factor weights of monitored and casual speech styles 

shown by the learners particularly became closer to those of native speakers in Parisian 

French presented by Ashby (1981) when the learners were interviewed after spending 

time in France than before. 

Regan showed that learners' variable use of ne deletion behaves in a similar way 

as native's from the fact that the learners' variation was conditioned by variables that 

constrain native speakers' variation. Through the longitudinal analysis she further 

demonstrated that the learners' variation pattem moves even closer to the native pattern 

the leamers are exposed to over time. According to Regan, these findings indicate that 

native sociolinguistic rules in ne deletion do exist in French interlanguage, and this 

sociolinguistic competence is reinforced by the contact with the native speech conununity 

over time. 

Kato, Adamson, Uenaka, Stauffer, and Chu (1999) investigated the impacts that 

developmental, linguistic, and psychosocial factors have on variation in English plural s 

marking by eight adult Japanese LI speakers using the VARBRUL program. The data 

were collected by tape-recording one-to-one sociolinguistic interview sessions between 

the researchers and participants. The study compared the results of Young (1991) that 

examined the use of the plural morpheme among Chinese LI speakers (discussed above). 

The results corroborated Young's overall finding that the interlanguage plural marking 

shows pattemed variation constrained by multidimensional contextual factors such as L2 



proficiency and linguistic factors including phonological, syntactic, and semantic 

environments. In addition, the VARBRUL analysis confirmed that measure expressions 

such as two years and ten dollars have much stronger favoring effect on plural marking 

than other contextual factors. 

Fukushima (1993) and Shannon (1995) conducted interlanguage variation studies 

using VARBRUL programs in their theses. Fukushima investigated Japanese speakers' 

variable use of English third person singular s marking, and Shannon analyzed variation 

in use of English definite articles shown by Arabic and Japanese LI speakers. Both 

studies showed that the interlanguage variations were systematically constrained by 

multidimensional factors with differing factor impacts. 

As has been demonstrated, multivariate analysis with help of VARBRUL enabled 

us to understand complex interlanguage variation behaviors in more comprehensive and 

detailed view. It describes not only by what but also how the variation under 

investigation is conditioned. This detailed and comprehensive picture of variation 

behaviors leads to most appropriate explanation of these behaviors in interlanguage, and 

accordingly second language acquisition and use. Thus, linguistic variation studies in 

Labov's tradition have played a vital role in second language research. However, this 

type of study is still very limited in this field; that is, very limited kind (i.e., mostly 

morphology) and number of linguistic elements have been investigated to date. This only 

gives a small part of the whole picture of learners' linguistic variation behaviors. It is 

called for to conduct L2 linguistic variation studies more actively for more various 
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linguistic elements in various linguistic levels to understand the complexity of 

interlanguage variation behaviors as a whole. 
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2.3 LI Studies on Prosodic Variation in Negatives 

2.3.1 Cognitive Prominence Principle versus Social Agreement Principle 

There are two important perspectives to understand prosodic use in English 

negatives. Linguistic studies that theoretically analyze negation such as Horn (1989, 

2001) and Tottie (1991, the theory part) suggest that negatives carry new or focal 

information, which should be regarded as semantically and cognitively important in 

discourse, and therefore should be prosodically marked in speech. Yaeger-Dror (e.g., 

1996, 1997, 1998) refers to this theory as the cognitive prominence rule or principle 

(hereafter the cognitive prominence principle or CPP). This principle implies that there 

will be no significant prosodic variation within negatives. 

Empirical studies that performed acoustic analysis on negatives in read sentences 

such as O'Shaughnessy and Allen (1983) and Hirschberg (1990) confirmed that negatives 

almost categorically received pitch prominence with no significant variation for 

prominence and non-prominence among negatives. These theoretical and empirical 

linguistic studies share a common perspective, in which negatives are analyzed in terms 

of cognitive effects with pragmatic effects outside of attention. In other words, the 

analysis performed by linguistic and acoustic studies is limited to explanation from a 

semantic/discourse point of view (versus a pragmatic/sociolinguistic view, which 

considers social situational factors for speech analysis). Notice that O'Shaughnessy and 

Alien and Hirschberg only examined negatives in read sentences, which exclude dynamic 

moves created by complex interpersonal relationships and social situations usually 



present in conversations, the most common speech activity in our life. O'Shaughnessy 

and Allen had three MIT linguists read aloud isolated sentences prepared in advance, and 

Hirschberg analyzed news readings in National Public Radio broadcasted in the US. 

In contrast to the cognitive prominence principle, Yaeger-Dror (e.g., 1996,1997, 

1998) advocates the social agreement principle (SAP) for use of negatives through 

sociolinguistic analysis. It states that since people naturally have "preference for 

agreement" in typical conversations (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977), negatives, 

which often indicate disagreement in conversation, tend to be reduced (both in terms of 

forms and prosodic prominence) in interactional speech. Yaeger-Dror thus claims that 

SAP overrides CPP in interactional contexts. Below I illustrate this principle in more 

detail following the chronology of Yaeger-Dror's studies, and describe Takano (2001), 

whose finding is closely related to SAP. (See Table 1 in the end of section 2.3.2 for key 

ideas of SAP and CPP.) 

2.3.2 Social Agreement Principle 

In contrast to studies falling under the cognitive prominence principle, a series of 

Yaeger-Dror's studies on negatives underscores that use of negatives is highly context-

sensitive. Through observation of interactional speech from dinner table conversations 

and telephone conversations to conversation in a group therapy session and speech at a 

research conference, Yaeger-Dror (1985) found that prosodic prominence (prominent 

pitch and intensity here) on negatives depended on when (e.g., casual, formal/polite. 
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instructional) and in what meaning (e.g., agreement, disagreement, repair) they were 

used. Specifically, when negatives were used to disagree with what the interlocutor has 

said as in (1), they were prosodically reduced in general, whereas negatives used for 

agreement as in (2) tended to be prominent. 

(1) He is definitely wrong! 

No, I don't think so. (hypothetical) 

(2) I don't think he is right. 

No, he isn't\ (hypothetical) 

Also, Yaeger-Dror observed that self-repair negatives as in (3) tended to be prosodically 

un-reduced, whereas other-repair negatives as in (4) tended to be reduced. 

(3) What I believed was not right, (hypothetical) 

(4) What you're claiming is not always true, (hypothetical) 

To understand these prosodic behaviors Yaeger-Dror emphasizes the importance of 

taking into account negatives' efiTects on the face (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Goffinan, 

1967) of the interlocutor. She argues that since disagreement and other-repair negatives 

threaten the interlocutor's face, the speaker tries to minimize the threat by reducing 
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intonation on those negatives, following a fundamental conversational principle, 

"preference for agreement" (Schegloff et al., 1977). 

Yaeger-Dror claims that another important parameter controlling prosodic 

prominence/non-prominence on negatives is what is often called register, style, genre, or 

mode (cf. Biber, 1994; Biber & Finegan, 1994; Ferguson, 1994).^ She reports that a more 

instructional mode (as versus more interactive or interactional) favored prosodic 

prominence, and a more formal/carefiil/polite style (as versus more casual) disfavored 

prosodic prominence. She points out that instructional mode is close to the register in the 

reading task as used in O'Shaughnessy and Allen (1983) and Hirschberg (1990), and thus 

permits CPP to be dominant. She also remarks that in formal/carefiil/polite context, in 

which high face concerns are needed, prosodic reduction on disagreement negatives is 

greatly operated compared to casual style, where face concerns are less required. 

Findings and analyses by Yaeger-Dror (1985) showed researchers including CPP oriented 

linguists that it is necessary to perform fine-grained analysis on how negatives are used in 

speech with examining a broad range of discourse styles, in order to construct a 

comprehensive theory for negative prosody. 

^ Biber and Finegan (1994) state that "[i]n addition to the term register, the terms genre, 
text type, and style have been used to refer to language varieties associated with 
situational uses" in contrast to "dialect, which is used to refer to langus^e varieties 
associated with groups of users" (p. 4). According to Ferguson (1994), register variation 
is "the linguistic difference that correlates with different occasions of use" (p. 16). They 
all use the term register "as a general cover term for all language varieties associated with 
different situations and purposes" (Biber, 1994, p. 32). 
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In exploring prosodic variation of negatives Yaeger-Dror (1996) highlighted the 

informational-interactional continuum (of. Biber, 1988; Yaeger-Dror, 1985) in register 

and the speaker's interactional intent as key factors to control the variation. She gives 

examples for more informational registers as text reading and instructional/didactic mode 

in speech, and examples for more interactional registers as conversations. As for the 

speaker's interactional intent, she proposes three major types of negatives for that: 

neutral, supportive, and remedial. 

According to Yaeger-E>ror, negatives used in the informational register are 

regarded as neutral negatives. Also, she notes that even within a conversation, which is 

interactional as a whole, negatives are often used solely for informational needs as in (5). 

(5) A: Then what happened? 

B: I went to another party room but 1 didn't see anyone 1 knew, (hypothetical) 

She refers to this type of negatives as neutral as well. In addition, she includes self-repair 

negatives as in (3) into neutral negatives. Then she refers to agreement negatives as in 

(2) as supportive, and disagreement or face-threatening negatives as in (1) and (4) as 

remedial. 

Yaeger-Dror (1996) then claimed that more informational registers should permit 

more pitch prominent negatives than more interactional registers following CPP since 

semantic information needs are maximized in more informational registers. She also 

proposed pitch prominence patterns for the interactional intents: remedial, supportive. 
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and neutral. It was argued that pitch prominence is to be placed on negatives more 

frequently in the order of supportive, neutral, and remedial negatives (least frequent). 

This claim is based on findings in Yaeger-Dror (1985) that supportive negatives, whose 

nature conforms to the conversational principle "preference for agreement" (Schegloff et 

al., 1977) were generally pitch prominent, and remedial negatives, which in nature 

threaten the other's face, were generally pitch reduced. As for neutral negatives, Yaeger-

Dror (1996) assumed them to be neither generally pitch prominent nor pitch reduced 

because they could allow conflicting CPP and SAP to be working at the same time. 

Yaeger-Dror (1996) and Yaeger-Dror (1997) did not find clear supportive 

evidence for the claimed variation patterns for interactional intents, probably because 

those studies looked at negatives in story dialogues, which are not actual speech but 

artificial conversations constructed by story authors. However, taking into consideration 

these interactional intents should be crucial when analyzing negatives used in actual 

interactional settings. 

Yaeger-Dror (1996) chose to look at pitch prominence on negatives in story 

readings. She used audio stories recorded by professional readers. Those stories 

included a satire-type monologue, a literate-type story including many dialogue parts, and 

a story for children. She initially assumed that negatives would be generally pitch 

prominent following CPP because story reading is one kind of text reading, which is 

informational (versus interactional), and thus prioritizes semantic meaning for negatives 

rather than pragmatic meaning. However, the results showed that negatives were 

prominent 50% of the time or less in descriptive prose readings, and even less in dialogue 
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readings ("pseudo-interactional," Yaeger-Dror, 1996, p. 47). The highest percentage of 

prosodic prominence on negatives (which reached more than 50% of the time) was found 

in prose readings for children. 

This study demonstrated variation in frequency for pitch prominence on negatives 

even within reading, where CPP was supposed to be dominant. Adding the fact that 

readings of isolated sentences (as used in O'Shaughnessy & Allen, 1983) and news items 

(as used in Hirschberg, 1990) exhibited almost categorical pitch prominence for 

negatives, it became clear that pitch prominence on negatives shows a wide range of 

variation in frequency according to register, and thus cannot be determined based on the 

distinction between reading and conversation. Therefore, Yaeger-Dror stressed the 

impact of register on variation in pitch prominence on negatives, and suggested that more 

fine-tuning sensitive to register variation be required even with the cognitive prominence 

principle. 

Yaeger-Dror (1997) investigated variation in contraction and non-contraction of 

negatives (e.g., don't vs do not, aren't vs are not) from the perspectives of the cognitive 

prominence principle and social agreement principle. The relationship between 

contraction/non-contraction behaviors and pitch prominence/non-prominence behaviors 

was also examined by referring to the results of the past rnidies for the pitch prominence 

part. The corpora studied for the contraction analysis were all North American English, 

including written stories (both prose and dialogue parts), political debates, and casual 

conversations, of which the first two datasets were closely analyzed. 
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Prose passages, dialogue passages, and conversations were considered along the 

informational-interactional continuum in registers (cf. Biber, 1988; Finegan, 1994; 

Yaeger-Dror, 1996) as prose closest to the informational end and conversation closest to 

the interactional end. Dialogue was considered as pseudo-interactional. Political 

debates, where disagreement is expected and legitimate, show contrast against typical 

conversations, and thus were considered as an important discourse type to examine when 

analyzing negatives in relation to the social agreement principle. Political debates were 

labeled as "confrontational." 

Yaeger-Dror (1997) assumed that negatives should tend to be emphasized with 

the non-contraction form (i.e., CPP dominant) in more informational or confrontational 

registers, where negation or disagreement is not a pragmatic problem, whereas negatives 

should tend to be reduced with the contraction form (i.e., SAP dominant) in more 

interactional registers, where negatives' face-threatening effects are usually a pragmatic 

problem. 

The results showed that contraction of negatives was closely influenced by 

register differences as is for pitch prominence. Negatives were more likely to be realized 

with non-contraction in more informational registers (as in prose parts of stories) or more 

confrontational registers (as in political debates) than in more interactional registers (as in 

conversations or dialogue parts). These results generally supported the initial assumption 

based on CPP and SAP. However, it should be noticed that three stories out of seven 

exhibited less than 50% of non-contracted negatives even in the descriptive prose part, 

although this percentage was higher than that of the dialogue part (approximately 15%). 



Yaeger-Dror pointed out that these fictions were relatively recent works, where writers 

tend to use "internal monologue" (Yaeger-Dror, 1997, p. 19) or "involved" style (Biber, 

1988), thus would be more interactional than old works. 

The results also showed that registers influencing negative contraction/non-

contraction were correlated with registers controlling negative pitch prominence/non-

prominence. More interactional registers favored more frequent reduced negatives than 

more informational registers for both form and pitch. Yaeger-Dror suggested a 

possibility for negative contraction to be a factor of prosodic reduction. 

A series of Yaeger-Dror's studies based on the social agreement principle has 

developed the cognitive prominence principle on use of negatives by treating the 

phenomena in broader and more context-sensitive perspectives. Table I summarizes 

these two principles. It became clear that pitch prominence on negatives does not occur 

categorically in many cases but actually shows high variability in prominence/non-

prominence according to socioUnguistic variables such as register and the pragmatic 

meanings of negatives (i.e., the speakers' interactional intents). It was found that more 

interactional registers usually favor more reduced negatives than more informational 

registers. Also, it was shown that while supportive (agreement) negatives favor prosodic 

prominence, remedial (disagreement) negatives disfavor it in actual interactional settings. 

Further, it was indicated that even when the negative's pragmatic meaning is neutral (i.e., 

absent or not/less highlighted), its pitch tends to be non-prominent in many registers, 

particularly in more interactional ones. 
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Yaeger-Dror's studies have suggested a variety of possible contributing factors of 

variation in pitch and forms of negatives in LI English speech. Further study is called for 

to investigate how much each factor actually contributes to the variation. Also, 

comparative studies across a variety of languages will be necessary to obtain a larger 

picture for variation in use of negatives. 

Table 1. Two contrastive claims regarding emphasis on negatives 

Cognitive Prominence Principle (CPP) 

(Hirschberg, 1990; Horn, 1989,2001; 

O'Shaughnessy & Alien, 1983) 

• Negatives generally focused because they 

carry new or focal information 

(Linguistic, cognitive view) 

Social Agreement Principle (SAP) 

(Yaeger-Dror, 1985, 1996, 1997) 

• Negatives generally defocused in 

conversation to minimize face threat 

• Emphasis on negatives differentiated 

according to social contexts 

(Sociolinguistic view) 

2.3.3 Research on Prosodic Variation of Negatives in LI J^anese 

Takano (2001) investigated prosodic variation in Japanese negatives -nai taking 

into consideration registers in the informational-interactional dimension and the 

pragmatic meanings of negatives (i.e., the speaker's interactional intents defined by 

Yaeger-Dror, 1996) as key factors of the variation. He examined both pitch and intensity 
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prominence for prosodic prominence on -nai negatives. The corpora included all 

naturally occurring LI Japanese speech. They consisted of political debate, interactions 

in business meetings, interactions at office, chats at ofiSce, and casual conversation 

between close friends. Takano regarded the first ones as more informational and the 

latter ones more interactional. 

The results showed that more informational registers permitted more prosodically 

prominent negatives (65% for debate and 40% for casual conversation). Also, negatives 

were prosodically prominent more fi^quently in the order of supportive, neutral, and 

remedial (67% for supportive, 44% for neutral, 27% for remedial). These results support 

Yaeger-Dror's (1985, 1996) analyses on prosodic prominence on English not negatives 

based on the social agreement principle. 

Takano further examined the influences of other sociolinguistic variables such as 

the gender of the speaker and the power relationship of interactants on prosodic 

prominence on -nai negatives by focusing on interactions at office. He observed that 

although female business managers accented remedial negatives as fi-equently as male 

managers, female managers placed prominence on supportive negatives significantly 

more firequently than male counterparts. Takano pointed to socially higher ranked female 

speakers' complex interactional strategies, in which face threats created by using accented 

remedial negatives were compensated by emphasizing supportive negatives. Takano also 

observed that there was a relationship between use of prosodic prominence on remedial 

negatives and the power relationship of interactants. That is, higher ranked people in 
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general systematically used significantly more accented remedial negatives to their lower 

ranked interlocutors than lower ranked people to their higher ranked interactants. 

Takano's research is significant in that it empirically observed variable (rather 

than categorical) use of prosodic prominence on negatives in interactional situations in a 

language linguistically and sociolinguistically rather distant from English. In addition, it 

suggested the validity of the social agreement principle in understanding the variation. 

Further, his finding that the genders and the power relationship of speakers influenced LI 

Japanese speakers' use of prosodic prominence on negatives indicated that these 

sociolinguistic variables are possible factors of prosodic variation in L2 English negatives 

used by LI Japanese speakers. The present study thus will consider the genders and the 

power relationship of participants as variables for L2 English negative variation in 

addition to register and the pragmatic meaning of the negative, which Yaeger-Dror (1985, 

1996, 1997) pointed to. 
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2.4 Japanese Speaker's Pragmatics in Pitch Use 

2.4.1 Studies on Pragmatic Use of Prosody 

Prosody plays an important role in the sociocultural and pragmatic aspects of 

language use (e.g.. Brown & Levinson, 1987; Couper-Kuhlen & Selling, 1996; Gumperz, 

1982; Loveday, 1981; Tannen, 1984). Researchers of verbal interactions thus undertake 

a detailed analysis on prosodic features in talk such as prominence/accent placement,^ 

tone"* (i.e., roughly, the shape of pitch contour such as rising, falling, rising-falling, 

falling-rising), pause, speech rate, pitch register, etc. As has been introduced in section 

2.3, Yaeger-Dror (e.g., 1985) and Takano (2001) have exhibited that a speaker 

manipulates placement of prosodic prominence on negatives according to in what context 

the negative is used and to whom the speaker talks. 

^ Prosodic prominence refers to marked sounds within an intonation unit. Prosodic 
prominence is measured perceptually by pitch, loudness, and/or duration, or acoustically 
by fundamental frequency, amplitude or intensity, and/or time. Chafe (1987, 1994) 
extensively discusses intonation units. Du Bois, Schuetze-Cobum, Gumming, and 
Paolino (1993) give a rough definition of an intonation unit as "a stretch of speech uttered 
under a single coherent intonation contour" (p. 47). Similar concepts are proposed by 
Halliday (1967) for tonality, Cnittenden (1986) for intonation group, and Pierrehumbert 
and Beckman (1988) for intonation(al) phrase, among others. 

^ ToBI (Tones and Break Indices) labeling developed by the Ohio State University 
Research Foundation (e.g., Beckman & Ayers-Elam, 1997) or Du Bois et al. (1993, pp. 
59-61) is helpful in understanding tone. 
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A number of other researchers have demonstrated pragmatic effects that prosody 

has on verbal interactions. To cite several representative studies. Brown (1993) points to 

a rapid speech rate used together with intermptions and overlaps as a sign of aggravated 

antagonism seen among Tzeltal-speakers. On the other hand, Tannen (1984) reports that 

a rapid speech rate and exaggerated intonation contours together with overlaps and 

firequent back chaimel utterances among other prosodic features are characteristics of 

high involvement and supportive or cooperative speech shown by New York Jews. 

Goodwin (1990, pp. 122-123) observed that when a black girl in Southwest Philadelphia 

gave directives to a female peer in role play she used "singsong intonation" imitating a 

teacher, whereby mocking her own talk, in order to mitigate her superior instructing 

position. Eder (1993, p. 25) shows that eighth-grade girls teased another female peer for 

her act of calling to a boy by imitating and mocking her speech with unusual high pitch 

of voice. Edelsky (1981) demonstrates a way three professors in a meeting developed 

"collaborative floors" to answer another colleague's question by matching their intonation 

contours to the same rising pattern. Brown (1993) and Brown and Levinson (1987, pp. 

267-268) report that Tzeltal-speakers use high-pitch register to express negative 

politeness (i.e., strategies to meet the other's need not to be disturbed) and low-pitch 

register to express positive politeness (i.e., strategies to meet the other's need to be 

accepted). 

Gumperz (e.g., 1982) proposed that different cultural styles in 

discourse/interaction strategies, including how to use prosody in conversation, sometimes 

invite intercultural miscommunication. Gumperz (1982) and Gumperz, Jupp, and 
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Roberts (1979) demonstrate that tone use in English shown by Indian speakers is 

sometimes not understood as what they have intended by British interlocutors (e.g., 

sounding offensive) and vice versa, and this leads to communication breakdowns in 

interaction. 

Taimen (1984, 1985) reports in her observation of a dinner table conversation that 

a speaker's pauses that are longer than those of the interlocutor in turn-taking were 

interpreted as uncooperative by the interlocutor, whereas shorter pauses were interpreted 

as dominating the conversation; here, it is implied that having different styles of turn-

taking pausing between speakers could be an interaction that participants consider 

uncomfortable and unsuccessful. 

2.4.2 Japanese Speaker's Pragmatics in Pitch Use 

In the remainder of this section the discussion focuses on studies that investigated 

ways in which Japanese speakers pragmatically manage pitch, in order to sketch out 

various kinds of systematic analyses on Japanese speakers' pragmatics in pitch use. 

Loveday (1981) compared five Japanese and five British English speakers' pitch levels 

when they used prepared politeness formulae in their native language for the British 

participants and in both Japanese and English for the Japanese participants. Each group 

included three males and two females. It was found that the Japanese male speakers used 

much lower pitch than the British male speakers; while the Japanese males never 

exceeded 120 Hz in FO (fundamental frequency) in the Japanese formulae, the British 
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males all hit 200 Hz or more at the peak. It was also found that the Japanese female 

speakers used significantly high pitch particularly in the Japanese formulae (i.e., the two 

participants both hit 400 Hz at the peak), whereas the British females showed 320 Hz at 

the highest. 

Loveday reported that while the British group showed 20-50 Hz difference 

between male and female pitch, the Japanese group showed 100-150 Hz difference in 

Japanese utterances. He observed that "the Japanese female subjects adopt an extremely 

high pitch in expressing Japanese politeness formulae, clearly separating themselves from 

Japanese males" (p. 82) to meet the Japanese social expectations of women's social and 

sexual role in polite situations "to be very voluble, decorative and feminine in their 

speech" (p. 86). 

Ohara (1992) compared six female and six mede Japanese speakers' pitch levels 

when they read 10 Japanese and 10 English sentences. She found that female speakers 

consistendy produced significantly higher pitch in Japanese readings than in English 

readings, whereas male speakers did not show consistent patterns for pitch management 

in their Japanese and English readings. She analyzed this result as stemming from 

Japanese society's constraints and expectations regarding femininity associated with high 

pitch in female speech. It is interesting that in Ohara (2001) she found that female 

American advanced learners of Japanese are also very conscious about the pitch level 

expected to women in their target culture, but they do not necessarily choose to adopt the 

target norm in construction of their interlanguage identity. 
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Van Bezooijen (1995) examined Japanese and Dutch people's perceptions of pitch 

level in female speech by asking 30 mixed-sex university students for each group. He 

prepared high, medium, and low pitch versions for both Japanese and Dutch speech 

samples that the participants listened to. The Japanese samples showed 155 Hz, 185 Hz, 

and 218 Hz on average for low, medium, and high pitch versions respectively, and the 

Dutch samples showed 150 Hz (low), 180 Hz (medium), and 212 Hz (high).^ It was 

found that the Japanese participants considered the medium and high pitch versions more 

attractive than the low version, whereas the Dutch participants considered the medium 

and low pitch versions more attractive than the high version. Van Bezooijen concluded 

that the result "make[s] it plausible that Japanese women raise their pitch, along with 

employing other linguistic means, in order to conform to sociocultural expectations 

stressing femininity" (p. 264). 

Yuasa (1998) investigated four male and four female Japanese business people's 

pitch ranges when they interacted with familiar and unfamiliar interlocutors. The results 

showed that a narrow pitch range was chosen more frequently in unfamiliar-relationship 

interactions than familiar-relationship interactions, whereas a broad pitch range was 

chosen more frequently in familiar-relationship interactions than unfamiliar-relationship 

interactions. 

^ The high and low pitch versions were created by van Bezooijen by stylizing the original 
medium versions, which were actually produced by speakers. He reports that the pitch 
gaps between Japanese and Dutch versions were found to be non-significant by Mests. 



She suggested that "a narrow pitch range may be associated with the absence of 

emotions, the presence of restraint {enryai), and negative politeness, [whereas] a wide 

pitch range may be associated with the presence of emphatic emotions, the absence of 

restraint, and positive politeness." 

Ofiika, McKeown, Waterman, and Roach (2000) examined the interaction 

between prosodic cues in utterances and politeness perceptions. She asked 20 Japanese 

males and females their perceptions regarding levels of politeness in male Japanese 

utterances re-synthesized to vary in pitch movements/FO directions (i.e., rise or fall) and 

vowel duration (i.e., long or short) in the final parts of the utterances.® The utterances 

used in this research were all the same phrase, which is a very short Japanese formulaic 

expression or "a routine question usually heard at the customs ofSce" (p. 201): Nimotsu-

wa koredake desuka. 'Is this all the luggage you have?' The results showed that 

politeness perception was clearly influenced by sentence-final prosody. More 

specifically, it was found that the participants, no matter which local dialects they had, 

judged utterances with a short final vowel with rising tone (versus a long final vowel with 

falling tone) towards polite and never towards impolite. 

® Ofuka et al. (2000) also examined the interaction between speech rate suid levels of 
perceived politeness. However, since this analysis is beyond the scope of the current 
research it is not discussed here. 
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As has been shown, speakers and listeners make use of pitch to convey and infer 

pragmatic meanings in Japanese discourse. Takano (2001) also observed that Japanese 

speakers, particularly female executives, effectively control pitch when they use 

negatives by placing prominence on both face-threatening and supportive negatives to 

mitigate the threat created by emphasizing face-threatening negatives. 

I hope that the current study, which investigates Japanese speakers' pragmatic use 

of pitch on English negatives will expand our knowledge about Japanese speakers' 

interlanguage pragmatics in prosody. In addition, given that different prosodic styles 

between speakers can cause misperception and communication breakdowns, as Gumperz 

(1982) and Tannen (1984, 1985) claim, I hope that the current study comparing prosodic 

use in English negatives by Japanese speakers and American speakers will contribute to 

solving potential problems arising from American and Japanese speakers' different styles 

in use of negative prosody. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Questions 

This study is intended to answer the following general research questions: (1) 

what variation patterns in use of pitch and forms of English not negatives do Japanese 

advanced ESL speakers show? (2) how do those patterns compare with those of English 

LI speakers? (3) why do those interlanguage variation patterns occur? For Question 1, 

variation patterns will be analyzed and described in terms of significance of variables 

considered and the weight of each factor contributing to the rule applications. The 

VARBRUL statistic program, which was developed to analyze linguistic variable rules 

(cf. Cedergren & Sankoff, 1974; Pintzuk, 1987; Rand & Sankoff, 1990; Rousseau, 1989; 

Rousseau & Sankoff, 1978a, 1978b; Sankoff, 1978, 1988; Sankoff & Labov, 1979), 

provides results of significance/non-significance of variables considered and individual 

factor weights to inform to what extent each factor constrains variation. Question 2 will 

be answered by comparing the results of L2 speakers with those of LI English speakers 

provided by Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (1999) and Yaeger-Dror (1985, 1996,1997). 

Question 3 will be explored by referring to LI Japanese speakers' use of negatives 

(Takano, 2001) to consider any possibility for transfer effects, along with by considering 

other possible reasons such as general language developmental behaviors. 
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3.2 Research Design 

3.2.1 Overview 

In order to comprehensively and scientifically analyze linguistic variation it is 

crucial to consider both linguistic and sociolinguistic variables and examine how these 

multiple possible factors constrain variation with use of a multivariate statistic analysis 

program such as VARBRUL (Preston, 1996). VARBRUL has an advantage over other 

popular multivariate statistic analysis programs such as ANOVA when analyzing 

linguistic data where actual instances of factor combinations often are not equally 

distributed in all cells (i.e., possible combinations of factors) (Preston, 1996, p. 9). The 

present study examined the impact of linguistic and sociolinguistic contextual variables 

on negative contraction/non-contraction and pitch prominence/non-prominence with help 

of the VARBRUL program. 

3.2.2 Variables 

3.2.2.1 Overview 

The study considered 19 dependent and independent variables (factor groups in 

the VARBRUL analysis). Complete lists of variables (factor groups) and values (factors) 

are displayed in Table 2, which is given in the end of this section (detailed description of 

each factor group and factor will be given in section 3.2.2.2). Technically speaking, each 

not negative token is coded for the 19 factor groups by being given the applicable factor 
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from each factor group; thus, each token has its own coding string consisting of 19 

factors (codes). An example is shown below. The token is numbered as ACl. 

AC 1: rf4+tncmilpannm+nac 

An individual coding string, thus, is an important piece of information showing 

occurrence/non-occurrence of an emphasized negative and the conditions for that 

occurrence. The VARBRUL program analyzes the significances of factor groups and the 

weights of factors among others based on information that a collection of coding strings 

provide. 

This variation study examined four kinds of sociolinguistic variables: speech 

situation (register in Biber & Finegan's, 1994, and Ferguson's, 1994, term; see section 

2.3.2 for more details on register and related constructs such as genre, text type, style, 

etc.]) (Factor group 17), how the negative is interactively used ("the speaker's 

interactional intent" in Yaeger-Dror's, 1996, term [see section 2.3.2]; in a wider sense, the 

pragmatic meaning of the negative) (Factor group 9), the gender of the speaker (Factor 

group 15), and the gender relationship of the speaker and interlocutor (Factor group 16). 

Prior first language studies on the negative variation have shown that speech situation is 

among key factors contributing to the variation (e.g., Yaeger-Dror, 1985, 1996, 1997; 

Takano, 2001). I took this important finding into account, and designed the current study 

to examine the constraint of speech situation on the interlanguage negative variation. The 

following three speech situations were selected for the examination: (1) story/text 



reading, (2) hierarchical conversation (student-professor interaction), and (3) peer 

conversation (student-student interaction). 

Previous studies on negative variation in LI have also demonstrated that the pitch 

variation is influenced by how negatives are interactively used (i.e., whether the negative 

is used as informative/neutral, remedial, or supportive). The present study, thus, paid a 

particular attention to this variable as well. 

The study also considered linguistic factors such as the type of verb the negative 

attaches to (Factor group 3), the part of speech of the word preceding and following the 

negative (Factor groups 11 and 12), and the type of clause in which the negative occurs 

(Factor group 8), among others. 

In the VARBRUL analysis it is always advisable to code tokens at the most 

detailed level because merging of variables takes only one step in the analysis procedure 

(i.e., [re]writing the condition file) whereas in order to break down one variable into 

multiple the researcher needs to go back to the data for recoding. For this reason the 

coding factors of this study were determined at the finest level. However, this does not 

mean that all independent variables were entered into the program at one time. Since the 

VARBRUL program assumes that independent variables are basically independent from 

each other, we must avoid having the program calculate independent variables that are 

dependent or obviously interacting with each other (Sankoff, 1988). For example. Factor 

groups 3 (accompanjdng verb), 4 (tense), and 5 (realis) should not be calculated at the 

same time. Also, combination of Factor groups IS (speaker's gender), 16 (gender 

relationship), 18 (speaker), and 19 (interlocutor), or Factor groups 17 (speech situation) 



and 19 (interlocutor) should be avoided for one VARBRUL run. This implies that 

several types of runs should be performed according to different combinations of factor 

groups. 

Table 2. Coding schema 

Factor Group 

I. Pitch/prosody 

2. Negative Form 

Factor 

H: high (prominent) 

L: low (prominent) 

R: rise (prominent) 

F; fall (prominent) 

rise-fall (prominent) 

v: fall-rise (prominent) 

N: neutral/non-prominent 

A: amplitude 

N: negative contraction 

A: aux/verb contraction 

F; fiill form/no contraction 
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Table 2. continued 

3. Accompanying Verb A: aux-am I: am 

I: aux-/v 2: is 

R: aux-are 3: are 

W: aux-tvoy 4: way 

E: aux-were 5: were 

D:do 

F: does 

B: did 

H: wot-have 

J; aoK-has 

L: will 

C: can 

M: may 

X: would 

Y: could 

Z: should 

4: Tense +: past 

non-past 

S: Realis P: present 

T: past 

F: future 

C: conditional 

S: subjunctive 
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Table 2. continued 

6: Adjacent Focus 

7: Rhythm 

8; Clause 

L: left focus 

R; right focus 

B: focus on both 

N: focus on neither 

C: self correction 

P; parallel (listing) 

R: repetition and expansion 

O: other 

X: contrast +/-

Z: contrast -/+ 

M: main 

A: and 

B: but 

O: or 

S; so 

T: that 

W: tv/i-clause 

R: relative 

I:// 

I: if after main clause 

C: because 

2; because after main clause 

G: aside 



Table 2. continued 

9: Interactive 

10; Subject 

I; informative 

R: remedial 

S; supportive 

D: direct answer 

0: null 

1: / 

Zrj'OttCsg.) 

3: s/he 

\:it 

E: empty/non-referential it 

S: this 

T: that (demonstrative) 

4: we 

5: you (pi.) 

O: general you 

6: they (animate) 

7: they (inanimate) 

C: these 

D: those 

H: there 

W: relative pronoun 

A: NP (animate) 

N: NP (inanimate) 
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Table 2. continued 

11; Preceding Word Class N: noun 

P: pronoun 

D: pro drop 

A: adverb 

I; intervening element 

H: hitch (abrupt cutoff) 

F: filler/pause/continuing intonation contour 

12: Following Word Class K: know 

V: other verb 

N:noun 

P: pronoun 

A: adjective 

Q: quantifier 

D: determiner 

L: preposition 

I; intensifier 

R: other adverb 

E; end with finishing intonation contour 

#: end of turn 

H: hitch (abrupt cutofO 

F; filler/pause/continuing intonation contour 

W: H'A-clause 



Table 2. continued 

13: Negative's Force Degree S: strengthening 

W: weakening 

N: neutral 

14; Quote Q; quote speech 

N: non-quote/reguiar speech 

IS: Speaker's Gender M: male 

F: female 

16: Gender Relationship M: m-m 

F:f-f 

+: m-f 

f-m 

0: n/a 

17: Speech Situation R: reading 

-: less power (hierarchical conversation) 

N: neutral (peer conversation) 

18: Speaker A: Akira (male) 

I: Ichiro (male) 

S: Shin (male) 

K: Keiko (female) 

M: Masako (female) 

Y: Yasuko (female) 
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Table 2. continued 

19; Interlocutor V: male professor 

D: female professor 

F; male peer 

C: female peer 

0: n/a 

3.2.2.2 Variables 

In this section I describe in detail factor groups (variables) and factors 

(values/codes) listed in the coding schema (Table 2), which is given in the end of section 

3.2.2.1. Concrete examples for the codes are also given when necessary. 

Factor group I (pitch/prosody) is a dependent variable (pitch/prosodic 

prominence or non-prominence on the not negative). Although the major values 

(categories) for this factor group are prominent pitch and non-prominent/neutral pitch, 

nine sub-categories are created for coding as Table 2 shows. The first six values (high, 

low, rise, fall, rise-fall, and fall-rise) are breakdowns of prominent pitch. Prominent pitch 

is determined when the fundamental firequency (FO) of the not negative token is at least 

20 Hz higher than the frequencies of both its left and right words. This criterion is the 

most basic rule for judgment of pitch prominence adopted by M. Yaeger-Dror (personal 

communication, August, 1999). Through empirical examination of more than a hundred 



tokens from the six speakers in the current study I also found this basic rule generally 

relevant for the present L2 data. However, because of extreme complexity of pitch 

behaviors in English negatives for the present data (and probably in general), a number of 

lower-level rules had to be created for a systematic analysis. Those fine-grained rules are 

separately described in section 3.4. 

The first six values indicate pitch shapes for the pitch-prominent negative. 

Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (2000) first constructed these values for the negative pitch 

analysis referring to the ToBI (Tones and Break Indices) system, which was devised "[to 

transcribe] the intonation patterns and other aspects of the prosody of English utterances 

... by a group of speech scientists" (Beckman & Ayers-Elam, 1997). These categories 

were useful for creating fine-grained pitch prominence rules in the present study. 

Although the individual values are not directly reflected on the VARBRUL values in this 

study (because they were eventually merged into one value, prominent pitch), this level 

of analysis and coding were undertaken for accurate examination and reliability. 

The code of high basically indicates high and level pitch track. The low code 

indicates low and level pitch track. From the claim by Bolinger (1978) that low pitch 

accent is observed in listed sentence reading, Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (2000) created 

this label for such a case. However, I did not observe any such cases in the present data 

except for a few uncertain cases; thus I did not use this code. The rise and fall codes 

denote rising and falling pitch tracks respectively. The rise-fall code indicates a hill-

shape pitch track on the negative and the fall-rise code indicates the opposite case, a 

valley-shape pitch track on the negative. 
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A value in contrast with the six values for prominent pitch is the neutral code, 

which indicates non-prominent pitch. The neutral code was given when there was only 

less than 20 Hz gap in FO between the not negative and its adjacent (left and right) words. 

Although the purpose of this study is investigation of pitch variation in negatives, 

prominent amplitude on negatives was also considered. Accented negatives that were not 

judged as pitch prominent but prominent in amplitude were coded as A (amplitude). This 

implies that negatives receiving both pitch and amplitude prominences are coded as 

prominent pitch. 

There are two major reasons for consideration of amplitude for prosodic 

prominence on negatives. Although it is generally agreed upon that pitch plays a major 

role for prosodic prominence compared to amplitude and duration in Japanese (Beckman, 

1986; Gun, 1989; S. Takano, personal communication, June 9, 2001), Takano (2001) 

observes that both pitch and amplitude may be important parameters for analyzing 

variation in prosodic prominence/non-prominence on negatives in LI Japanese. When 

the present study examines the effect of language transfer from the participants' native 

language (Japanese) on the variation pattern for negative prosody in their L2 English, 

consideration of amplitude will be particularly useful. 

The second reason for consideration of amplitude prominence on negatives is that 

in case a systematic variation pattern cannot be seen for the negative pitch prominence 

variation, one can explore if systematicity exists for the negative prosodic prominence 

variation indicated by parameters including both pitch and amplitude. 
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Judgment of prominence/non-pFominence in amplitude is extremely difficult 

because perceived amplitude prominence and the intensity value a speech analysis 

program (e.g., Praat) provides often do not correspond because of the influence of 

intrinsic properties of vowel sounds. In general, lower vowels sound larger and give a 

vertically wider range of soimd waveform on the display regardless of the intensity the 

program analyzes. Therefore, sole dependence on intensity values the program provides 

does not capture what people perceive for amplitude prominence. In this study prominent 

amplitude was coded when the token was clearly perceived so. However, careful 

attention was paid to the relationship between perceived amplitude prominence/non-

prominence and intensity values through the analysis. At the present point I observe that 

if the negative receives 3 dB higher values or more than its neighboring words it is 

generally perceived as prosodically accented. 

Factor group 2 (negative form) is a dependent variable when analyzing the 

negative form variation, and becomes an independent variable when analyzing the 

negative prosodic variation. Three contraction forms in negatives were examined: (1) 

negative contraction (e.g., isn't, can't), (2) verb/auxiliary verb contraction (e.g., it's not, 

I'd not), (3) non-contraction/full form (e.g., it is not, I would not). Yaeger-Dror (1997) 

shows that the negative form variation is influenced by registers. She a!3c observes that 

the order of firequencies in emphasized and reduced negative forms according to registers 

correlates with the order for emphasized and reduced pitch/prosody on negatives. That 

is, more interactional registers favor more frequent reduced negatives than more 
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infonnationai registers for both form and pitch. The current study thus examined 

negative forms both for dependent and independent variables. 

Factor groups 3 through 19 are all independent variables. In Factor group 3 the 

verb associated with the negative not was considered for the negative variation. 

Concerning the auxiliary verb be and verb be, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish the 

case of the auxiliary verb be + past participle verb and the case of the verb be + adjective. 

In this study the verb that can be associated with by plus the agent was coded as the 

auxiliary verb be, and the verb that usually cannot be associated with by plus the agent 

was coded as the verb be. Examples for the auxiliary verb be + not + past participle verb 

are given in (6) through (8), and examples for the verb be + not + adjective are shown in 

(9) through (13). Examples from the current data are marked with token numbers, which 

are given in the end of example sentences with parentheses. The current study basically 

follows transcription conventions developed by Du Bois et al. (1993). Appendix D 

shows a list of transcription symbols used in the current study. 

(6) A: English is not ac— actually used. (AF 13) 

(7) Y: That'j not used. (YC 38) 

(8) The book was not read by anyone else, (hypotheticed) 

(9) A: a= no, you are— not interested in, pedagogy. (AF 22) 
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(10) S: A=nd it'j not related, (adapted from SD 5) 

(11) S: It's not nutritiously balanced, (adapted from SD 18) 

(12) S: They ore no/coAicerneJ with anything else, you know, (SD 69) 

(13) K: You are not ..finished', (KF 45) 

The participants in this study did not use main verbs have and has without 

supplying </o-support in negative construction. Also, the speakers did not use had with 

the negative not. In addition, they did not use shall, must, might, and ought with not. 

Factor group 4 (tense) examined whether the past and non-past form distinction 

for the verb accompanying the negative not gives some influence on the negative 

variation. In language acquisition past forms are generally learned later than non-past 

forms. Although the participants are advanced speakers, who seem to be able to use past 

forms smoothly, I suspected possible developmental influence in use of negative forms 

on the negative form and pitch variations. Although it was possible to construct this 

category using Factor group 3 and the VARBRUL condition file. Factor group 4 was 

created from the beginning for convenience. 

Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (2000) have created the realis factor group (Factor 

group S) because they suspect that differences in realis may influence use of pitch 
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prominence on negatives in native speakers' speech. For example, they assume that 

speakers may tend to more frequently use non-prominent pitch in the subjimctive reaiis 

than in the present reaiis because use of non-prominent pitch and subjunctive verbs 

reasonably match in that both are pragmatic mitigation strategies. 

The reaiis factor group and five factors in it were also considered in the present 

study for comparison with the English LI results. The study followed Deckert and 

Yaeger-Dror's (2000) coding criteria. The token was coded as the present reaiis when the 

verb associated with the negative shows the present tense and the past reaiis for the past 

tense. The present perfect tense was included in the present reaiis. The future reaiis was 

coded when will was used for the verb in focus. The conditional reaiis was coded when 

the negative token was used within the conditional (Clause. Examples are given in (14) 

and (15). 

(14) K: If you canno/handle this, you are not doing good, (adapted from KF 48) 

(15) I; If my roommate doesn't care about kitchen, I also don't mind. 

(adapted from ID 20) 

The subjunctive reaiis was coded when the main clause containing the token was 

accompanied by the subjunctive (/Clause. The participants in this study rarely used the 

subjunctive reaiis. Even when the participants were questioned with the subjunctive 

construction, they answered without using the subjunctive. An example is given in (16). 
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(16) V: She almost has to publish a book, because .. well, would you... would you 

give a job to Monica Lewinsky? if you had a company would you/.. give her 

a job? 

K: I don't want to. (adapted from KV 17) 

The instance coded as the subjunctive realis is given in (17). Although the 

subjunctive construction is not correctly made, I gave this code since the subjunctive 

realis is clear from the context. 

(17) F: Do you work here? 

1: No=. 

F: No? 

I: No=, so, 

F: Just, just a student. 

I: mhm. 

F: Oh=. 

I: XX, if I work, I don't ha— I wouldn't have a enough time to study. (IF 21) 

F: Yea. 

Factor group 6 (adjacent focus) examined if pitch given on the words immediately 

left and right to the negative token constrains the negative pitch variation. Deckert and 
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Yaeger-Dror (2000) assume that this variable may influence the negative variation in LI 

English speech through empirical examination of a number of negative instances. For 

example, they observe that focus on the negative itself is less likely to occur if an 

immediately adjacent word is prosodically emphasized. In order to compare with the LI 

English results, the current study also included the adjacent focus variable. Detailed 

criteria for individual codes are separately described in section 3.4. 

Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (2000) also assiune that the rhythmic aspect of speech 

in use of negatives may influence the negative variation in LI English speech. They 

observe that focus on the negative is likely to occur when it is self-corrected (e.g.. 

Examples 18-21), it is used in a parallel construction (e.g.. Examples 22 and 23), it is 

used in a repetition or expansion construction (e.g.. Examples 24-26), or it is used in a 

contrast construction (e.g.. Examples 28-31). Through preliminary observation of part of 

the data for the current study, I agreed with Deckert and Yaeger-Dror's assumption, and 

decided to examine the impact of this variable (Factor group 7: rhythm). 

The self correction code (C) was given when the speaker made speech 

performance correction by himself or herself in the negative part or the part the negative 

is included. Examples are given in (18) through (21). 

(18) I: Because everybody don't— doesn't wanna work during the new year's day. 

(adapted firom ID 85) 

(19) I: In Japan competition never happen, I don't have to— 
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I don't wanna say never but.. (adapted from ID 43) 

(20) I: No=, no it's not— ... I canno=t think o=f that far. (ID 57) 

(21) I: The congressman elect him, we can— we cannot elect him. 

(adapted from IF 80) 

The parallel code (P) was given when the negative was used in a parallel 

construction in which things were listed. A typical case is given in (22). It should be 

noted that the parallel code is assigned to the second paralleled phrase. 

(22) Y: 'cause it's not— nnot practical/ not comfortabley (H) not pretty/ (YC 33, 34) 

Another example for a parallel construction is given in (23). Although in this instance 

the parallel construction is interrupted by the interlocutor's backchannel, the negative 

token was still coded as parallel because the backchannel doesn't break the speaker's 

overall rhythm of the parallel construction. 

(23) I: I didn't have to study much/ 

F: Right. 

I; and I didn't have to prepare for.. midterm/ or exam/ maybe that's the reason I 

like it. (IF 34) 
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The repetition and expansion code (R) was given when a phrase including the 

negative token was exactly repeated or the content of a phrase including negative element 

was repeated with expansion/elaboration by additional words or another expression 

containing the negative token. It should be noted that the code is given to the repeating 

negative, not the repeated one. Examples are given in (24) through (26). 

(24) D: But when you arrived you didn't know— 

K: I didn't know anything, I didn't know anything. (KD42) 

(25) K: But 1 didn't know uh, (H) like,... daily conversation, I didn't even know that, 

though. (KF 25) 

(26) I: Because it's cost Ie=ssy 

D: [m hm.] 

I: [it] doesn't cost, muchy and I can save money/ so= it's better to cook ... by 

myself. (ID 5) 

The scope of supplying the repetition and expansion code is limited to the range 

from the beginning of the utterance to the end of overall intonation boundary. The 

overall intonation boundary may be bounded by the finishing (final) intonation contour 

(i.e., marked by the period) or the interlocutor's turn, but not by the continuing intonation 
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contour (i.e., marked by the comma), or solely by the truncated intonation unit or pause. 

Therefore, in Example 26 above, doesn't was coded as R (repetition and expansion); 

however, it's not (Token IF 50) in Example 27 below did not receive R although it 

repeats the content of the negative sentence in the first line (J don't like Madonna or 

Michel Jackson). 

(27) I: I don't like= Madonna/ or Michel Jackson/ or.. (adapted from IF 49) 

F:No? 

I: No. 

F: mm-
I: [@@]. It's not my.. taste like a.. (IF 50) 

F: Right. 

The contrast +/- or -/+ code was given when the negative token was contrasted 

by the positive expression within the overall intonation boundary. The contrast +/- was 

marked when the positive element appeared first. Examples are given in (28) and (29). 

The contrast -/+ was marked in the opposite case. Examples are given in (30) and (31). 

(28) A: I know the fa=ct, 

V: m hm. 

A: but actually I don't know, the detail, uh about the fact so (H) (AV 27) 

V: Yea. 
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(29) I: and I think a= especially= Malaysia/ uh usually uh „ Malaysia and a= Indonesia 

belong to the Malay .. Malay culture/ Malay civilization/ but Thailand doesn't. 

(IFll) 

(30) F: Is it that <@ bad @>@? 

K: <@ it's really bad @>, I don't think but he thinks, 

(KF 16) 

(31) Y: I don't like uh his book/ usually/ but I like this one. (YF 54) 

Factor group 8 (clause) considered the impact of the clause in which the negative 

token appeared on the negative variation. An independent clause usually gives primary 

information, and thus probably creates a pragmatically strong statement, compared to a 

dependent clause. It was suspected that this difference might affect variable use of 

negatives. At the most detailed level, 13 clause types were created for coding. 

Regarding that conjunction, when the negative token was present in that clause, that was 

coded even when that was not actually uttered. An example is given in (32). 

(32) I: still I think (that) it's not popular. (IV 9) 

(The word in a parenthesis was not actually uttered.) 



On the other hand, when the participants used^ou know and I mean, the 

utterances following these phrases were not regarded as that clauses because the 

participants used 3/01/ know and / mean as conversation fillers. In addition, the participant 

Akira consistently used you know that like as a filler. Thus, you know that was also 

regarded as a filler in the case of Akira, and that was not coded. 

It should be noted that Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (2000) observe that when the 

and clause containing the negative is used within its super-ordinate dependent or 

embedded clause the influence of and on the negative may be overridden by that of the 

clause connector constructing the super-ordinate clause, if clauses give some influence on 

the negative use. For this reason when the and clause appeared within its super-ordinate 

dependent or embedded clause, the connector leading the super-ordinate clause was 

coded. In the rest of cases the conjunction/close coimector closest to the negative token 

was coded for the clause factor group. Examples are given in (33) and (34). In (33) 

although the conjunction closest to the negative token don't is and, the conjunction 

because was coded. On the other hand, in (34) the conjunction that was not coded for the 

negative token doesn't, but the closest conjunction but was coded. 

(33) S; Yeah but in Am— in America I heard— like— (H) you know a— around four 

points zero is nothing because, (H) you know, there are some ... a=lways there 

are some people who ... are looking for jobs and, you know temporarily they 

don't have any jo=b. (SD 24) 
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(34) I: and I think {that) a= especially= Malaysia/ uh usually uh.. Malaysia and a= 

Indonesia belong to the Malay.. Malay culture/ Malay civilization/ but Thailand 

doesn't. (IF 11) 

In the current data I found negative tokens in the even if and even though clauses, 

which are not specifically assigned to any of original clause categories. The even if and 

even though clauses were categorized into either I {if clause before the mziin clause) or 1 

{if clause after the main clause). 

The clause code G (aside) was given when a clause containing the negative token 

was spoken aside or in separate from the mainstream utterance. In the current data the 

speakers usually spoke aside in a different rhythm than that of the mainstream utterance. 

Examples are given in (35) and (36). Aside speech is shown in italics. 

(35) D: uh what does your brother do? 

K: um my brother do .. um ... I don't know how to say the... u=m, something/ 

make .. the house/ ... (KD 18) 

(36) M; and also students are so .. @ kind of.. /don't know how to say.. surprise to 

see.. (MF 26) 

The interactive factor group (Factor group 9) examined the impact of the 

negative's interactive use on the negative variation. This factor group includes four 
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factors: informative (I), remedial (R), supportive (S), and direct answer (D). Let me 

begin with the remedial factor. The remedial code was given when the speaker used the 

negative not in the context in which it would threat the interlocutor's face. Correction of 

the interlocutor's speech, disagreement with him/her, or negative eveduation about the 

interlocutor or what he/she belongs to all applies to the remedial use. Examples from the 

current data are given in (37) through (39). 

(37) D: but why should Japa=n depend on the way England does things?\ 

I: (0)oh I don't think depend just... like a... (H) if in— ... if... that happen, if that 

can be happen— then ca=n happened in England, (ID 111) 

D: m hm. 

I: (O)maybe, also, possible to ha=ppen in Japa=n./ 

(38) I: but, the towju-d end of the yeary getting dark/ and getting <@ cold @>J so 

getting terrible. 

D: and snowing? 

I: <@ yeah @>. 

D: @, I like snow. 

I: [oh, really?\] 

D: [you— you don't?] 

I: u=m, u I like skiing/ and, 

D: m hm. 
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I: but (H) personally I don't like snow because it's so cold. (ID 1) 

D: m hm. o=kay. 

(39) A: but in the .. the United States, 

V: m hm. 

A: basically .. uh instructors, do not use blackboard effectively. (AV 3) 

The supportive code was given when the speaker used the negative not in the 

context of supporting the interlocutor. Such context can be: (1) when the speaker 

expresses agreement with the interlocutor's ideas, opinions, or feelings, (2) when the 

speaker protects the interlocutor's position, or (3) when the speaker follows and supports 

the interlocutor in the communication process by giving backchannels or repeating the 

interlocutor's phrase. Examples are given in (40) through (43). Example 40 applies to 

the first context. Example 41 applies to the second context, and Examples 42 and 43 

apply to the third context. In the actual data for this study supportive negatives were used 

in the first and third contexts but not in the second context. 

(40) V: a=nd uh today when I watch soccor in TV=, I kind of think it's ... 

kind of boringy 

I: uu=m yeah because <X not X> so exciting/ like a... (H) 

basketball/ or, 

V: right. 
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I: [football/1 

V: [ice hockey=/] or football/ 

I: yeah. 

V: yeah, m hm. 

I: yeah because like, the score is like so low/ 

V: (O)that's right. 

I: two/ and one/ 

V: m hm. 

I: (O)two to one/ or one to= zero J 

V: m hm. 

1: so= it's not exciting, maybe./ (IV 10) 

(41) A: 1 was wrong to have done such a thing to her! 

B: No, you were not wrong! (hypothetical) 

(42) C: 1 didn't know tha=t! 

K: (0)1 didn't know XX either!®. (KC 17) 

C: @@@. 

C: I did not know that! 

K: heee. 

(The speaker C's [interviewer] last phrase I did not know that! is also the 

supportive use.) 
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(43) M: they don't know what they want to do, 

F: right 

M: in school. 

F; and they don't care. 

M: they don't care! (MF 36) 

F: @@. 

M: they just want to .. be .. a student in a famous school. 

F: right, right— wow, I didn't know tha=t. u=m ... 

(The speaker F's [interviewer] and they don *t care is also the supportive use.) 

The direct answer code was given when the speaker directly answered to the 

interlocutor's yes/no question. Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (2000) added this category 

through empirical observation, which suggested that negatives in direct answers may be 

more likely to receive prominent pitch than those in other contexts. In observing the 

current L2 data I agreed with their asstimption, and decided to code the negative token in 

the direct answer. Examples for negatives in direct answers are given in (44) through 

(47). 

(44) C: and do you buy a brand new one for that? 

I: no= I don't. (IC 58) 
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(45) C: If you were Hillary/ Clintony would you leave him? 

K:... oh@<@ a ha ha= @>. 

C: @@@. 

K: well, ah= ... no I don't want to leave him. (KC 32) 

(46) C: and is it just as strict to get a job of local paper as it is for sa=y the major 

Tokyo newspaper? 

I: uu=m I don't think so just, if you got job there/ you have to be there. (IC 9) 

(47) C: would she be educated? {she: a future wife) 

I: no, I don't mind./ (IC 49) 

It should be noted that if the speaker clearly seemed to give the direct answer 

knowing it would be face-threatening to his/her interlocutor, the negative in the direct 

answer was coded as remedial. An example is given in (48). Also, when the speaker 

clearly seemed to give the direct answer supportively to his/her interlocutor, the negative 

token was coded as supportive. An example is given in (49). 

(48) F: so, do you like, Elvis Presley? 

I: uh.. personally .. I don't. I mean I don't— know <X about X> him. (IF 47) 

(49) V: so I feel sorry for her.. to that extent, but, I think Hillary is smart enough that 



she is going to .. I think she is going to .. walk away. 

K: hee=. 

V: I that's III wouldn't be surprised, would you? 

K:... u@@, oh I wouldn't surprise but— I don't want her to walk away. 

(KV 14) 

The informative negative was coded for the negatives that did not apply to any of 

the remedial, supportive, or direct answer use. Although I initially created more 

categories that considered interactive, pragmatic, or semantic aspect of negative use such 

as self-lowering, self face-threatening, self-protective, contrastive informative, 

contrastive remedial, and contrastive supportive, the differences of these functions were 

found to be sometimes extremely subtle, and thus difficult to distinguish. Because this 

problem invites unreliable coding, those small categories were all merged with any of 

informative, remedial, or supportive. 

Factor group 10 (subject) considered how the subject of the negative token (e.g., 

the subject I in I still don't like Miso soup.) influenced the negative variation. Deckert 

and Yaeger-Dror (2000) claim that given that "presumably (Labov & Fanshell, 1977; 

Ferrara, 1994) negative statements with the subject 3/01/ are going to be potentially more 

face threatening than statements with the subject / or we" (p. 1) it will be relevant to 

examine the effect of the subject on the variation in negative focus. In order to compare 

LI and L2 results in the impact of the subject on the negative variation, this factor group 

was added. The factor group includes 19 factors as Table 2 shows. Examples for the null 



subject, empty/non-referential it, and general you are given in (50) through (53). Non-

referential it is usually used for expression of weather, time, distance, etc, or it insertion 

after extraposition of a complement in the transformational grammar rules. Example 51 

shows the non-referential it as the weather, and Example 52 shows the case for it 

insertion. Examples 50 and 53 show examples for the null subject and general 

respectively. 

(50) M: I learn English eight years in Japan but, 

D: m hm. 

M: didn't worlc@. (MD 15) 

(51) K: I went to a Seattle^ 1~ 1 really like it. 

C: (O)yeah? Did it rain? 

K: no=, but it was this— um Christmas time/ X~ 

C: oh okay./ well X— I've never been 

there either and everybody says it rains all the time. 

K: yeah. but~ 

C: it wasn't? 

K.: it wasn't. (KC 13) 

(52) Y: 1 would like to go to China^ but I.. don't.. speak Chinese, so that's gonna be 

problem^ 
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D: that would be a problem./ 

Y: @@. 

D: 

Y: so= bu=t~ ... I don't... huum it doesn't matter where 1 go/ like just like 

English speaking countryy (YD 15) 

(53) K: like, um,... the papers are so expensive, then we cannot take shower in the 

morning. 

F: m hm. 

K: and then,... uu ... what else? ...you cannot drink .. water, (KF 37) 

It should be noted that pronouns that are not specified in this factor group such as 

indefinite pronouns (e.g., someone, everybody, nothing) were coded as either A (animate 

noun phrase) or N (inanimate noun phrase). 

Factor group 11 (preceding word class) considered the impact of the verbal 

element immediately preceding the negative token. I particularly suspected the preceding 

hitch (abrupt cutoff), pause, or filler, which breaks the speech rhythm in the immediate 

environment of the negative might influence the realization of the negative. I also 

suspected that insertion of an adverb before the negative (e.g., I somehow can't eat beef 

now, I am now not confident with that) might physically influence the realization of the 

negative because the speech rhythm changes fix>m the one without adverb insertion. For 

coding I created seven categories at the most detailed level. They are noun, pronoun. 



pro-drop, adverb, intervening element, hitch (abrupt cutoff), and filler/pause/continuing 

intonation contour. The pro-drop code was given when the negative verb had a null 

subject as has been shown in Example 50 above. The intervening element code was 

given when the full-form negative token was intervened by some verbal element as 

Examples 54 through 56 show. 

(54) S: this is maybe not culture but I~ (SC15) 

(55) S: private schools are now not very popular as it wa=s, (SV 22) 

(56) A: you are- - not interested in, pedagogy. (AF 22) 

Factor group 12 (following word class) considered the impact of the verbal 

element immediately after the negative token on the negative variation. Through 

empirical observation of the current data it became conceivable that whether the negative 

verb is followed by some verbal elements or completed with the finishing intonation 

contour makes difference on the negative prosody use. It also became conceivable that 

the intensifier or adverb following the negative (e.g., I don't really know about that issue. 

It's not always the case.) is likely to give prosodic focus on the negative. In addition, I 

suspected the following hitch (abrupt cutoff), pause, or filler, which breaks the speech 

rhythm in the immediate environment of the negative might influence the realization of 

the negative. For the most detailed level of coding categories Deckert and Yaeger-Dror 
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(2000) and I created 15 codes; the verb know, other verb, noun, pronoun, adjective, 

quantifier, determiner, preposition, intensifier, other adverb, finishing intonation contour, 

end of turn, hitch (abrupt cutoff), filler/pause/continuing intonation contour, and wh-

clause. 

Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (2000) claim that in conjunction with the issue of 

prosodic focus adjacent to the negative (considered in Factor group 6), the significance of 

the adjacent prosodic focus should be considered. They point out that for example, when 

the phrase You're really not going! receives a left focus (i.e., really is pitch prominent), 

the force of the negation is emphasized, whereas the phrase receiving a right focus (i.e., 

going is pitch prominent) shows no change for the force of the negation. On the other 

hand, they note that the phrase You're not really going! receiving a right focus (i.e., really 

is pitch prominent) demonstrates the negation force weakened. Through these 

observations they argue that the degree of emphasis on the negative force should be 

coded to examine how this variable influence the variation in pitch on not negatives. 

In order to compare the L2 results with those of LI, I created Factor group 13 (negative's 

force degree). 

However, while coding it became very likely that the L2 speakers do not 

distinguish strengthening and weakening the negative force by supplying words adjacent 

to the negative or accenting those adjacent words. I only found two instances that used 

the negative strengthening really among all tokens, and only one of them received pitch 

prominence on really. It seems that the L2 speaking participants do not have the strategy 

that LI speakers use to differentiate the force of negation. Thus, the variable of the 
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degree of negative force was considered to be insignificant to tlie L2 negative pitch 

variation, and Factor group 13 was eventually dropped from consideration. 

Factor group 14 (quote) was created to examine the impact of quote speech on the 

negative variation because quote speech was likely to show emphasized negatives. It 

seems that speakers generally tend to use exaggerated intonations in quote speech. 

However, it was found that quote speech should not be analyzed together with non-

quote/regular speech (Yaeger-Dror, personal communication. May 2001). In regular 

conversational speech it is assumed that remedial negatives are more likely to show 

reduced forms and pitch than supportive and informative negatives (Yaeger-Dror, 1985, 

1996, 1997). However, we caimot reasonably apply this assumption to quote speech 

because quote speech is likely to promote focused negatives for remedial use as well as 

supportive and informative uses. To sum up, we assume that remedial negatives favor 

reduced forms and pitch in non-quote/regular speech, whereas they favor emphasized 

forms and pitch in quote speech. In the VARBRUL operation it is not appropriate to 

blend different sets of data (i.e., quote and non-quote speech in the present case) that have 

conflicting assumptions for the effect of a factor because contrastive factor effects cancel 

out each other. For this reason quote negatives were separated and the quote factor group 

(Factor group 14) was eliminated. Also, because quote negatives were very limited in 

number (34 tokens), and only one speaker produced many of them (22 tokens), the quote 

speech data set was found to be inappropriate for the variable rule analysis. Thus, this 

data set was also not used for another VARBRUL run. 
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Factor group 15 (speaker's gender) examined the impact of gender differences of 

the speakers. Gender difference is often considered in linguistic variation research (e.g., 

Cheshire, 1978; Eckert, 1988, 1989; Fischer, 1958; Hudson, 1980; Milroy & Milroy, 

1978; Milroy, 1980, 1987; Wolfiam, 1969). For example. Wolfram (1969) found that in 

Detroit females used more standard language forms in phonology and syntax than males. 

In the Belfast study Milroy and Milroy (1978) found that men used significantly more 

vernacular phonological forms than women in the area where close male relationships are 

a characteristic feature. Also, previous studies on Japanese speakers' use of pitch report 

that men and women show different pitch strategies motivated by sociocultural reasons 

(Loveday, 1981; Ohara, 1992; Takano, 2001). The speaker's gender factor group in the 

present study investigated whether or not gender difiference influences emphatic/non-

emphatic use of negatives. 

On one hand, the gender of the speaker clearly correlates with linguistic variation 

as Wolfram (1969) and Milroy and Milroy (1978) demonstrated. On the other hand, the 

gender relationship between the speaker and interlocutor plays more significant role than 

the gender of the speaker itself in linguistic variation. For example, in the study on the 

ellipsis of the Japanese postpositional particles -wa and -ga, Takano (1999) revised the 

traditional view that women are more likely to delete -wa and -ga particles than men 

(Shibamoto, 1985, 1990), and pointed out that there is actually a systematic intragender 

variation constrained by single-sex/mixed-sex talk. He demonstrated that women tend to 

delete -wa and -ga in single-sex interactions, but tend to supply them in mixed-sex 
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interactions, whereas men tend to supply these particles in single-sex interactions, but 

tend to delete them in mixed-sex interactions. 

Thus, the present study also took intragender variation into account, and 

examined the effect of the gender relationship between the speaker and interlocutor in 

Factor group 16. There are four gender combinations: (1) when the male subject talks to 

the male interviewer, (2) when the male subject talks to the female interviewer, (3) when 

the female subject talks to the female interviewer, and (4) when the female subject talks 

to the male interviewer. The zero code (0; not applicable) under the gender relationship 

factor group in the coding schema (Table 2) was used for the story-reading data. In the 

reading situations interlocutors were not present. 

Factor group 17 (speech situation) investigated the impact of overall speech 

situation in which utterances are produced. Yaeger-Dror (1985,1996, 1997) and Takano 

(2001) claim that variation in emphatic/non-emphatic use of negatives is conditioned by 

register difTerence in LI speech. The current study prepared three speech situations; 

story reading, hierarchical conversation, and peer conversation. The most contrastive 

speech situation is reading versus conversation. Yaeger-Dror (1985,1996, 1997) found 

that LI speakers emphasize more negatives in reading (i.e., more informational register) 

than in conversation (i.e., more interactional register). The present study examines if this 

is the case for L2 speakers. 

Factor group 17 (speech situation) also investigated the influence of the power 

relationship between the speaker and interlocutor on the realization of negatives within 

the conversation register. Power relationships among speakers are constructed by a 
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variety of social factors such as gender difference/indifference, L1/L2 speaking 

difference/indifference, social class difference/indifference, and social status 

difference/indifference. The present factor group focuses on the power relationship 

derived from social status difference/indifference. The study prepared two contrastive 

conversation situations; hierarchical conversation and peer conversation. In the 

hierarchical conversation the interviewers were professors; and thus the speaker was 

considered to have less power than the interlocutor in the social status dimension. In the 

peer conversation the interviewers were graduate students; and thus it was considered that 

the power relationship between the speaker and interlocutor was neutral in the social 

status dimension. 

Factor groups 18 (speaker) and 19 (interlocutor) were constructed to examine the 

effect of the individual speaker in conversations. Although it is not a purpose for the 

VARBRUL analysis to examine an individual speaker's effect on linguistic variation, it is 

sometimes necessary to suspect an individual speaker's effect particularly in case group 

effects are not significant. Especially in L2 variation analysis it will be reasonable to 

suspect an individual L2 speaker's effect because individual differences in L2 are 

considered to be more significant than in LI. Also, it is always useful to code and 

identify speakers when possible for the follow-up investigation in second language 

research. 



3.2.3 Participants 

This study looked at the use of English negatives by six (three male and three 

female) Japanese advanced ESL speakers studying in graduate programs at the University 

of Arizona. Their ages ranged from 24 to 36 years old. The study controlled possible 

confounding variables as much as possible. For the participants' English proficiency 

levels, their TOEFL scores at the entry point of their Master's programs were referred to. 

Their TOEFL scores fall in the range of 560 up to 575. The participants were all Master's 

students in the humanity departments. They all came to America to study after the age of 

twenty for the first time and had no experience of living in other English-speaking 

regions. The length of stay in America among the participants ranged from one year and 

nine months to four years. None had any LI English-speaking family members or 

significant others. 

Further, I controlled the participants' hometown regions in Japan to guard against 

possible influence of special intonational patterns deriving from contrastive LI dialects 

on their production of English negative pitch. The most contrastive patterns among LI 

Japanese dialects are shown between Tokyo accent and Kyoto-Osaka (Kyosaka) accent 

patterns (Amanuma, Otsubo, & Mizutani, 1989). The present study avoids mixing 

speakers from these areas. The participants were either from Tokyo, Chubu, or Kita-

Kyushu area. According to Amanuma, Otsubo, and Mizutani (pp. 115-119), these areas 

are categorized into either Tokyo accent or semi-Tokyo accent out of six accent-pattern 

areas in Japan: Kyosaka, semi-Kyosaka, Tokyo, semi-Tokyo, Dckei 'one pattem,' and 
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Hogen no Shima 'Islands of Dialects.' The information of the participants, which is based 

on the participants' self reports, is summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. Profiles of participants 

Name 

(pseudonym) 

Sex Age TOEFL 

Score 

Length of 

Stay in US 

Roommate Home Region 

Akira M 36 573 I year and alone Shizuoka 

9 months (Tokyo accent) 

Ichiro M 24 570 I year and non-ciose American Yokohama 

9 months roommate (Tokyo accent) 

Shin M 25 560 2 years and non-close American Fukuoka (semi-

7 months roommate Tokyo accent) 

Keiko F 25-30 Approx. 4 years non-close Japanese Fukuoka (semi-

570 roommate Tokyo accent) 

Masako F 30 Approx. 4 years alone Aichi 

570 (Tokyo accent) 

Yasuko F 26 Approx. 3 years and alone Saitama 

570 6 months (Tokyo accent) 

The number of participants in this study (six participants) is considered sufficient 

in the interlanguage multivariate analysis under the condition of controlled language 

proficiency. Well-known studies such as Young (1991) used six participants and Major 

(1996) used four to examine variation patterns for a controlled proficiency group. 
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The Japanese-English interlanguage is a good test case to investigate the influence 

of speakers' native language patterns on their use of English negatives because Japanese 

and English are contrastive in terms of both typology in intonation systems (Hirst & Di 

Cristo, 1998; McCawley, 1978; Van der Hulst and Smith, 1988) and culturally based 

communication strategies (Beebe & Takahashi, 1989; Hayashi, 1996; Hirokawa, 1987; 

Ide, 1998; Ito, 1989; Kunihiro, 1976; Lebra, 1987; Maynard, 1989; Midooka, 1990; 

Nakane, 1973; Rinnert & Kobayashi, 1999; Tsuda, 1984; Tsujimura, 1987; Watanabe, 

1993; Wetzel, 1988; White, 1989; Yamada, 1992). 

Advanced ESL speakers were chosen because that level of English fluency is 

considered necessary to examine the influence of contextual variables other than 

linguistic factors on the pitch variation. Also, observation of advanced-level English use 

enables us to investigate the use of not negative contractions/non-contractions after 

acquisition of the basic forms of negation. 

3.2.4 Interlocutors 

This study considers four kinds of sociolinguistic variables. Among them the 

gender relationship of the speaker and interlocutor (Factor group 16) and speech situation 

(Factor group 17) are related to the status and gender of the interlocutor. The gender 

relationship factor group includes four gender combinations for the speaker and 

interlocutor: male-male, male-female, female-male, and female-female. The 

conversation register in the speech situation factor group includes two situations: 
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hierarchical (power-differential) and peer (power-equal) conversations. In order to 

examine the impacts of these gender and power factors on the negative variation, I asked 

four male and female American-English native speakers to interact with the participants. 

They all differed in terms of their statuses and genders. They were a male 

professor, a female professor, a male graduate student, and a female graduate student. 

Each interlocutor interacted with all six participants. The professor and participant 

combination was intended to construct the hierarchical conversation situation, and the 

graduate student and participant combination was intended to construct the peer 

conversation situation. The combinations of the participants and interlocutors are shown 

in Table 4. All the interlocutors were specialized in the areas of either humanities or 

social science. They were all associated with the University of Arizona. The participants 

and interlocutors did not know each other before they met for this study. 

Table 4. The participant-interlocutor combinations 

ParticipantMnteriocutor Male Professor (V) Female Professor (D) Male Student (F) 

Akira (male) 

Ichiro (male) 

Shin (male) 

Keiko (female) 

Masako (female) 

Yasuko (female) 

Conversation AV 

Conversation IV 

Conversation SV 

Conversation KV 

Conversation MV 

Conversation YV 

Conversation AD 

Conversation ID 

Conversation SD 

Conversation KD 

Conversation MD 

Conversation YD 

Conversation AF 

Conversation IF 

Conversation SF 

Conversation KF 

Conversation MF 

Conversation YF 

Female Student (C) 

Conversation AC 

Conversation IC 

Conversation SC 

Conversation KC 

Conversation MC 

Conversation YC 
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3.2.5 Sociolinguistic Interview 

This study employed the sociolinguistic interview method (Labov, 1984) to 

collect conversation data. The sociolinguistic interview is a speech-data eliciting method 

developed by Labov, in which the researcher or other interviewers give the participant 

prepared questions for conversation in the one-to-one interaction situation. Labov 

advocates that the sociolinguistic interview is the best method to elicit linguistic data for 

variation studies because it enables us to collect research-usable (e.g., good recording and 

controlled/needs-fulfilling) speech data, yet in the vernacular style, which shows the most 

systematic linguistic variation. In sociolinguistic interviews participants are asked 

questions that will induce emotionally involved speech so that the speaker forgets to pay 

attention to the form of speech. The most famous example of this type of question is the 

"Danger of Death [question, which asks,] Have you ever been in a situation where you 

were in serious danger of being killed?" (Labov, 1972, p. 209). 

The current study, thus, asked the four native English speaking interlocutors to 

become interviewers and ask prepared interview questions to the participants. The 

participants and interviewers had one-to-one conversation sessions. All the participants 

interacted with all the interviewers (see Table 4 in section 3.2.4). Each conversation 

session took approximately one hour. 

The interview questions were constructed to induce as much as emotionally 

involved speech. In addition, because this study needs sufficient number of not 

negatives, particularly, remedial negatives, which probably do not appear frequently in 

regular conversations among people who have met for the first time, approximately half 



of the interview questions were constructed to fulfill this needs as well. The questions 

that were intended to elicit many remedial negatives were labeled as target questions, and 

the rest of the questions were labeled as regular questions. All interview questions 

prepared for conversation sessions are given in Appendix A. Both regular and target 

questions were shaped in modules according to topics. The regular question modules 

were created with referring to the question modules used in Kato, Adamson, Uenaka, 

Stauffer, and Chu (1999). 

The interviewers were asked to use at least some of the target questions for each 

conversation session, and the regular questions when appropriate, such as when they 

begin the session to warm up the conversation or when they use up the target questions. 

Among the target questions all the interviewers asked questions on American food (No. 

1), alcohol (No. 5), education system (No. 6), school uniforms (No. 7), President 

Clinton's scandal (No. 13), and the Japanese imperial family (No. 16). A list of all 

interview questions was given the interviewers in advance of the conversation sessions so 

that they could use the questions as natural as possible in actual interactions. 

3.2.6 Text Reading Materials 

For text/story reading speech I used two novels that were also used for the 

analysis of not negatives by Yaeger-Dror (1996, 1997). One of them was Lake Wobegon 

Days (1985) written by Garrison Keillor, emd the other was Breathing Lessons (1988) 

written by Anne Tyler. Lake Wobegon Days is a monologue type of novel based on the 



protagonist's life experiences in the fictional town of Lake Wobegon, Minnesota. The 

prose part (rather than the conversation part) is dominant Breathing Lessons depicts an 

old married couple's ordinary lives. The prose and conversation parts are almost evenly 

distributed. 

I selected parts containing many Verb + not words from each story. For selection 

I was also carefril to avoid parts which give complicated contexts or many unfamiliar 

words for L2 speakers. All the excerpts used for the reading-aloud task are shown in 

Appendix B with token numbers. In the actual reading tasks the participants were given 

the paperbacks of these two stories one by one (they read Lake Wobegon Days first, and 

when they finished it they called me and were given Breathing Lessons) and were 

instructed to read the parts marked. Both books were newly purchased, and they allow 

enough spaces between words and lines; and thus, they are physically reader-fnendly. 

The statistics of the negative tokens used for the analysis (e.g., the number of tokens and 

its breakdowns) is given in section 3.3.4. All six participants took approximately 15 

minutes to read aloud each story (i.e., 30 minutes in total for each participant). 
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3.3 Data Collection 

3.3.1 Recording 

The participants' speech was all audio-taped in a quiet cozy room on the 

University of Arizona campus from March 29 to April 13 in 1999. I set up the room as 

homey as possible to relax the participants and have them use the regular (vernacular) 

speech style they usually use in their everyday lives. In order to create a homey 

atmosphere, I used chairs that are usually used in a regular household, covered the desk 

with a table cloth, brought in flowers, and decorated the wall with scenery pictures. 

Photos of this recording room are given in Appendix C. I also served tea/coffee before 

the sessions to relax the participants. 

For recording I used a Sony audio tape recorder for the main machine together 

with two back-up Walkman-level recorders hidden in a box covered with a cloth (see 

Appendix C). I used type II tapes (Sony) for the main machine and type III for the back

up machines. Type II tapes are claimed to show higher-quality recording results than 

type III tapes. For all speech data 120 minutes tapes (60 minutes each side) were used. 

This way, tapes did not have to be flipped over in the middle of speech. 

Because high-quality recording is crucial to analyze pitch, I had lavaliere 

microphones hooked up at the speakers' chest areas for the main recording machine. In 

the conversation sessions the interviewers also wore lavaliere microphones. 

In the text/story-reading sessions the participants were alone in the room and 

instructed to read aloud as if they read the stories to somebody else. Before they started 
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the tasks, they were told what the stories are about and the meanings of words which 

were possibly unfamiliar to them. Also, they were encouraged to briefly go over the text 

before they started to read aloud. 

3.3.2 Transcription 

I transcribed the conversation data following Du Bois et al.'s (1993) system (see 

Appendix D), which has been widely used in the analysis of conversation data. This 

system gives ways to transcribe prosodic and paralinguistic features used in natural 

conversations such as speech stresses, pauses, tones, intonational boundaries, laughter, 

and various ways of using vocal codes. The system also reflects how conversation turns 

are realized by notating overlapping and timing. This detailed system of transcription is 

necessary to analyze how not negatives were exactly used pragmatically. Transcribed 

data with token numbers are provided in Appendices E and F. Appendix E includes 

conversation data, and Appendix F includes reading data. 

3.3.3 Selection of Negative Tokens 

Because the focus of this study is on how the participants contract negatives in 

relation to their preceding verbs and what kinds of pitch the speakers place on those 

negatives, the study looked at not negatives that were associated with verbs (e.g., it's not 

exciting and we don't play rather than no, not at all, not very often, or not really). 
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Also, the ways of how negatives are used are significantly different in 

interrogative sentences (e.g.. Don't you like that movie? and Isn't it nice?) and in 

imperative sentences (e.g.. Don't do thatf) than in declarative sentences (Deckert & 

Yaeger-Dror, 2000). For example, interrogative and imperative sentences start with 

negatives (Verb + not) and the negatives, thus, are preceded by no word. Also, 

interrogative and imperative sentences much more rarely choose full forms for negatives 

than declarative sentences. Therefore, negatives appearing in interrogative and 

imperative sentences were not included in the data. On the other hand, these sentence 

t3^s appeared too infrequently to consider them as separate variables for variation 

analysis. Thus, this study only looked at Verb + not negatives used in declarative 

sentences. 

In addition, it was noticed that the participants frequently used I don't know and 

I'm not sure as hedges in conversation. Because these phrases are fixed expressions and 

have nothing to do with productive use of language, these two expressions were 

eliminated from the data. Although very few of them seemed to be used as main 

utterances (not as hedges), all I don't know and I'm not sure phrases were excluded. Also, 

it should be noted that the phrases containing more words than I don't know or I'm not 

sure (e.g., I don't know about that and I'm not sure if...) were considered relevant for 

inclusion in the data. 

Also, as was discussed in section 3.2.2.2, negatives used in quote speech were not 

included in the data because they were determined to be a different set of data. 
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Finally, it should be mentioned that the tokens that were overl^ped with the 

interlocutor's utterances or did not receive interpretable pitch in the pitch analysis 

program were unable to be used for analysis. Thus, these tokens were not counted for the 

database. 

3.3.4 Database 

This study includes a total database of 30 extended speech samples: 24 of 

conversation data (see Table 4 in section 3.2.4) and six of reading data (readings 

performed by the six participants). A total length of speech (recording) time is 

approximately 27 hours; 24 hours (a one-hour conversation session times 24 sessions) 

and three hours (a 30-minute reading session times 6 sessions). A total number of 

negative tokens used for analysis is 1,329. The conversation data contain 1,167 tokens 

and the reading data contain 162 tokens. Table 5 displays the breakdowns of the 

conversation data. Table 6 shows the breakdowns of the reading data. 
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Table 5. The number of tokens for each conversation 

S>articipaiit\Intertocutor V (m. profes.) D (f. profes.) F (m. student) C (f. student) Total 

Akira (male) AV; 23 AD; 41 AF:33 AC: 45 142 

Ichiro (male) IV: 38 ID: 81 IF: 70 IC: 45 234 

Shin (male) SV:62 SD;70 SF:76 SC: 46 254 

Keiko (female) KV: 43 KD: 52 KF: 52 KC: 37 184 

Masako (female) MV:3I MD:43 MF: 40 MC: 32 146 

Yasuko (female) YV: 43 YD: 69 YF:51 YC:44 207 

Total 240 356 322 249 1167 

Table 6. The number of tokens for each story 

Lake Wobegon Days 15 

Breathing Lessons 12 

Total 27 

Note. The total number of produced reading tokens is 162 
(27 times six participants). 

3.3.5 Digitization (Creation of Long Original Sound Files) 

All speech data were digitized into the computer for the analysis of pitch. Sound 

digitization entails transferring taped sound (analog) data into digital sound data. This 

process involves sampling sound by size (i.e., sampling size denoted by bit) and 

frequency (i.e., sampling frequency denoted by Hz). Higher figures in sampling size and 
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frequency stand for more detailed sampling, and accordingly, more accurate data. 

Referring to the information given by the sound digitizing computer program this study 

used (Sound Blaster 64), I set up the sampling size as 16 bit and the sampling frequency 

as 22050 Hz. According to Sound Blaster 64, "16-bit wave data gives the highest sound 

quality comparable to that of a CD" (compared to "8-bit wave data giving a lower sound 

quality comparable to that of a cassette tape"), and "220S0 Hz is suitable for tape quality 

recording" (compared to voice recording requiring 11025 Hz and CD quality recording 

requiring 44100 Hz). With this establishment 1-second length of sound took 43 kilobyte 

computer memory (1-minute speech taking 2.58 megabyte). 

Because the computer used in this study did not accurately process 30-minute 

length of sound at one time and gives slower speech in the latter parts of this length, basic 

sound files were created with 15 minutes of length each. These raw-data files are 

referred to as long original soundfiles in this study. 

3.3.6 Construction of Sound Token Files (Creation of Analysis Files) 

I used a speech analysis computer program called Praat for pitch/prosody 

analysis. Praat is a shareware developed by Paul Boersma and David Weenink at the 

Institute of Phonetic Sciences of the University of Amsterdam. Praat has a number of 

functions from speech analysis, speech synthesis, graphics, statistics, to programming. 

The current study used the speech analysis function for pitch/prosody analysis. 
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Praat enables us to create an Analysis File from a digitized soimd file. The 

Analysis File displays multiple features of speech sound such as waveform, intensity, 

formants, pitch, and duration all at once in one window (see Appendix G). For pitch and 

intensity it gives digital information of sound with analogue representations of pitch and 

intensity tracks (when one clicks on a point on the pitch or intensity track, the file gives 

values). 

Because the Analysis File provides very useful information for the current study I 

created an Analysis File for each token. Each Analysis File, thus, was identified by a 

corresponding token number. Analysis Files for tokens are referred to as sound token 

files in this study. Each sound token file was constructed to contain 7-second speech 

(including the token itself). 1 judged this length sufficient to analyze the negative token 

in relation to environmental sound behaviors. One sound token file took approximately 

2.2 megabyte computer memory. 
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3.4 Pitch Analysis 

The negative token was coded for pitch prominence/non-prominence. Pitch 

prominence included five codes, which represent its pitch-track shapes. They are H 

{high, level), R (rise), F (fall), ̂  (rise-fall, hill-shape), and v (fall-rise, valley-shape). A 

non-prominent negative token was coded as N (neutral). Also, words immediately 

adjacent to the negative token were coded for pitch prominence/non-prominence (but 

here, the term focus was used) in Factor group 6 (adjacent focus). The adjacent words 

were coded as left focus, right focus, both or neither. This section describes detailed rules 

for various pitch criteria. 

Pitch prominence (or focus in the case of adjacent focus) was coded when the 

highest point in FO (f\mdamental frequency) of the word under investigation is at least 20 

Hz higher than the FO of neighboring word(s). Typical instances for pitch prominence on 

the negative are shown in Figures 1 through 3. Don't in SD 17 (Figure 1) shows a hill-

shape pitch track, and thus was coded as rise-fall. Since not in it's not from personal 

pride in AD 29 (Figure 2) shows a rising pitch track, it was coded as rise. Don't in YF 62 

(Figure 3) shows a high, level pitch track, and thus was coded as high. Although YF 62's 

don't (in we don't have) is not 20 Hz higher than the last segment of we or the beginning 

part of have, since the highest FO in the negative is at least 20 Hz higher than the middle 

part of either word, the negative token was judged as prominent. Accordingly, similar 

cases were treated in the same way. 
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In contrast with prominent negatives, non-prominent negatives show little gap in 

FO between neighboring words. An example is given in Figure 4 (AC 11). 

When a rise-fall pitch track showed more than 20 Hz rise and more than 20 Hz 

fall within itself, it was clearly perceived as prominent, and thus was coded as prominent 

regardless of the FO of neighboring words. Examples are shown in all words of it doesn't 

matter (YD 15) in Figure 5. 

Similarly, when a fall-rise pitch track showed more than 20 Hz fall and more than 

20 Hz rise within itself, it was clearly perceived as prominent, and thus was coded as 

prominent regardless of the FO of neighboring words. Examples are shown in couldn't 

and finish in I couldn't finish it (KF 40) in Figure 6. 

Examples for the falling prominent pitch are shown in Just and couldn't in I just 

couldn't go (MV 15) in Figure 7. Although the highest FO in couldn't is not higher than 

the highest FO in just, it starts with a point that is more than 20 Hz higher than the FO of 

the latter segment of just, and couldn't shows more than 20 Hz falling steep. In this case, 

couldn't was clearly perceived as prominent, and thus was judged as prominent Similar 

cases were treated in the same way. 

The participants in this study often demonstrated a continuous falling tone for 

cannot (as shown in YC 28 in Figure 8), which is not usually observed in native speech 

(M. Yaeger-Dror, personal communication. May, 1999). In this case, cannot was clearly 

perceived as one chunk because of the continuous falling tone. Therefore, this type of 

cannot instance was all coded as fall (prominent) as one word, as long as the pitch of 

cannot applied to the criteria for the fall prominent. 
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On the other hand, as IC 43 (Figure 9) shows, only not in cannot was sometimes 

focused. This type of cannot was also coded as prominent; however, the shape was 

judged as rise. MD 19 (Figure 10) shows an example of rising tone (prominent) for can't. 

r I • 1. pM t iji f 

Amen-don*t consider n 

2.074 

Figure 1. Typical case for the pitch prominent negative coded as rise-fall (SD 17) 
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p«son«l 

Figure 2. Typical case for the pitch prominent negative coded as rise (AD 29) 

counseling uh WW Jon't have 

Figure 3. Typical case for the pitch prominent negative coded as high (YF 62) 
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270 

70-
mm y«ah ••• cant My no 

1^1 

Figure 4. Typical case for the non-prominent/neutral negative (AC 11) 

r t .i.jl pK \ UJ V. 

docsn*t matter ihere 

Figure 5. Cases for rise-fall accent Rise-fall accent appears in all words in 

it doesn't matter (YD 15). 



2S& 
.Ipv/ V 1 

f 1 
eouldnt fmisfc \ " 

1.S87 

Figure 6. Cases for fall-rise accent Fall-rise accent appears in couldn't and 

finish (KF 40). 

f ^ I -J pn f ur r 

eouldn^ 

Figure 7. Cases for fall accent Fall accent appears in just and couldn't (MV 15). 
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330 

130-

V V 

V 
1 cjn not cjny liic this 

1.009 

Figure 8. Case for fall accent on cannot (YC 28) 

r  I. J. j J  pi( I  ij! f 

3iO 

110" 

not 

.•<TV| fi. vW--

1.030 

dcctin* 

Figure 9. Case for rise accent on cannot (IC 43) 



Figure 10. Case for rise accent on can't (MD 19) 
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3.5 Variable Rule Analysis 

3.5.1 Coding 

This study used the VARBRUL program for the DOS environment (Pintzuk, 

1987) to investigate variable rules in the negative variation. The first process for the 

VARBRUL operation is coding. All negative tokens were coded for all 19 factor groups 

according to the criteria established for this study (see sections 3.2.2.2 and 3.4 for the 

criteria of the dependent variables, and see section 3.2.2.2 for the criteria of the 

independent variables). Coding was conducted by me and an assistant coder. First we 

coded tokens individually and had meetings several times to compare our codings. We 

resolved discrepancies through discussion for most tokens. When we still had problems, 

1 consulted with the third person, who was a linguist, and solved the problems. 

Pitch coding was mainly conducted by me following the above-mentioned 

criteria, which is based on the ToBI (Tones and Break Indices) system (cf. Beckman & 

Ayers-Elam, 1997). 1 consulted with a specialist in the negative prosody analysis and a 

phonetician for tokens that were difGcult to determine. 

Coded tokens (a list of coding strings) eire given in Appendix H. 

3.5.2 The VARBRUL Program 

VARBRUL for DOS enables us to analyze binominal variation (i.e., two 

dependent variables), trinominal variation (i.e., three dependent variables), and 
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multinominal variation limited up to five dependent variables. Each program is referred 

to as rVARB (for binominal), TV ARB (for trinominal), and MVARB (for multinominal). 

This study used an IVARB program for analysis. 

In order to operate an IVARB program several steps should be processed. Major 

steps involved in the IVARB operation include coding (creating Data Files), constructing 

a Factor Specification File, Checktok, Readtok, constructing a Condition File, Makecell, 

and IVARB. These steps are schematized in Figure 11. This study processed up to 

Makecell for the negative form variation analysis, and completed FVARB for the negative 

pitch/prosody variation analysis. 
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Data File 

Checktok 

Checked Data 

T 

Factor Specification File 

Condition File Token File 

Legend 

Text file 

Cell File 

Data File Ivarb 

Readtok 

Makecell 

VARBRUL 

Figure 11. Processes involved in the VARBRUL 

operation (adapted fi-om Young & Bay ley, 1996, p. 296) 
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Coding here entails inputting coding strings into computer. I constructed six 

different Data Files, each of which contained a list of coding strings for tokens that each 

speaker produced. In the Factor Specification File, I input/specified all factor codes used 

for coding. The Checktok program checked whether or not miscoding existed in the Data 

Files in comparison with the Factor Specification File. The Readtok program constructed 

an input file (Token File) for the subsequent procedures by combining different Data 

Files into one and changing the format to enable the VARBRUL program to read the 

data. In a Condition File I specified the values of the dependent variable and factors that 

I intended to examine for the analysis that time. Many original factors were merged or 

combined to create higher order factors for analysis. 

The Makecell program built cells (combinations of factors) following the 

specifications indicated in the Condition File, and produced a Cell File to be used for the 

rVARB process. Makecell calculated the percentage of each factor for the rule 

application (dependent variable) firom the occurrences of each cell. If Makecell finds a 

factor appearing alone in a factor group or that has a categorical effect on the dependent 

variable, it informs us that there is/are (a) knockout factor(s) and the Cell File cannot be 

used for the variable rule analysis (TV ARB). This happened to the negative form 

variation analysis in the current study, where the program found many knockout factors 

that had categorical effects on the negative forms. For this reason, the negative form 

variation analysis was ended with the Makecell process. 

IVARB provides two types of analysis: the step-up/step-down analysis (i.e., a 

stepwise regression analysis) and the one-level analysis. The step-up/step-down analysis 
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gives results of significant and non-significant factor groups at the p < .05 level. The 

one-level analysis assigns weight on each factor to show how (i.e., positively or 

negatively) and how much each factor contributes to the rule application. Factor weights 

in significant factor groups are particularly important. The current study undertook both 

types of analysis for a full analysis. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

The results presented in this chapter are organized in relation to significant 

findings on negative form, pitch, and pitch-amplitude. An investigation of pitch-

amplitude variation was carried out in response to Takano's (2001, personal 

communication, August 10, 2001) observation that both pitch and amplitude may play 

important roles in LI Japanese negative prosodic behaviors. The results of negative 

pitch-amplitude variation in L2 English shown by LI Japanese participants were 

particularly analyzed to examine the speakers' prosodic transfer. 

4.2 Variation in the Forms of Verb + Not Negatives 

4.2.1 Significant Findings on the Negative Form Variation 

The negative form variation was controlled by the verb accompanjdng not. L2 

speakers showed a strong tendency to choose the verb contraction form for am negatives 

(i.e., I'm not). This pattern agreed with the LI English speakers' pattern. LI and L2 

speakers also showed very similar variation patterns with each other for auxiliary verb 

negatives except for can and be negatives. That is, they both strongly tended to choose 

negative contraction forms for those negatives (e.g., don't, haven't, won't, couldn't). 

However, LI and L2 patterns showed marked differences in can negatives and be 

negatives except for am negatives (i.e., is/are + not and was/were + not). L2 speakers 
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preferred full forms to not contraction forms for these verbs, whereas LI speakers 

preferred not contraction forms to full forms. As a whole, L2 speakers were more likely 

to choose full forms than LI speakers. 

4.2.2 Results of Makecell (VARBRUL) 

The variation pattern of not negative forms was strongly constrained by the verb 

accompanying the negative. This result was derived through the Makecell program in the 

VARBRUL program. Before the VARBRUL program analyzes variable rules, it 

constructs cells (combinations of factors) and calculates the percentage of each factor for 

the rule application from the occurrences of each cell. In the present analysis Makecell 

could not build cells appropriate for the VARBRUL analysis because it found all factors 

in the accompanying verb factor group to be knockout (when a factor has a categorical 

effect on the variation pattern, the program judges it as a knockout factor. A knockout 

factor cannot be used for the variable rule analysis). Details are discussed below. 

In order to have the VARBRUL program make cells (the Makecell process) one 

must specify factor groups (a dependent variable and independent variables), the values 

of the dependent variable, and individual factors in the independent variables. In the 

current Makecell process I selected Factor groups 2 (negative form), 3 (eiccompanying 

verb), 7 (rhythm), 8 (clause), 9 (interactive), 10 (subject), 11 (preceding word class), 12 

(following word class), 16 (gender relationship), and 17 (speech situation) (see Table 7). 

Factor groups 1 (pitch) and 6 (adjacent focus) were eliminated because these factor 
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groups are irrelevant to negative form variation. Also, Factor groups 13 (negative's force 

degree) and 14 (quote) were removed because these factor groups were found to be 

irrelevant to the analysis of this entire study (see section 3.2.2.2). Factor groups 4 

(tense), 5 (realis), 15 (speaker's gender), 18 (speaker), and 19 (interlocutor) were 

eliminated to avoid factorial interactions. Because the VARBRUL program basically 

assumes that independent variables (factor groups and individual factors) are independent 

of each other, factor groups that have obvious interactions or inter-dependence should not 

be selected together. Factor groups 4 (tense) and 5 (realis) have obvious interactions with 

Factor group 3 (accompanying verb). Factor group 15 (speaker's gender) has an obvious 

interaction with Factor group 16 (gender relationship). Factor groups 18 (speaker) and 19 

(interlocutor) have obvious interactions with Factor groups 16 (gender relationship) and 

17 (speech situation). 

The original factors, which were initially created at the most detailed level, were 

merged or combined for theoretical or empirical reasons for each grouping. Table 7 

shows grouped factors together with selected factor groups. 

Table 7. Factor groups and factors selected for Makecell in the negative form 

variation 

Factor Group Factor 

2. Negative Form N: negative contraction 

A: aux/verb contraction 

F: full form/no contraction 
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Table 7. continued 

3. Accompanying Verb A: am 

\:is 

R: are 

W: was 

E: were 

D-.do 

F; does 

B: did 

H: aux have or has 

L: will 

C: can 

X: would could, or should 

1. Rhythm C: self correction 

P; parallel (listing) 

R: repetition and expansion 

X: contrast +/- or -/+ 

O: other 

8. Clause M; main, and but, or or clause 

A: adverbial clause {so, because, if) 

N: nominal clause {that, w/i-clause, relative clause) 

G; aside 



Table 7. continued 

9. Interactive 

10. Subject 

11. [^receding Word Class 

12. Following Word Class 

16. Gender Relationship 

17. Speech Situation 

I; informative 

R; remedial 

S: supportive 

D: direct answer 

1; 1st person 

2:2nd person 

3:3rd person 

N: noun 

P: pronoun 

A: adverb 

B: break (filler, pause, continuing intonation contour, or abrupt 

cutoff) 

V: verb or complement 

R: adjunct 

#: end with negative token 

B: break (filler, pause, continuing intonation contour, or abrupt 

cutoff) 

M: m-m 

F:f-f 

+: m-f 

f-m 

less power (hierarchical conversation) 

N: neutral (peer conversation) 
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Factor group 2 (form) is the dependent variable of the negative form variation 

analysis. All the three values (N: negative contraction. A: aux/verb contraction, and F; 

full form) were specified for rule applications. 

Factor group 3 (accompanying verb) contains 12 factors (A: am, I: is, R: are, W: 

was, E: were, D; do, F; does, B: did, H: Aux have or has, L: will, C: can, and X: would, 

could, or should). Although in the original coding the auxiliary be and copula were 

distinguished, they were merged for the VARBRUL analysis because specific pattern 

differences in the negative form variation between the two were not observed. Also, 

auxiliary have and has were merged because they have the first consonant and vowel in 

common, and thus are phonologically similar, in addition to the similar grammatical 

function. Would, could, and should were also merged because they are grammatically 

and phonologically similar. 

In Factor group 7 (rhythm) the original contrast +/- and contrast -/+ factors were 

collapsed because specific differences in relation to the negative form variation between 

the two were not observed. 

In Factor group 8 (clause) and, but, and or clauses were merged into main clause 

because they are all non-subordinate or independent clauses. Also, so, because, and if 

clauses were collapsed because they are all adverbial clauses. In addition, that clause, 

vfA-cIause, and relative clauses were collapsed because they are all nominal clauses. 

Factor group 9 (interactive) includes four factors (I: informative, R: remedial, S: 

supportive, and D: direct answer). They retain the original coding categories. 
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The factors in Factor group 10 (subject) were reconstructed into three factors: the 

first, second, and third persons. Given that the major purpose for creating this factor 

group was to examine difference in the impacts of first person and second person subjects 

on the negative veiriation, this new categorization should be relevant. It should be noted 

that the general you was grouped in the third person because it is semantically the third 

person. 

Factor group 11 (preceding word class) includes four factors: noun, pronoun, 

adverb, and break (including fillers, pauses, continuing intonation contours, and abrupt 

cutoffs). The original code D (pro-drop) was eliminated because this factor appeared in 

only a few tokens (eliminating factors does not eliminate the tokens that include those 

factors, but only directs the program not to consider those specific factors for 

calculation). The original factor I (intervening element) was also eliminated because the 

tokens coded as intervening element had only two dependent values for the dependent 

variable (i.e., either aux/verb contraction or full form, and never negative contraction) for 

structural reasons; thus, this factor is a knockout factor. The original factors H (hitch 

[abrupt cutoff]) and F (filler, pause, or continuing intonation contour) were collapsed 

because they all create some form of break in continuing speech or speech rhythm. 

Factor group 12 (following word class) includes four factors (V: verb or 

complement, R: adjunct, #: end with negative token, and B: break including fillers, 

pauses, continuing intonation contours, and abrupt cutoffs). Factor V (verb or 

complement) includes the original codes K (know), V (other verb), N (noun), P 

(pronoim), A (adjective), Q (quantifier), D (determiner), L (preposition), and W (yvh-
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clause). This merging was decided because all negatives coded as these have no 

interruption by adverbs or a break between the negatives and the following elements. 

The original codes intensifier and other adverb were collapsed because they are 

both adjuncts. Factor # (end with negative token) was created by merging the original 

codes E (end with finishing intonation contour) and # (end of turn). No difference in the 

negative form variation between the two was observed. The original codes H (hitch 

[abrupt cutoff]) and F (filler/pause/continuing intonation contour) were merged and 

labeled as B (break) because they both create some form of break in continuing speech or 

speech rhythm. 

Factor groups 16 (gender relationship) did not include the original code 0 (not 

applicable), which was created for the reading data. Because in the reading task the 

participants basically did not produce their own original negative forms, but simply read 

aloud the printed negative forms (but they occasionally misread them), the reading data 

were not included for the negative form variation analysis. The reading code in Factor 

group 17 (speech situation) was thus dropped as well. 

With these selections of factor groups and factors Makecell was operated. Fifteen 

factors were knocked out in all and the Cell File could not be input into VARBRUL, The 

output fiio Makecell produced is given in Appendix I. The results for Factor group 3 

(accompanying verb), which show all 12 factors knocked out, deserve particular 

attention. Details are shown in Table 8. 

The results indicate that because of these knockout factors it is impossible to 

perform variable rule analysis with Factor group 3 with respect to the current rule 
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application (three dependent variable values: negative contraction, verb contraction, and 

full form). Since the purpose of this analysis is to investigate these three negative forms, 

however, restructuring dependent variable values (e.g., contraction form vs. full form) is 

not appropriate. Eliminating Factor group 3 is also inappropriate, because the results 

indicate that the negative form variation is strongly influenced by the verb accompanying 

the negative. For these reasons the negative form variation is to be analyzed in relation to 

verbs accompanying negatives, and not to be analyzed for variable rules. 

Table 8. Results of Factor group 3 in Makecell for the negative form variation 

Not contr. Verb contr. Full Total Knockout 

am 0 (0%) 33 (89%) 4 (11%) 37 Yes 

is 0 (0%) 87 (65%) 47 (35%) 134 Yes 

are 0(0%) 2 (6%) 32 (94%) 34 Yes 

was 3 (14%) 0 (0%) 19(86%) 22 Yes 

were 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3(100%) 3 Yes 

do 557 (98%) 0 (0%) 14 (2%) 571 Yes 

does 46 (94%) 0 (0%) 3 (6%) 49 Yes 

did 130(99%) 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 131 Yes 

have/has 20(100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 20 Yes 

will 6 (75%) 0 (0%) 2 (25%) 8 Yes 

can 25 (23%) 0 (0%) 86 (77%) 111 Yes 

X* 45 (98%) 0 (0%) 1 (2%) 46 Yes 

Note. 
*X includes would, could, and should. 
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4.2.3 Variation Patterns for Verbs Accompanying Negatives 

The choice of negative contraction, verb contraction, or full form was strongly 

constrained by the verb accompanying the not negative. The number of occurrences and 

the percentages for the three negative forms for each accompanying verb are displayed in 

Table 9. 

Am strongly favored the verb contraction form (89%, see the combined data in 

Table 9) compared to the full form (11%). Is slightiy favored the verb contraction form 

(65%), but it also appeared in the full form 35% of the time. However, the negative 

contraction form was not produced at all although 134 /5 + not tokens were produced. 

Are, was, were strongly favored the full form (94%, 86%, 100%, respectively). It was 

also found that there was no significant difference between copula and the auxiliary be 

for the realization of negative forms. 

Whereas be strongly disfavored the negative contraction form, other auxiliary 

verbs strongly favored the negative contraction form (94-100%) except for can.̂  Can 

showed the opposite pattern; it favored the full form (77%) and disfavored the negative 

contraction form (23%). 

Individual speakers' patterns were also investigated. The results are shown in 

Tables 10 through 15. 

^ Here, may is not considered because the negative contraction form with may is not 
usually produced in LI American English. In addition, only one may + not token was 
produced in this study. Also, because the total numbers of will + not tokens and should + 
not tokens produced in this study were small (8 tokens each), the percentages of the 
negative contraction forms for will and should do not deserve special attention. 
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Table 9. The negative form variation pattern for each verb 

accompanying not 

Not contr. Verb contr. Full Total 

am 0 (0%) 30(91%) 3 (9%) 33 

Aux-am 0 (0%) 3 (75%) 1 (25%) 4 

am (combined) 0 (0%) 33 (89%) 4(11%) 37 

is 0 (0%) 84 (66%) 44 (34%) 128 

Aux-is 0 (0%) 3 (50%) 3 (50%) 6 

is (combined) 0 (0%) 87 (65%) 47 (35%) 134 

are 0 (0%) 2 (7%) 28 (93%) 30 

Aux-are 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4(100%) 4 

are (combined) 0 (0%) 2 (6%) 32 (94%) 34 

was 2(11%) N/A 16 (89%) 18 

Aux-was 1 (25%) N/A 3 (75%) 4 

was (combined) 3(14%) N/A 19(86%) 22 

were 0(0%) N/A 3(100%) 3 
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Table 9. continued 

do 557 (98%) N/A 14 (2%) 571 

does 46 (94%) N/A 3 (6%) 49 

did 130(99%) N/A 1 (1%) 131 

have 19 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 19 

has 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 

will 6 (75%) 0 (0%) 2 (25%) 8 

can 25 (23%) N/A 86 (77%) 111 

may 0 (0%) N/A 1 (100%) 1 

would 2(100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 

could 36(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 36 

should 7 (88%) N/A 1 (13%) 8 

Total 833(71%) 122(10%) 212(18%) 1167 
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Table 10. The negative form variation pattern of 

Speaker A (Akira) 

Not contr. Verb contr. Full Total 

am 0 (0%) 8 (100%) 0 (0%) 8 

is 0 (0%) 13 (81%) 3 (19%) 16 

are 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7(100%) 7 

was 0 (0%) N/A 8 (100%) 8 

were 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

do 59 (86%) N/A 10(14%) 69 

does 1 (50%) N/A 1 (50%) 2 

did 7(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 7 

have 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

has 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

will 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2(100%) 2 

can 3 (14%) N/A 19 (86%) 22 

may 0 (0%) N/A 1 (100%) 1 

would 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

could 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

should 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

Total 70 (49%) 21 (15%) 51 (36%) 142 
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Table 11. The negative fonn variation pattern of 

Speaker I (Ichiro) 

Not contr. Verb contr. Full Total 

am 0 (0%) 10(100%) 0 (0%) 10 

is 0 (0%) 9(31%) 20 (69%) 29 

are 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (100%) 5 

was 0 (0%) N/A 1 (100%) 1 

were 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

do 117(97%) N/A 4 (3%) 121 

does 14 (93%) N/A 1 (7%) 15 

did 10(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 10 

have 5(100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 

has 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

will 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

can 5(15%) N/A 28 (85%) 33 

may 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

would 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 

could 2(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 2 

should 1 (50%) N/A 1 (50%) 2 

Total 155(66%) 19(8%) 60 (26%) 234 



Table 12. The negative fonn variation pattern of 

Speaker S (Shin) 

Not contr. Verb contr. Full Total 

am 0 (0%) 4 (100%) 0 (0%) 4 

is 0 (0%) 36 (84%) 7(16%) 43 

are 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 10 (100%) 10 

was 0 (0%) N/A 7(100%) 7 

were 0 (0%) N/A 3 (100%) 3 

do 116 (100%) N/A 0 (0%) 116 

does 10(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 10 

did 43 (98%) N/A 1 (2%) 44 

have 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

has 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

will 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

can 7 (50%) N/A 7 (50%) 14 

may 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

would 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

could 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

should 3 (100%) N/A 0 (0%) 3 

Total 180(71%) 40(16%) 34(13%) 254 
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Table 13. The negative form variation pattern of 

Speaker K (Keiko) 

Not contr. Verb contr. Full Total 

am 0 (0%) 4(100%) 0 (0%) 4 

is 0 (0%) 9 (82%) 2(18%) 11 

are 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 6(100%) 6 

was 1 (100%) N/A 0 (0%) 1 

were 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

do 86(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 86 

does 6(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 6 

did 30 (100%) N/A 0 (0%) 30 

have 9(100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 9 

has 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 

will 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

can 3 (16%) N/A 16 (84%) 19 

may 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

would 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 

could 10(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 10 

should 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

Total 147(80%) 13(7%) 24(13%) 184 
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Table 14. The negative form variation pattern of 

Speaker M (Masako) 

Not contr. Verb contr. Full To 

am 0 (0%) 4(100%) 0 (0%) 4 

is 0 (0%) 6 (67%) 3 (33%) 9 

are 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 

was 2 (67%) N/A 1 (33%) 3 

were 0 (0%) N/A 0(0%) 0 

do 91 (100%) N/A 0 (0%) 91 

does 4 (100%) N/A 0 (0%) 4 

did 16(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 16 

have 4(100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 

has 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

will 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

can 6(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 6 

may 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

would 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

could 6(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 6 

should 2(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 2 

Total 131(90%) 11(8%) 4 (3%) 146 
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Table 15. The negative form variation pattern of 

Speaker Y (Yasuko) 

Not contr. Verb contr. Full Total 

am 0 (0%) 3 (43%) 4 (57%) 7 

is 0 (0%) 14 (54%) 12 (46%) 26 

are 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 4 (80%) 5 

was 0 (0%) N/A 2(100%) 2 

were 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

do 88(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 88 

does 11 (92%) N/A 1 (8%) 12 

did 24(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 24 

have 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 

has 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

will 6(100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 6 

can 1 (6%) N/A 16(94%) 17 

may 0 (0%) N/A 0 (0%) 0 

would 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 

could 18(100%) N/A 0 (0%) 18 

should 1 (100%) N/A 0 (0%) 1 

Total 150 (72%) 18(9%) 39(19%) 207 

Although the individual patterns by and large followed the general pattem, several 

cases showed different preferences. Akira produced two tokens for will + not, and he 

uttered will not rather than won't both times. Because the total number of will + not that 
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Akira produced is very small no conclusions can be drawn fix>m these data. Unlike other 

speakers, however, Akira might tend to produce the full form rather than the negative 

contraction form for will + not. 

Two speakers showed different variation patterns for can + not from the general 

pattern. Shin produced can + not 14 times, and chose the negative contraction and full 

forms seven times each. Masako produced can + not six times, and uttered can't every 

time. Considering that can favored the full form and disfavored the negative contraction 

form in the general pattern, particularly Masako seems from this data to have the opposite 

pattern for can + not. 

Masako also showed a different pattem than the general pattern regarding was + 

not. Although in the general pattem was favored the full form rather than the negative 

contraction form, Masako uttered wasn't twice and was not once. She had the negative 

contraction form for was + not as well as the full form, unlike the other speakers. 

However, the total number of was + not tokens she produced is too small to determine 

the pattem she prefers. 

Although Keiko also produced wasn't once (out of one was + not token in total), 

it is questionable if she actually chose this form productively because it appeared in a 

phrase, which was an exact repetition of what th'* interlocutor uttered right before. That 

part (italicized) is reproduced below with neighboring interactions (C; denotes the 

interlocutor's part For other transcription notations, see Appendix D). 

K: but I~ um 1 went to a Seattle/1— I really like it. 
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C: (O)yeah? did it rain? 

K: no=, but it was this— um Christmas time/ X~ 

C: ohokayy well X—I've never been there 

either and everybody says it rains all the time. 

K: yeah, but— 

C; it wasn't? 

K: it Wasn't, 

C:@@. 

K: [it's so nice; 

C: <SML you were lucky I guess huh SML>. 

Yasuko produced am + not seven times in total and chose the verb contraction 

form three times and the full form four times. This pattern shows a difference from the 

general pattern, in which the verb contraction form appeared 89% and the full form 

appeared 11%. However, Yasuko used two full-form tokens out of four in a special 

context, where she corrected the interlocutor's misunderstanding about what Yasuko had 

said before. That part is reproduced below. The two tokens in focus appear in the 

italicized turns. Yasuko's interlocutor is Interviewer D. 

D: (0)'̂ a=nd go to% the new year's celebration. 

Y: mhm. 

Y: yes; @@. 
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D; it's nice, but u=m, but Christmas isn't a religious holiday/ for the Christians 

there? because your fa=mily is Christian, yea? 

Y: no! 

D: no? be=cause you said— ... that you are a Christian. 

Y: I'm-

Y: I am ̂ not Christian, 

D: ah you are '̂ o=t Christian. 

Y: uu=m. 

Y: m hm. 

D: oh, I'm sorry; 

Y: @@, 

Y: @@. sorry, I XX~ 

D: I thought you said that you ^were, a=nd that's why you went to the bible 

study. 

Y: no=, I am ̂ not Christians but /— 

D: ah=, okay./ 

Y: <X was X> hoping to like leamy 

Therefore, it is not certain if Yasuko usually chooses the full form in preference to the 

verb contraction form for am + not. 

Finally, Ichiro produced verb contraction forms for is + not 31% of the time and 

full forms 69% of the time. This pattern is almost the opposite of the general pattern. 
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which shows 65% for the verb contraction form and 35% for the full form. However, it 

was noticed that none of the speakers except for Masako represents the general pattern. 

Further analysis drew the following findings regarding the negative form variation for is. 

The negative form variation of is was determined by the subject of is + not. 

When the subject was it or that, the verb contraction form was selected, and when the 

subject was other than it or that (e.g., noun, she. he, this), the fiill form was selected. 

This rule appears to be categorical. Thus, the frequencies of verb contraction forms and 

full forms for is + not simply reflect how many times the speaker used it or that for the 

subject as opposed to other words. 

4.2.4 Comparison with LI English Data 

The negative form variation pattern in L2 was compared with that of LI 

American English, taken from Yaeger-Dror and Deckert (1999) and Deckert and Yaeger-

Dror (1999). The LI database is a corpus of short telephone conversations among 

middle-class adult American-English speakers who are unacquainted with each other. 

The database includes 10,268 negative tokens. Comparison was made for the following 

six categories: (I) am, (2) auxiliary verbs excluding can and be, (3) can, (4) is, (5) are, 

and (6) was and were combined. The results of comparison are shown in Figures 12 

through 17. 

Negative form variation patterns for am in LI and L2 were similar. Both LI and 

L2 speakers used the verb contraction form for am + not most of the time (96% for LI 
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and 89% for L2). L2 speakers showed slightly higher frequency for the full form (11%) 

than LI speakers (3%). 

Negative form variation patterns for auxiliary verbs excluding can and be mL\ 

and L2 also showed a striking similarity. Both LI and L2 speakers used negative 

contraction forms such as don't, haven't, and wouldn't most of the time (96% for LI and 

97% for L2) and rarely chose full forms (3.7% for LI and 3% for L2). 

However, negative variation patterns for can in LI and L2 showed remarkable 

difference. Whereas LI speakers used the negative contraction form 95% of the time and 

the full form only 5% of the time, L2 speakers chose the negative contraction form 23% 

of the time and the full form as frequently as 77% of the time. As was mentioned in 

section 4.2.3, there were some individual differences for the L2 pattern (see Figure 18). 

However, given that five out of six L2 speakers chose cannot rather than can't much 

more frequently than LI speakers, the difference between the LI and L2 patterns should 

be significant. 

The difference between the LI and L2 variation patterns for is + not is also 

important. Whereas LI speakers used isn't 18% of the time, L2 speakers did not choose 

this form even once although they produced is + not tokens 134 times in all and each of 

them at least nine times. It seems that in the production system of the L2 participants in 

this study there is no option for isn't. 

Similarly, L2 speakers did not choose aren't at all out of 34 chances whereas LI 

speakers showed 25% frequency for choice of this form. Regarding are + not as well, 

there seems no option for the negative contraction form in the production system of the 
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current L2 speakers although they should be exposed to this form through interactions 

with LI speakers. 

Negative variation for was and were in LI and L2 showed almost opposite 

patterns. LI speakers contracted negatives 84% of the time and produced full forms 16% 

of the time, whereas L2 speakers contracted negatives 12% of the time and produced full 

forms 88% of the time. It should be remembered that one L2 speaker out of six used 

wasn't more (twice) than was not (once). Also, it should be noted that the total number of 

was + not and were + not tokens produced by L2 speakers was relatively small. 

However, it can be concluded that L2 speakers tend to prefer full forms to negative 

contractions for was or were negatives in general although LI speakers show the opposite 

directions. 
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4.2.5 Summary and Discussion 

Although few individual differences were observed, Japanese speakers of English 

L2 preferred full forms to not contracted forms more than LI speakers. LI speakers are 

more likely to choose not contracted forms with any (auxiliary) verbs, whereas L2 

speakers are more likely to choose full forms with can and be although they tend to 

choose not contracted forms with other auxiliary verbs. Concerning is + not, L2 speakers 

demonstrate categorical rules of choosing the verb contraction form for it or that subjects 

(i.e., it's not, that's not) and choosing the full form for other subjects (e.g., she is not, this 

is not, Tucson is not, speaking is not). 

It is conceivable that L2 speakers tend to choose cannot rather than can't because 

it is difficult to for them to differentiate can't and can in general (both in perception and 

production). Actually, even LI speakers admit that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish 

can and can't produced by LI speakers because of the final consonant deletion in can't, 

and sometimes need to ask for clarification (Sasaki, 1995). However, even with /t/ 

deletion, native speakers have strategies to differentiate can and can't in production. For 

example, they produce a longer vowel and nasal in can't than in can (Sasaki, 1992), and 

use this difference to distinguish can and can't (with /t/ deletion) in perception (Sasaki, 

1995). 

I posit that L2 speakers do not have these LI strategies, and thus resort to another 

strategy to differentiate can and can't, which is choosing cannot instead of can't. After 

this analysis, I contacted some of the participants and asked why they thought they 
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tended to choose cannot rather than ccm't. They told me that although they first used 

can't, they started to use cannot on purpose at a certain point because they were often 

asked for clarification by native speakers in actual interactions. Their input supports my 

hypothesis. This unique L2 strategy in producing can negatives constitutes supporting 

evidence for the "strategies of second language communication" that Selinker (1972) 

points to as a characteristic feature of second language use. 

As for the absolute disfavoring of isn't and aren't by Japanese speakers of L2 

English, several possible reasons should be considered. First, preference of it's not and 

that's not rather than it isn't and that isn't might be motivated by ease of articulation. In 

the data of studies on early-stage negation acquisition in children's English (Bloom, 1970; 

Wode, 1981) it's not and that's not appear earlier than isn't. Although the participants of 

the current study were advanced L2 speakers, it is conceivable that these developmental 

behaviors/tendencies are involved in their L2 English use. 

Another point to consider is whether or not disfavoring of isn't and aren't is 

specific to Japanese LI speakers. Stauble (1984) compared Spanish LI speakers' early 

stages of English negation acquisition and those of Japanese LI speakers. The speakers 

were all adults who learned English without formal grammar instructions. Stauble found 

that in negative construction in general, the Japanese LI speakers omitted copula (e.g., 

He not angry) 50% more times than the Spanish LI speakers. These data suggest that 

Japanese LI speakers tend to drop copula in be + not constructions when they leam 

English in natural settings. On the other hand, the Japanese LI speakers in the current 

study, who learned English through formal grammar instructions, excessively 
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(considering the native norm) emphasized be + not instances, particularly, is + not and 

are + not. Therefore, it is speculated that Japanese LI speakers, who basically prefer to 

omit copula in is/are + not constructions, tend to hyper-articulate them owing to the 

effect of grammar instructions. 

Also, when observing the data presented by Stauble (1984), it appears to be the 

case that the Japanese LI speakers did not produce isn't as often as Spanish LI speakers, 

or even at all (in the data I found no instance of isn't for the Japanese LI speakers 

whereas 1 found several for the Spanish LI speakers). These data suggest that Japanese 

LI speakers particularly disfavor isn't (and aren't) form(s). In sum, Stauble's (1984) data 

suggest that Japanese LI speakers' disfavoring of isn't and aren't found in the current 

study may be enhanced by the influence of their LI background. 
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4.3 Variation in Pitch Prominence on Verb + Not Negatives 

4.3.1 Significant Findings on the Negative Pitch Variation 

The results of the negative pitch variation in L2 showed that among linguistic and 

sociolinguistic variables considered, immediate linguistic enviroimients such as the verb 

accompanying the negative, adjacent pitch focus, and the word preceding and following 

the verb + not constrain the variation. However, major sociolinguistic variables such as 

the interactive use of negatives, speaker's gender, and the gender and power relationships 

of the speaker and interlocutor were found to be insignificant to the variation. These L2 

results showed a sharp contrast with LI patterns in both English and Japanese, in which 

sociolinguistic variables such as the interactive use of negatives, interactants' gender and 

power relationships, and interactional situations clearly constrain the negative 

pitch/prosodic variation (cf. Takano, 2001; Yaeger-Dror, 1985, 1996). It was analyzed 

that sociolinguistic strategies that native speakers utilize in conversation are not fully 

functioning among L2 speakers in the aspect of managing pitch on negatives. 

Among sociolinguistic variables, the speech genre/register difference in terms of 

conversation versus reading, however, was found to control the L2 negative pitch 

variation. Negatives were likely to be defocused in conversation. On the other hand, 

negatives were likely to be emphasized in prose reading. It was analyzed that the social 

agreement principle is reflected in conversation, where concern with face is socially 

required, whereas the cognitive prominence principle is reflected in prose reading, where 

semantic information is a major concern. 
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4.3.2 The Negative Pitch Variation in Conversation 

4.3.2.1 Introduction 

Variable rule analysis on the negative pitch variation was separately conducted 

for the conversation-only data (i.e., analysis on the negative pitch variation in 

conversation) and for the conversation-reading combined data (i.e., analysis on the 

negative pitch variation in conversation and reading). This operation was undertaken to 

avoid mixing conversation data, which include informative, remedial, and supportive 

negatives, and reading data, which only consist of informative negatives.^ In analysis 

using the conversation-only data, the effects of informative, remedial, and supportive 

negatives among other factors were investigated. The conversation-reading combined 

data were arranged to include only informative negatives for the conversation data in 

order to match the reading data. In analysis using the conversation-reading combined 

data, it was a major concern to investigate the effect of the reading register in comparison 

with that of the conversation register. 

a ___ 

This study only analyzed negatives appearing in the prose for the reading data. This 
operation is related to the issue on exclusion of negative tokens in quoted speech in 
conversation. Quoted negatives, which tend to be prosodically emphasized in 
conversation regardless of whether they are neutral, remedial, or supportive, have been 
removed from the data for analysis because they may skew the data. Quoted negatives in 
reading are negatives appearing in dialogues. Although whether or not prosody on 
negatives in dialogue reading is used as in quoted speech in conversation may be 
controversial, negatives in dialogue have been also excluded to guard against a potential 
danger of contaminating the data. Accordingly, the negatives that remain all appear in 
the prose, and thus are all informative/neutral negatives. See section 3.2.2.2 for more 
details. 
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4.3.2.2 Factor Grouping and VARBRUL Runs 

The original factors, which were created at the most detailed level, were merged 

or combined for theoretical or empirical reasons for each grouping. An excessive number 

of factors often have several disadvantages for the program processing. First, binominal 

(i.e., two values for the dependent variable) VARBRUL analysis cannot process more 

than 49 factors in all (Pintzuk, 1987). Second, many factors (even less than 49 factors) 

are sometimes not appropriately calculated when the total number of tokens are below a 

minimum for the number of factors to be analyzed. In such a case the iteration 

calculation will not converge. Third, increasing the number of factors will necessarily 

reduce the number of occurrences for each factor. The calculated factor value based on 

few occurrences will not be as credible as a value derived from many occurrences. 

Grouped factors used for the current VARBRUL analysis are displayed in Table 16. 

Justification for each factor grouping is described next. 

Table 16. Grouped factors used for the VARBRUL analysis on the negative 

pitch variation in conversation 

Factor Group Factor 

1. Pitch +: high, rise, &II, rise-fall, fall-rise 

neutral, amplitude 
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Table 16. continued 

3. Accompanying Verb A: am 

I: is 

R: are 

W: was 

E: were 

D:do 

F: does 

B: did 

H: aux have or has 

L: will 

C: can 

X: would, could, or should 

7. Rhythm C: self correction 

P: parallel (listing) 

R: repetition and expansion 

X: contrast +/- or -/+ 

O: other 

8. Clause M: main, and but, or or clause 

A: adverbial {so, because, if) 

N: nominal (that, u>/i-clause, relative clause) 

G: aside 



Table 16. continued 

10. Subject 

11. Preceding Word Class 

12. Following Word Class 

16. Gender Relationship 

17. Speech Situation 

I: 1st person 

2; 2nd person 

3: 3rd person 

N:noun 

P: pronoun 

A:adverb 

I: intervening element 

B: break (filler, pause, continuing intonation contour, or abrupt 

cutoff) 

K: know 

V: other verb 

C: complement 

A: adjunct (intensifier or other adverb) 

#; end with negative token 

B: break (filler, pause, continuing intonation contour, or abrupt 

cutoff) 

M: m-m 

F: f-f 

+: m-f 

f-m 

less power (hierarchical conversation) 

N: neutral (peer conversation) 
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Factor group 1 (pitch) is the dependent variable of the pitch variation in negatives. 

For Value + (prominent pitch) the original codes of high, rise, fall, rise-fall, and fall-rise 

were combined. The original codes of neutral and amplitude were combined for Value -

(non-prominent/neutral pitch). It should be remembered that amplitude was coded for 

tokens that only received amplitude accent. Tokens coded A (amplitude) indicate that 

they are prosodically focused but non-prominent in pitch. 

Factor group 3 (accompanying verb) includes 12 factors (A: am, I: is, R: are, W: 

was, E: were, D: do, F: does, B: did, H: Aux have or has, L: will, C: can, and X: would, 

could, or should). Although in the original coding the auxiliary be and copula were 

distinguished, they were merged for the VARBRUL analysis because specific pattern 

difiTerences in the negative pitch variation between the two were not observed. Also, the 

auxiliaries have and has were merged because they have the first consonant and vowel in 

common besides the same grammatical flmction. Would, could, and should were also 

merged because they are grammatically and phonologically similar. 

In Factor group 7 (rhythm) the original contrast +/- and contrast -/+ factors were 

collapsed because specific differences in relation to the negative pitch variation between 

the two were not observed. 

In Factor group 8 (clause) and, but, and or clauses were merged into main clause 

because they are all non-subordinate or independent clauses. Also, so, because, and if 

clauses were collapsed because they are all adverbial clauses. In addition, that clause, 

w/i-clause, and relative clauses were collapsed because they are nominal clauses. 
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The factors in Factor group 10 (subject) were reconstructed into three factors: the 

first, second, and third persons. Given that the major purpose for creating this factor 

group was to examine difference in the impacts of first person and second person subjects 

on the negative variation, this new categorization should be relevant. It should be noted 

that the general you was grouped in the third person because it is semantically the third 

person. 

Factor group 11 (preceding word class) includes five factors; noun, pronoun, 

adverb, intervening element, and break (including fillers, pauses, continuing intonation 

contours, and abrupt cutoffs). The original code D (pro-drop) was eliminated because 

this factor appeared in only a few tokens (eliminating factors does not eliminate the 

tokens that include those factors, but only directs the program not to consider those 

specific factors for calculation). The original factors H (hitch [abrupt cutoff) and F 

(filler, pause, or continuing intonation contour) were collapsed because they all create 

some form of break in continuing speech or speech rhythm. 

Factor group 12 (following word class) includes six factors (K: know, V; other 

verb, C: complement, R: intensifier or other adverb, #; end with negative token, and B: 

break including fillers, pauses, continuing intonation contours, and abrupt cutoffs). The 

original codes noun, pronoun, adjective, quantifier, determiner, and preposition were 

collapsed as complement immediately following the negative token. The original codes 

intensifier and other adverb were collapsed because they are both adjuncts. Factor # (end 

with negative token) was created by merging the original codes E (end with finishing 

intonation contour) and # (end of tum). Difference in pitch prominence patterns between 
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the two was not observed. The original codes H (hitch [abrupt cutofE]) and F 

(filler/pause/continuing intonation contour) were merged and labeled as B (break) 

because they both create some form of break in continuing speech or speech rhythm. 

Factor groups 16 (gender relationship) includes four factors (M: m-m, F: f-f, +: 

m-f, and f-m). The original code 0 (not applicable), which was created for the reading 

data was eliminated because the reading data were excluded for the current analysis (see 

section 4.3.2.1). For the same reason the reading code in Factor group 17 (speech 

situation) was eliminated. 

hi order to avoid interactions among factor groups and factors I undertook six 

separate VARBRUL runs for the conversation data to investigate the statistical 

significance of the factor groups and individual factor weights. The combination of 

factor groups for each run is illustrated in Table 17 together with the number of all factors 

involved in and the number of cells built for each run. The table also shows the number 

of times of iteration calculation that each VARBRUL run performed to reach 

convergence. 
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Table 17. Combinations of factor groups for VARBRUL runs in the negative pitch 

variation analysis for conversation data 

Run # Factor Groups No. of Factors No. of Cells Convergence 

First 3, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11,12, 16,17 49 819 17 

Second 2,4,6, 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17 42 774 9 

Third 2, 5,6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17 44 785 9 

Fourth 3,6,7,8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17 47 718 16 

Fifth 3,6,7, 8,9, 10,11,12, 19 47 733 17 

Sixth 3,6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 18 49 750 14 

4.3.2.3 Results and Discussion 

The results of the negative pitch variation in conversation are summarized in 

Table 18. The VARBRUL program analyzes the significance of factor groups at thep < 

.05 level. Factor weight is also referred to as p-value or factor probability. Factor 

weights are assigned in the range from 0 to 1. A p-value of 1 indicates a categorical 

effect on the rule application (prominent pitch in the present case), and a value of 0 

indicates a categorical effect on the non-application (non-prominent pitch in the present 

case). A p-value of 0.5 indicates a factor has no effect on the application or non-

application. Thus, a value closer to 0.5 indicates that a factor has little effect on the 

dependent variable. Also, a value closer to 1 indicates that a factor has stronger bias in 

favor of the rule application whereas a value closer to 0 indicates that a factor has 
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stronger bias against the application. An input probability refers to the likelihood of a 

rule application when conditioning factors are not at work. 

Table 18. Factor significance and constraints on the negative pitch variation in 

conversation 

Factor Group Factor % for Prominence Factor Weight Significance* 

Negative contraction 42 (346/832)" c 

Verb contraction 41 (50/122) -

Full 40 (85/213) -

Am 30(11/37) .28 

Is 43 (58/134) .43 

Are 32(11/34) .34 

Was 18(4/22) .18 

Were 33(1/3) .41 

Do 33(189/571) .42 

Does 37(18/49) .48 

Did 53(69/131) .64 

Have/has 85(17/20) .89 

Will 50 (4/8) .64 

Can 49(54/111) .58 

May Knockout -

Would/could/should 96 (44/46) .97 

Past 58(118/202) .68 

Non-past 38 (363/965) .46 

2. Negative Form 

3. Accompanying Verb 

4. Tense 

n.s. 

s. 

s. 
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Table 18. continued 

5. Realis Present 38 (358/940) .47 

Past 57 (107/188) .66 

Future 50 (4/8) .61 

Conditional 37(11/30) .46 

Subjunctive Knockout — s. 

6. Adjacent Focus Left focus 44 (26/59) .58 

Right focus 50(100/201) .59 

Both 38 (12/32) .52 

Neither 39 (343/875) .47 s. 

7. Rhythm Self correction 39 (41/105) — 

Parallel 14(1/7) — 

Repetition 46(12/26) ~ 

Contrast 57 (8/14) — 

Other 41 (419/1015) — n.s. 

8. Clause Independent 43 (340/799) — 

Adverbial 35 (89/255) — 

Nominal 49 (47/96) — 

Aside 29 (5/17) — n.s. 

9. Interactive Informative 42 (402/%5) — 

Remedial 39 (55/140) — 

Supportive 45 (15/33) — 

Direct answer 31 (9/29) — n.s. 
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Table 18. continued 

10. Subject I St person 42 (289/693) — 

2nd person 50 (2/4) — 

3rd person 40 (190/470) — n.s. 

1 i. Preceding Word Noun 26(17/65) .31 

Pronoun 42 (395/945) .51 

Adverb 20 (4/20) .17 

Intervening 43 (6/14) .60 

Break 47(56/118) .56 s. 

12. Following Word Know 32 (40/124) .42 

Other verb 41 (253/618) .46 

Complement 36(42/118) .54 

Adjunct 58 (49/85) .73 

End 76 (22/29) .81 

Break 39 (74/191) .48 s. 

15. Speaker's Gender Male 42 (264/630) — 

Female 40(217/537) - n.s. 

16. Gender Relationship M-m 40(122/302) -

F-f 39(109/277) — 

M-f 43 (142/328) -

F-m 42(108/260) — n.s. 

17. Speech Situation Hierarchical 38 (226/596) ~ 

Peer 45(255/571) — n.s. 
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Table 18. continued 

18. Speaker Akira (male) 37(53/142) .51 

Ichiro (male) 32 (74/234) .39 

Shin (male) 54(137/254) .66 

Keiko (female) 44(81/184) .47 

Masako (female) 33 (48/146) .41 

Yasuko (female) 43 (88/207) .50 s. 

19. Interlocutor Male professor 38 (90/240) — 

Female professor 38(136/356) — 

Male peer 43 (140/322) — 

Female peer 46(115/249) — n.s. 

Total 41 (481/1167) 

Note, [nput probability = .41-.42. 
*VARBRUL analyzes significance at the p < .05 level. 
'figures in the parenthesis indicate the number of tokens. 
'Dashes denote either factors of the non-significant factor groups or knockout factors. 

The VARBRUL program analyzed seven factor groups (FG 3: accompanying 

verb, FG 4: tense, FG 5: realis, FG 6: adjacent focus, FGl 1: preceding word, FG 12: 

following word, and FG 18: individual speaker) as significant and nine factor groups (FG 

2: negative form, FG 7: rhythm, FG 8: clause, FG 9: interactive, FG 10: subject, FG 15: 

speaker's gender, FG 16: gender relationship, FG 17: speech situation (hierarchical 

conversation vs. peer conversation), and FG 19: interlocutor) as non-significant. Overall, 

inunediate linguistic environments statistically had impacts on the L2 negative pitch 

variation within conversation. Also, the results showed that speakers' individual 
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differences were significant. However, the statistics analyzed that other contextual 

factors were insignificant with respect to the variation. 

LI English data suggest correlation between negative forms and pitch prominence 

on them (Yaeger-Dror 1997). However, the L2 data showed that the negative form 

variable did not contribute to the pitch variation. Even percentage data did not suggest 

the correlation. The data for pitch prominent tokens showed only one-percent differences 

between the three negative forms. This indicates that in the case of L2 the negative form 

differences were not correlated with the negative pitch variation. 

The verbs accompanying not negatives (Factor group 3) were statistically 

significant to the L2 negative pitch variation. Can, will, and did favored pitch 

prominence (p-values of .58, .64, .64 respectively) and have/has and would/could/should 

strongly favored pitch prominence (p-values of .89 and .97 respectively). On the other 

hand, do, am, is. are, and was disfavored pitch prominence (p-values of .42, .28, .43, .34, 

.18 respectively). Particularly, am and way showed strong disfavoring effects. The p-

value of does was .48 indicating little effect on either pitch prominence or non-

prominence. The p-value of were showed a disfavoring effect (. 41) on pitch 

prominence. However, since were occurred only three times in total, the result is only 

suggestive. 

In general, except for </o-support present, be disfavored and other auxiliary verbs 

(modals, have/has, and did) favored pitch prominence. In school English in Japan, 

modals and have/has are generally introduced later than be or do/does. Similarly, the 

past tense is introduced later than the present tense. Although the L2 speakers in this 
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study, who learned English through school education in Japan, were all advanced L2 

English speakers, they might be still influenced by the order in which they were taught 

verbs and auxiliary verbs, in use of AuxA/^erb + not. If so, it is speculated that the L2 

speakers tend to use basic (auxiliary) verbs with negatives (such as I'm not, it's not, I 

don't, and he doesn't) without a special attention to the use (form), and thus without 

prosodic focus on them. It is, therefore, also speculated that when they use more 

advanced auxiliary verbs (such as modals, have, and past tense auxiliary verbs in general) 

with negatives, they need to pay more attention to the form, and thus tend to focus them 

with prosody/pitch as well. 

Tense (Factor group 4) had a statistically significant effect on the L2 negative 

pitch variation. The past tense favored pitch prominence (a p-value of .68) and the non-

past disfavored pitch prominence (a p-value of .46). These results are obviously related 

to the effects of the verbs accompanying not negatives. Although was and were (the past 

tense) disfavored prominence and have/has (the non-past tense) favored prominence, the 

total number of tokens for these verbs is relatively small (45 tokens) compared to the 

numbers of tokens for other past-tense verbs (177 tokens) and other non-past tense verbs 

(944 tokens). Because tokens for other past-tense verbs favored prominence and tokens 

for other non-past tense verbs disfavored prominence, the effect of the tense variable 

showed the past as favoring and the non-past as disfavoring prominence. 

As for the realis variable (FG 5), it was hypothesized in the LI context that 

negative statements made tentatively with future, conditional, or subjunctive (e.g.. You 

won't win. If you don't win.... You wouldn't win, adapted from Deckert & Yaeger-Dror, 
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2000) rather than definitively with present or past (e.g.. You don't win. You didn't win, 

adapted fi'om Deckert & Yaeger-Dror, 2000) are less face-threatening; therefore, they 

should be tied to pitch non-prominence as part of the same pragmatic mitigating strategy. 

Also, concerning the present and past tenses, Deckert and Yaeger-Dror (2000) assumed 

that because negatives in the past tense are pragmatically less strong and potentially less 

face-threatening than present-tense negatives, pitch non-prominence would be more 

likely to be tied to past-tense negatives. Thus, according to their hypothesis, negatives 

are more likely to be pitch prominent with in the order of present, past, future, 

conditional, and subjunctive, (least likely). 

In the L2 data the conditional factor showed a prominence disfavoring effect (.46) 

and the past factor showed a prominence favoring effect (.66). However, I don't analyze 

these effects deriving from the speakers' strategies for face-threat control because the 

present factor showed a prominence disfavoring effect (.47) and the future factor showed 

a prominence favoring effect (.61), which are the opposite of the LI hypothesis. Rather, I 

observe that the effects of the realis factors are again closely related to verbs 

accompanying not negatives examined in Factor group 3. Present-tense verbs generally 

disfavored prominence and past-tense verbs generally favored prominence in Factor 

group 3. The results of the realis factors are in accord with these tendencies. The reason 

why the conditional factor showed a prominence disfavoring effect may simply be that 

the present tense was mostly used (26 tokens out of 30) in conditional clauses. 

The adjacent focus variable (Factor group 6) was statistically significant to the L2 

negative pitch variation. In LI English speech, it was observed that the more that words 
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adjacent to the negative token are pitch prominent, the less likely the negative is pitch 

prominent. Therefore, the LI hypothesis stated that pitch prominence on both sides of 

the negative is most likely to inhibit prominence on the negative (cf. E)eckert & Yaeger-

Dror, 2000). 

However, the L2 data demonstrated very different directions than the LI 

hypothesis indicated. In L2 speech, pitch prominence on either side of the negative 

favored prominence on the negative (p-values of .58 and .59 respectively). It seems that 

pitch prominence on either side rather stimulates prominence on the negative itself in L2 

production. 

The rhythm variable (Factor group 7) was not statistically significant in relation to 

the negative pitch variation in L2. My preliminary observation motivated by the LI 

hypothesis suggested that self-correction, parallel, repetition, and contrast constructions 

would all favor pitch prominence. However, even percentage data did not show these 

directions except for the contrast construction. 

The clause variable (Factor group 8) also did not statistically contribute to the L2 

negative pitch variation. The percentage data of individual factors did not show any 

distinctive tendency for the pitch variation. All factors in this factor group more or less 

disfavored prominence. 

Although both LI English (e.g., Yaeger-Dror, 1985) and Japanese (Takano, 2001) 

data showed the interactive variable (considered in Factor group 9 in the current study) as 

a major determining factor of the negative pitch variation, the VARBRUL analysis in L2 

indicated that this variable is not statistically significant in any combination of factor 
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groups. Both LI English and Japanese speakers use more pitch neutral tokens for the 

remedial negative than the informative negative, and more for the informative than the 

supportive negative. These behaviors have been analyzed as pragmatic strategies in 

which remedial negatives are prosodically defocused in order to minimize face threat to 

the interlocutor, whereas supportive negatives are emphasized to maximize positive 

politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987). 

The relative order of pitch prominence frequency for remedial, informative, and 

supportive negatives shown in LI speech was barely observed in the L2 percentage data. 

Remedial, informative, and supportive negatives in L2 speech were pitch prominent 39%, 

42%, and 45% of the time respectively. However, these differences were not statistically 

significant at the p < .05 level. Also, the frequency of pitch prominence on supportive 

negatives did not reach 50%, which suggests that even supportive negatives are less 

likely to be pitch prominent. 

In addition, although the preliminary observation suggested that negatives used in 

direct answers tended to be pitch prominent, this was not the case. Negatives in direct 

answers were pitch prominent only 31% of the time. The discrepancy between the 

preliminary observation and the final result may have occurred because tokens ending 

with the negative uch as no, I don't, which have a strong prominence favoring effect (see 

the findings in the following word class factor group discussed later) appeared first by 

chance. 

To conclude, the L2 speakers in this study did not clearly demonstrate pn^matic 

strategies that LI speakers maintain to save face for the interlocutor in interactions 
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involving pitch control over negatives. They probably utilize other pragmatic strategies, 

for example, to minimize face threat of remedial negatives. 

The subject of Verb + not (Factor group 10) did not statistically affrct the 

negative pitch variation. The result for the second person subject in comparison with that 

of the first person was a major concem in this factor group. The LI hypothesis suggested 

that a negative used with the second person subject is potentially more face threatening 

than a negative with the first person subject, and thus more likely to be pitch non-

prominent (cf. Deckert & Yaeger-Dror, 2000). The total number of tokens for the second 

person subject, however, was too small (four tokens in all) to be able to claim any effect 

for this factor. 

Negatives used with first person subjects were pitch prominent 42% of the time, 

and negatives used with third person subjects were pitch prominent 40% of the time. 

These firequencies are very close to the frequency of pitch prominence that the total of 

tokens showed (41%). The frequencies of the first and third person factors were 

representative of that of the total, which suggests that both factors had almost no effect on 

the pitch variation. 

Words preceding and following the negative token (Factor groups 11 and 12) both 

significantly contributed to the negative pitch variation, as hypothesized. Nouns and 

adverbs preceding negatives disfavored pitch prominence on negatives (p-values of .31 

and .17 respectively). Nouns and adverbs preceding the negative token make the 

segment from the beginning of the utterance to the negative token longer than the 

preceding pronouns. It seems that L2 speakers tended to produce a non-prominent 
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negative when a relatively long word (as compared to a pronoun) was uttered right before 

the negative token. 

On the other hand, intervening elements and intonational/rhythmic breaks (i.e., 

filler, pause, continuing intonation contour, or abrupt cutoff) right before the negative 

favored prominence (p-values of .60 and .56 respectively). Upon analyzing actual 

instances of intervening elements in more detail, it was found that many of the 

intervening elements (10 tokens out of 14) were intonational/rhythmic breaks such as 

TOEFL, i=s like... not very high, Japanese are— not good. This fact suggests that with 

the intonational/rhythmic break factor favoring prominent negatives, the L2 speakers 

tended to produce a prominent negative when an intonational/rhythmic break is placed 

right before the negative. 

Regarding words following negatives, the adjunct and end factors strongly 

favored pitch prominence on negatives (p-values of .73 and .81 respectively). This 

suggests that the L2 speakers had a clear tendency to place pitch prominence on negatives 

when adverbs came right after the negatives as in politics in Japan is not really good (SD 

56), it's (Christmas in Japan) not very important (YD 78), or it (beans served in American 

restaurant) doesn't really have taste (SV 38). 

Through more investigation of actual instances of adverbs following negatives, it 

was found that most of them (79 tokens out of 85) were intensifiers such as really, 

necessarily, very, too, so, rather than other adverbs. A negative preceding an intensifier 

usually makes only partial negation as in it's not necessarily true or it wasn't very 

interesting, and thus makes the statement weaker than unmodified negation as in it's not 
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true or it wasn't interesting. Also, not really usually weakens the force of negation as 

seen in / don't agree with you versus I don't really agree with you (cf. Deckert & Yaeger-

£>ror, 2000). These less strong statements are less face-threatening not only to the 

interlocutor but to the speakers themselves as well. For example, politics in Japan is not 

really good (SD 56) is face-threatening to the speaker because the speaker is Japanese, 

but it is less face-threatening than the statement without really. The phrase it (beans 

served in American restaurants) doesn't really have taste (SV 38) is face-threatening to 

the interlocutor because the interlocutor is American, but it is less face-threatening than 

the statement without really. The L2 data showing that speakers tended to give pitch 

prominence on a negative followed by an intensifier, thus, may indicate that they do so 

because that negative leads into a mildly face-threatening statement. In a slightly face-

threatening statement a negative can be used without a great care for face threat (thus, 

tends to be prominent) because even if the negative is emphasized, it is only mildly face-

threatening thanks to the intensifier. 

Another possible reason for stressing a negative before an intensifier would be 

that by stressing the negative the speaker emphasizes partial negation (i.e., negative + 

intensifier), which creates an indirect, mildly face-threatening statement, to express 

intention to mitigate face threat. 

The results of Factor group 12 (following word class) also demonstrated that the 

L2 speakers clearly tended to give pitch prominence on negative endings (e.g., in Japan 

people don't [SC 42] and no= I don't. [IC 58]), as the initial observation predicted. As 
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far as the current data are concerned, it seems that negatives are likely to be pitch 

prominent when they end the utterance. 

Neither speaker's gender (Factor group 15) nor the gender relationship of the 

speaker and interlocutor (Factor group 16) were statistically significant to the negative 

pitch variation in L2. The percentage data for factors in these factor groups also showed 

that pitch prominence on negatives was not influenced by gender-related factors. The 

percent values of all the factors fell in the range of 39-43%, which are very close to the 

percent value for total (41%). This indicates that in any gender-related condition, 

negatives were pitch prominent 39-43% of the time, which simply represents the 

fi^quency of pitch prominent tokens produced in total. 

The hierarchical conversation versus peer conversation in the speech situation 

factor group (Factor group 17) did not have a statistical impact on the negative pitch 

variation in L2. However, negative tokens produced in the hierarchical conversations 

were pitch prominent 38% of the time, whereas tokens produced in the peer 

conversations were pitch prominent 45% of the time. Although this frequency difference 

was not statistically significant, it indicates that the L2 speakers were more likely to 

produce pitch prominent negatives when they interacted with people who had the same 

social status (i.e., graduate students) than when they interacted with superiors (i.e., 

professors). This difference, thus, may well be a consequence of a difference of degree in 

the need to save face for the interlocutor. Compared to interactions with graduate 

students, the participants must have been pragmatically more careful about their speech 

style so as not to threaten the interlocutor's face when dealing with professors. Therefore, 
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the percentage difference in pitch prominence on negatives between the hierarchical and 

peer conversations suggests that people are more likely to use prominent pitch on 

negatives when there is less need for interlocutor face saving. 

As for the final two factor groups (Factor group 18: speaker and Factor group 19: 

interlocutor), although individual differences among the interlocutors did not statistically 

influence the variation, L2 speakers' individual differences were statistically significant. 

Although Ichiro and Shin were both male and shared more similar backgrounds (age, 

length of stay in US, and roommates) with each other than with the other participants, the 

p-values of these two speakers were at opposite ends of the spectrum (.39 for Ichiro and 

.66 for Shin). On the other hand, the speakers who showed close p-values did not share 

any particular common backgrounds. For example, although Akira's p-value was .51 and 

Yasuko's value was .50, Akira was a 36-year-old male speaker who had lived in America 

for one year and nine months and Yasuko was a 26-year-old female speaker who had 

lived in America for three years and 6 months. Also, Ichiro, who showed a p-value of .39 

and Masako, who showed a value of .41 had very different backgrounds. Ichiro was a 

24-year-old man, and he had lived in America for one year and nine months with an 

American roonunate. On the other hand, Masako was a 30-year-old woman, and she 

lived alone during most of her four-year stay in America. Therefore, it seems that there 

simply exist individual speakers' differences in negative pitch prominence/non-

prominence pattern among L2 English speakers, although the negative pitch prominence 

variation is not only constrained by an individual speaker factor but also by other 

contextual (linguistic) factors, as we have seen. 
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4.3.3 The Negative Pitch Variation in Conversation and Reading 

4.3.3.1 Introduction 

This section reports the results of a VARBRUL analysis on tokens of informative 

negatives produced in both conversations and readings. The reading data included 156 

informative negative tokens and the conversation data included 965 informative negative 

tokens. In total, 1,121 tokens were analyzed by using VARBRUL. 

4.3.3.2 Selected Factors and VARBRUL Runs 

A major purpose of this VARBRUL analysis is to investigate whether or not 

different speech genres/registers framed in the contrast of reading versus conversation 

have a statistically significant effect on the negative pitch variation in L2 together with 

other contextual variables. For this VARBRUL analysis the following factor groups 

were selected as independent variables: Factor groups 3 (accompanying verb), 6 (adjacent 

focus), 8 (clause), 10 (subject), 11 (preceding word class), 12 (following word class), 15 

(speaker's gender), and 17 (speech situation in terms of reading versus conversation). 

Factor groups 4 (tense) and 5 (realis) were not analyzed because it has been 

learned through the conversation VARBRUL analysis that the results of these factor 

groups are represented by those of Factor group 3 (accompanying verb). Factor group 7 

(rhythm) was not considered because self-correction rarely occurred (only one token), 

and parallel, repetition, and contrast constructions never appeared in reading. Factor 

group 9 (interactive) was also not considered because the data for this VARBRUL 
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analysis included only informative negatives. Factor groups 16 (gender relationship of 

speaker and interlocutor) and 19 (interlocutor) were removed because interlocutors did 

not exist in the reading task. 

Also, several individual factors in the considered factor groups were eliminated 

because they did not appear in the reading data. Factors that only apply to the 

conversation data had a dependent relationship with the conversation factor in Factor 

group 17 (speech situation), and thus should be removed or merged into other factors if a 

relevant grouping is possible. In most cases factors irrelevant to the reading data were 

eliminated. The verb contraction factor in Factor group 2 (negative form) was dropped 

because tokens in the verb contraction form did not occur in the reading data. The am, is. 

are, were, do, and does factors in Factor group 3 (accompanying verb) were also 

removed because negatives with these verbs did not occur in the reading data. Akira 

misread can't as don't in Token 3 (see Appendix F), and thus was coded as don't. 

However, because don't was produced only once by Akira in reading, the do factor was 

not considered. On the other hand, had + not, which was not produced in conversations, 

appeared in the reading data. Because have, has, and had are phonologically similar, 

they were judged relevant for merging. Finally, the aside factor in Factor group 8 

(clause), the second person factor in Factor group 10 (subject), and the adverb and 

intervening factors in Factor group 11 (preceding word class) were all removed because 

they did not appear in reading. 

In order to avoid interactions among factor groups, I performed separate 

VARBRUL runs. In the combined data of reading and conversation. Factor groups 2 
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(negative form) and 3 (accompanying verb) theoretically do not interact because the verb 

contraction factor and the be factors (except for was) were removed fiwm the data for the 

current VARBRUL analysis. Yet, because simultaneous VARBRUL analysis on both 

Factor groups 2 and 3 resulted in no convergence at iteration calculation, they were 

separately analyzed. Also, Factor groups 15 (speaker's gender) and 18 (speaker) interact 

with each other, and were therefore analyzed separately. In all, three separate runs were 

performed. Selected factor groups (independent variables) for each run are illustrated in 

Table 19. 

Table 19. Combinations of factor groups for VARBRUL runs in the negative 

pitch variation analysis for the combined data of reading and conversation 

Run# Factor Groups No. of Factors No. of Cells Convergence 

First 3,6,8, !0, 11, 12, 17, 18 32 615 16 

Second 2,6,8,10,11,12,17,18 28 542 12 

Third 3,6,8,10,11,12,15,17 28 429 15 

4.3.3.3 Results and Discussion 

The results of the negative pitch variation in conversation and reading are 

summarized in Table 20. 
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Table 20. Factor significance and constraints on the negative pitch variation in reading 

and conversation (compared with the values of the conversation analysis) 

Factor Group Factor % for Prominence Factor 

Weight 

Significance* 

2. Negative Form 

3. Accompanying 

Verb 

4. Tense 

Conv. Read + Conv. C R+C 

Negative contr. 42 (346/832)" 45 (372/820) c 
— 

Verb contr. 41 (50/122) n/a — n/a 

Full 40 (85/213) 43 (87/203) - — 

Am 30(11/37) n/a .28 n/a 

Is 43 (58/134) n/a .43 n/a 

Are 32(11/34) n/a .34 n/a 

Was 18(4/22) 32(13/41) .18 .21 

Were 33(1/3) n/a .41 n/a 

Do 33(189/571) n/a .42 n/a 

Does 37(18/49) n/a .48 n/a 

Did 53(69/131) 57(105/185) .64 .43 

Have/has 85(17/20) 79 (23/29) .89 .77 

Will 50 (4/8) 54 (7/13) .64 .52 

Can 49(54/111) 52 (53/101) .58 .47 

May Knockout n/a - n/a 

Would 96 (44/46) 79 (65/82) .97 .75 

Past 58(118/202) n/a .68 n/a 

Non-past 38 (363/965) n/a .46 n/a 

R+C 

— n.s. n.s. 

s. 

n/a 
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Table 20. continued 

5. Realis Present 38 (358/940) n/a .47 n/a 

Past 57(107/188) n/a .66 n/a 

Future 50 (4/8) n/a .61 n/a 

Conditional 37(11/30) n/a .46 n/a 

Subjunctive Knockout n/a — n/a s. n/a 

6. Adjacent Focus Left focus 44 (26/59) 36 (24/67) .58 .51 

Right focus 50(100/201) 54(104/194) .59 .60 

Both 38(12/32) 32(10/31) .52 .54 

Neither 39 (343/875) 43 (360/829) .47 .47 s. s. 

7. Rhythm Self correction 39 (41/105) n/a — n/a 

Parallel 14(1/7) n/a — n/a 

Repetition 46(12/26) n/a — n/a 

Other 41 (419/1015) n/a — n/a 

Contrast 57 (8/14) n/a — n/a n.s. n/a 

8. Clause Independent 43 (340/799) 47 (350/752) — — 

Adverbial 35 (89/255) 35 (86/243) — — 

Nominal 49 (47/96) 52 (57/109) — — 

Aside 29(5/17) n/a — n/a n.s. n.s. 

9. Interactive Informative 42 (402/965) n/a — n/a 

Remedial 39 (55/140) n/a — n/a 

Supportive 45 (15/33) n/a — n/a 

Direct answer 31 (9/29) n/a — n/a n.s. n/a 
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Table 20. continued 

10. Subject I St person 42 (289/693) 46 (286/626) — — 

2nd person 50 (2/4) n/a - n/a 

3rd person 40(190/470) 43(211/494) — — n.s. n.s. 

11. Preceding Word Noun 26(17/65) 27(29/107) .31 .18 

Pronoun 42 (395/945) 45 (387/853) .51 .53 

Adverb 20 (4/20) n/a .17 nl?i 

Intervening 43 (6/14) n/a .60 n/a 

Break 47 (56/118) 53(63/118) .56 .63 s. s. 

12. Following Word Know 32 (40/124) 35 (43/122) .42 .44 

Other verb 41 (253/618) 46 (279/600) .46 .47 

Complement 36 (42/118) 36 (39/109) .54 .53 

Adjunct 58 (49/85) 51 (46/90) .73 .64 

End 76 (22/29) 72(18/25) .81 .75 

Break 39 (74/191) 42(72/173) .48 .53 s. s. 

IS. Speaker's Gender Male 42 (264/630) 45 (270/606) — — 

Female 40 (217/537) 44(228/515) ~ — n.s. n.s. 

16. Gender M-m 40 (122/302) n/a — n/a 

Relationship F-f 39(109/277) n/a — n/a 

M-f 43(142/328) n/a — n/a 

F-m 42(108/260) n/a — n/a n.s. n/a 

17. Speech Situation Reading n/a 62(96/156) n/a .64 

Conversation n/a 42 (402/965) n/a .48 n/a s. 
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Table 20. continued 

18. Speaker Akira (male) 37 (53/142) 44(62/141) .51 .52 

Ichiro (male) 32 (74/234) 33 (74/223) .39 .39 

Shin (male) 54(137/254) 55(134/242) .66 .63 

Keiko (0 44(81/184) 45 (77/173) .47 .47 

Masako (0 33 (48/146) 40 (59/146) .41 .45 

Yasuko (0 43 (88/207) 47 (92/196) .50 .52 s. s. 

19. Interlocutor Male prof. 38 (90/240) n/a — n/a 

Female prof. 38(136/356) n/a — n/a 

Male peer 43 (140/322) n/a — n/a 

Female peer 46(115/249) n/a — n/a n.s. n/a 

Total 41 (481/1167) 44(498/1121) 

Note. Input probability: .41-42 for Conversation; .60-.61 for Reading + Conversation. 
"VARBRUL analyzes significance at the p < .05 level. 
''Figures in the parenthesis indicate the number of tokens. 
"^Dashes denote either factors of the non-significant factor groups or knockout factors. 

It was found that Factor groups 3 (accompanjdng verb), 6 (adjacent focus), 11 

(preceding word class), 12 (following word class), 17 (speech situation), and 18 

(individual speaker) constrained the variation, whereas Factor groups 2 (negative form), 8 

(clause), 10 (subject), and IS (speaker's gender) were not statistically significant. These 

results corresponded to the results of significant/non-significant factor groups in 

conversation only, except for the result of the speech situation factor group (Factor group 

17). Speech situation was not a significant variable when hierarchical and peer 

conversations were compared, but it was significant when conversation and reading were 
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contrasted. This indicates that difference in speech situation between conversation and 

reading is significant enough to constrain the negative pitch variation even in L2, whereas 

it is not the case for the difference between hierarchical and peer conversations, in the 

case of L2 speech. The factor weight of reading was .64 and conversation was .48. The 

L2 participants were significantly more likely to produce pitch prominent negatives in 

reading than in conversation. The percentage data also showed that more than 50% 

(62%) of negatives were pitch prominent in reading, whereas less than 50% (42%) of 

negatives were pitch prominent in conversation. These results reflect the cognitive 

prominence principle and the social agreement principle. In reading, because concern 

with face is not relevant, negatives are treated in terms of cognitive/semantic 

significance, and thus are likely to be pitch prominent. Remember that the cognitive 

prominence principle claims that negatives tend to be prominent because they carry new 

or focal information. On the other hand, the social agreement principle claims that since 

people naturally have "preference for agreement" in typical conversations (Schegloff, 

Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977), negatives, which often indicate disagreement in conversation, 

tend to be pitch non-prominent to minimize face threat to the interlocutor. Although 

negatives in conversation involved in the current analysis were all informative negatives 

(i.e., no disagreement/remedial negatives were included), the social agreement principle 

should be still relevant to explain the result that negatives in conversation were likely to 

be non-prominent in L2 speech. Probably, even informative negatives, which present 

new or focal information, sound strong in general; thus, they are potentially face-

threatening in conversation. Therefore, negatives should be prosodically non-focused in 
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conversation, even when used informatively, to minimize potential face threat to the 

interlocutor. 

The L2 results demonstrate some similarity to those of LI (Yaeger-Dror, 1996, 

pp. 46, 51, 53) in that regular conversation is more likely to inhibit prominent negatives 

than prose reading. Yaeger-Dror (1996) found that negatives in prose were pitch 

prominent 20-50% of the time whereas informative/neutral negatives in conversation 

were pitch prominent 20% of the time. Regarding the range of 20% to 50% in reading, 

Yaeger-Dror reports that readers who read Keillor's Lake Wobegon Days placed 

prominence on negatives 50% of the time, whereas readers who read Tyler's Breathing 

Lessons gave prominence to negatives 20% of the time. 

Separate percentages for readings of Keillor and Tyler were also investigated in 

the L2 data. Negatives were prominent 69% of the time in Keillor's reading and 35% of 

the time in Tyler's reading. Although the L2 data demonstrated higher percentages than 

the LI data as a whole, both data showed that negatives were much more likely to be 

pitch prominent in Keillor's reading than in Tyler's reading. 

As far as the L2 data are concerned, a major reason for this considerable 

percentage gap between Keillor's and Tyler's readings appears to derive from the 

difference in the ratio of negatives preceded by nouns (rather than pronouns) between the 

Keillor reading and the Tyler reading. Keillor's extract contains four negatives out of 15 

preceded by nouns (26%), and Tyler's contains seven negatives out of 12 preceded by 

nouns (58%). As the conversation only data also demonstrated, the L2 speakers tended to 

give non-prominence to negatives when they were preceded by relatively long words 
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such as nouns rather than pronouns. This tendency is more clearly observed in the p-

values of the noun and pronoun factors (.18 and .53 respectively) in Factor group 11 

(preceding word class) in the present data. The noun factor showed a strong disfavoring 

effect on pitch prominence. When comparing the weight of noun (p-value of .31) in the 

conversation only analysis (including remedial and supportive negatives), we find that the 

effect is greater when only informative negatives are considered. 

Comparing the combined data of informative negatives in conversation and 

reading with the conversation only data for other factor weights, it was found that did, 

will, and can showed difference in directionality. Although VARBRUL analysis 

indicated that did favored pitch prominence on negatives in conversation only (p-value of 

.64), it showed a prominence disfavoring value (.43) for the combined data. Similarly, 

the factor weight of will in the conversation only data was .64, showing prominence 

favoring, whereas the weight in the combined data was .52, indicating almost no effect on 

the pitch prominence variation. Further, although can slightly favored prominence in the 

conversation only data, it had almost no effect on the variation in the combined data. 

However, percentages for ail these auxiliary verbs did not show that negatives were 

unlikely to be prominent. Rather, the percentages of did and can showed higher 

^quency for pitch prominence (57% and 52% respectively) than those of conversation 

only (53% and 49% respectively). 

These percentage data seem to contradict the p-values from VARBRUL analysis. 

This probably occurred because of the difference in the input probability (the probability 

of a rule application when considered factors are not at work regarding each data set 
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analyzed) between the conversation only data and the combined data. In the conversation 

only data VARBRUL calculated the input probability as .41 or .42, indicating pitch 

prominence as disfavored with regard to this data set regardless of the effects of factors 

considered. On the other hand, in the combined data VARBRUL produced an input 

probability of .60 or .61, showing pitch prominence as favored with regard to this data set 

even when the considered factors are not at work. Since VARBRUL calculates factor 

weights in terms of impact on a rule application considering the input probability as well, 

positive likelihood for a rule application in terms of percentage does not necessarily 

entail a factor weight favoring a rule application, especially when the input probability 

already shows a favoring value. Therefore, even though the percentages of did and can 

in the combined data showed higher percentages (57% and 52%) than those of the 

conversation only data (53% and 49%), VARBRUL did not evaluate them as high 

enough to contribute to pitch prominence given that the input probability of the combined 

data showed .60. On the other hand, 53% and 49% for did and can in the conversation 

only data were deemed high enough to contribute to prominence under the condition 

where the input value was only .41. 
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4.4 Variation in Pitch-Amplitude Prominence on Verb + Not Negatives 

4.4.1 Introduction 

Although investigation of both pitch eind amplitude/intensity for the negative 

prominence variation was not an initial purpose of this study, negatives accented only by 

amplitude (another prosodic parameter) were additionally coded as prominence for the 

following two reasons. First, because it was not certain whether or not the negative pitch 

variation would demonstrate a systematic variation, examination of the negative variation 

realized by amplitude in addition to pitch was necessary in case the pitch variation shows 

no systematicity. Second, because Takano (2001) observes that amplitude may play an 

important role (rather than absolutely secondary or subordinate to pitch) in prosodic 

prominence on negatives in LI Japanese, analysis on amplitude prominence became 

particularly important to investigate transfer effect on the Japanese speakers' use of 

prosody in L2 English. 

4.4.2 Significant Findings on the Negative Pitch-Amplitude Variation 

It was found that significant and insignificant variables of the pitch-amplitude 

variation in negatives corresponded to those of the pitch variation. The individual factor 

weights and percentages for prominence on negatives as well, almost mirrored those of 

the pitch variation particularly in directionality. These results showed that even when 

amplitude was considered in addition to pitch for prominence on negatives, the overall 
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variation pattern in relation to the conditioning factors did not change firom the one 

measured by pitch only. 

4.4.3 Factor Compositions and VARBRUL Runs 

Factor groups and factors considered for the analysis correspond to those of the 

pitch variation analysis. However, compositions of values for the dependent variable 

were different. Whereas the plus (+) value (prominent) for the pitch analysis included 

only values for prominent pitch (H: high, R: rise, F: fall, rise-fall, and v: fall-rise), the 

prominent value in the pitch-amplitude variation includes A (amplitude) in addition to 

values for prominent pitch. In the pitch analysis, A (amplitude) was merged with the 

neutral value. These differences are summarized in Table 21. 

Table 21. Compositions of prominent and neutral values for the pitch and pitch-

amplitude analyses 

Factor Group I: Pitch/Prosody 

Pitch Analysis Pitch-Amplitude Analysis 

+: prominent H: high 

R: rise 

F: fall 

+: prominent H: high 

R: rise 

F: fall 

rise-fall 

v: fall-rise 

A: amplitude 

N: neutral 

rise-fall 

v: fall-rise 

-; neutral A: amplitude 

N; neutral -; neutral 
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The pitch-amplitude analysis is also different &om the pitch analysis with Factor 

group 6 (adjacent focus). In the pitch analysis the left and right focuses were analyzed 

only in terms of pitch. However, in the pitch-amplitude analysis the left and right focuses 

were coded in terms of pitch and amplitude. When words immediately left or right of the 

negative token were focused by either pitch or amplitude, they were coded as focus. 

In the pitch-amplitude analysis as well, six separate VARBRUL runs were 

operated to avoid interactions among factors. The information of each run (i.e., the 

numbers of factors, cells, and iteration calculation involved in) is displayed in Table 22. 

Table 22. Combinations of factor groups for VARBRUL runs in the negative 

pitch-amplitude variation analysis 

Run # Factor Groups No. of Factors No. of Cells Convergence 

First 3,6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17 49 823 16 

Second 2,4,6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17 42 779 7 

Third 2,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17 44 790 7 

Fourth 3,6, 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17 47 721 15 

Fifth 3, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 19 47 737 16 

Sixth 3,6,7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 18 49 755 13 

4.4.4 Results and Discussion 

Table 23 summarizes the results of the negative pitch-amplitude variation in 

comparison with those of the negative pitch variation. 
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Table 23. Factor significance and constraints on the negative pitch-amplitude variation 

(compared with the values of the pitch variation analysis) 

Factor Group Factor % for Prominence Factor Significance* 

Weight 

Pitch Pitch + Amo P P±A 

2. Negative Form Negative contr. 42 (346/832)" 44 (370/833) c 
— 

Verb contr. 41 (50/122) 48 (59/122) — — 

Full 40 (85/213) 47(99/212) — — 

3. Accompanying Am 30(11/37) 30(11/37) .28 .24 

Verb Is 43 (58/134) 52(70/134) .43 .48 

Are 32(11/34) 38(13/34) .34 .34 

Was 18(4/22) 23 (5/22) .18 .18 

Were 33 (1/3) 33 (1/3) .41 .33 

Do 33 (189/571) 35(201/571) .42 .40 

Does 37(18/49) 51 (25/49) .48 .57 

Did 53(69/131) 55 (72/131) .64 .62 

Have/has 85(17/20) 85(17/20) .89 .87 

Will 50 (4/8) 50 (4/8) .64 .59 

Can 49(54/111) 58(64/111) .58 .63 

May Knockout Knockout — — 

Would 96 (44/46) 96 (44/46) .97 .97 

4. Tense Past 58(118/202) 60(122/202) .68 .66 

Non-past 38 (363/965) 42 (406/965) .46 .47 
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Table 23. continued 

S. Realis Present 38 (358/940) 42 (398/940) .47 .47 

Past 57(107/188) 59(111/188) .66 .65 

Future 50 (4/8) 50 (4/8) .61 .56 

Conditional 37 (11/30) 47 (14/30) .46 .50 

Subjunctive Knockout Knockout — — s. s. 

6. Adjacent Focus Left focus 44 (26/59) 49 (32/65) .58 .59 

Right focus 50(100/201) 53(115/216) .59 .58 

Both 38(12/32) 39 (13/33) .52 .50 

Neither 39 (343/875) 43 (368/853) .47 .47 s. s. 

7. Rhythm Self correction 39(41/105) 46 (48/105) — — 

Parallel 14(1/7) 14(1/7) — — 

Repetition 46(12/26) 46(12/26) — — 

Other 41 (419/1015) 45(458/1015) — — 

Contrast 57 (8/14) 64 (9/14) — — n.s. n.s. 

8. Clause Independent 43 (340/799) 46 (369/799) — — 

Adverbial 35 (89/255) 40(101/255) — — 

Non\inal 49 (47/96) 55 (53/96) — — 

Aside 29(5/17) 29(5/17) — — n.s. n.s. 

9. Interactive Informative 42 (402/965) 46(441/965) — — 

Remedial 39 (55/140) 43 (60/140) — — 

Supportive 45(15/33) 52(17/33) — — 

Direct answer 31 (9/29) 34 (10/29) — — n.s. n.s. 
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Table 23. continued 

10. Subject 1st person 42 (289/693) 44 (306/693) — — 

2nd person 50 (2/4) 75 (3/4) — — 

3rd person 40(190/470) 47 (219/470) — — n.s. n.s. 

11. Preceding Word Noun 26(17/65) 35 (23/65) .31 .35 

Pronoun 42 (395/945) 45 (423/945) .51 .50 

Adverb 20 (4/20) 20 (4/20) .17 .16 

Intervening 43 (6/14) 57 (8/14) .60 .65 

Break 47(56/118) 57(67/118) .56 .61 s. s. 

12. Following Word Know 32 (40/124) 33(41/124) .42 .40 

Other verb 41 (253/618) 44(273/618) .46 .46 

Complement 36 (42/118) 42(49/118) .54 .54 

Adjunct 58 (49/85) 64 (54/85) .73 .74 

End 76 (22/29) 83 (24/29) .81 .86 

Break 39 (74/191) 45 (86/191) .48 .50 s. s. 

IS. Speaker's Gender Male 42 (264/630) 47 (294/630) — .53 

Female 40(217/537) 49 (234/537) — .46 n.s. s. 

16. Gender M-m 40(122/302) 47(141/302) - — 

Relationship F-f 39(109/277) 43(120/277) — — 

M-f 43(142/328) 47(153/328) — — 

F-m 42(108/260) 44(114/260) — — n.s. n.s. 

17. Speech Situation Hierarchical 38 (226/596) 42 (253/596) — — 

Peer 45(255/571) 48(275/571) — — n.s. n.s. 
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Table 23. continued 

18. Speaker Akira (male) 37 (53/142) 38 (54/142) .51 .46 

Ichiro (male) 32 (74/234) 36 (85/234) .39 J9 

Shin (male) 54 (137/254) 61 (155/254) .66 .70 

Keiko (0 44(81/184) 46(84/184) .47 .44 

Masako (f) 33 (48/146) 38 (55/146) .41 .44 

Yasuko (f) 43 (88/207) 46 (95/207) .50 .49 s. s. 

19. Interlocutor Male prof. 38 (90/240) 43 (103/240) — — 

Female prof. 38 (136/356) 42 (150/356) — — 

Male peer 43 (140/322) 47(152/322) — — 

Female peer 46(115/249) 49(123/299) — — n.s. n.s. 

Total 41 (481/1167) 45 (528/1167) 

Note. Input probability: .41-42 for Pitch; .46-.47 for Pitch-Amplitude. 
'VARBRUL analyzes significance at the p < .05 level. 
''Figures in the parenthesis indicate the number of tokens. 
"^Dashes denote either factors of the non-significant factor groups or knockout factors. 

It was found that Factor groups 3 (accompanying verb), 4 (tense), 5 (realis), 6 

(adjacent focus), 11 (preceding word class), 12 (following word class), 15 (speaker's 

gender), and 18 (individual speaker) statistically contributed to the pitch-amplitude 

variation, and Factor groups 2 (negative form), 7 (rhythm), 8 (clause), 9 (interactive), 10 

(subject), 16 (gender relationship of speaker and interlocutor), 17 (speech situation), and 

19 (interlocutor) were not statistically significant to the variation. These results almost 

duplicate those of the pitch variation analysis, except for Factor group 15 (speaker's 

gender). The pitch analysis showed this factor group as statistically insignificant. 
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whereas the pitch-amplitude analysis showed it as significant. However, it turned out 

that this difference actually derives from only one male speaker's influence when looking 

at individual speakers' percentage data and p-values. This issue will be discussed later 

together with observations on individual differences. 

The factor weights in pitch-amplitude variation also almost mirror those of pitch 

variation particularly in factor directionality, except for does in Factor group 3 

(accompanying verb) and Speaker A (Akira) in Factor group 18 (speaker). Whereas the 

p-value of does in the pitch variation was p = .48, the value of the pitch-amplitude 

variation was p = .57. These values show that whereas does has almost no effect on the 

pitch variation, it has some favoring effect on prominence in the pitch-amplitude 

variation. This indicates that speakers were likely to focus does + not when amplitude 

accent was defined as prominence as well as pitch accent; however, this was not the case 

when only pitch accent was considered. This difference is also reflected by percentages. 

Although does + not was prominent by pitch only 37% of the time, the percentage 

increased to 51% when amplitude accent was also considered. 

As for Speaker A, whereas VARBRUL evaluated his effect on the overall 

prominence/non-prominence variation to be almost none (p-value of .51) in the pitch 

variation, the program evaluated his effect to be slightly disfavoring of prominence (p-

value of .46) in the pitch-amplitude variation. This p-value difference particularly in 

directionality, at first sight, seems difficult to understand because the percentages of 

prominent negatives in the pitch variation and pitch-amplitude variation made almost no 

difference (37% and 38% respectively). However, because VARBRUL analyzes a factor 
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weight in relation to the effects of other factors within the same factor group (and the 

input probability), a certain percentage is sometimes analyzed to be favoring and 

sometimes disfavoring. Also, the same percent values within the same factor group (e.g., 

Akira's 38% and Masako's 38%) do not necessarily turn out to be the same p-values 

because VARBRUL considers the number of tokens involved in the percentage as well. 

In sum, although Akira's p-values in the pitch and pitch-amplitude variations showed 

difference in directionality, this difference did not indicate that Akira's prominence 

placement pattem significantly differed in pitch accent and pitch-amplitude accent. 

Rather, it seems that Speaker S's (Shin) percentages for prominence particularly 

influenced Akira's p-values. In the pitch variation. Shin showed 54% for prominence, 

while he showed 61% in the pitch-amplitude variation. Probably, Akira's 37% for 

prominence in the pitch variation was not judged as a prominence disfavoring effect 

given that the highest percentage within the factor group (Shin) was 54%. However, 

Akira's 38% for prominence in the pitch-amplitude variation was judged as prominence-

disfavoring compared to Shin's 61%. 

Shin's high percentage for prominence in the pitch-amplitude variation not only 

influenced Akira's p-value but also Factor group 15 (speaker's gender), which examined 

the impact of speaker's gender difference on the variation. Although the pitch variation 

analysis did not determine this variable (factor group) as significant, the pitch-amplitude 

analysis determined it as significant, as has been reported. However, it will be 

understood that the pitch-amplitude result regarding Factor group 15 did not actually 

reflect reality when one looks at individual speakers' p-values and percentages in Factor 
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group 18. Two male speakers out of three showed prominence disfavoring values in both 

p-values and percentages. Akira showed a p-value of .46 (38%) and Ichiro showed a p-

value of .39 (36%). Contrary to them. Shin (male speaker) demonstrated a p-value of .70 

(61%), which is a strong prominence-favoring value. 

On the other hand, three female speakers equally showed prominence-disfavoring 

values: Keiko (p-value of .44,46%), Masako (p-value of .44, 38%), and Yasuko (p-value 

of .49,46%). However, their values are not necessarily lower (more disfavoring) than the 

two males who showed disfavoring values. Therefore, I don't find that there is a 

significant difference between men and women in prominence placement pattern. 

Because one male speaker (Shin) showed a strong prominence-favoring pattern, his effect 

simply contributed to the general male pattern. Therefore, I conclude that all in all, no 

significant differences in factor significance and weights were observed between the 

pitch variation and pitch-amplitude variation. 
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4.5 Remarics concerning LI Influence on the L2 Prosodic Variation in Negatives 

In LI Japanese, speakers' pragmatic strategies are fully reflected in prosodic use 

of negatives as Takano's (2001) study demonstrates. LI Japanese speakers clearly tend to 

reduce prosodic focus Qudged by pitch and amplitude) when they use remedial (face> 

threatening) negatives, whereas they tend to accent supportive negatives. Takano's 

participants produced prosodic prominent negatives 67% of the time for the supportive 

use, 44% for the neutral/informative use, and 27% for the remedial use. However, the 

Japanese speakers in the current study did not clearly demonstrate this pattern in their L2 

English. They placed prosodic prominence (judged by pitch and amplitude) on 

supportive negatives 52% of the time, on informative negatives 46% of the time, and on 

remedial negatives 43% of the time. Although the order of percentages for the three 

types of negatives in L2 English follow those of LI Japanese, the VARBRUL program 

did not analyze these percentage differences as statistically significant. 

Takano's (2001) study also found that prosodic prominence patterns with 

negatives differed according to speaker's gender and power relationship in an interaction. 

However, these sociolinguistic variables were not statistically significant to the negative 

prosodic variation in L2 English that the LI Japanese participants produced. 

These findings suggest that pragmatic strategies Japanese speakers employ in 

their LI do not transfer to their L2 English regarding prosodic use in negatives. Although 

the Japanese speakers of L2 English demonstrated variable use of prosodic 
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prominence/non-prominence in negatives, that pattern was only constrained by linguistic 

variables, and thus is not constrained by the pattern of LI Japanese. 

As for linguistic influence of LI Japanese on L2 English in negative prosody use, 

it is difficult to give conclusive remarks because negative prosodic behaviors in LI 

Japanese themselves are still under investigation and substantive findings are yet to 

emerge. At the present point, Takano (2001) suspects that amplitude may play an 

important role in prosodic prominence on negatives in LI Japanese. However, at the 

same time he observes considerable individual differences in prosodic use for negative 

prominence (Takano, personal communication, June 9, August10, 2001). In his data, he 

found that some speakers rarely accented negatives by pitch, but the percentage of 

prominent negatives significantly increased when prominence was judged by amplitude. 

However, in regard to other speakers, use of amplitude accent did not make such a 

noticeable difierence. 

In the L2 English data, 41% of negatives were accented only by pitch, whereas 

45% of negatives were accented by pitch or amplitude. Because prominent negatives 

were not analyzed in terms of pitch accent only versus amplitude accent only, these 

percentages caimot be compared in that respect. However, I assume that if amplitude 

accent had been dominant (rather than pitch accent) in prosodic prominence, the 

percentage of negatives accented by pitch or amplitude would have been much higher 

than 45%. Also, the VARBRUL results of the pitch £md pitch-amplitude variations 

would have been significantly different, if amplitude accent had played a primary role. 
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Thus, I observe that in general, amplitude accent is subordinate to pitch accent in 

prosodic prominence on negatives in Japanese speakers' English L2. 

However, individual speakers' percentages of prominent negatives showed that 

there were more distinctive individual differences in the pitch-amplitude variation than 

the pitch-only v£iriation. The lowest and highest percentages were 32% (Ichiro) and 54% 

(Shin) in the pitch variation, whereas they were 36% (Ichiro) and 61% (Shin) in the pitch-

amplitude variation. Although the percentage gaps of the two may not differ much (22% 

gap for the pitch-only variation and 25% gap for the pitch-amplitude variation), the 

significance these gaps indicate seems different. Shin's 54% in the pitch-only variation 

suggests that the speaker is slightly more likely to produce prominent negatives than non-

prominent negatives. However, Shin's 61% in the pitch-amplitude variation increases the 

confidence level of the interpretation that he is likely to produce prominent negatives 

because the value exceeds 60%. Thus, Shin's percentage is more noticeably contrasted 

with Ichiro's percentage in the pitch-amplitude variation than in the pitch-only variation. 

This suggests that individual differences in prominence placement pattem in negatives 

are more sensitive when amplitude accent is considered than when only pitch accent is 

considered. Only this finding shows some relationship with the fact observed in LI 

Japanese that there are considerable individual differences in negative's prosodic 

prominence patterns in a study where both pitch and amplitude were examined. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 Summaiy of Findings 

5.1.1 Emphasis on Negatives 

Although the Japanese speakers of English L2 in this study tended to de-

emphasize negatives in form and prosody in conversation as a whole, they were clearly 

more likely to focus negatives than native speakers of American-English. In the form 

variation L2 speakers were more likely to choose full forms (i.e., negatives emphasized) 

than not contracted forms (i.e., negatives reduced) with can and be although they tended 

to choose not contracted forms with other auxiliary verbs, whereas LI speakers were 

more likely to choose not contracted forms with any verbs. In the prosodic variation L2 

speakers' overall percentage for prominence on negatives in conversation was 41% in the 

pitch only judgement and 45% in the pitch-amplitude judgement. L2 speakers, however, 

maintained these levels of frequencies for even remedial negatives (39% in the pitch 

prominence variation and 43% in the pitch-amplitude prominence variation). These L2 

fi^uencies for prosodically emphasized remedial negatives are remarkably higher than 

those of native English speakers, which show 2.8% to 19% in any corpus of 

conversations examined by Yaeger-Dror (1985, p. 225). 
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5.1.2 Social Contexts as Insignificant Factors of the Variation 

Although the negative prosodic/pitch variation in LI English is clearly 

constrained by sociolinguistic factors such as the interactive use (the pragmatic meaning) 

of negatives and interactional situations, the L2 variation was basically only constrained 

by immediate linguistic environments in conversation, and not by social contexts. 

Preston (1991, 1996) argues that linguistic environments are the primary 

conditioning factors of any linguistic variation over social or stylistic variables. It can be 

understood that the L2 negative variation patterns in interactional settings are only 

constrained by the most basic linguistic variation factors, unlike the LI variation. 

Also, it can be assumed that regarding the linguistic variation that is present in 

both LI and L2, whether or not sociolinguistic variables constrain the L2 linguistic 

variation pattern indicates whether or not L2 speakers use the language (within that 

linguistic variation aspect) in a socially appropriate way according to the LI norm. 

Within variable use of negative forms and prosody/pitch in interactional situations, the 

L2 speakers of this study did not fully develop sociolinguistic or pragmatic strategies that 

LI speakers utilize. 

5.1.3 Insufficient Functioning of Social Agreement Principle 

The above two major findings (summarized in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2) indicate 

that the social agreement principle, which claims that (1) negatives are generally 

defocused in conversation to minimize face threat, and (2) emphasis on negative are 
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differentiated according to social contexts, is not fully operational in L2 English. 

Moreover, it was found that L2 speakers sometimes rather apply the cognitive 

prominence principle, which claims emphasis on negatives in speech, even in 

conversation. They tended to choose cannot (full, emphasized form) over can't (reduced, 

de-emphasized form) to prioritize conveying the semantic meaning rather than being 

concerned about the pragmatic effect, that the full form might give a face-threatening 

impression to the interlocutor in some context. 

S.1.4 Register Difference in Reading and Conversation as Conditioning Factor 

It should be noted that the L2 negative pitch variation was statistically constrained 

by the speech genre/register in terms of conversation versus reading. In conversation, 

negatives were likely to be non-prominent, whereas in prose reading, negatives were 

likely to be prominent. These results were interpreted that the social agreement principle 

is reflected in conversation, where concern with face is involved, whereas the cognitive 

prominence principle is reflected in prose reading, where face concern is not necessary 

and semantic information is a major concern. 

Whereas the speech situation difference in terms of conversation versus reading 

constrained the variation, the speech situation difference in terms of hierarchical versus 

peer conversation did not affect the variation in L2 English speech. These results suggest 

that the register difference between conversation and reading is a more influential 
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sociolinguistic variable of the negative prosodic variation than stylistic differences in 

conversation. 

5.1.5 LI Transfer 

Japanese speakers clearly demonstrate social use of prosodic prominence/non-

prominence on negatives in their LI. That is, their variable use of negative prosody is 

apparently influenced by variables such as interactive use of negatives, social identities of 

speakers and interlocutors, and interactional situations (Takano, 2001). This LI Japanese 

speech behavior, however, was not observed in their L2 English. Rather, the Japanese 

speakers of English L2 in the current study demonstrated unique variation patterns, which 

were basically solely constrained by immediate linguistic environments. 

It was only suggested that the L2 English variation pattern might be influenced by 

the LI Japanese pattem in that considerable individual speaker's differences may be 

present in amplitude accents on negatives compared to pitch accents. However, more 

empirical data in both LI and L2 are required to give conclusive remarks on this issue. 

5.1.6 Language Developmental Influence 

It was observed that although the L2 speakers in this study were advanced 

speakers, their use of negatives appeared to be influenced by language developmental 

factors. For example, absolute preference for it's not and that's not forms over it isn't and 

that isn't suggested a developmental influence given that children acquire the verb 
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contraction form earlier than the not contraction form (from the data presented by Bloom, 

1970 and Wode, 1981), although the speakers' LI Japanese influence (but not in terms of 

language transfer) might be also involved. 

Also, considering that unlike LI English speakers' use, the L2 speakers' variable 

use of negative forms and prosody/pitch is strongly constrained by linguistic 

enviroimients but not by sociolinguistic variables, and that there was no transfer from LI 

Japanese in that use, it can be assimied that the L2 speakers were still in the process of 

developing their use of English negatives particularly in the respect of advancing in their 

sociolinguistic competence. In this regard, it can be said that the L2 speakers' negative 

variation patterns show a developmental influence. 
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S.2 Pedagogical Implications 

It was found that the L2 English speakers in this study were yet to fully develop 

pragmatic strategies that LI speakers demonstrate in use of negatives. Compared to LI 

speakers, the L2 speakers tended to emphasize more not negatives in both form and 

prosody, and showed little control over differentiating prosodic prominence on negatives 

according to the context (i.e., negative's interactive use and social situation). 

Since negatives generally carry focal information (Hirschberg, 1990), frequent 

use of emphasized negatives, despite being in an informative/neutral context, will give 

strong impressions to hearers, and thus, will be potentially face-threatening. While it is 

important to convey accurate information in communication, it is also important to 

maintain rapport among interactants in regular conversations in the society. Although 

probably few LI speakers are consciously aware of the negative pragmatic strategies they 

utilize in everyday conversation, appropriate use of emphasized and de-emphasized 

negatives should contribute to realizing pragmatically more effective communications. 

Given that even the advanced L2 speakers, who had relatively abundant native 

language input through actual interactions, did not show developed forms of prs^matic 

strategies in use of negatives, it will be difficult to naturally notice (Schmidt, 1990) and 

internalize these strategies in their L2 use only through regular interactions with LI 

speakers. Therefore, L2 speakers should be helped to notice these subtle, yet important 

language strategies through instruction. Noticing target language rules and forms is a 

crucial process of second language acquisition, and instruction plays an important role to 
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enhance the noticing process (Ellis, 1990; Long, 1991; Schmidt, 1990,1993; Schmidt & 

Frota, 1986; Sharwood-Smith, 1991). I believe that if English L2 speakers are aware that 

an excessive use of emphasized negatives, particularly in the remedial/face-threatening 

context, is face-threatening and may lead to conmiunication breakdowns, they will have a 

better control over their L2 negative use, and eventually have more confidence in their L2 

management in general. 
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5.3 Significance of the Study 

This study has contributed to second language research in at least two important 

respects. First, although the past L2 linguistic variation studies were confined to 

phonology, morphology, and syntax levels, this study first investigated prosodic variation 

in the variable rule model, and discovered that the seemingly unsystematic variation 

pattems observed in L2 are actually constrained by multidimensional variables in a 

systematic way in the prosody level as well. 

Second, this L2 variation study looked at variation behaviors that are also 

observed in both the speakers' LI and target LI in the same framework, and conducted a 

triangulation analysis in a variable rule model. Through this investigation, the study 

realized presentation of L2 speakers' developing language (sociolinguistic) competence in 

a quantitative way and analysis on the speaker's transfer in their L2 use. 

For further investigation, a larger number of L2 speakers with greater variety of 

L2 proficiency levels and LI backgrounds will be necessary to allow a comprehensive 

observation regarding L2 negative variation in forms and prosody. Particularly as a 

prosody study, prosodic parameters other than pitch (i.e., amplitude and duration) should 

be more rigorously analyzed to understand the relationship of these three parameters for 

prosodic realization in use of negatives. Although this research has created many further 

questions including these, I believe this study to be an important addition to the L2 

variation literature, and by extension, to second language research. 
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APPENDIX A: SOCIOLINGUISTIC INTERVIEW QUESTION MODULES 

"Target" Interview/Conversation Questions 

About America 

1. Do you like American food? 
a) What do you think about Japanese food in America? 
b) What do you like and dislike about American restaurants, fast-fbod restaurants, 
supermarkets, convenient stores, etc.? 

2. What do you think about American department stores? What is the difference from the 
Japanese ones? (food floor, employees, etc.) 

3. What do you think about Hollywood movies and/or American TV programs? 
a) What do you like and dislike about them? Why? 

4. What do you think about censorship on the sex scenes of TV programs in America? 

5.1 hear that young adolescents can easily buy alcohol in Japan unlike here. What do 
you think about this? 

6. What do you think about differences in education system b/w America and Japan? 
a) What do you like and dislike about them? Why? 
b) What do you think about American university students? 
• Differences in learning modes (e.g., production-oriented, interactional vs. receptive 
learning, memorization) 
* Different value systems in education (e.g., self-expression, individualism, originality, 
creativity, critical thinking vs. collectivism, consolidation of basic knowledge, acquisition 
of shared, existent body of knowledge) 

About Japan 

7.1 hear that most Japanese middle schools require students to wear school uniforms. 
a)Why? 
b) Is there any benefit to students? 

8.1 hear that there are many English language teachers from America in Japan. 
a) Have you teamed from them? 
b) What did you think about them? 
c) What did you like and dislike about their teaching? 
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9.1 hear that stewardess is a very popular job, even a prestigious job in Japan. Why? 

10.1 hear that many Japanese women wear so formally and make up when they go out in 
Japan. Why? 

11.1 hear that many Japanese people/women like certain fashion brands. Why? 

12.1 hear that Japanese people usually don't put their family's photos in the woric place 
unlike here. Why? 

(Recent) Social Issues 

13. What do you think about a series of Clinton issues? 
a) Did similar problems happen to Japanese prime ministers before? If so, what 
happened? 
b) Do you think Clinton should have resigned? Why/why not? 

14. What do you think about America's military action regarding Kosovo issues? Do you 
think it's a right decision? 

15. There still exists trade imbalance between America and Japan. For example, Japan 
can almost freely export cars, but America still cannot export rice to Japan. What is the 
Japanese side's claim about this? 

Japanese Imperial Family 

16. What do you think about the Japanese imperial family? 
a) Do you like to have them in the Japanese society? Why/why not? 
b) How do they contribute to the society, do you think? 
c) Are they close to people? 

17. What do you think about Princess Masako's marriage to the Prince? 
a) Do you think it was right that Princess Masako got married to the Prince—to herself, to 
the Japanese society, to die Prince, to the royal family, to her family? 
b) Do you think that Princess Masako was reluctant to get married to the Prince as the 
Newsweek reported? 

18. What did you think, and how did you feel when Showa Emperor died? What did you 
think about his funeral? 
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Social Issues 

19. What do you think about euthanasia (mercy killing)? (e.g.. Doctor Kovokean's 
assisted suicide, his trial) 

20. How about the issue of whether or not we consider the brain death as the death of a 
human? 

21. How about the issue of death penalty? 

22. How about the issue of abortion? 

American Customs 

23. What do you think about American people's putting bumper stickers of, for example, 
"My child is an honor student in XX school" on their cars? 

About Japan (2) 

24. What do you think about Japan's Americanization/Westernization? (e.g.. Popular 
Culture: a lot of ads in English or English words, food, fashion, movies; Social Value 
Systems: way of living, women's right, life value, marriage, divorce, individualism, value 
on self-expression, originality, critical thinking) 

"Regular" Interview/Conversation Questions 

School 

1. What classes are you taking now? 
a) Which ones are most interesting? How? 
b) Which ones are toughest? How? 

2. Why did you come to/choose the U of A? 

3. Why did you choose your current major/program? 
a) What are you satisfied with most? 
b) What are you dissatisfied with most? 
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4. Do you remember your first day of school here in the US? 
How did you feel? 

5. Did you ever get into trouble at school here? 
What happened? 

6. What is the hardest assignment you've had in American schools? 
a) Tell me about this assignment. 
b) How is it dififerent fi-om the one you had in Japanese universities/colleges? 

7. What do you want to do when you finish the current program? 

8. What do you want to be/become eventually? 

Work Experience 

9. Have you ever had a job? 
a) Tell me about it. 
b) What was your favorite and least favorite part of the job? 

10. What kind of job do you want to have in the future? 

11. What did you want to be when you were a child? 

Friends 

12. Do you have mostly Japanese Mend here or American friends? 
a) What do you do with your American/Japanese Mends here? 
b) What do you do with your Mends in Japan? 
c) Do you think Mendship is different in American than in Japan? 

13. Have you had a roommate? 
a) What do/did you enjoy most liviug with a roommate? 
b) What do/did you enjoy least living with a roommate? 
c) Have you had any problems with your roommate? Tell me about it. 

Pets 

14. Do you or did you ever have any pets? 
a) What was/is your pet like? 



b) What activities did/do you do with your pet? 
c) Did you ever lose a pet? What happened? 

Family 

15. Do you have any brothers or sisters? 
Have you ever been mad at your brothers/sisters? 

16. What kinds of activities do you do with your family in Japan? 

17. Do you want to be like your parent(s) when you become a parent? 

Favorite Things To Do 

18. What is your favorite thing to do? Tell me about it. 
What are your hobbies and favorite activities? 

19. What is your least favorite thing to do? 
a) Why don't you like to do it? 
b) Do you have to do it sometimes? 
c) Tell me about it. 

20. What do you do on weekends in Japan and the US? 
a) What did you do last weekend? 
b) What are you doing this weekend? 

Vacations 

21. Did you go on vacation in the US? 
a) Where did you go? 
b) Did you have some interesting or embarrassing experiences there? 
c) How are the places different from popular sightseeing spots in Japan? 

Towns Lived In 

22. How long have you been in Tucson? 
What do you like best/least about Tucson? 
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23. What city in Japan do you come from? 
a) Tell me about the city. 
b) Did you ever move to a new city in Japan? 
c) How did you feel when you moved? 
d) How is Tucson the same/different from your city? 

Holidays and Japanese Customs 

24. What are your favorite and least favorite holidays/Japanese customs? 
a) Tell me about how people celebrate. 
b) Why do you like/dislike them? 
c) What do the customs/holidays mean? 

25. When you were little, did you celebrate the holidays differently than you do now? 
How were they different? 

26. Did you ever go to a wedding in Japan/the US? 
How are American and Japanese weddings different? 

27. Did you ever go to a funeral in Japan/the US? 
How are American and Japanese funerals different? 

Food 

28. Do you cook often? In Japan? In the US? 

29. What is the best dish that you can cook? 

30. What is the worst meal that you have ever prepared? 

Crime 

31. Is there a lot of crime in your country? 
a) Did you ever have an experience with crime in your country? 
b) What happened? 

32. Did you hear about a lot of crime in America? 
a) Tell me what you heard. 
b) Did you ever have an experience with crime in Tucson? 
c) What happened? 
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d) Did a friend or someone you know experience any crime in Tucson? 
e) How do you feel about living in Tucson in regards to crime? 

Close Encounters with Death 

33. Did you ever think you were going to get killed or hurt? 
What happened? 

34. Do you know anyone who almost got hurt or killed? 
What happened? 

35. Have you ever been in an earthquake? 
a) What did it feel like? 
b) What were you thinking about during the earthquake? 

36. Do you know anyone who was in the earthquake in Japan? 
What did they tell you about the earthquake? 

Emotions 

37. Have you ever been really embarrassed? 
a) Tell me about it. 
b) Was it a moment that you could have avoided? How? 

38. Have you ever been really scared? 
Tell me about it. 

39. Have you ever been really angry at someone? 
a) Who were you mad at? 
b) Why were you so mad? 

40. Did you ever play a joke on someone? Or did someone play a joke on you? 
a) Tell me what happened. 
b) What did you do when someone played the joke on you? 

41. Have you ever been shocked by something or someone? 
a) What did they do to shock you or what happened? 
b) Does anything in the US shock you? What is it? 
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Accomplishments 

42. Is there something in your life that you feel proud of? 
a) What is it? 
b) Why do you feel proud? Tell me about it 

43. Was there something in your life you worked hard for but could not get? 
a) What was it? 
b) Tell me what happened. 
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APPENDIX B: MATERIALS FOR THE TEXT READING TASK 

(Note. Negative tokens with numbers were analyzed for this study. Negatives in only 
bold are all negatives in quoted speech, and thus were not included in the data.) 

Lake Wobegon Days 

(p. 15) 

I ran a constant low fever waiting for my ride to come and take (line IS) 
me away to something finer. I lay in bed at night, watching the red 
beacon on top of the water tower, a clear signal to me of the beauty 
and mystery of a life that waited for me far away, and thought of 
Housman's poem. 

Loveliest of trees, the cherry now 
Is hung with bloom along the bough. 
It stands among the woodland ride. 
Wearing white for Eastertide. 
Now, of my three-score years and ten. 
Twenty will not* come again... 

£uid would have run away to where people would appreciate me, had 
I known of such a place, had I thought my parents would understand. 
But if I had said, "Along the woodland I must go to see the cherry 
hung with snow," they would have said, "Oh, no, you don't. You're 
going to stay right here and finish up what I told you to do three hours 
ago. Besides, those aren't cherry trees, those are crab apples." 

Now I lie in bed in St. Paul and look at the moon, which reminds 
me of the one over Lake Wobegon. 

I'm forty-three years old. I haven't̂  lived there for twenty-five years. 
I've lived in a series of eleven apartments and three houses, most within 

(p. 16) 

a few miles of each other in St. Paul and Minneapolis. Every couple 
years the urge strikes, to pack the books and unscrew the table legs and 
haul off to a new site. The mail is forwarded, sometimes from a house 
several stops back down the line, the front of the envelope covered 
with addresses, but fnends are lost—more all the time, it's sad to think 
about it. All those long conversations in vanished kitchens when for 
an evening we achieved a perfect understanding that, no matter what 
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tu^jpened, we were true comrades and our affection would endure, and 
now our friendship is gone to pieces and I can't^ account for it. 
don't I see you ar  ̂more? Did I disappoint you? Did you call me one night 
to say you were in trouble and hear a tone in my voice that made you say 
you were Just fine? 

When I left Lake Wobegon, Donna Bunsen and I promised each 
other we'd read the same books that summer as a token of our love, 
which we sealed with a kiss in her basement. She wore white shorts 
and a blue blouse with white stars. She poured a cup of Clorox bleach 
in the washing machine, and then we kissed. In books, men and 
women "embraced passionately," but I didn't* know how much passion 
to use, so I put my arms around her and held my lips to hers and rubbed 
her lovely back, under the wings. Our reading list was ten books, five 
picked by her and five by me, and we made a reading schedule so that, 
although apart, we would have the same things on our minds at the 
same time and would think of each other. We each picked the loftiest 
books we knew of, such as Plato's Republic, War and Peace, The Imita
tion of Christ, the Bhagavad-Gita, The Art ofLoving, to have great 
thoughts to share all summer as we read, but I didn't^ get far; my copy 
of Plato sat in my suitcase, and I fished it out only to feel guilty for 
letting her down so badly. I wrote her a letter about love, studded with 
Plato quotes picked out of Bartlett's, but didn't* mail it, it was so 
shameless and false. She sent me two postcards from the Black Hills, 
and in the second she asked, "Do you still love me?" I did, but evi
dently not enough to read those books and become someone worthy 
of love, so I didn't^ reply* Two year later she married a guy who sold 
steel supermarket shelving, and they moved to San Diego. I think of 
her lovingly every time I use Clorox. Half a cup is enough to bring 
it all back. 

(skip half a page-19 lines) 

(p. 17) 

Bob kept telling me to forget about college and he would line me (line 19) 
up with a friend of his in the plumbers' union. "Why be so odd?" he 
said. "Plumbers get good money." His son Dallas was in the Air Force, 
stationed in Nevada, and he liked it a lot. "Why not the Air Force?" 
Bob asked. One day, he said, "You know what your problem is?" I said 
I didn't*. "You don't get along with other people. You don't make an 
effort to get along." How could I explain the duty I felt to keep a dying 
dog company? A dog who had been so close to me since I was a little 
kid and who understood me better than anyone. I had to leave him 
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alone when I went looking for woric, and then while 1 was woridng 
at the Longfellow Hotel as a dishwasher, so when I got back to Bob's, 
I liked to give Buster some attention. 

(p. 116) 

He earned the degree studying at night, and when it came in the (line 37) 

(p. 117) 

mail, he said, "I told Gladys we were moving to the Cities. It was our 
chance." 

"We packed everything we owned in the back of the Buick and 
took ofiT a week later. Sandy and Marylee stayed with their grandma. 
They cried to see us go, they thought Minneapolis was on the other 
side of the world, where there were missionaries. We had a flat this side 
of St. Cloud and another near Anoka and then one in Osseo. Gladys 
thought I couldVe checked those tires before we left, which I heid, but 
I was too mad to talk about it, so we hauled in around midnight at the 
Cran Hotel on Hennepin Avenue, which looked to have reasonable 
rates in the tourist guide, and got a room. The lobby was dirty, emd 
there were old men sitting around the lobby in their undershirts, and 
the desk clerk was rude. He said, 'Whaddaya want?' Gladys wouldn't̂  
let me pick up the change. She said, 'You don't know where that 
money has been.' The room was small and it smelted of disinfectant. 
I opened the closet and almost fell to my death—no floor, it was a shaft 
of some sort, it went down to the basement; I dropped my shirt in it. 
We got undressed for bed, and now we were wide awake. Gladys said, 
'Someone died in here, that's why the Pine-Sol. I'm not about to get 
into a deathbed.' She said she would prefer to sleep on a park bench. 
So we got dressed and snuck down the backstairs to avoid notice. We 
drove to the Hotel Nicollet. It was a swank place with walnut paneling 
and potted palms and a carpet like walking in mud. Well, we must've 
looked like orphans in the storm because the clerk asked if we had 
reservations and then he got snooty with us, he said, 'Ordinarily we're 
full weeks in advance. You really should have written on ahead a long 
time ago. But you're lucky, I do have a room for $15.' Gladys thought 
it was the weekly rate. She said, "No, we're only staying the one night.' 
But I knew. I looked him straight in the eye and I said, 'You wouldn't 
happen to have something better, would you?' I didn't'" want him to 
think we were green. No, he ssiid, so I said we'd take it and I peeled 
off a twenty, my only one. Gladys was in shock, and so was I. We got 
to the room which was like a royal suite, and we couldn't" sleep for 
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thinking about all that money. Fifteen dollars! Gladys said, 'What 
made you say that?' Well, it was pride talking, worldly pride. I was 
so ashamed. I thought of the girls, the things I could've done for them 
with that money. I sat up all night thinking. I decided that if Min-

(p. 118) 

neapolis had that effect on me, that I'd rather spend what I didn't" have 
than admit to not having it, then I'd better go back where I belonged, 
and the next day we did. And then I told a lie: I said I'd looked for 
a job and didn't" find one good enough. It took me a long time to get 
Minneapolis off my conscience." 

The Brethren did not*^ hold with ambition of worldly success, and 
their hopes for their children were modest ones: to earn an honest 
living, take pleasure in the Lord, and suffer trouble cheerfully. College 
was not*' necessary, nor was a well-paying job. Mr. Milbum of the St. 
Cloud Brethren earned a good dollar as a wholesale hardware salesman 
for Benson Brothers, but salesmanship forced a man to put his faith on 
the shelf—if a client cursed and told dirty jokes, he'd have to bite his 
tongue. 

Breathing Lessons 

(p. 13) 

There were times when Ira didn't'* say a dozen words all day, and (line 6) 
even when he did talk you couldn't" guess what he was feeling. He 
was a closed-in, isolated man—his most serious flaw. But what he 
failed to realize was, his whistling could tell the whole story. For 
instance—an unsettling example—after a terrible fight in the 
early days of their marriage they had more or less smoothed 
things over, patted them into place again, and then he'd gone off 
to work whistling a song she couldn't" identify. It wasn't'^ till later 
that the words occurred to her. I wonder if I care as much, was the 
way they went, as I did before.... 

But often the association was something trivial, something cir
cumstantial—"This Old House" while he tackled a minor repair 
job, or "The Wichita Lineman" whenever he helped bring in the 
laundry. Do, do that voodoo... he whistled unknowingly, five 
minutes after circling a pile of dog do on the sidewalk. And of 
course there were times when Maggie had no idea what he was 
whistling. This piece right now, say: something sort of croony. 
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something they might play on WLIF. Well, maybe he'd merely 
heard it while shaving, in which case it meant nothing at all. 

A Patsy Cline song; that's what it was. Patsy Cline's "Crazy." 
She sat up sharply and said, "Perfectly sane people baby-sit 

their grandchildren, Ira Moran." 
He looked startled. 
"They keep them for months. Whole summers," she told him. 
He said, "They don't pay drop-in visits, though." 
"Certainly they do!" 
"Ann Landers clsiims drop-in visits are inconsiderate," he said. 
Ann Landers, his personal heroine. 

(p. 14) 

"And it's not like we're blood relatives," he said. "We're not 
even Fiona's in-laws anymore." 

"We're Leroy's grandparents till the day we die," Maggie told 
him. 

He didn't^ have any answer for that. 

(skip 12 lines) 

Serena used to say Ira was a mystery. That was a compliment, (line 17) 
in those days. Maggie wasn't^* even dating Ira, she was engaged to 
someone else, but Serena kept saying, "How can you resist him? 
He's such a mystery. He's so mysterious." "I don't have to resist 
him. He's not after me," Maggie had said. Although she heid won
dered. (Serena was right. He was such a mystery.) But Serena her
self had chosen the most open-faced boy in the world. Funny old 
Max! Not a secret in him. "This here is my happiest memory," 
Max had said once. (He'd been twenty at the time, just finishing 
his freshman year at UNC.) "Me and these two fraternity broth
ers, we go out partying. And I have a tad bit too much to drink, 
so coming home I pass out in the back seat and when I wake up 
they've driven clear to Carolina Beach and left me there on the 
sand. Big joke on me: Ha-ha. It's six o'clock in the morning and 
I sit up and all I can see is sky, layers and layers of hazy sky that 
just kind of turn into sea lower down, without the least dividing 
line. So I stand up and fling off my clothes and go racing into the 
surf, all by my lonesome. Happiest day of my life." 
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(p. 15) 

What if someone had told him then that thirty years later he'd 
be dead of cancer, with that ocean morning the clearest picture 
left of him in Maggie's mind? The haze, the feel of warm air on 
bare skin, the shock of the first cold, briny-smelling breaker-
Maggie might as well have been there herself. She was grateful 
suddenly for the sunlit clutter of billboards jogging past; even for 
the sticky vinyl upholstery plastered to the backs of her arms. 

Ira said, "Who would she be marrying, I wonder." 
"What?" Maggie asked. She felt a little dislocated. 
"Fiona." 
"Oh," Maggie said. "She didn't say." 
Ira was trying to pass an oil truck. He tilted his head to the left, 

peering for oncoming trafGc. After a moment he said, "I'm sur
prised she didn't announce that too, while she was at it." 

"All she said was, she was marrying for security. She said she'd 
married for love once before and it iiadn't worked out." 

"Love!" Ira said. "She was seventeen years old. She didn't know 
the first thing about love." 

Maggie looked over at him. What was the first thing about 
love? she wanted to ask. But he was muttering at the oil truck 
now. 

"Maybe this time it's an older man," she said. "Someone sort 
of fatherly. If she's marrying for security." 

"This guy knows perfectly well I'm trying to pass and he keeps 
spreading over into my lane," Ira told her. 

"Maybe she's just getting married so she won't have to go on 
working." 

"I didn't know she worked." 
"She got a job, Ira. You know that! She told us that! She got a 

job at a beauty parlor when Leroy started nursery school." 
Ira honked at the oil truck. 
"I don't know why you bother sitting in a room with people if 

you can't make an effort to listen," she said. 
Ira said, "Maggie, is something wrong with you today?" 

(p. 86) 

Her son-in-law said, "Now, Mother Gill, just tell us your fa- (line 1) 
vorite restaurant." Jeff, that was it. Maggie couldn't̂  ̂think of his 
last name. 

Serena said, "Um..." She glanced around, as if hoping for a 



suggestion. Her eyes brushed Maggie and traveled on. Finally she 
said, "Oh, well, maybe the Golden Chopsticks. That's a good 
place." 

"What kind is it, Chinese?" 
"Well, yes, but they also have—" 
"Oh, I just don't care for Chinese food," Linda said, "Not Chi

nese or Japanese, either one, I'm sorry to say." 
"Or any other Oriental," Jeff pointed out. "You don't like Thai 

food either." 
"No, that's true. Or Filipino or Burmese." 
Serena said, "But—" 
"And you can't eat Indian; don't forget Indian," Jeff said. 
"No; Indian has those spices." 
"Spices affect her digestion," Jeff told Serena. 
"I guess I'm just sensitive or something," Linda said. 
"Same goes for Mexican." 
"But we don't have any Mexican," Serena said. "We don't have 

any of those places." 
Linda said, "What I'd like to know is how the Mexicans them

selves can stand all those spicy seasonings." 
"They can't," Jeff told her. "They come down with this awful 

condition that coats the insides of their mouths like plates of 
armor." 

Serena blinked. "Well," she said, "what kind of restaurant did 
you two have in mind?" 

"We thought maybe that steak house off of Route One," Jeff 
told her. 

"MacMann's? Oh." 
"That is, if it's all right with you." 
"Well, MacMaim's is kind of... noisy, isn't it?" Serena asked. 

(p. 87) 

"I never thought it was noisy," Linda said. 
"I mean it's always so noisy and crowded." 
"Just take it or leave it. Mom," Linda told her, raising her chin. 

"We were only trying to be nice, for God's sake." 
Maggie, standing just outside their little circle, waited for Ser

ena to toss her one of her wry, eye-rolling expressions. But Serena 
didn' t^ even glance at her. She seemed shrunken, somehow; she 
had lost her dash. She lifted her drink to her lips and sipped re
flectively. 

Then Max's brother called, "Serena? You ready for this?" 
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He was gesturing toward a mildewed black leatherette case that 
stood on the coffee table. It looked familiar; Maggie couldn't̂  
think why. Serena brightened. She turned to Maggie and said, 
"That there is my surprise." 

"What is it?" Maggie asked. 
"We're going to show a movie of my wedding." 
Of course: a film projector. Maggie hadn't̂  seen one of those in 

years. She watched as Max's brother unsnapped the silver clasps. 
Meanwhile Serena moved away to lower the window shades. 
"We'll use this biggest shade for the screen," she called. "Oh, I 
hope the film hasn't just disintegrated or bleached out or what
ever it is that old film does." 
"You mean your and Max's wedding?" Maggie asked, following 
her. 

"His uncle Oswald took it" 
"I don't remember a camera at the wedding." 
"I was thinking back over the songs last night and I all at once 

remembered. 'If it's still in one piece,' I said to myself, 'wouldn't 
it be f\m to watch?"' 

Fun? Maggie wasn't" so sure. But she wouldn't̂  ̂have missed it, all 
the same; so she found herself a seat on the rug. She set down her 
glass and curled her legs to one side. A very old lady was sitting 
in a chair next to her, but at this level all Maggie saw were her 
thick beige cotton anklets melting over the tops of her shoes. 



APPENDIX C: PHOTOS OF THE RECORDING SETTINGS 

Recording room 

Back-up recording machines in the box 
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APPENDIX D: TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM 

{Note. Adapted from Du Bois et al., 1993, pp. 88-89. Several parts are modified for the 
convenience of the current study.) 

Intonation unit 
Final transition continuity 
Continuing transition continuity , 
Appealing transition continuity ? 

Truncated intonation unit/word 
(Abrupt cutoff or Hitch) — 
Word space 
Speaker identity (Turn start) : 
Beginning of speech overlap [ or indented line 

Pitch/Tone Direction 

Units 

Fall 
Rise 

\ 
/ 

Accent and Lengthening 
Accent A or upper-case letter 
High booster 
Low booster 
Lengthening 

Pause 
Long 
Medium 
Short (Unnatural break) 
Latching (0) 

Vocal Noises and Paralinguistic Features 
Inhalation 
Exhalation 
Glottal stop 
Laughter 
Smile 
Sigh 
Click 
Clearing throat 
Whispering 

(H) 
(Hx) 
% 
@or<@ @> 
(SML) 
(SGH)or<SGH SGH> 
(TSK) 
(THROAT) 
(WH WH> 
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Phonetics 
Phonetic/phonemic transcription / / 

Specialized Notations 
Intonation unit continued & 
Code switching <L1 Ll>, <L2 L2>, etc. 
Quotation (Quote speech) <Q Q> 

Transcriber's Perspective 
Researcher's comment (( )) 
Uncertain hearing <X X> 
Indecipherable syllable X 
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APPENDIX E: CONVERSATION TRANSCRIPT 

Speaker A (Akira) 

Conversation AC 

A: uh-huh. yeah I took her course 1= was no I was notl able to understand a single word 
of what she said @@ 
A: so a anyway e= I'm not2 at— at that time especially the first semester I was not3 (H) 
A: yeah yea but., it didn't4 work@@ 
A: so we we should tend to Emphasis on HARmony, in group/, it means, we cannotS 
criticize., people 
A: uh= I don't6 know@ 
A: a= I was not? so scared/ 
A: y I don'tS know@@ 
A: yea but A=ctually I don't9 know so much about her 
A: yeah I don'tlO think she is beautiful 
A: @@ un yea we can'tl 1 say no 
A: Kosovo/ yea bu t (H) I can'tl2 understands you know uh uh so hidden side of, political 
issues/ 
A: so very, you know, buta= the pr one problem is you know the hist (XX) it's, 
now you know in the pro in the., pro uu as for the prOblem of., former Yugoslavia/, it's 
i= you know it's i=NEW.. issues it's notl 3 u it's i historically.. YYugoslavia has BEEN 
in the., you know, spOt for fighting/ e= 
A: I don'tl4 know how@ 
A: but e= so do you agree with that, 11 sEnse that, because AmErican.. as a AmEri as u 
fo for as AmErican I think., as a no no I'm NOTl 5 American/ but a 
A: yeah, but III don'tl6 know the COncept 
A: &Anyway the country is., uh the PEOple/ who lives in the.. uh= fi-eedom country/ 
[@@] e= a no no I'm I'm notl 7 so f so= the WHEre yeah.. uh= so aa what I mean is in 
the pi Ace, where, everybody says we got freedom/.. HOWever but on the opposite side/ 
A: in in the some in in the some cultures/., which may be uh notl8 so a 
modernized/ 
A: (O)yea! but under the certain constraints/ without freedom/, so I don't 19 know what's 
the so 
A: uh no no I don't20 care @@ 
A: yeahyeahyeahyeahyeahyeah. ye=s so (H) yes so so uh 
yea a a in the sense I agree with because (H) in MY case yeah (!) u= I don't21 have to., 
you know take care of my., you know I'm alone so I don't22, have to take care of my uh 
family/ 
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A: (XX) thAt fact i=s/, yea yea a problem but (H) uh but m d 11 will think he 
don't23 have to., resign 
A: but yeaa I don't24 but I don't25 know exactly iiyou know that, anyway, (! H) we have., 
complex contexts 
A: @ so we cannot26.. we cannot27 tEll 
A: so but (H) uu aactually maybe III PERsonally I do not28 like., death penalty because, 
we don't29 have.. rIGHt, to kill, kill people 
A: &yeah I, don't30 agree.. 
A: my points is if, parents, do nC)t31, wAnt,.. e= you know 
A: if she, give birth to child/., but the child is.. not32 uu can cannot33 lead a happy life 
A: but they if you don't34 u but there is possibility that even though they don*t35 tove a 
kid/ a no! e= in even if they do not36.. wA=nt 
A: (XX) ki ki kid,., it's a new-bom bAbyV. uu.. so for= for a=nd for, his or her 
life/., he he or she cannot37 LEAD a happy life.... yeah because of the., you know.. 
XsameX it's a because uh= the a probably, e= his or her life will be uh.. will nOt38 be., 
will a will will nOt39 be lO=ved.. by parents/., but 
A: yea III A=ctually III don't40 know for for sure 
A: a a actually I don't41 like 
A: but I aActually I didn't42,1 was not43 able to @enjoy@ 
A: yeah that., taste, does not44 match, my 
A: I thought the food tha dOesn't45 match my @taste@ 
A: yeah yea make you laugh/ but., impressed us impress us/ yeah (H) yeah a=nd the other 
day yea it's not46 American movie but you know uh "Life is" did you see "Life is 
Beautiful" 
A: [no no no II11 don't47 think so 
A: we cannot48.. 
A: but here it's a not49 pOssible. it's a 
A: I cannotSO take care of 
A: yeah, it's ii it's a it's a 1= think it's notS 1 a gOOd idea but actual in Japan/ there 
is a huge industry of, wedding 
A: [I don't52 know@ 

Conversation AD 

A: what what's your main, interest or main field?\ @@ I don'tl @know@ 
A: a= 111 don't2 know III but actually I have to look for some programs which 
offer..more, sociolinguistics/ or something., like 
A: so I don't3 have., enough time to think about my @family@ in Japan or 
A: [I have to say thank you. aaa we we we cannot4 use., uh.. the other day I was scOlded 
by one., my teacher 
A: [but, I may say, "no no no no, I'm notS, nice"@@ 
A: we don't6 we don't? go "yes yes I'm nice" no we don'tS say like that 
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A: well, actually I camiot9 say like that no no I'm notIO really 
A: probably it's from.. I have how can I say it's individualism/., probab we LEARN, 
through, interaction or we LEARN through., public mistakes,., maybe uh.. it's a.. 
American., culture I don'tl 1 know 
A: I'm notl2 American 
A: yeah I a= Actually it today I uu /lib/ a, difference 1.. aaai'm sorry it's iiit's notl3. 
Insult, but, I talked with until the talked with TWO MALE 

I don'tl4 know why@ @@ 
A: maybe a dialect difference? I don'tl 5 know, 
rd like to ask you a question@@ 
A: no no I actually 11 don'tl6 I don'tl? know so un.. communicate with my family but 
a= you know I was, once., a teacher/, and so some of my students sometimes e= send me 
an., e-mail 
A: yea yea one dog t yeah but they you know in the U States in the United States/,., it's 
enough for me to take care of MYself,.. I cannotlS take care of pets. @@ 
A: even IF, it's notl9 so fresh/ 
A: ee= I... I eeso 11 can't20 remember the @name of@ that, holiday& 
A: uu uh.. I I'm sorry I caimot21 remember@@ 
A: yeah bu t= in my, hometown I don't22 feel I don't23 have to be., 
lonely,., because I have., family/ or., have friends/ 
A: [so, yea I don't24 see.. ma(ny) crimes 
A: so you don't25 have to worry about that 
A: it's very big a=nd yea (H) they have many mechanics,., but uu= I cannot26 sometimes 
I cannot27 trust @@ ev every., mechanic 
A; a=nd they cannot28 get paid@ 
A: (0)11 think it's not29 from personal pride it's from., how can I say group team spirit 
A: uu= that's i A=ctually ii you know that I have I'm not30 so.. IIIII bAsically I am a ho 
homebody 
A; I don't31 so., go out,., so many times so uu XX in a grocery store mechanics so or@ 
A: ah= yea., yeayeayeayeah but but you know that for example if you go to the main 
library,., sometimes, probably a it's a., uu e= some some people are., some people who 
are NOT32 students 
A: they they they thEy maybe uh like a.. I don'tSS know who @they are@, but 
they are not34.. students, probably 
A; ah..! uh-huh= conference (H) yea but I III 11 don't35 know., so much 
about yea., academia @ 
A: (O)'cause uu in America, I think uu bAsically they cAimot36 take good care of 
books,.. I mean that [is], you know that they can., and for example if I go to. Borders/, 
e= there is book book comer/ and., coffee shop/ 
A: yeah yeah yeah so, (H) were,., anyway, ee it's a.. I was very surprised at the fact that 
it's not37.. so.. I was very surprised at the fact that a., in the case of America you know., 
anyway ee.. uh it's pOssible to LEAVE,., the books, uh= w.. 
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A: but maybe shelvers are not38 sp specialist, shelvers maybe., m/ei/ make a 
mistake, bookshelvers @@@ it's XX 
A: [but (H) my parents do not39 @@ 
A: [matters so= we don't40 use tea ceremony in., daily lives 
A: uun a=ctually i it's it's a uu it's not41 the problem of WHEN, it's just a hahahow can I 
say it's kind of (H) uh= ritual 
A: my family TIES are not42 @strong@@ 
A: ye=s, XX so,.. (!) ee and also it's a., 
one of the I pErsonally think bad cUstoms. it's not43 for a sometimes it's not44 for 
GOOD for., kids 
A: (XX) yeah yeah sOmetimes I don't45 a I don't46 
agree with yeah it's., f free/ a=nd (H) eeveryone can do Everything,..e= alone but., yea 
sometimes it's yeah 
A: yeah bu t uh yeah mAny students ha=ve.. only one., do not47 have bOth parents 
A: taking care of, kids/ so it may uu= my opinion maybe., may not48 be right/ 
A: poborzei= probably= ee they., yeaneed some., they need some., fatheraess or mother 
aa 111 don't49 know the word 
A: @yeah@ @I don't50 know I don't51 know@ 
A: I think so but you are expert on that area so I don't52 know for sure@@ 
A: [[tha=t] e occur., probably affected by..@ English.. XX 11 don't53 know for sure 
A: I cannot54 under@stand you@@ 

Conversation AF 

A: a=nd so, they don'tl have to pAy for the /ha/ /ha/ bAsiclaly house rent, because each s 
each school., has., teacher's apa apartment 
A: it's not2 private 
A: so., uu they they dOn'tS have to teach alOne 
A: so basically they., basically they £il(l) I think ALMOst all the a, ALTs/.. did dOn't4 
major in ESL 
A: so they ARE, they o.. native speakers of English,.. HOWever,.. 11 don'tS know 
whether they have a 
A: yeah A=ctually I don't6 e I 
don't? know exactly about who., choose.. ALTs. IIIIII Xdon'tS soX it's.. vAgue for me 
A: yeah yeah yeah it's a, you know that III don't9 like.. 
uh= such kind of yeahuh= tradition but we tend to., place an Emphasis On.. u= people's 
academic backgrounds 
A: [XXX] for example (X) 1 don'tlO know how about in America (H) so e= for example, 
is it, so., the graduate grads grads from a Harvard/., go up the@@ 
A: yeah so.. 1= probably I cannotl 1 evAluate.. them.. XX clearly 
A: basically a (H) uh they go to night school BECAUSE, they cannot 12 enter the., day 
schools 
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A: actu actually uh in dAily eeAnyway they iiiyou know that different from America, 
because (H) in the in the dAily lives,.. English is notl3 ac actually used 
A: anyway in the cAse so in the uu flEld in the in ACADEMIA/.. we can use, Japanese, 
in every field, we don'tl4, depend we dOn'tlS have to depend on.. English 
A: a=nd on the on the Other hand you know [@@] so the problem is., we 
cannotl6 communicate i in.. English 
A: I don'tl? know, I I don'tlS know, aAnyway English is 
prevailing@@ 
A: in I'm I'm notl9 sure I'm 
not20 sure,., yea but I'm I'm thinking of., applying to., s some Ph.D. programs 
A: yeah it's yeah 1= you 
know 1 read many bOring.. articles until now., but I'm not21 so good at statistical matters 
A: native speakers aa (XX) (H) yeah so bUt w(XX) uu= aaare you taking some 
observation courses? or a= no, you are, not22 interested in, pedagogy 
A: uh yeah yeah yeah (H). yea but as.. Dr. ((personal name)) told us it's not23 
necessarily uh it's a interAction not24 necessarily i=gOC)d acquisition of learning. 
A: (XX) I think, yeah so= (H) (X) I don't25 know exactly but@ 
A: but! but! 
probably there is some certain stAge.. especially for Asian students.. I think some., yeah 
so (H) so= for exam my FIRst semester here was TErrible, (H) when I took yeah teaching 
methodology class, (H) 11 was not26 able to understand single word of what, lecture 
lecturer says, or (H) eeevery, you know activities are., interaction XX 
A; I didn't27 know whAt to do 
A: &I don't28 know my English is improvement improving, but hOwever (H) it's hh it's, 
probably uh, I'm getting accustomed to interAction mode/, in the= 
A: [in the case of yeah master's degree, we don't29 have., any committees 
A: no, no no, because, actually we don'tSO have to., uu.. WRIte.. master's thesis,.. 
XX 
A: —when I took that course, ee.. Everyone., except for., one guy.. e=.. was not31 uu was 
not32 able to hand in term paper, so Everyone u /bis/ /be/ Everyone., uh took it 
incomplete 
A: no. no I don't33 know that 
A: to to, to the I'm I'm Not34 so yyyou nOw XI justX you know, in the case of syntax 
we need some., more how can I say (H) analytical thought, or, like math/ 
A: (!) uu= a=c a a=ctually@@I don'tSS know so I don I don't36 I don't37 1.. like 
A: [a=nd we we a WE should understa=nd.. their., multiple social beings@@ @don't 
you think so? in educ yea but you are, not38 interested in, edu educational (XX) you are= 
Researcher.. (!) I know& 
A: yea [but] AActually I know.. 11 aa yea I know him but I haven't39 read 
A: I'm not40 so., good at reading.. English, @@ 
A; but I don't41 know which., stems from 
A: what, yeah I don't42 know. Or, yeah like uh jacket and tie 
A: but I think it it depends yea but (H) aaaa=ctually I do not43 like school uniforms 
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A: a=nd we, didn't44 have, school uniforms/ 
A: uu... yea overall yea 11 do not45 agree with., school uniforms., because 
A: u... a d aa from the educational point. III don't46 think^ it's a good, thing 

Conversation AV 

A: yes so probably I will ex uum III don'tl know for sure but 
A: uum I don't2 know@@ 
A: basically., uh instructors, do not3 use blackboard effectively. a=nd you know that.. 
Iin first time I., /ha/ so, how, I, didn't4,.. 
A: yeah so, but.. Ill wwwhat I want to say is the= Japanese education is., uu notS bAd but 
actually., the sTYle, of learning is, different 
A; but aawe don't6.. wwe do not7 so place Emphasis on producing 
A: yeah. ee= ba bAsically American students are notS so.. e= d don't9 have to 
memorize so much 
A: and= I was notlO able to understand SINGLE word of what/s/ she said a=nd @@ 
A: but I didn'tl 1 know how to.. 
((about other shocks and surprises?)) NO #12 
A: but I felt intimidated to@@ @make a presentation because® I was not 13 educated 
to., make a presentation., when I was in Japan 
A: yeah but.. a=ctually I don't 14 know what other.. American dishes 
A: &but youyou You know that uuuthe problem is I'm student a=nd I don'tl5 have so 
much mOney 
A: so 11 can notl6.. eat out 
A: may maybe a swee/ aaai'm I'm notl7 sure but how can I say?\ uh 
A: uh yes, in some restaurants you know that. thea= a= service, uu= the attimde, of 
waitress they are NOT18 so good 
A: you don'tl9 have to pAy 
A; at uu (XX) uu ra uu at the uh which is I can't20 remember the name of the park/ 
A: (!) but it didn't21 work 
A: (!) but in the, in the Japan you know that (H) we don't22 have to worry about 
that how can we meet one good., all the workers are, educated and try e= 
A: yea but I don't23 know so much about s such kind of political issues but a (H) uu it's 
uu [a, a, a] it's f fine but uh American people are so., yes so much you know uh.. 
concerned about those per it's very II p fh> from my view points, it's very personal 
matters 
A: I don't24 know. 
A: ah..! (H) yea but a= a= actually you know that I., nowadays 11 do not25 read 
newspapers/ or @@ I don't26 know wa watch the a TV so much 
A: but actually I don't27 know, the dEtail, uh about the fact so (H) 
A: [Actually i it's not28 true/ 
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Speaker I (Ichiro) 

Conversation IC 

I: [I I love writing, yea I'm notl kind of person to like a show up, on the television& 
I: so depend on., the /ha/ my performance on the exam, even if I got a degree/ it 
doesn't2.. matter 
I: I don't3 think so just 
I: we have bunch of like.. I don't4 know how many but like more than 
I: yeah, u how many? I don'tS know like several thousand 
I: like a not., they don't6 have., wha.. (XX) my/ my my preference is like a., like a= how 
do I say/just just article not like they don't? have a, pAper 
I: a they don'tS p produce a=ctual, newspAper but.. 
I: uu=m 1 don't9 think so just, if you got job there/ you have to be there. 
I: I don'tlO think small like a local paper, have a branch/., uh the, abroad 
I: yeah=.. 1 don'tl 1 mind anywhere in Asia if., as far as it is Asia, somewhere in Asia, 
maybe I can go to like Afghanistan/1 can go to Singapore Bangladesh/ XXX 
1:1 am Asian, tOO. a=nd that's the first rEAson and the,.. maybe= we have bunch of im 
information,., fo through the T TV/ or magazine/ about, WEstem, cultures... but, we 
don'tl2 knOw.. so many so much about as much as., we don we don'tl3 know as much/ 
a we don'tl4 know u a about a., like Asian cUlture as much as we KNOW Western 
culture. 
I: @I don'tl 5 know@ 
I: no= not ye=t, I'm just like a., just telling like what I knOW but., it's notl6 good 
enOUGH to get a job 
I: it's notl 7 good thing,.. I think. 
I: @@ I dOn'tlS worry just., yeah, just read of textbooks/ or read books tells/ the 
textbook tell me/ what happening/ in the class/ so, 
I: uu=m, it it's hard to say 'cause, we Japanese in gEneral have to., had like a.. 
compulsory education/ compulsory education, from.. I don'tl9 know how, to maybe/ for.. 
at least... nine years/ and 
I; [no I think we don't20 have any like a religious g/ra// groups/ 
I: yeah but I just wo=ndering if., what if., the., the girl/ was rAped, and pregnant, got 
pregnant, still she cannot21/.. she she should NOT22 be abortion? have abortion? 
I: that's a huge, debate! in Japan nOw, like recently/., yeah some.. so=me 1 don't23 know, 
I'm not24 sure,., someone., someone's brain already dead but.. 
I: uum.. ah-I,.. don't25 know maybe but the like a.. the= like how do you say? the= the 
people the the pErson X hers her herself or her himself I don't26 know but, the pErson 
itsElf, cannOt27 exprEss.. any more 
I: I cannot28 imagine like., like a= like a= m=y sister's like a= heart/ take took out/ 
1: yea they use like.. XX eFF/Esi/ efficiently., so,., they don't29 wAste@@ organ 
I: it's vEry yea prActical REASON, but, I cannotSO accEpt that. 
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I: of yeah, I cannotSl u.. make a decision. 
I: no. I haven't32.. I don't33 have a chance. 
I: no, not yet! they they don't34.. they didn't35, reach conclusion conclusion yet like a 
I: assure, the frEEdom so.. I think., the gOvemment canno=t36 like a suppress/ or., like., 
put them down/ or., nothing. 
I: but I don't37 think they believe., they are hurting people 
I: yea, you know., in in like a., in NORmal sense/ 
they don't37b, REAL, but THEIR sense, the ARE normal. 
I: aa.. so, I think, once I was Asked about, the question, but, 11 said., what's the 
definition of American food I don't38 know. 
I: but., we don't39, even rEstaurant we do NOT40 separate 
I: but I'm not41.. smok/ian/ smoker, so it's good for me 
I: /s/ pretty great fAmily,.. but.. I pErsonally believe/1 mean I personally think/ prince/ is 
not42 attractive enOUgh. 
I: [yeah, yeah,.. I /a/ if 11 were HER, I think somebody like a= enfOrce me to get marry 
HIM/, I cannot43 a(ccept) decline I have to, I cannot44, refUse the= o 
I: yeah, I don't45 know what Charles did.. dOing, what Charles,., is doing... what what is 
he doing? 
I: yeah, you don't46 have to worry about bills/ 
I: u-hu, I'm not47 sure 
I: not.. 11 don't48 think like.. I can gEt. like a PERfect, just., uh 
I: no, I don't49 mind/ 
I: ha ha@ I'm not50,@@ 
I: it's very nice tasty I lOve the a=nd yeah,., a and, I don'tSl mind 
I: because., do NOT52 Japanese/ 
I: but, because, NOT because of JAp n not because of CHInese 1 th NOT BECAUSE., 
she is NOT53 Japanese,., that's why/ kind of upset but 
I: yeah but /a/1 don't54 know maybe., if I., we got Hike a ki=ds/ maybe the first language 
should be English, 
I: which is no=t55, our, 
I: yeah, but I don't56 think so FAR, like so,.. FAR FUture 
I: yeah, like., 'cause we usually like uh we spend.. I don't57 know= uum more than... 
hundred thousand bucks? 
I: no= I don'tSS. 
I: I cannot59 afford 
I; @you don't60 like it/@ just damning/ 

Conversation ID 

I: but (H) personally I don'tl like snow because it's so cold. 
I: oh= I <@ don't2 think so@>. 
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I: like kind of- o~ like Yokohama maybe, I don'tS think, Yokohama Rice ^Bowl... like 
Japanese way of cookingV 
I; but no I don't4 think that's a ^Japanese food. 
I: [it doesn'tS cost, much./ and I can save moneys so= it's better to cook ... by myself. 
I: and so it's '̂ goo=d, but yy y I don't6 know usually Japanese food are— like e more 
ex'̂ nsive than (H) Chinese or or— el— '̂ other.. foods so, I can-^ot? go, as often as I 
wa=nt 
I: but (THROAT) (Hx), I realize that this is ^ot8 ... what I '̂ thought. Tucson is '̂ ot9 
what I thought. 
I: so= I just no— I don'tlO '̂ know that, so maybe ... um hu, I try <X out X>— 
I: we didn'tl 1 ^know each other before I came in. 
I: uimi yeah but '̂ he... he seldom cook so, (H) it doesn'tl2 matter so= ^ow fine but 
sometimes ... e— especially yesterday/ he realize like a, (H) he found /hin/— in his '̂ shelf, 
there are ... there were ... /ba:ksy @— 
I: a kind of bugs./ I don'tl3— how— I don'tl4 <@ know @>, what he sai=d like a... 
'muggish'? 
I: maggots maggots, yeah. (H) so and he— he's- he= like uh he start cleaning 
up by himself^ so I don'tlS have to say= '̂ anything. I think. 
I: (O)u-hu. especially like after Friday night/ (H) ... 1= always like um ... going out f— 
with my Mends/ so I'm '̂ otl6 there so after (SWALLOW) ba=cky (H) like Saturday or 
Sunday/ (H) I found a lot of bottle of beers/ <@ in my room @> and— .. he— .. never.. 
throw.. it awa=y! 
I: (O)uuum, a but first of all/ he= seldom is at home/... I mean... he always go out with 
girlMend/ and I have ... I don'tl? have a chance to see <@ hi=m @>J... and so= ... 
that's all main Reason I guess./ 
I: uuum yea but— ... actually— % I also kind m— messy=/ by my— my— actually 
my ^oom is notl8 clean. 
I: [so, I <X always X> try to clean but, my '̂ toom is messy so,... ^if (H) my roommate 
doesn'tl9— ... doesn't20 '̂ care or doesn't2l ... 'Matter, about uh= kitchen/ 
I: [I don't22 mind, and I— I '̂ also don't23 '̂ mind/ so= like all three of u=s/ guys are 
actually messy '̂ guys so I can^ot24 blame him./ I '̂ also messy <@ guy @>. 
I; [I I can^ot25 say close enough, I mean uum actually- well I have a younger sister/ 
I: (SWALLOW) she is also busy now 'cause uh she is university student/ and, also she 
has a part-time job/ uum she— always like out of the home/ so maybe... we haven't26 
we don't27 have a enough chance to meet each other/ 
I: u=u=u= a no= I don't28 think so yeah. I mean... we don't29 .. '̂ see each other not so 
often. 
I: but we are- we ^not30 hate each other. 
I: (XX)/ we .. Mon't31 .. '̂ see each other '̂ ot so many '̂ ot so often I mean— 
I: to do jo=b/ and, I don't32 know this is typical in... America? 
I: this is very— '̂ ot33 typical but— so— common 1 think. 
I: oh because like uh... it's difficult to ... move '̂ out like uh ... even once you got home/ 
you canno=t34 sell easily/ 
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I: (O)and they don't35 wanna movey because of—... Considering her ed~ or /sh/— their 
their children/ (H) maybe that's the reason I guess. 
I: uu no= like uh= how do I say (XX) they sell a lo=t of ss some variety buy your stufB' so 
I can't36 sell just (H) soba/ or... just sushi/ or& 
I: [&I can'̂ ot37 say this way but, (SWALLOW) they sell like a (H) uh= (Hx) lunch box? 
I: this is a school uniform. (H) a=nd I -^rsonally like= uniform 'cause— ... I don't38 
^ha=ve to '̂ care about what I have to '̂ ear tomorrow, (H) all the day all the it 
just wears the same stuff in every'̂ day®. 
I: [because everyone wears the ^same '̂ stuff. but... 1— ... I believe it's '̂ good because, 
(H) 1 don't39 '̂ have— Ifl to, wear... (H) ... like uh... /ka/— I don't40 have to choose (H) 
clo/thes/ for to'̂ orrow& 
I: a=nd (H) it— it's very... economical/ 'cause, I don't41 have to bu=y... many clo/thes// 
just shirts and... thi=s. (H) so=, depend on who you a=sk/ maybe somebody—somebody 
whoever... inform/ but— an(y)— others/ don't42 like a ... do— uniform./ 
I: so= usually/ like a their... whole family and rel/ei/tives// come to the same place and 
... they— '̂ ese are like a (SWALLOW) (H) ... u u not43— not44 personal relation like a 
'̂ family relation stuff. 
I: because one of the... '̂ ti=me to show... my= '̂ new wife or something so, (H) it's very= 
getting formal and 1 don't4S like .. the formal, maybe. 
I: it— ... but it's— ... pretty common like a... m==y... I mean the parents/ choose their, like 
a= ... partner/ because I don't46 know uu=m ... (SGH) how do 1 say but... (SWALLOW) 
actually m=y my parents (H) get married .. through that '̂ wa=y I mean, (H) their grandp— 
... my grandpa or grandma... (H) choose their my gran@ <@ my @> ... my— my 
'Mother or my '̂ father. 
I: even if they don't47 ^know— ... perso— their perso '̂tiality. 
I: uu not bad but... personally I don't48 '̂ like, (H) because 1 can'̂ ot49 choose by 
my<@'̂ self@>. 
I: no maybe= they will be= upset at first/ 'cause (H) she is notSO Ja=pane=se./ 
I: I don'tSl kno=w@@. 
I: uum I think '̂ listening is very goo=d, but... speaking/ is '̂ ot52 so goo=d as ... 
'̂ listening. 
I: yeah= but... I don't53\ uu I don't54 know 1= yea but of'̂ course but... (H) I don'tSS 
'̂ think X ... to such a '̂ fiiture. 
I: no=, no it's not56—... I camio=t57 think o=f that far. 
I: but that I can... '̂ show '̂ =s because @@, (H) um but it's— ... uh just only .. one 
phrase, (X)— the=n... all 1 '̂ know is just one phrase so, (H) even if they talk to— speak to 
me in Chinese/1 catmot58 understand just@, 
I: u-u-u=. because... I'm just shy, so and I'm no=t59 good at to speak to somebody/ 
speaking to somebody/ so= it's not60— especially in English it's hard make it make me 
^harder. 
1:1 don't61— I'm X sh=y, so= u-hu. (SWALLOW) a=ctually I— I— I ''̂ think I— I have 
^better, (H) better have some ... American fne=nds, a=nd maybe= teach me English./ 
I: a=nd what else? ... (H) yea, I don't63— ... thi=nk I am shy if I speak in ... Japanese, I— 
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I: especially this is just not64 because... this is not65 my ^first language. 
I: a=nd if I speak in En~ Japanese/1 think more talkative^... I think I'll become more 
talkative/ a=nd... more fii=n/ u I— I can enjoy by myself/... bu=t speaking/ and thinking/ 
in '̂ English, (H) make me to— make me '̂ feel... kind of uneasy/ ... because I can'̂ o=t66 
express.. myself '̂ vell. 
I: yea! u-hu, a=nd because /h/— I don't67 understand what he wanna '̂ say@@ 
1: (O)'cause, even if, like, '̂ he always— ... '̂ doesn't68 say he doesn't69 always, he 
Moesn'tTO always say (H) ... something clearly/ always imply/ meta— using metaphor/ 
I: so, that's why I can do this, if I getting older/ maybe.. I start mind/., cockroaches or.. 
m^gots/@ maggots or so maybe., now I'm yyoung/ so I can do this but later/1 
can'̂ o=t7l. 
I: (0)1 think- 1 '̂ think, (H) usually don't72 patient— patient tha— that maggot, u-hu=./ 
I: uu=m,... (TSK) I don't73 know=. maybe=... new year's day? 
I: uh no. no, just... (H) I don't74 care religion=/ and stuff but, (H) not religi— I'm '̂ ot75 
religious person./ 
I: I never been... I have—... I haven't76 .. been... the shrine/ except that occasionV 
I: that's only '̂ ti=me ... a year, <WH @@ WH>, so, (H) I'm not77 religious ... so mu=ch. 
I: yeah sometimes, but recently we do=n't78. usually like we start going like—... like 
after '̂ dnight./ 
I: so '̂ late. so= I'm getting sleepy and, [@@] like a= there once uu the TV— there '̂ very 
interesting TV program/ (H) will be aaround that ^time, becaus— so= I don't79 wanna 
mi=ss the (H) program/ and I don'tSO wanna <@ go @>. 
I: @@ actually she 
Moesn'tSl '̂ go, 'Hoo, so, 
I: we're '̂ not82 so religious. 
I; like a= I don't83 know. 11 think something like., keep longer/., because., we hAve 
special., foods, for the new year's, and that, becau.. the origin of that food like a., to keep 
something for long time to fOOd keep., to keep the food lOnger 
I: that the reason the= of the— foo— the '̂ food origin of the '̂ food, because like a eve— 
everybody don't84— doesn'tSS wanna work/ during the new year's day/ (H) just take a 
rest/ (H) so and— ... we can ... make '̂ something ... keep '̂ longer. 
I: so= and but I caimot86 explain=/ what's the like, (H) like a some "^beans/ and, (Hx) (H) 
beans/ a=nd... (H) I don't87 <@ know @>@, (H) I just know ... like '̂ beans and... 
something. 
I: hmm,... I'm '̂ ot88 .. sure about holiday/ like ... (H) I '̂ know Ame— like in the U^ted 
States, (H) like um .. people celebrate .. like Martin Luther/ or (H) Washington? 
I: [George Washington/ or, (H) some so, maybe—... they remember... what was 
important, but we '̂ do=n't89 celebrate '̂ rson. 
I: we don't90— ... uimi, yea we celebrate but I '"think... [yeah=uum]/... people in Japan/ 
(H) usually don '̂ ot9l do '̂ ot92 '̂ care about= emperor/ if he die=s "oh what's so 
what?" like... not especially young generation./ 
I: still care about but no=w/ maybe= many— many young gene^tion doesn't93 know 
his '̂ ame, (H) 
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I: by /omo— oo/-- reign name? like a so= (Hx) usually... we don't94 'Hhink we don't95 
^consider the, birthday of emperor is important 
I: oh because they don't96 have baby? 
I: but I don't97 think... '̂ rsonally, (H) the prince ... is no=t98 attractive enough/ for 
me@./ 
I: @yea@ ^^0=^ '̂ but... (H) I think ... I 'Hhink she— '̂ also ... I '̂ don't99 '̂ know, but I just 
'̂ guessing, 
I: oh because yyou cannotlOO com'̂ atible... princess a=nd like, work.... I don'tl01 
think im.. '̂ ssible to keep bo=th of them./ 
I: y~ yeah@, I just wo=ndering bee-- because 'Hf they do=n'tl02 ha=ve a kidsy 
I: and th/e/—... if the=y don'tl03 ha=ve a... kids/ 
I: but just they ha=ve only ^girl so ... I don'tl04 think ... it's notlOS— 
I: [@@] I think, no, I— I not I don'tl06 think it's '̂ wro=ng but... the constitution/ (H) 
prohibit... the female ... inherited p~ like throne, that's wh=y. 
I: (H) because that's— very o=ld constitution they didn'tlO? they haven'tlOS change, 
from like, nineteen... no, eighteen sixties/ or ei eighteen seventies./ 
I: yea; 1 mean '̂ ot I'm notl09 ... like emperor/ was considered ... the son of sun-
godd/n/ess./ 
I: u=m not... (H) I think it's— im'̂ ssible to ... to= abolish whole family, it's ... eeven if 
I'd— '̂ rsonally 1 don'tl 10 '̂ care what happened and but... '̂ still symbol of Japa=n. 
I: (0)oh 1 don'tl 11 think depend just... like a... (H) if in— ... if... that ^happen, if that 
•^can be happen— then ca=n '̂ happened in England, 
I: yea. I mean ... constitution says like... he i=s symbol o=C .. or represen'Hation o=f 
Japa=n, but he doesn't 112 ha=ve any authority./ 
I: but... 1 wanna— ... I wanna li=ve like my own/... will/... I will— I very— impor— it's 
me '̂ very important to '̂ me, (H) I don'tl 13 wanna— ... be en^forced to do something./ I 
just wanna '̂ do because I waima ^do. 
I: that's a my so= "^way, or my— my— I '̂ like of— a— that's the '̂ way I ^like. but they ... I 
Mon'tl 14 think they '̂ are ... they '̂ can they can.. '̂ do whatever.. they '̂ want. (H) 
because like uh= politi=cs and like /s/ uh other e— en'̂ vironment,/ enforce them ... to ... 
(H) something ... they don'tl 15 ^want. 
I: so= I don'tl 16 'Hhink 1= can ... I ha=ve patience .. @abo=ut@ .. that kind of situation. 
I: no= not— ... maybe 
someti=mes but not that's notl 17 main... purpose. 
I: they don'tl 18 have to be hea=ted. 

Conversation IF 

I; like a, I don'tl know how lOng it takes if I go from uh.. Bangkok to Singapore straight/ 
I; @@ but 11 realize that.. Penang, is not2 good beach/ was not3 goo good beach/ 
I: no=, no, 'cause I, haven't4 I couldn'tS get the visa/ 
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I: u-hu. actually I can but a.. I have to spend like a=.. I don't6 know like a=. three 
hundred bucks? no, maybe= one hundred bucks/ for.. 
I: but still,., like a oh= thi X this is not? what I thOUght 
I: they cannotS use a= pork/ 
I: [so they can use li(ke) whatever, may, usually like, but, Moslem doesn't9 like.. 
I: pork/.. so= they don'tlO use... a=nd yeah 
I: but Thailand doesn'tl 1... because uh they are notl2 Malay people. 
I: (O)they belong to Buddhism/ so., they are notlS influenced by the, Malay.. 
I: [so,... I didn'tl4 go,.. uum.. 
I: I dOn'tlS think I can see thata= in Japan/ 
I: yeah.. I think the people in= a Tucso^ especially I don'tl6 know people in the., my 
apartment/ 
I: [but., usually JApanese do=n'tl7. 
I: yeah but I usually don'tlS drink a= much in Tu(cson) the bar ^cause uh cost much/ 
I: so.. I don'tl9 know maybe in one night we can spend l==ike a., around eighty bucks/ 
I: XX, if I wOrk, I don't20 ha I wouldn't21 have a enough time to study 
I: [ah= 1 didn't22 know that 
I: a=nd.. this is not23 uh especially for English/ but a., my vo=cabulary is limited/ 
I: oh, nono I don't24 think so 
I: so= it's., uum especially there, in term paper/1 feel like a., uneasy/ 'cause I wanna.. 
write MORE but I cAn't25@@ 
I: [I I can READ/ but a.. I cAn't26.. speak and I cAn't27 spe(ak) uh communicate well/ 
I: still I can't28 but a.. I.. 
I: a=nd.. the explain/ what they want., what what this text gonna say/.. a=nd so they 
don't29.. u(sually) they, don't30 ask, much.. 
I: it's not31 good for.. the= studying abrOAd, it's not32 practical 
I: I didn't33 have to study much/ 
I: and I didn't34 have to prepare for., midterm/ or exam/ maybe that's the rEAson I like 
it 
I: but not whOle not (XX) uh Everything but.. 1 don't35,.. think.. Japan-'s education is 
worse/ or, maybe., just the different of the value/ 
I; that's the difference so.. I don't36 wanna say Japanese education is bad or worse/ 
I; yeah, I know, I know, and but at the same time I feel like a uum kind of uneasy 
because uh because toweu-d Americans 'cause, they don't37 know how to., uh calculate 
without calcul Ator 
I: [they don't38 re(member) mEmorize 
I: Japanese don't39.. a=sk that kind of XX 
I: I don't40 know maybe like u=m... Japanese love JApanese stufF 
I: XstoneX nationalism/ maybe/1 don't41 know 
I: but.. u-hu= somehow/ in Japan/ competition., never happen I don't42 have to I don't43 
wanna say nEver but., it kind of., almost never happen/ 
I: and.. I realize tha=t the one thing a., y you don't44 have to pay any 
extra in., if you call a lOcal.. phone call/ 
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I: you are hOme you don't45 hAve to pay right? 
I: I think McDoimid's is not46 good, and the a=nd.. but in Japan we like so not so many 
like& 
I: uh.. personally.. I don't47.1 mean I don't48 know XaboutX him. 
I: I don't49 like= Madonna/ or [some XX] Michel Jackson/ or.. 
I: [@@] it's not50 my., taste like a.. 
I: uu= e=s[pecially],.. while.. (Hx) III haven't51 finished uh eating/ but., there are like 
uh= the= wai wai waitress/ or& 
I: @yeah@ I think., in GEneral, Asian restauran(t).. is not52 good, service/ 
I: but in Japan we nEver.. so we don't53 have a tip 
I: but I'm.. I'm.. I HEARd like a if the., service is not54 good enough/., you don't55 have 
to pa=y f = tips 
I: [kind of military school/ and uum usually th they don't56 hAve.. a=nd 
I: yea pants, I can't57, explain 'cause I don't58 know @[how to]@, a=nd.. usually it's 
nice, I think it's nice 'cause I don't59 hAve to wOrry about a., what I have to wear/ 
tomorrow/ or.. hEre I hAve to, wOrry about @@ 
I: but usually= we don't60 hAve to, and e.. Actually I don't61 have enough mOney to 
buy like so many clo/thes// 
I: a=nd everybody wear same/ and I don't62 care who what wear they ARE 
I: uu=m= I., yea it's good idEA f= I think 'cause., you don't63 have to., buy., many 
clo/thes/ for.. 
I: yeah yeah yeah I agree the the.. so=.. uum.. I don't64 know which which one you., 
think much more important to you/ 
I: uum like a.. I don't65 kn ow how do I say but., like a loyal to the school/ 
I: to uu /s/ like a.. a=nd for personally I don't66, care., uh who enforce me to wear 
XtheirX so something/ 
I: a=nd they don='t67 protect they didn't68 they dOn't69 protect them selves well/.. XX 
if you try to assault maybe @you can easily assault@ @@ 
I: so,., usually, people, doesn'tTO, call people, don't? 1 call that., paper as a newspAper 
I: 'cause you don't72.. the girl in Korea canNOT73 smoke... outside of [of] 
hOuse, and if you do if there girl DO, does, uh everybody point out HER point out. 
1: a=nd we need just one wEEk before, exam, to study. iMt's all, and that's good enough 
and., the usually professor does=n't74 uh take a roll/ 
I: and when you., in u WE are in Japan/1 I'm Japan/ in Japan/., if you have uh midterm/ 
and final/ you don't75 have to write term paper 
1:1 think they're they are more talented /t/.. whe=n they expels/ express/ like 
presentation/., compared to the= Asian even if we.. IF, we., we we could speak as well as 
a native speaker/ but I don't76 think., we would., express/ as they would they cOUld. 
because uh we are not77 the that kind of cUlture 
I: (0)1.. don't78 know but., people usual(ly).. tend to., expect much higher, moral 
standard/ to., the president/ 
I: u= no, I don't79 think so like a his uh support rate/ was., /r/ extremely low/ maybe/ 
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I: uu I mean., the congressman elect him/ elect him not the., we can we cannotSO elect 
him. 

Conversation IV 

I: I'm notl sure about it. 
I: yeah, a— I'm ^ot2 kind of person to like a (H) show... on the 
I: u-hu, u-hu, yeah me too XXXX. (H) and my fnend told me like, <Q you you 
shouldn't3 '̂ go /f/~ '̂ further from ^here or 
I: <Q you shouldn't4— ... you should ^ot5 '̂ go /e/— ... '̂ here or like, whi— which place I 
should not6 '̂ go=, 
I: [I was '̂ so= poor so= I don't? ha=ve, I ^didn'tS have enough money to (H) 
I: '̂ still I think it's not9 popular. 
I: so= it's notlO exciting, maybeV 
I: so= like usually we don'tl 1 pla=y. 
I: uumnot... I personally— ... couldn'tl2 find any... like crimey or... 1= personally I, 
^haven'tl3 watched, crimed so, 
I: I think... they don'tI4.. try to steal '̂ books. 
I: [especially consi— like take into the /k/ /k/ about like a this is we— ... the= Tu~ 
Ari'̂ ona,... does notl 5 had the sea^ 
I: avo/ga/do ... /e/— avo^/ga=/do is notI6 popular in Japa=n so& 
I: [& that's wh=y ... we don'tl? have California Roll I guess. 
I: yea I '̂ think a lo=t I mean (SWALLOW) (H) like a= like a self supply rate? 
how do I say? I don'tl8 know— I don'tl9 know, (H) like, Japanese self-supply rate/ our 
like foody 
I: but XXX in Japan/ like /s/— ... food can^o=t20 .. produce by themselves^ 
I: yea, yeah. a=nd,... but I don't21 know wh=y like a— ... % Burger Ki=ng/ or 
I: like— % other than, McDonaiy... is not22 so popular in Japa=n. 
I: (O)yeah a=nd ... so, everybody a=sk me like <Q do you like A— ... AAmerican food? 
Q> but I ^don't23 ^know what's the American food. 
I: @@ 'cause we don't24 ha=ve. 
I: uu=m,... if I— ... I'm like a I cannot25 patient patient about a my pain/ 
I: but I '̂ also think uh ... ^iif, if like— ... uh= I can no=t26 ... to=lerate my painy 
I: so= police can ^o=t2? .. like— 
I: a— by ... terro'̂ sm but we don't28 know why he want to do@. 
I: [even i=f like dispose the '̂ ga=sy (H) we don't29 '̂ know what he try to '̂ do=. 
I: he canno=t30 get... /s/— like a... more than three years sentence I mean more than 
three years... 
I: I don't31 thinks like he= is no=t32@, 
I: uum, 'cause he= I think he he I do=n't33 '̂ think he need to stay there 'cause (H) he is 
just '̂ temporary ... /me/— i— i— right? he's— he's he '̂ claiming like a temporary 
I: I don't34 think controversy. 
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I: yeah, I've heard of tha=t a=nd... (XX) ... but... I canno=t35 agree like a... people who 
... ha=ve abortion just because ... they canno=t36 raise our.. kids./ 
I: a=nd ... I '̂ rsonally ag'̂ ee *cause 1= en'̂ oys, because I don't37 '̂ ha=ve to worry 
about (H) what I have to wear to'̂ orrow, 
I: but... I don't38 know but... (H) (Hx) I don't39— I ''Hhi=nk many '̂ countries 
like.. also ha=ve uniform not only Japa=n, like— ... British high school some high school/ 
like prestigious high school/ 
I: but he '̂ didn't40, that's <@ why @> U=ke the '̂ geisha... like a=... ac^cuse or ... 
I: [especially— the "Reason... o=f.. his resign is no=t41 (H) about 'Hhat issue. 
I: <X especially X> XXI heard like a... u=m,.... I— I'm not42 sure... what he said 
exactly what he sai=d but I '̂ heard, he said like a... <Q it's '̂ ot43 '̂ me, who ... had ^sex 
with '̂ her, 
I: he shouldn't44 resign. 
I: he need to ha— /s/he didn't45 resign. 

Speaker S (Shin) 

Conversation SC 

department and but (SWALLOW) uu=m you know I didn't 1 have much '̂ time to do 
don't2 get many— you know a lot of information in Ja^an but you know I bought I 
S: a= 11 just didn't3 have enough 'Hime, so 
S: [so, it's, @ <@ you know @> '̂ not4 really "^true a=nd people ^don'tS ... really '̂ trust 
S: too, you know we '̂ don'tS really '̂ leam a— you know any other '̂ language you know 
you know at— you know they are like at twelve years old but (H) that doesn*t7 
S; yeah not you don'tS have many opportunity to see (H) you know Americans/ or 
S: I don't9 really have ^money! @@ 
S: I can'tlO do= you know/just study= 
S: yeah someday I=@<@ don'tlOb know when @> 
S: &in Ja'̂ an, (H) but, she Moesn'tl 1 '̂ like it, @@ <@ you know @>J 
S: you know uh(Hx) I don'tl2 know why but you know this three years in America/ 1 
feel— uh— XX— I feel (H) this is a ^lo=ng time. I don'tl3 know may— maybe 
S: you know, uh= ... they can '̂ otM be your ^friend, you know you can be '̂ close and 
S: uu=m, (H) we=ll uu=m... '̂ not this is maybe '̂ notlS culture but I— I don'tl6— I 
don'tl7 really like um Ja— American (H) uh food, @@. 
S: 'cause a= maybe a bi— one of the reason is I'm ^^or and I don'tlS have you know/ 
S: <@ yeah @>, you know... u=m ... I don'tl9 think you know nu nutritious ^balance is 
not20 really '̂ good, you know./ 
S: (O)you know it— uh— ... a=I still don't21 like but the ... nu^trition <@ but @>, 
S: yeah even T^A 11 don't22 have TAy or um 
S: 1= I "^work there, but still it's not23 enough X@@. 
S: a=nd a— next year/ you know 11— ... uh didn't24 like the '̂ dorm and 11 moved '̂ out 
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S: but you know I don't25 sound like a child you know/ 
S: [write/ you know, papers^ in English/ you know, (H) ... 'cause uh=... I don't26 know 
you know it's like too complicated/ and it's not27 u— really (H) you know, simple, 
the English is very ba=d or whatever <@ you know @>, so I ca=n't28 rely on you 
S: I don't29 know@@, 
S: so=@, I don't30 know@, 
S: I don't3l think so@@. 
S: but, you know, in Japa=n it's '̂ not32 really true, you know, 
S: a=@, a= but we don't33 ha~ a— u— our system is different because um what is it? uh 
S: ah=; so yeah that's we— we don't34 ha=ve that, XX, 
S: I don't35 think so, it's uh= I think it's sti— illegal bu=t (H) you know, 
S: a=nd 11 ̂ don't36 '̂ say you know it's .. ba=d to live ... too '̂ long for '̂ em, but for 
'̂ e, I don't37 want to <@ live @> too '̂ long, 
S: yeah but you know/1 Mon't38 '̂ want anyone to .. you know, to '̂ help me to <@ die 
S: (H) uh= @, I~ I don't39 really know much about tha=t and u but.. you knowy 
S; I don't40 think so. 
S: a= I think so/ yeah 11 didn't41 see k— "Toy Sto— Story" but yeah, yeah, 
S: we— in Ja'̂ an % people '̂ do=n't42, <@ you know @> it's already too old 
S: [you know she— she— a= I don't43 really know much about '̂ her <@ you know @>/ 
may— III don't44— think you know many Japa'̂ ese ^know much about '̂ her®, 
... you know she was working/ and she— she said that she was not45— u— did— did 
not46 want to re-sign that jo=b and .. because she .. really '̂ likes that jo=b and (H) 
you know so ... at first she .. thought that she didn't47 want to ... marry you know get 
S: [I— I don't48 know if it's true or not because you know it's just, 
S: [you know/ she cannot49 say anything ba=d@@, 
S: I don'tSO know be— 
'̂ ce, (H) but you know/ uh they don'tSl really ... '̂ aybe ... those... the= you 
but u no— nec— you know people ... '̂ don't52 .. necessarily ^know what it '̂ means 
S: a= they call it you know the company already ha=ve uh how can 1 say?\ uh I don't53 
S: uh= I don't54 really know= because you know I've never been to that apartment and 
S: yeah linguistic papers^ ^11 don'tSS know if 1 'Really .. '̂ ad them because I— ... 
S: (SGH) I don't56 know=/ because you know (H)— 
S: a= 11 don'tS? need to speak Korean, 
S: a= I don'tSS have X exam just uh you know I have u=m paper. 
S: yeah. I don't59 know which is higher. u= you know/ in in— Japa=n or America. 

Conversation SD 

S: ye=s so/ a— you know I don'tl— (Hx) attend a gra- graduate cer~ ceremony here^ 
(H) and 1 don't2 @ 
S: but, @@ you know, I don't3 attend that either@@. 
S: a=nd ... yeah that's it. (Hx) it's— ... I don't4 think it's .. really bi=g one, it's. 
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S: a=nd it's notS rela<@ted@>@. 
S: it's '̂ ot6 a '̂ bi=g company but,... I think it's okay./ 
S: <@ye=s @>, but it's not? difBcult@y @. 
S: well a 
'̂ a=ctually I don'tS 
S: o uu=@m I'm I'm not9 .. sure, it's a=I wrote a review paper/ and a=— a(Hx) I didn'tlO 
get it get it 
li=ve in uh apartment a(Hx) a(Hx) you know 11 didn'tl 1 like dorm <@ anymore @>/ 
a=nd 
S: a=nd (SGH) I— '̂ did ^o=tl2 have, a=I didn'tl 3 know any ... apartments or something/ 
and IX- f~ I 
'̂ didn'tl4~ ... need to find roonunates it's just, you know/ the 'Manager takes care of it 
and if I 
don'tlS have— 
S: ye=s, I didn'tl6 know him at all. 
S: 'cause— "^some people say you know that, (H) u=m pizza is <@ American food @> but 
I'̂ don'tl? 
- it's— ... notl8 very u=m, nu— nutritious or nutritiously bala— balanced. 
S: a=I don't 19 have much money@, left@. 
S: you cannot20 imagine i=n America <@ right @>? 
S: ye=s, because,... you know in Ja'̂ an it once you are em'̂ Ioyed you don't21— % 
really change '̂ jo=bs 
there are four points six people who cannot22 be em^loyed@, 
S: no, who '̂ can't23 '̂ ha=ve ^jo=b@. 
and, you know tempo'̂ arily they don't24 have any jo=b. 
graduate fi-om university/ and (H) they don't25 have '̂ jo=b, <@ you know @>, (H) ... 
we=ll uu 'Hhey 
it's ^^0126 a pro=blem for a... '̂ year or two but, (H) you know... e^ventrually they .. 
'̂ eed to get a 
S; bu=t huu=m I don't27 know it's a kind of difficult ((continues)) 
S: a=ctually that you know, s—(H) this... still don't28 have enough system engineers in 
Japan. 
S: you Mon't29 really get money you ^don't30 really expect any ^oney@y fix>m 
hardware, 
S: &so(H), you— you don't31 get many a lot of profit but you <@ still have to do it @>, 
background/ and they '̂ said it's, (H) they don't32— ... care a lo=t about— <@ XXXX 
S: &it's '̂ ot33 a good... expr expression but you know they don't34, (H) u=m, how 
can I say?... 
S: a=(Hx), I took— uh= how can I say? uh (H) ... I '̂ didn'tSS take any= '̂ ath in ... 
universities but I... you 
S: you know those kind of things/ but, (H) they didn't35b pass and '̂ I passed@@. 
S: @@ I don't35c know @>y ^you know/ we— we study ma=th in '̂ high school and 
it's(H) 
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S: a=nd... a=nd I took(Hx), some ... well u— uu=in ... (H) uyes, (Hx) XXII doii't36 
remember but uu=m 
you know I wanted to go to a= %... a grad school in.. America but, (H) I '̂ didn'tS? 
know anything 
S: you <@ know @>@, I didn't38 know any situ-^tion ^here and it's I 'Hhink it 'ss .. 
better. 
S: a=(Hx) I'm '̂ otSQ really interested in '̂ hools I mean— you know, teaching ... 
'̂ English. 
S: 'cause— you know if I.. start ^teaching, a=nd you know, I'll be a 'Heacher, I don't40 
'̂ study... more, 
S: but I '̂ don't41— ... study. a=nd... so I thought it's much '̂ better to study a'̂ other <@ 
thing @>./ 
'cause it's not42 a '̂ bi=g company. 
S: uum, but, it was, you know, rough i'̂ dea I didn't43 .. ha=ve, (H) @@, I didn't44 .. 
"^know @ you 
S: it's not45 well-pa=id but you know, it's certain, 11 mean (H) it they '̂ don't46 .. fire .. 
people@. 
S: uh= no. @@ she doesn't47. 
S: [yeah pretty much yeah because but— a= my mo==m is '̂ ot48 '̂ doesn't49 have ... skill, 
@ < @ ^  
something @>y uh she was tr=ying to but, huu she didn'tSO like wor<@king @>, 
Morm, you know/ but, (H) it's notSl really a dorm, you know/ but it's ... normal 
apartment. 
S: I'm not52 sure@ <@ I-m @> not53 really good at geg geography and around Tokyo 
S: a= yes! I mean— you know, it's ... I Mon't54 want to experience such a 'Hhi=ng but@, 
@, uum 
S: a=, I don'tSS know how to <@ sa=y in English @>@, it's very col— colorful one you 
know just 
S: huu=m,... uunot too much because you know/ (H) uh= politics in Japan is '̂ not56 
S: a= yeah because, (H) uu=m ... they '̂ don'tS? -^do a ^^10=^ you know/... e they 
don'tSS— it doesn't59 really '̂ work because uh= e^conomy is ba=d/ and, 
S: and we don't60— ... we— you know we don't61 ha=ve uh army, we have self uh= 
S: but we— ... we can s— um de^fense our^selves but we '̂ don't62 hav— we don't63 
S: huum, (H) well... 11 really don't64 know about u— you— you know the situ'̂ tion 
S: because it's .. '̂ not65, you know American war/ or 
S: a=nd... uum ... huu=m, yes, um Japa^e=se you know, (H) we don't66 like ^war, 
S: we=ll 1= '̂ don*t66b like war a=nd, (H) 
S: oh= we=ll I don't67 think so. (H) u=m, ((continues)) 
S: a- no I don't68 think <@ so bu=t @>, 
S: yes. bu=t, they don't68b— they '"tarely uses. 'Very '̂ very <@ rarely @> uses. 
S: they they are not69 concemed with anything '̂ else, you know, tthey just have to take 
S: uu=m, I'm '̂ otTO '̂ sure=, XX— 
S: huu=m, I don'tTl think so they're just you know sitting/ @@ in the middle of city/ 
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in the stations or something but it's ^ot72 really common. 
S: uh= XX, III was not73 following very well wh~? 
S: (O)o=ry... I'm not74 sure yeah uu maybe or X, university. I'm not75 sure@. 
S: we=ll I don't76 s~ I didn't77 see e— a lot of p~ uu= you know I— I didn't78 see ... 

Conversation SF 

S: (H) yea u=m it was notl u you know difficulty you know, 
S: you know uu= you know, a=nd we didn't2 write any— ... 'papers <@ right @>? 
S: but, @<@ you know @>y you know they— uh— I didn't3 '̂ know— ... before I.. came 
here but, (H) you know they don't4 have uh master ..'s degree/ in linguistics/ 
didn'tS have money/ and (H) 
S; I didn't6— ... you know... 11 didn't7 have enough '̂ ti=me to .. appl=y to a lot of.. 
S: yeah, but... you know it's '̂ notS like u=m programming, you know,/ p people— you 
S: but it's '̂ notQ really ... programming it's (H) be^fore that you know, (H) how to ... 
S: but that's what we Midn'tlO '̂ do; for a lo=ng time, you know because~ 
unemployment is directly means they '̂ don'tl 1 have any ^jo=b and 
S: @@ a=I don'tl2 know@@ but yeah you know and you know they did you know a= 
how can I say? they did I'm notl3 really sure you know they inve— in'̂ vested a '̂ lo=t/ 
eventually but you know politicians, don'tl4 want to ^say tha=%/ @@ 
they, they '̂ can'tlS '̂ do fo— u— you know they '̂ notice that they '̂ can'tl6 Mo 
S: but '̂ mostly/ it's notl7 
S: yeah; <@ but @> it doesn'tlS matter, 
S: ya— yeah because— ... we don'tl9~ ... you know/ it's difiRcult to get in university in 
Japan but you know once you get into university people don't20 really ... seriously 
city but you know/1 I'm from ... you know s uh small countryside/ and, (H) it's not21 
S: yeah and you know it's '̂ not22 that serious a=nd (H) a= well 11 Midn't23 ^know that 
S: a=... well it doesn't24 necessarily mean that uum not25 really. 
S: @@, I '̂ didn't26 ^know tha=t a=nd you know normally go to junior high and I 
S: but it's ^ot27 really ... serious, yeah you know you know going to 
S: a= welly it's 'hiot28 like Mifificult I just study by myself and 
know it's hard, but it's ^not29 required, so= uh well it's— you have to Mo some— ... 
S: we=ll but uh I Midn't30 really like those Ii=ke uh professors at my school but you 
S: a= a(Hx), I don't31 know pro— uh you know @@ 
S: no no no a= yeah kind of true but they are not32 very good at speaking and teaching 
S: a=nd but I didn't33~ ... uh get any result yet because— I '̂ first ^plied to U of A and 
S: so yeah so they are not34 uu making you know a lot of money now 
S; uum I don't35 know about high school in America so I can't36 tell but 
S: you don't37 really leam anything 
S; I don't38 really know it/ you know for some ways like you know mathematics like uh 
because you don't39 really@@ you know make up your theory or whatever you 
S: uh well a little bit think but you Mon't40 really '̂ write anything. 
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S; [yeah we don't41 really]... practice writing which you know when I first came here 
S: I didn't42 know how to uh what to write@@, 
S: @@ it's not43 really serious and you don't44— ... pra— you know you just write and 
S: [you don't45 gi]— you know they dont46 give you any uh feedback/ or anything/ 
S: @@ yeah yeah @@ that's what we '̂ don't47 '̂ do in Japa=n and so you know 
S: you know in English class too we don't48 really you know just... do you know 
S: oh yeah okay uh it's like just like that you know answering '̂ but you don't49 ... have 
S: but it doesn'tSO ... really ref^lect in the re^ity. 
S: compared to ^them I '̂ don'tSl really speak English very well and, you know, I... hhad 
S: a= in high s~ uh in university it's not52 really serious @@ 
S: [you '̂ don'tSS really need to do a lot. 
S: they are not54 really serious/ yeah. 
S: when he can get back to h— home it's already like 6 or 7 o'clock in p. mj and (H) you 
know he doe— he caimotSS go to um uh= 
S: those uh you don't56~ pec— people are not57 really serious because— 
S: (Hx) I ''think/ ... one of the reason is .. that you know it's '̂ otSS really rel related to 
S: ye=s so a=nd pro'̂ fessors kind of'̂ know that, you know it's ... it really ... not not59 
S: huu=m@,... I don't60 really know uum, 
S: huu=m, uum,... I don't61, uum ... because uh=, 
it's kind of— uh=.... you know it's u cheap u that you don't62 .. really need to worry 
S: I don't63 (H) I don't64 have any loyalty! 
S: uh— yeah but, (H) it's not65 really really serious. 
for you know children you know/ that's why you shouldn't66— or o— you .. don't67 
S: or something/ i— it's not68 .. really ... how can I say? you can do whatever, 
S: he '̂ said to me that they '̂ don't69, "^do in .. America because ... children are 
S: @@, it it@@, yeah they shouldn't70 '̂ do @@ 
S: yeah= @@ it's— it's rejilly ba=d <@ you know @>J they don't71 uh you 
S: it's ^^0172 really really serious you can ^you— you know like there is vending 
S: yeah it's not73 really serious 
S: yeah; fnends' house, because ... you cannot74 drink outside 
S: if you— you, they '̂ don't75 say you know show me the ID/ or something but you 
S: yeah 'cause yeah it's cheap but you know (H) a= (SGH) it's ... it's not76 really 
and ... you know I didn't77 ha=ve .. really .. a lo=t of ti=me to look for uh= 
S: a=nd uh= the deed is um, I don't78 really nee— uh 1 don't79 fi— need to find uh 
S: you— you know/ they— ... uh= there are three rooms a=nd (H) '̂ if uh you don't80 fin— 
i—if you dents 1 have any roommate/ that's fine and 
S: you know/ % u you cannot82 use ... the ^other room but you know they does it and 
S; yeah, so, I don't83 know and in many politicians ^ot84 ^ally ̂ good. 
S; uu=m, 11 don't8S know about those countries but, 
S; that's the most important thing and, (H) you know they don't86 have enough 'Hime to 
S: but an— and ^also you know uh= in universities people are not87 really seriou— you 
S: they Mon't88 really .. ^do, a lo=t you know they just you know going around a=nd, 
S: they still need uh you know/ a actually there are '̂ o not89 enough system engineers. 
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(H) a=nd ... uh= at that 'Hime w.. we didn*t90 have like internet or/... a '̂ kind of 
S: [they just use it (H) a=nd but people don*t91 really '̂ know what it 'Nis and they 
don't92 have any experience '̂ just you know (H) people are '̂ saying so so <Q oh I 
S: yeah (H) I 'Hhink that's u the re^ty yeah, yeah but it's '̂ ot93 really ... requ'̂ ired it 

Conversation SV 

S: so it's cheaper/ a=nd uh uh= I didn'tl— I didn't2 have— .. much ^oney 
% u— uu= live in ^dorm at first 'cause a(Hx)-- I don't3 see any— aal don't4 know 
<X let me X> li=ve, uh= (Hx), another dormy which I— I— I don'tS know, just for 
S: it— it looks n— n— '̂ new but, (Hx) I didn't6 like it/ and—... you know 1 thought, (Hx) 
S: '̂ still <@ I <X '̂ didn't? X> @> X— you know, X, I Midn'tS think it's u— s— big 
came here, and as a undergrad student there were not9 many grad students so, (H) 
S: @<@ all of a sudden @> I— you know, couldn'tlO get any XX— 
to linguistics, a=nd there were notl 1 many people about thirty/ students^ 
S; teacher didn'tl 2— ... given us— ... a lot of lectures but, 
S: @, I— I— I was notl 3 following very much a=nd what the teacher '̂ says a=nd also= 
S: (0)1 got like ... five seventy/ which is ... notl4 ... ba=d as an... undergrad student. 
S: yes, but— ... that— ... score doesn'tlS tell the reality@@,... 
you know every tim~ uh= the score doesn't 15b change a ^io=t, you know, every 
S: you know, there was '̂ notl6 a big change, so, 
S: &yeah because— ... uh '̂ first time I didn'tl7 know anything about TOEFL and 
S: '̂ but,'̂ not, <@ you know @>, that's not 18 the, uum does— 
doesn't 19 necessarily sh— show my a^bility, ((continues)) XXXXXXX 
S: a=nd you know, if you— take— uh if you •are '̂ ot20 goo— were not21 good at— a=t 
V: maybe 10 perce=nty 5 perce=ntsy X— 
S: [it's— ... private schools are now '̂ not22 very popular as it '̂ wa=s, 
S: [X, a=nd also I don't23 have— much '̂ oney and, so I don't24 have many va'̂ rieties 
S: a ye=s. but—11 don't25 <@ consider it's aa@ as an American food X @>, XX— 
S: (0)1 didn't26 understand wha=@@, 
S: you know we don't27 use ... '̂ ketchup in Japan. 
S: yea— I— I— I didn't28 understand what she was talking about a=nd& 
American restaurants are ^not29 you know, great or you know, nice. 
S: much cheaper than you know, (H) but— (Hx) I doh't30 find fish that's @ <@ one 
S: uh= well, a— 1 don't31 go to eat— .. '̂ lunch at therea uuum mostly at di— diimer XXX 
S: like a= okay like chicken it's(H),... uum the chicken X XX, the meat itself is not32 
S; &I don't33 need '̂ that much. 
S: you don't34 need ^that '̂ much; @@. 
S: it's '̂ nno=t35 too sweat and he said— 
S: it's not36 like cake. 
S: but yes. a= I didn't37 like a beans either but because it's it doesn't38 really have .. 
S: <WH a= WH>, I'm not39 sure. 
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S: uh I doii't40 know why—... why they do that but, 
not41 sure X— you know % ... about '̂ other people, 'cause, 
S: @ you can't42 ^ell the reality. 
president, you know American economy was not43 really '̂ goo=d and, (H) a= he 
S: yeah you can't44 help it@. 
S: <@ that's wha(t) @>, what he '̂ shouldn't45 do, you know. 
S: no matter '̂ what, a=nd,... people 'Hhink it's not46 really good— ... you know ex— 
S: well I I'm not47 really familiar with <@ tha=t @> and(H) 
S: it's because— .. I'm not48—.. watching TV a lo=t X— 
S: s— yeah. a=nd, I was ^ot49 quite understanding what he— he was '̂ saying and, (H) 
S: the=n he '̂ said that uum that's what... they '̂ don'tSO '̂ do '̂ here, in America because 
'̂ can'tSl '̂ see many '̂ things and '̂ ddenly you know like, (H) at... ̂ college or you— 
S: yeah, (H) a=nd you know/ that's what they Mo=n't52 % ^do '̂ here because, <@ 
S: [they don't53 have any violence^®, yeah. 
S: they ^don't54 '̂ do here a=nd, 
it's ba=d but, (H) it's ^ot55 really. 
S: uu= but just... some people say that it's ^ot56 ^good, because you know, 
S: [I heard that, cigarette is '̂ no=t57 uh, you know, very ... (H) X can I say?\ problem or 
you know,... people are ^o=t58 very '̂ cautious about uh cigarettes, 
.. he -^died and (H) he didn't59 have that.. tape tapey a=nd 
S: we=ll 11— I didn't60 like "Armageddon". 
S: <@ people ^say @> it's it it really '̂ good but 11 didn't6l '̂ know why ^wh=y 
S: yes! it's really goo=d a=nd, (H) I don't62 see— ... you know '̂ ow, you know I 
don't63 see many movies/ you know at— like— involving serious ... uh I '̂ think it's 
'̂ ot64 '̂ working but (H) <@ just @>, 
S: from—... (Hx) I'm not65 sure eight to= ... fi=ve/ or, 
S: you know, it's not66 re— related— to linguistics, I'm I'm gonna be assistant engineer/ 
in uh= so called dorm, which is— you know,... not67 really— ... you know, dorm just 
S: [it's n— a= it's '̂ otes really in Tokyo but... you know neighboring '̂ lace. 
S: X yeah. I think a= the company takes care of it(Hx). so we don't69 need to— to— 
S; <SGH a SGH>, I'm not70 sure, uh, 
S: [that's what I heard@, but I I've never '̂ been there, so I don't? 1 know. 

Speaker K (Keiko) 

Conversation KC 

K; different things, well I— ... 1 drove/ in Japan/ but I cannotl drive so. 
K: because I don't2 have a car, @@@. 
K: I was so ma=d@. and it's new one/ so he doesn't3 let me drive X, @@. 
K; no. I don't4 remember the name. 
K: wow I didn'tS know that! 
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K: but she does have a boyfriend^ so I don't6 see her very often. 
K: 11 haven't? seen her like, four daysV 
K: <WH yes WH>. but, how— well <@ I don'tS know/1 can speak but @> the the, she 
K: and I haven't9 seen him like three years. 
K: no because he want /me/— he wanted to surprise me, /de/ he didn'tlO tell me, <Q oh 
K: uh=, no it was ... I— I.. 'Hhought.. I.. would/ but /i/— I didn'tl 1. 
K: we=ll I thought Japanese are— not 12 ^goo=d. 
K: it '̂ wasn't 13, 
K: custom, ok./ um, I'm notl4 for sure,/ <@ but @> we, (H) um, even .. the seasons/ like 
K: I don't 15 know '̂ why but it's so expensive/ 
K: I don'tl6 think they show their respect/ or <@ thinkfiil @>, just a custom so in... 
K: (0)1 didn'tl? '̂ know XX either!®. 
K: um, I don'tlS know what— .. I should start but um, the people die/ 
K: [and they X, but; after oh I didn'tl 9 like it! here, family,/ you have to pick the bone. 
K: so we have— .. we have we cannot20 eat.. the ... like beef or eggs/ which from .. the 

K: we can-- we cannot21 eat. so we just eat.. bread, or— 
K: but my Japanese friend does— they don't22 like ... 
K: XX, it— it's not23 my school, but u the school umy friends went to. 
K: and— if— uu if the .. student.. /da/— didn't24 want to/ the teacher 
K: oh I '̂ don't25 'Hhink so./... I don't26— ... it's, I think strict/ is sometime need, it's need 
K: o I well first time I didn't2? like the comediesV but I like the comedy but they have 
K: no/ but th they— ... they don't28 ... bothers the class/ during class term/ so that's why 
K: a, <@ a @@>, (H) um, I— but personally/ because I'm the .. '̂ third person I'm not29 
don'tSO want him to quit because of the ^Monica Lewinsky@@. 
K: but I do=n't31 .. understand why Monica Lewinsky/ 
K: well, ah=... no I don't32 want to leave him. 
K: oh she didn't33 ^know '̂ ything right? 
K: Japan— oh u=m, (H) oh <@ her name @> <L1 ^Masako san Ll>./ 
K: Masako,... X, she .. I '̂ liked her before./ but '̂ o=w/ we don't34 ... '̂ see her very 
often/... so we don't35 know what's going on <SML inside SML>./ 
K: ye=s, a=nd, but she has lots of pressure/ because she— they/ haven't36 
cannot3? go to see, '̂ her parents, when she want to, she wants to. 
K; so a her freedom/ is not38— 

Conversation KD 

K: <@ at first @> I didn'tl know ^any one. 
K: a=nd I don't2 see her very often@. 
K: u-hu, '̂ ght, (H) .. she wen— she goes— .. bed/ very early/ so <@ I don't3 see her 
K: um, the .... 1 don't4 know= it's .. different from Japan/ like— 
K: yea. but here, (H)<X that's X> I came— the last August/ it was so hot/1— couldn'tS 
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K: yea, yeah, and— I haven't6 seen my %brother/ like three years/ so. 
K; ah I do. yeah, but I don't?— I don'tS like it 
K: ye=s so tight like.. I can*t9 eat anythig@. 
K: yeah. a=nd, I cannotlO .. you know/ @. 
K: u=m, well the at the time— I didn'tl 1 think '̂ ything because '̂ everybody has .. to .. 
K: well— (H) um,... the college— I guess they.. want to I don'tl2 know!@@. 
K: I don'tlS know but the— it's— .. u=my/... co— umy,.. in Fukuoka/ it's— popular. 
K: the college I went to in Japan/— .. we didn'tl4 have uniform/ but— ... I think couple 
K: but student doesn— student don't 15 like it. 
any.. pops/ <@ and dissert @> I didn'tl 6 eat anything. 
K: um, my da=d/ <SML my he= SML> doesn'tl? know how to do the computer/ <@ so 
K: um my brother do .. um ... I don'tlS know how to say the ... u=m, something/ make.. 
K: oh= uu because... my family/ don'tl9 >^(t)/ pet any more@. 
K: @@. so=, I— .. 1 "^old them but they XX <Q we don't20 want any pet any more 
K: so,... they don't21 want to have .. '̂ any cats .. but.. the .. one/@, they ^had@. 
K: oh, @@, um, actually they are so busy/@, a=nd usually I don't22 have time 
K: I hope so my— my— .. but my dad doesn't23 like .. go trip so,... I don't24 know@@, 
K: oh he doesn't2S l^e .. airplane/ 
K: or trains, well he just can't26 stand ^any<@thing@>./ 
K: um, u=m middle/.. I don't2? .. rememt^ but— sometime— .. u=m, middle .. of.. 
K: oh— u—, I don't28 think so@@. 
K: oh—... I—m not29 interested in translating job, @because I like... um,... 1 want.. 1 
K: @, <SML and I don't30 know why she gave it to him SMIL> like twenny dollar <Q 
K: no/... no/ ... oh no, I don't31 ha=ve. it's '̂ good®. 
K: like,... I— ... I had in the princess in Japan now/ she cannot32a read ^letter... letters. 
K: they don't32 let her '̂ ead this letter, so. 1 want to read everything (SML). 
K: uun no, un. and= she= .. doesn't33 fix meal to him./ 
K: n— not very often 1— .. I'm not34 big fan of sushi@. 
K: but, still, I don't35 .. eat.. much .. beef or 
K: um,.... well,... now, I don't36 ... know much about the politics in Japan. 
K: because I don'tS? ... check the newspaper everyday./ 
not38 open as much as in America, 
K: the— ... we— .. don't39 .. see his .. like private way/ private .. side/ no. 
K: it was really interesting. a=nd, the school I had to go to .. the ... the ... I don't40 know 
K: I didn't41 know '̂ anything, 1 didn't42 know anything. 
K: well, I like English XX better, because I don=('t)43 know,.. the scripture .. in 
K; &SO it's not44 familiar to me. 
K: it's not45 clearly... it's not46 clear, the point, 
K: oh hynms, yeah 1 like hymns/... ah but sometime I didn<@'t47 enjoy the @> 
K: um,.... a=, I don't48 know, but— the director just.. call on. 
K: um, yeah we= set the time/ to go to the rec center once a week/ @@, but,.. it's .. 
not49 
K: u=m, I don'tSO remember@@. 
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K: oh (H) no=, we didn'tS 1 have t=ime, so we— 
K: yeah, but, I~ I doii't52 think I can stand.. stay.. whole day at <SML home SML>y 
K: [and do laundry/ <@ or @>, wash dish=esy... I don't53 think I can handle it, 
K: so, that's why I don*t54 want to '̂ see them this summer@@. ah; 
K: [but I don't55 want to '̂ do that, I '̂ want to pick.. 'Myself, @@. I want to pick 
K: um,... I think so. u=ni,... oh, hm,.... the matching is not56 ... popular/ as .. much.. 
as 
K: no. none of us hasn't57 married. 
K: a.... uu, good idea@, uum, oh <WH I don'tSS know WH>, I don't59 know it's good or 
K: well I don't60 want loJ 
K: oh, um the ... the Japanese study/ in the US ... is ... so ... doesn't61 .. many .. school, 
K: u=m,.... uh ... I don't62 have <@ time to work @>@@. 

Conversation KF 

K: @<@ I know @>, I~ I didn'tl know that before I get there@, so 
K: [but I wanted to teach Japanese too but I couldn't2~ .. so. 
K: so= so I couldn'tS, so I.. applied the .. "^other programs. 
K: o if I.. study in Japan, I~ I don't4 learn English, so. 
K: well when— uu my first year/ was terrible I.. couldn'tS understand like '̂ ything. 
K: conservative but, the school is Christian college/ so I couldn't6 or we couldn't7 do .. 
K: well I told her like, <Q oh I caimotS have beer here Q> so, she goes <Q oh poor 
K: here, so, I didn't9 know= what to do, @. 
K: well see, but 1 didn't 10 speak Japanese so long like two years/ 
K: [even— they don'tl 1 even have .. a.. bus./ 
K: <WH I don'tI2 know WH>! 
K: but, <SML seems like they SML> don'tl3@, know; 
K: <Q oh this is notl4 the '̂ way we do Q>@@, <Q ah= Q>; @. 
K: um— like— .... 'Really introduction, but not.. you don'tl 5 say, what you are looking 
K: <@ it's really bad @>, I don'tl6 think but '̂ he thinks, it's really 
bad, because um, (Hx) I'm fo— I don't 17 use the Chinese character/ 
K: (0)or—... anywhere/1 don'tl 8— 
don't 19 have '̂ any preference. 
K: so we couldn't20 go .. anywhere, except... Bangkok, (SML) (H) but it was— .. it was 

I don't21 know— 
K: yeah, I don't22 know I can stand it like <Q haaa Q>@, <@ XXXX @>@, oh but I 
K: when, um, two/ or three years ago./ I didn't23 know ^any Spanish./ 
K: but I didn't24 know uh, (H) like,... daily conversation, I didn't25 even know that, 
K: you know the— very famous mountain? do you know? @@, I don't26 know@. 
K: but because ... of., '̂ y teacher, I didn't27— ... need to take TOEFL./ 
K: well I'm leaming@/ but... I haven't28 decided it. the fimny thing/ is in Japan I went 
K: yeah, but— I didn't29— ... choose of Buddhist school/ but... it just I got— ... '̂ ggood 
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K: yea, I— I took the— .. exam at '̂ before,... the.. people .... uu I don't30 know what to 
K: but I~ I don't31 know <@ why @> but I nee— needed to take only three/... so, that's 
K: for one semester/ if you= like skip over eight times/ you are ... @@, you .. cannot32 
go to the class, even though the— .. the day .. is exam/ you cannot33 go. 
<@ getting big @>. I don't34 know <@ why @>@@, I couldn't35 stand it. 
K: like, um,.... the papers are so expensive, then we cannot36 take shower in the 
K: and then,... uu... what else? ... you carmot37 drink.. water, 
K: so you have to drink always pops/ or soda.... I don't38 like soda, @. 
.. who are not39 .. teachers. 
K: why? because—... I couldn't40 finish it, @. oh not only me but many people. 
K: but i didn't41 want to I just wanted to go home! but I <SML '̂ couldn't42 SML>! so, o-
K: [but, that's not43 what I ^wanted! 
K: oh you ^ca=n't44!@. 
K: but you— you are '̂ o(t)45 .. '̂ finished; you work, for to the ... 
K: that's not46 what he '̂ thin<@ks@>@. oh he think <Q this much work you '̂ have to 
K: <Q this not47 ^overwork, you ^have to Q>. 
K: [and they, if you— cannot48 handle this, you are not49 doing good; @. 
K: uh=, I don'tSO know= for the loyalty/ @@,... for the company, but I just think it's a 
K: X— or your— .. capability@. otherwise people think you are not51 .... da da=/ 
K: and then the— if— ee especially for '̂ guys, you cannot52 go .. up to the high position. 
K: yeah, so that's why I don*t53 like ... I don't54 .. like .. 
K: teachers, well teachers are not55 ... like .. that, but,... for stude— uustudent are having 
K: yeah me—... yeah, same thin— I'm— I like— '̂ e=/ for ^e/ it's okay but I don't56 
K: [I still where— I don't57 have any preference. <@ but @>t! 1— I ^do want to ... 
K: no=. I don'tSS know./ 
K: u-hu.... then if you ... Mon't59, 
K: then as I '̂ to=ld you, I didn't60 understand ^any English. 
K.: I cannot61 '̂ tell you now/ but after graduate, I may tell you@, but not no=w./ 
K: '̂ good way is teac— the, (H) um,... for English,... or for Japanese,... uh they don't62 
K: but that— that's ... 1 don't63 think ... the Japanese ... educational system,... don't64 

Conversation KV 

K: um I in bu(t) in Japa=n I worked/ <X as an X>@ I don'tl know how to call but,.. 
K: (O)well but I— a=ctually I didn't2 take the— for the money/ but I just do the computer, 
K: ah hobbies, um I.. I like playing piano/ but I don't3 have <X any X> XX, <@ so @>, 
K: (O)but 1 don't4 have car here so (SML). 
K: but I fell asleep so I don'tS remem<@ber@>@, 
K: but it was winter time so I didn't6 see any. 
K: no= o— that's the only place I— ^haven't? been. 
K: [so we don'tS .. we cannot9 ., in'̂ vo=lved, so I think— in for opposite way it's really 
K: but— .. um— .. for— per— personally/ um I don'tlO want him to quit/ because of'̂ this 
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K: so I don'tl 1 '̂ want him to quit because of the— ^Monica Lewiiisky@. 
so we don'tl2 know.. whether we can trust him or— X 
K: that cannotl 3 be separated any more so. 
K:... u@@, oh I '̂ ouldn'tl4 surprise but- I don'tlS want her to walk away. 
K; but um people don't 16 treat.. Monica Lewinsky kindly either. 
K: <SML I don'tl? want to SML>. 
don'tlS know.. how I put@, it's rea— real things... but% ... I— .. I feel under.. third 
K: (0)1 don'tl 9 know— .. I haven't20 '̂ involved '̂ ything, I'm just seeing (SML). 
K: a=a=y... a... but,... the ... the Japanese car was used to famousy but I don't21 think 
it's— ... not22— ... any more@. 
K: but% I don't23 think no one .. @% <SML keep the law SML>. 
K: we don't24 ... we don't25 .. show the .. ID, 
K: um,... u... I Mon't26 think it's a big problem, yea, but, no, for teen-agers. 
K: I- I don't27. 
K: no I don't28. 
K: well I don't29 see the picture they are quitting <SML smoking SML>. 
K: heeee= I didn'tSO know that; 
K: u-hu, physically, so the s student.. doesn'tSl want to go 
K: [&but teacher— .. teachers don't32 laiow what's.. happening. 
K: bo both well— not particularly small/ but like um, they.. don't33 show their... 
K: u=m, um the government star— I don't34 know started but they are going to start—.. 
K: but we.. we don't35 put that way, we show— the— ... the ^visual thing, 
K: but we Mon't36 use coupons._ 
K: dramas,... drama,... but I don't37 .. I cannot38 see .. XX now so I don't39 know @ 
K: (O)like oh I still.. don't40 like .. the /ku:lei/y 
don't41 like artificial color./ 
K: oh= no, I haven't42. 
K: oh I don't43 @like@@. 
didn't44 like.. rice. 
K: no=, no I didn't45 like and 1 
'̂ still don't46 like Miso soup./ 
K: because we— I cannot47 let him— go outside. 
K: (0)1 haven't48. 

Speaker M (Masako) 

Conversation MC 

M:[doesn'tl make any.. 
M: right, that's why. just doesn't2 make any sEnse to me. 
M: "what, what does it mean? by what's up?" so, I just DIDn't3 know how to answer the 
M:[I know ALL words 'what,' 'is,' 'up'! but, I just don't4 know 
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M: [u..hin] no, I don't5 think so 
M: didn't6, know, how to pronounce 'c,' 'a,* 'nV 
M: because I didn't? knOw that 
M: I don'tS think,., many, people., value., the British English. 
M: I didn't9, because I thOUght, I knew, the lAnguage. @@ 
M: [I didn'tlO yeah. I didn'tl 1 feel., so., well, so, IX just cry cried.. "no=t any 
about Japanese/ they just lau=gh and then, maybe they, thought., we didn'tl 2 
M: I don'tl3 care alx)ut... the cars,., but, just, run, I just. like., wagon/ 
M: I don'tl41 don'tlS care about brand 
M: I don't 16 care about styles 
M: because I.. I, cA=n'tl7 repair., the car, by myself so.. 
M: so un I don'tlS like it. so,.. I try to make more friend, with, American students or 
M: I don'tl9 know why but I have... some friends/., from totally different 
M: (0)rm not20 sure, but. 
M: I don't21 thinks so. 
M: that's not22 good!@ 
M: we we don't23 do that 
M: I don't24 think so. no! because, we=.. we don't25 take., pictures with all., family 
M: I couldn't26 find it. I brought many pictures from Japa=n& 
M; &but I couldn't27 find., the whole families in just.. One picture. 
M: "oh do you have., the picture with your family?" and then "no! I don't28 have it!"@ 
M: oh, I don't29 LIKE it. 
M: because in.. elemEntary school, I.. dldn't30 have to wear uniform/ and,., junior high 
M: I don'tS 1 know I think he is mixed! 
M: but we shouldn't32 do that@. I think we need to., get permission to sta=y.. 
M; yea, yea. but I don't33 know wHY,.. but 1, just gOt there/ and then just rain stopped. 
M: right, but., first I came to ArizOna, I was so surprised and then, I, even didn't34 
M: and then we couldn't35 find any.. grEEN trees with.. 
M: uh-huh. it's not36 a big one but... still.. scary. 
M: (0)to see., something very., nice., that I, even didn't37 realize BEFORE, I., came 
I was in Japan., maybe 1.. didn'tSS like something THERE, but if I after I CAME.. 
M: I don'G9 think so. not right now@ 

Conversation MP 

M: 1 haven't 1 /senkyun/ any classes with her. I think she is in, SLAT/ 
M: I I'm not2 quite sure... 
M; (0)&situations for, minority students, who, don'tS speak English well/ or, who are 
M: (0)[oh!] as YOU know the economic in Japan is.. NOT4 good,., right now, so, I think 
M: so I'm just not5 used to 
M: I KNOWww! I liked to read there but [oh!] I don't6 know it's too cold. XanotherX 
M: [right].... I'm not? saying 11 don'tS like, to live there but,., it's,., much more 
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M: no, I didii't.9 
M: right/s/ it's like, I don'tlO know in, 
M: I don'tl 1 know but.. 
M: or maybe they just... [ah..!] I don'tl2 know I just, found the job in.. Oregon todAy 
M: so I'm notl3 sure about what they're doing, but, 
M: at the dormitory, and then I TRY to speak @ENGLISH@, but, ah..! it DIDn'tl4 work, 
M: didn'tl5 work@ 
two WEEks, I just, DIDn'tl6 know ANYone,.. here in Tucson so first two weeks, it 
M: @because@, I don'tl? know,., because for girls we have to wear skirt/ 
M: and I don'tlS LIKE it@. I just hated it/ because I CAN'tl9 MOVE 
M: so,.. a=nd,.. I don't20 Uke the uniform, by mySELF but, also,., in JAPAN,., we 
don't21 want ME to do something,.. NOT usual 
M: I dont22 know maybe, because,., in JAPAN they try to., actually WE, try to, hide/ 
so I don't23 know what they're thinking inside of themselves! 
M: (0)they don't24 say Any.. 
M: I don't25 know 
M: I don't26 know@. they don'tl? DO that, in front of me. 
M: [if I say "oh, I'm not28 interested in cooking" something for dinner/ they MAY,., feel 
M: so I just DIDn't29 say anything.. I think I'm.. Japanese@ 
M: [oh,].. I don'tSO know, they just "oh, that's great, that's great you doing, wonderfiil 
M: XXI don't31 think they,.. REALLY understand what I mean or, what I'm 
M; so, I don't32 like it. so,., yeah, I TRY,., to talk,., what I., studying 
M: [and then, if they, don't33 give me, any more, respOnse or special cOmments 
M: (Hx) I, don't34 think so. 
M: [I I'm not35 saying,.. ALL Japanese do, or act, like, ME. 1 think depends on 
M: I don't36 knOw 
M: I don'tS? know.. 
M: uh-hu,I thin, my..slster.. I don'tSS know if she, really enjoy it., but, 1 think she feels 
M: 1 don't39 know! 
M: [I don't40 know, but,].. 
M: uh.. to/, tell the truth I don't41 like her very much 
M: so 11 don't42 think it's fair. 
M; but I don't43 think it worked@ 
M: but,., they don't44 work, that's why, my SISTER, and me/ 
M; because my mom and., the wife already tAlked. and then tried... [I don't45 know] 
M: so... I don't46 know, I USED TO like him so MUCH, but NOW,... he's OK but he's 
M: 1 don't4? know if if she feels BA=D... 
M; I don't48 know 
M: my brother's wife/, but... I don't49 know she., she dOesn'tSO, say, her,., honest 
M: I=..guEss so but, they just, don'tSl give us Any information about the 
M: (O)they don't52, say, anything in public 
M: I don't53 think so XXX 
M: (O)but they don't54 have any kids 
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M; so I don't55 know what she is @dOing@ 
M: oh, I don't56 want to quit 
M: oh..! ... Idon't57 know= 
M: but I don't58 knOw if she, REALLY, loves him.. I shouidn't59 say that but.. [I just 
M: so I don't60 knOW what WHY, she, decided, to quit., her ALL Interest.. 
don't61.. care being... by myselfi' 
M: [oh..] it it's not62, the same but it's, to ME,., it/s/ seems., similar.. NOT similar but,., 
urn because, hi=s fi\mily.. are... I think that, uh his elder brother/.. doesn't63 marry 
M: his wife., groups to THAT family, so he, REALLY doesn't64 know what's going to 
M: I don't65 know 
M: because maybe PIZZA,., is, from, Italy? @I don't66 know@ 
M: probably that's., that's the REAson. we just could cAn't67 get., the fresh materials 

Conversation MF 

M: (0)1 don'tl know much about Christianity. 
M; I don't2 know but usually the school starts in April 
M: actually I don't3 have., cer-tlfication/ 
M: but I don't4 know how it work. 
M: [like cognitively/ psychologically/1 don'tS know, so maybe., you have real, 
M: I don't6 know@ 
M: ok@. actually my father just turned to., ssixty. it's a big., big big I don't? know how 
M: I don'tS know how to say.. 
M: (0)11 DIDn't9 drink any water from., the faucet but 
M: I don'tlO know maybe I just drank... ice, mocha/ with., a lot of, ice\ 
M: (O)but I didn'tl 1 get.. Anything. 
M: no, I don'tl2 think so.. 
M; I can'tIS TELL which one is better than., another.. 
M: so.. I don'tl4 like that, because people're, kind a.. ha=ve narrower/., view..? 
M: [the whole yEar. so I just don'tl5 get, used to it. 
M: &@@@ because you read them! whole, book! but.. 11, DIDn'tl6 finish.. 
M: I don'tl? like @that@! 
M: [through/ out-door activities.. I don't 18 @know@, HOW [@].. 
M: (0)1 don'tl9 think., many., institutes., are doing., those... have those prOgrams.. 
M: [for six years but.. WE still don't20 speak English!@ 
M: from.. English to Japanse/.. it's not21.. practical.. 
M: [because they don't22.. think it's useful/ 
M: there're not23 many people from different cOUntries so they don't24 NEED to 
M: I don't25 think., there're enOUgh native speakers,., to teach rEAL English 
M: (0)and also students are so..[@] kind of. I don't26 know how to say., surprise to see., 
it's... [oh!] NOT2? good, students are just., very compEtitive to each other but 
M: in some way it's good but.. I don't28 like it. 
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M: for themselves. I don't29 know because., in high school we have., ten minutes., ten 
M: then I don'tSO like to study between breaks, so I just talk TALK TALK., to everyone 
M: even,.. XX NEED to/, [oh!] I HAte that I don'tS 1 think it's good for their.. 
M:[it's not32 good! 
M: so, so. Usually in.. cOllege or univErsity they don't33 cAre about their mAjors. they 
M: and then, another school maybe they take., exam for.. I don't34 know English.. 
M; [(XX)! they don't35 knOw what they want to DO 
M: they don't36 care! 
M: [so I don't37 like that part. 
M; I think sometimes students especially small, children,.. don't38 knOw,.. which one., 
to., want, to, do! ... or if thEy have too much freedom... XI don't39 knowX they just 
M: (O)and to ME,., tha.. Others,., just don't40 cAre,.. about., one individual.. 
M: [parents, parents don't41, force, their children,., to do.. sOmething, "YOU should do& 
M: they., they don't42 do that. 
M: oh..! I don't43 think my my parents care,.. thAt. 
M: but @NOW@, I don't44, think., people care about... going out., with boyfriend or 
M: they, but.. I., maybe., they,., they don't45 wAnt to have bAbies before 
mArrige but,., if they have bAbies,... that's that's, just,.. @ I don't46 know 
M; but in JapA=n I think, sOme,.. couple=s.. don't47 like each other maybe after they 
married/., but they just... don't48 wAnt to divorce 
M: so thEy.. maybe they don't49,. like to hEAr that@ 
M: 11 don'tSO CARE! 
M: because I haven'tSl experienced for long! but when I was in Japa=n,.. there is, some 
her hometown)) but.. I hAven't52 experienced., like big earthquake/ or 
M: I don't53 know,., because no=w, maybe I think, la=st four five yeeirs/.. the Japanese 
M: dramatically so I don't54 know I stay HERE so,.. 

Conversation MV 

M: u-u, I don'tl think so. 
M: but I don't2 know! bilingual means, to me,.. Japemese and English because I'm from 
M: so I was, no, NOT3 interested in being teacher because 
M: but, I don't4 know, beyond,., college university I just, LOVE going to school& 
M: actually I have,... I haven'tS experienced summer here, because I al always go back 
M: I don't6 know 11 LOVE to do, almost everything but,., uh... a maybe writing a 
but,.. I don't? like organize my idea... 
M: (Hx) [I don'tS know!]@ 
M: (O)and they just "oh, no, no, no, 1 don't9 wanna get stomachache!" 
M: "oh, my good! I shouldn'tlO do that"@ 
M: not,.. actually 11 don'tl 1 think I try..& 
M: I don'tl 2 think, we 
M: I wasn'tl3, at the end of Septembers I was HERE 
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M: XX no, 11 COULDn'tl4,.. so., and also some of 
my, uh friends, getting married, but. I've never, I just couldn't 15 GO, because of 
M; maybe ceremony itself, is notl6 that long 
M: yeah, for reception maybe,., two three hours? I don*tl7 know 
M: &each other, and then,.. I can understand movies, BUT, if I don'tlS understand 
custom/ or language/.. I just, sometime I couldn'tl9 get the point,., because of,.. I 
wasn't20, familiar with, religion/ 
M; [oh..!] hm... (Hx) I don't21 care about,... love stories/ but I like more,... maybe 
M: u-hu, it's not22 action but, it's a kind a /s/ science fiction 
M: act,., like,., uh, I don't23 know how to express but,... they SHOW,., uh.. /s/ something 
it's not24, artificial 
themselves don't25, look like, real 
M: I can't26 tell, which country is, it's more,..violence,..than...other country 
M: but I think yea he was,., in,., he was,.. IN,., somewhere. I don't27 know where 
father, uh some,., insect [insect] or., /kabutomushi/1 don't28 know how to say in 
M: so I don't29 think it's.. XX 
M: I don'tSO know it's maybe be, it's from,., video games/ or 
M: but in Japan we don't31 have such system. 
M: but if you... uh... if you, TRY to control,., teen-agers,., but 1 don't32 think it works. 
M: so, I don't33 know which, system is better than,., another 
M: um no I don't34 think so. 
kind of movement, not, smoking is not35 good, but in Japan I don't36 know why 
M: (O)but once they smoke, they just, can't37 quit 
M:... a, I don'tSS care much about,.. what,..he's done with., woman/ 
M: but the FIRST,., he just denied and said "oh, I didn't39 do it."., just denied and., the 
M: so, I don't40 think,.. 
M:... hm uum I don't41 think so. if he's., a good LEADER,., in a country, I 
don't42 think he SHOULD resign 
M: (O)that's ok. but., the people, now don't43, like him... 
M:.. maybe... old generation may think,., he should, resign but I don't44 think,., younger 

Speaker Y(Yasuko) 

Conversation YC 

... uh way is getting popular/ (H) a=nd so but '^only conmiunicative way is not! very 
you don't2 have to= like ... worry about writing and read— '^reading and writing is sill 
important but it's no=t3 fit to your goal then you can .. like leave it out, 
di(Li't4 this school didn't5 require the GR— GRE/ a=nd also 
Y: u-hu my— my program, didn't6 require does not? require GRE/ (H) and also 
Y: (H) i=s like ... notS very high/ like 
didn't9 have that much score so, <Q oh! this is good! Q>@@ 
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to kkno=w hhow you do like— iit's n no=t,10 (H) ... scaling your intelligence/ or 
Y: bu=t my parents were so worried/ because painter is notl 1 a jo=b, 
Y: <Q ((personal neame)), it's notl2 a job, and you cannot! 3 make money! Q>@@ 
p— problem is I don'tl4 have car, 
Y; all my life/ (H) so I cannotl5 have pe—ts ex— cept birds/ 
Y: I-m notl6 sure. 
Y: u-hu, rich, a=nd I don'tl? have to work/ 
Y: huum, I tried once, bu=t I didn'tlS .. like it. 
Y: a=nd like completely.. tired, my mo=m— mother/ like— % uh= was notl9 able to 
but m=y— ... like my father/ he didn't20 wanna come@, 
Y: <Q 'cause I can't21 smoke Q>! @@. 
my—mother didn't22 recognize me. 
good American movies/ but most '^cent movies, < WH like WH> I don't23 like 
them. (H) because mostly they are ... I don't24 know what happened/ but they seems 
everybody is watching/ bu=t I think (H) you cannot25 reaUy ... hide everything, 
Y: so if— ... you— .. you don't26 have to show '^everything, but you cannot27 hide 
Y: I cannot28 carry like thi=s, like 11 cannot29 show in public, I couldn't.30 
Y: 'cause it's not31— nnot32 practical/ not33 comfortable/ (H) not34 pretty/ 
Y: like we are .. just translating/ a=nd %tho=se classes English classes are no=t35 for 
Y: 'cause even teachers cannot36 speak. (H) a=nd iit the classes are for, (H) entrance 
heard that—English, is no=t37— like present English/ it's like o=ld style English. 
that's not38 used. 
Y: and I ha=d a— uh American roommate, so but— I couldn't39— 
Y: u-hu. (H) I couldn't40 speak English very well; so I— ... XX, tried everything/ to 
Y; because the company/1— I don't41 know if it's the same— ... in United States/ but in 
Y: it's '^ve=ry competitive, (H) 1 don't42 know why people wants to be a stewardess/ 
Y: but— %1 think it's not43 the matter of money/ (H) it's the '^image of stewardess, is 
Y: a=nd, (H) (i)/t's/ '^no=t44 like that, but it's startin— 
Y: <SGH ah= SGH>,... (H) nno=t everyone, like— ... I.. don't45 care about bra=nd/ 
university/ women's university, a=nd— u— if you '^go there a=nd you didn't46 have 
like people, won't47 judge you, because of your /glou/— clothing, (H) like the 
you, like— ... so doesn't48 matter how you look/ (H) but in Japan/ it's '^very 
Y: so, she cannot49 really like speak/ she cannot50 express her, like how/ she Really 
Y: pressure. (H) she lost her voice, he couldn't51 speak for a while. 
Y: (H) I think they— the—... the government/ or imperial,... uum, I don't52 know how 
Y: ca=n, export car? but I don't53 know. Japan can. 

Conversation YD 

'Really good, but uh ther that's notl, the '^first thing I want to '^do. so I— 
Y: [but they don't2 .. have in <X of X>.. cla=sses or 'Heachers, (H) or, linguist— ah I 
students/ (H) a=nd we= ah 1 am no=t3, like that-- ... getting that.. level/ so it's too 
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Y: leveiy and because of my ^English level is no=t4, uum ... uum maybe not5 
Y: [&and she said <Q oh this school doesn't6 require GRE Q>! so <Q oh, good Q>! 
big so= even— like— don't? have chance to meet people^ 
Y: (H) uu=m,... (H) (SGH) I don'tS know aha— ... like before/ we had— .. uh in Oregon 
Y: but "^here, we don't9 have that much, things going on "^aybe I ..just.. don'tlO .. 
Y: [bu=t, (H) uu=m,... I don'tl 1 know, like he— here 1=.. spend— .. like— .. seme— 
Y: then I thought <Q oh maybe you .. this is notl2 what I want to do Q>! 
Y: [(H) so= maybe not so=, (H) I would like to go to China/ but I.. don'tl 3 .. speak 
Y: so= bu=t— ... I don'tl4 ... huum it doesn'tl5 matter where I go/ like just like '^English 
Y: ah= I don'tl 6 know, @@ <SML maybe SML>, (H) @@, we have— we are very 
close/ each other/ but I don'tl? know what exactly he is doing/ 
Y: like I don'tl 8 care/@, and he doesn'tl9 know why— what I'm studying '^here, so, (H) 
Y: I don't20 think so. 
Y: [I don't21 know why, but it's uu that's the one thing I like— I— uu— very much like ... 
Y: u-hu; <SML right SML>. a=nd ... she said— u so I couldn't22 really avoid her 
Y: and she lives in like fifth floor, so I couldn't23— .. avoid her, 
Y: u-hu; and <Q if, if you study too much/ you— '^won't24 ha— you won't25 .. be able to 
Y: like— ... -^old u she is not26 old but— 
'^don't study too '^uch; otherwise you won't2? .. have .. husband in your future Q>@, 
Y: &a— actually I don't28 ^eed husband I'm not29 going to '^arry Q>, so she said <Q 
Y; I— like I don'tSO talk to her very much/ like m=maybe once or '^twice a 
Y: (H)she is joking, uh... 1= don'tSl '^know! 
... '^wanted to go, to university. (H) but they— .. couldn't32, because like my mother 
Y: <@ so= @>, (H) she was the youngest/ so she couldn't33, u-hu, 
Y: uh she couldn't34 .. go to ... a university/ it was ... uh kind of rare, 
university/ but he couldn*t35/ he=... yeah, a=nd so they both gave up ... the 
Y: so both of my parents said, <Q oh, like, we don't36 have much money/ we are no=t3?, 
Y: so I Midn'tSS have to convince them or anything just they 
Y: so I didn'=t39 leam much I had a, (H) American room mate, so ^it was good 
Y: but we sometimes couldn't40— come up with .. word/ and ended .. up .. with ... in u=m 
Y: so teacher was "Really mad, <@ like or @> she couldn't41 understand Japanese./ 
struggle a lo=t/ because I didn't42 really study/ 
Y: then I went ba=ck to Japan/ and spe=nd ... two years/ (H) in Japan and I— .. '^didn't43 
Y; uum, a lo=t of students/ but we don't44 ... really 'Halk each other, so I don'(t)=45 
Y; [so she doesn't46—... uum she is not46b plaiming to ... come back here next... fall. 
Y: sso she is not4? coming back, so, 
Y: I won't48 be able to study. @@@. 
Y: I won't49 call her, like <Q don't call me@, I have to study Q>, tin; @(H). 
i=n=, (H) I am not50 Christian/ but I was invited... to th/i/= bible study, because 
Y: a=nd, (H) oh! we didn'tSl really '^talk each other, 
Y: because i=n Japa=n we don't52 get... this big .. like .. cookies. 
Y: and but— ... when I first came here, in United States I— couldn't53— eatit, like it— was-
Y: like I don't54 know somehow, (H) ... when I move to US, I couldn't55 eat beef. 
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Y: &it's '^ot56 real. (H) like it's—... a=lways~ in Americay it's served with that spoony 
Y: <WH ah= WH> I've never tr=y— it doesn't57 look good@@. 
don't58 like ... raw/... fish, (H) 
Y: [but— I... '^don't59 have to wony about my age/1 '^still have 'Himey 
Y: so my.. parents/ doesn'60— don't61 care/ but my relatives/ are 'Very conservativey 
Y: because ... % being mother, i=s that she doesn't62 ... have ti=me/ to ready 
Y: &she won't63 get a jo=b. (H) 
Y: because he ... I don't64 think he— ... but— ... he Midn't65 '^choose, to be bom as a 
Y: like a prince=ss/ and (H) she like— ... doesn't66 look directlyy like like she goes like 
Y: so a=nd a=lso she she— no=w tthe iissue i=s ... she i=s not67 ... a= having a baby/ yety 
Y; so= maybe they are not68 gonna ha=ve ... like bo=y to succeedy so= I'm '^interested ... 
have a '^women emperor Q>. bu=t, I don't69 know. '^a=ybe not. 
Y: a==nd like'^en's world, so I don't70 think they allow (H) women to be emperor. 
(H) bu=t I'm sure they don't7l wanna= cut.. the= lineagey 
don't72 have a babyy (H) people think <Q oh something wro=ng with her Q>, 
Y: I th— .. '^thi=nk -it's '^him. because ... <SML I don't73 know SML>@. 
Y: I don't74 think they can— ... uu=m yeah=— 
Y: [like some of the= like get divorced I don-175 think that's (H) they don't76 have 
Y: (H) <SGH uu=m SGH>y I don't77 knowy@@. 
Y: [(H) but i=n Japan/ we celebrate/ Christmasy (H) but it's not78 very important it's— 
D: that's not79 family... thing. (H) bu=t ^new years are -^very important in Japan./ (H) 
food for three days. the=n women— .... don'tSO— .. ha=ve to cook for three daysy 
Y: no 1 didn'tSl— ... a= ... go back to Japany because it's— ... expensivey 
Y: [so I— thought <Q oh I don't82 .. ha=ve to go back to Japan Q>; 
Y: I am '^otSS Christian. 
Y: no=, I am '^not84 Christians but I— 
Y: no. we have no religion, like a lo=t of Japanese people don't85 .. ha=ve religion. 
Y: bu=t... uu=m most of'^young generation, they don't86 ha=ve religion. (H) 
Y: bu=t I— even though I— ... '^do=n't87 have religiony 
like not88 sure what they're sayingy people consider, (H) u=m if she ... i=f'^they see 

Conversation YF 

Y: (O)they sai=d like <Q it doesn't 1 make sense/ since you '^speak that language Q>& 
Y: [&but it's not2 trae. it— .. the= you '^speak that language— .. doesn't3 mean you are 
Y; I don't4 think so@@, 
Y: but— I.. already discovered that I'm not5 a research person. (H) so, (H) u=m it's 
Y: bu=t 1= don't6 think so I would like to uh work/ firsty 
Y: [then, the=y like— don't7 know what to— what—.. they '^ally want to do, they're just 
Y: &they like <Q oh this is not8 my o— what I wanted to do= Q>! 
Y: (H) bu=t uh= I—... you know i— ... in Jap— i=n Japanese universityy people ... don't9 
Y: [&we— like— don'tlO study like just play/ have fu=n/ and, (H) 
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Y: and also the= entrance exam is notl 1 /gu=/~ uu it's competitive/ but 'hiot as 
Y: but... uh=... they're notl2 good at applying that to higher... level, 
Y: (0)bu=t there is notl3 many people u— '^u=sing that... skill a— computer. 
Y: that way, so, (H) that's popular way/ but— ... I Mon'tl4 think— I leam English more 
than ten years/ in Japan/ (H) but I... couldn'tl 5 speak, 
Y: u-un. 1= don'tl6 think so, u=m, 
Y: huu=m no= I don'tl? think so, 
Y: bu=t I don'tl 8 think %really ... they ha=ve clear idea/ yet/ 
Y: no= I would '^love to but I don'tl 9 have time. 
Y: I don't20 know '^aybe Pedagogy. 
Y: I'm not21 sure, 
Y: (O)but you... % haven't22 .. seen .. her, 
cannot23 speak, 
Y: (H) how to speak/ and stufiC' because I didn't24 have chance to like— 
Y: [and I couldn't25 ... get up./ like (H) like— I was— 
Y: we— ... couldn't26 use water/ because the— p— 
Y; so= we couldn't27 use water=, a=nd a, (H) school sai=d it was— % the— maybe u=m 
Y: <Q because we don't28 have much food to ... <SML feed you SML> Q>, 

@@<@ we don't29 ha=ve @>, house— 
Y: <@ we can't30 go home 
didn'tSl have place to stay,/ 
Y: so I stayed at the hotel/ (H) the=n the— % at that time of course I didn't32 ha=ve car/ 
or I didn't33 have uh even bicycle. 
Y: and I couldn't34 '^eat. (H) too ho=t. 
Y: u-un, no. I don't35 '^want to have a car. 
Y: because ... I don't36 wanna drive/ 
Y: [i=t's, I'm no=t37 ... like— kind of person who can .. drive/ because— my a% I can't38 
Y: 1= shouldn't39 drive. 
Y: (0)1 don*t40 like it. 
Y: I '^do=n't41 like research. 
Y: (H) <X I X> don't42 know= 1... first I thought 1 like research/ 
Y: (H) and if you don't43 ^do tha=t people would trash your paper. 
Y; so= I don't44 like it, @. 
Y: if I didn't45 see it <Q o; this person constructed data Q>; 
Y: [so I can— say— like <Q o, I don't46 trust you Q>; 
Y: then I can say <Q oh you ha— you don't47 have evidence Q>. so, out; @@ uum, 
Y: a=nd also this person, '^didn't48 have numbers,... or... like— 
Y: a=nd like u— u— you— not49— using uh= statistics/ 
Y: then I would say <Q I don'tSO trust you Q>! @@@, (H) @@. 
Y: no= I don't51 want to@, X— 
Y; no in master's program you don't52 ha=ve to. 
Y: so that's one reason 1 don't53 wanna go <@ on to @> the Ph.D.@@. 
Y; I don't54 like uh his book/ usually/ but I like this one. 
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Y: one teacher a=nd one young student/ the— .. a=nd one—... tha— ... I do=n't55 really 
Y: [and (H) he thought he— he was like miserable. (H) he thought he couldn't56~ he 
cannotS? catch up/ because they are— too great/ 
and— ... if you—... wanna... uu=ni '^how, <Q no I didn't58 I'm clean Q>, (H) then 
Y: I.. '^don'tSQ think so. because I think (H) uh young people committing suicide 
teacher cannot60 know. 
Y: (H) a=nd if 'Hhey know teacher knows (H) they cannot61 protect /h/— one student, 
don't62 ha=ve counseling system/ in Japan/ 
Y: [(H) u=m, we cannot63 say, <Q oh you— ... you('d) better go to counseling Q>, you 
Y: I didn't64 go to prep school/ like— my— '^everybody else went to but I 
didn't65@@so& 
don't66 want to study, (H) but their parents force them to go to like other schools. 

Conversation YV 

Y: Miyamoto, u-un, I don't I know. 
Y: but my parents said <Q no; <@ Yasuko @> it's not2 a like job; 
Y: [you won't3 make money Q>@. 
Y: [I d— I— .. don't4 speak French/ 
Y: like I don'tS speak French/ 
Y: u= oh= I don't6 think so. 
Y: I heard people— .. don't? like it. 
Y: French food; (H) I don'tS know, I— I think we have too 
many,... like food from foreign countries/ so we cannot9 recognize which one is ... 
Y: not really. @@, (H) because one thing I— didn'tlO have.. time/ 
Y: X it's difficult when you have time you don't 11 have money/ and we— if'^you have, 
(H) ^money you don't 12 have time. 
she was notl3—.. like— /sh/— she agreed/ totally agreed/ 

so= poor people cannotl4 move in. 
Y: it— be— because in Japan or in Oregon you don'tlS have to say, (H) it's like, of 
^course you don't 16 you cannot 17 bring guns and weapons. 
Y: [because, (H) it's notl8 like Japan ^here you have like south part/ it's more .. like, (H) 
Y: a=nd, (Hx)huun, /aila/— ^here I don'tl9 have— ... I '^ha=ve TV but I don't20 watch it/ 
Y: a=nd I think they don't21— .. care, what he does/ (H) but— ... uun, the morality/ 
Y: doesn't22—... it's <X more X> does, but it doesn't23 matter match/ compared to his, 
Y: [and '^i=n., Ja'^a=n, he won't24 be survive, because the moral, (H) 
Y: huum(Hx) .... (SGH) ... % I don't25 know, @. he— uh I think it's— .. the .. ssame/ like 
Y; he lied about, like— <Q I don't26— I— .. didn't27 do anything Q>, 
Y: because—... people .. like— ... I— I don*t28 know exactly what kind of people/ but 
Y: <SML I'm not29 good at politics SML> but, (H) um, 
Y: @@, they—.. they don't30— .. care about— ee for '^em it's notS 1 a big ... deal. 
Y: and people.. don't32 like .. the prime minister/ 
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Y: Frankly I don't33 know much... about like what's really happening/ (H) but—... I 
Y: u-hu, and but American people don't34 
Y; so I don't35 know what American people are saying 
Y: we don't36 share a lo=t of Japanese.. X films in Japan, most of Japane— young— 
Y: no a=nd a— a— also Japanese people don't37 reco^qiize Kurosawa as a... like— he is 
Y: so people don't38 watch Kurosawa movie/ 
Y: u=m— the company didn't39, (H) help him, 
Y: so, would like to see that movie very -^uch but I don't40 
Y; so, that is the one thing I don't41 likey 
Y; but a the thing one thing I'd like about it/ is um, (H) like 1 don't42 have to ^^nk, it's 
Y: I— I don't43 know I— (H, H) don't44 have much experience, as I mentioned, bu=t& 
Y: but I don't45 have time/ 
Y; like <Q wh=y you don't46 ha=ve, like alcoholic problem for youth/ 
Y: uh I dont47 think we ha=ve like serious ... alcoholic problem for young people. 
caimot48 take ale— alcohol, ^uch alcohol, like biologically, 
you= are •^ot49 supposed to drink, (H) that's gonna be really ba=d it's really rude. 
Y: so she is very.. like .. notSO satisfied with her, (H) life. 
Y: ha=— it's ^interesting because, the restaurant/ they don'tS 1 stop you, to drink/ 
Y: [uh they won't52 .. say .. anything. 
Y: uum, I don't53 think so. 
Y: [(H) but(H) I don't54 know why.. but.. maybe ., a= American people can like 
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APPENDIX F: READING TRANSCRIPT 

(Note. Numbers represent token numbers. Blank lines with numbers indicate that the 
pitch of those tokens were not detected by the speech analysis program [correctly] or 
speakers did not utter those tokens. Negatives in boldface indicate that speakers created 
their own forms when reading without following the printed original forms.) 

Speaker A (Afdra) 

1) Twenty will not co=me 
2) I haven't li=ved 
3) I do=ii't account 
4) I didn't know 
5) I didn't get 
6) but, didn't mail 
7) I didn't reply 
8) I didn't. 
9) Gladys wouldn't let 
10) I didn't want 
11) 
12) I didn't have 
13) a=nd didn't find 
14) Brethren, did not, ho=ld 
15) College, was not necessary 
16) Ira didn't say 
17) you, couldn't guess 
18) she couldn't identify 
19) It wasn't till 
20) He didn't ha=ve 
21) Maggie wasn't even 
22) Maggie couldn't think 
23) Serena didn't even 
24) Maggie couldn't think 
25) Maggie hadn't seen 
26) Maggie wasn't so 
27) she wouldn't have 
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Speaker I (Ichiro) 

1) Twenty will co— will not come 
2) I haven't lived 
3) I can't account 
4) I didn't know 
5) I didn't get 
6) but didn't mail 
7) I didn't reply 
8) I didn't. 
9) Gladys, wouldn't let 
10) I didn't want 
11) we couldn't sleep 
12) I didn't have 
13) and didn't find 
14) Brethren didn't, hold 
15) College was not necessary 
16) Ira didn't say 
17) you couldn't guess 
18) she couldn't identify 
19) It wasn't till 
20) 
21) Maggie wasn't even 
22) Maggie couldn't think 
23) Serena didn't— ha— even 
24) Maggie couldn't think 
25) Maggie hadn't seen 
26) Maggie— wasn't so 
27) she wouldn't have 

Speaker S (Shin) 

1) Twenty will uh= not come 
2) I haven't lived 
3) I can't account 
4) I didn't know 
5) I didn't get 
6) but uh= didn't mail 
7) I didn't— p; reply 
8) I didn't. 
9) Gladys wouldn't let 
10) I didn't want 
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11) we couldn't, uh= sleep 
12) I didn't ha=ve 
13) and didn't find 
14) Brethren uh=, did not uh= hold 
15) College was no=t success— u— u= necessary 
16) Ira didn't say 
17) you couldn't guess 
18) she i= couldn't identify 
19) It wasn't till 
20) He didn't have 
21) Maggie wasn't even 
22) Maggie couldn't think 
23) Serena didn't uh= even 
24) Maggie couldn't uh= think 
25) Maggie hadn't uh= seen 
26) Maggie wasn't uh= so 
27) she wa~ u— she wouldn't ha=ve 

Speaker K (Keiko) 

1) Twenty will not come 
2) I haven't lived 
3) I cannot, account 
4) I didn't know 
5) I didn't get 
6) but didn't meiil 
7) I didn't reply 
8) I didn't. 
9) Gladys wouldn't let 
10) I didn't want 
11) we couldn't sleep 
12) 
13) and didn't find 
14) Brethren didn't hold 
15) College was not necessary 
16) Ira didn't— s— say 
17) you couldn't guess 
18) she couldn't identify 
19) It wasn't till 
20) 
21) Maggie wasn't even 
22) Maggie couldn't think 
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23) Serena didn't even 
24) Maggie couldn't think 
25) Maggie hadn't seen 
26) Maggie wasn't so 
27) she wouldn't have 

Speaker M (Masako) 

1) Twenty will not— come 
2) I haven't lived 
3) I canno=t account 
4) I didn't know 
5) I didn't get 
6) but didn't mail 
7) I didn't reply 
8) I didn't. 
9) Gladys wouldn't, let 
10) I didn't want 
11) we couldn't sleep 
12) I didn't have 
13) and didn't find 
14) Brethren, didn't hold 
15) 
16) Ira didn't say 
17) you, couldn't guess 
18) she couldn't identify 
19) It wasn't till 
20) He didn't have 
21) Maggie wasn't even 
22) Maggie couldn't think 
23) Serena didn't even 
24) Maggie couldn't think 
25) Maggie hadn't seen 
26) Maggie wasn't so 
27) she wouldn't have 

Speaker Y (Yasuko) 

1) Twenty will no=t come 
2) I haven't lived 
3) I can't account 
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4) I didnt know 
5) I didn't get 
6) but didn't mail 
7) I didn't reply 
8) I didn't. 
9) Gladys wouldn't let 
10) I didn't want 
11) we couldn't sleep 
12) I didn't have 
13) and didn't find 
14) Brethren, did not, hold 
15) College was not necessary 
16) Ira didn't say 
17) you couldn't guess 
18) she couldn't identify 
19) It wasn't till 
20) 
21) Maggie wasn't even 
22) Maggie couldn't think 
23) Serena didn't even 
24) Maggie, couldn't think 
25) Maggie hadnt seen 
26) Maggie wasn't so 
27) she wouldn't have 
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APPENDIX G: EXAMPLE OF ANALYSIS FILE 
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APPENDIX H: CODING STRINGS 

Conversation 

Speaker A (Akira) 

(rf4+tncmilpannm+nac (1 
(nal -pnomi 1 phnnm+nac 
(nf4+tncmi 1 phnnm+nac 
(nnb+tnobiipvnnm+nac 
(ffc-pnoti4pfiinm+nac 
6 
7 
8 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pknnm+nac 
(hnd-pnomrl pvnnm+nac 
(nnc-pnoms4pvnnm+nac 
(ffc-pnobi 1 pvnnm+nac 
(ra2-plomiiphnnm+nac 
(fhd-pnosi 1 pknnm+nac 
C^a I -pncmi 1 pannm+nac 
(nnd-pnobr 1 pknnm+nac 
(nal -pncmi 1 piwnm+nac 
18 
(rad-pnosi 1 pknnm+nac 
(nnd-pnomd I pvnnm+nac 
(nnd-pno2i 1 pvnnm+nac 
(nnd-pnrsi 1 phnnm+nac 
(nnd-pnoti3 pvnnm+nac 
(md-pnobi 1 phnnm+nac 
(nnd-pncbi 1 pknnm+nac 
26 
(nfc-prcsi4pvnnm+nac 
(nfd-pnobi 1 pvnnm+nac 
(nnd-pno2i4pvnnm+nac 
(fiid-pnobi 1 fvnnm+nac (3 0 
(hfd-cnoiiafihnm+nac 
(n£2-cnobiaihnnm+nac 
(nfc-cncbiahvnnm+nac 
(nnd-cnoiiophnnm+nac 
C^d-cnoii6pvnnm+nac (35 

Speaker I (Ichiro) 

(nal-pnomilpnnnm+nic (1 
(nnf-pnomiipfiinm+nic 
(nnd-pnomd 1 pvnnm+nic 
(nnd-promi 1 pknnm+nic 
5 
(nnd-plomi6pvnmn+nic 
7 
(nnd-pnrmi6pvnnm+nic 
(nnd-promd 1 pvnnm+nic 
10 
(nnd-plomi 1 pvnnm+nic 
('^d-probi4pknnm+nic 
(nnd-pncbi4pknnm+nic 
(nnd-pncbi4pknnm+nic 
15 
(n£i2-pnobiipannm+nic 
(na2-pnoniiipannm+nic 
C^p-pnomi 1 pvnnm+nic 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnm+nic 
('^nd-pnoti4pvnnm+nic 
(nfc-pnomi3phnnm+nic 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
(tfc-probi£ifvnnm+nic 
(nfc-promi 1 pvnnm+nic 
(nnd-prosi6pvnnm+nic 
(ffc-probi 1 pvnnm+nic 
(nfc-pnoms 1 pfimm+nic 
32 
(nnd-pncmi 1 pvnnm+nic 
(nnd-pnomi6pfiinm+nic 
(^b+tncmi6pfiinm+nic 

Speaker S (Shin) 

(nnb+tnobilpvnnm+nsc (1 
(nnd-pno2i 1 pvnnm+nsc 
(nnb+tnomi 1 avnnm+nsc 
4 
(and-pnoaianfimm+nsc 
(^d-pronii4piwnm+nsc 
CW-probitpvnnm+nsc 
(md-probiopvnnm+nsc 
CHid-promi 1 piwnm+nsc 
10 
CW-cnobiSpvnnm+nsc 
C^d-pnomi 1 pknnm+nsc 
13 
('^fc-pnoai6pvnnm+nsc 
(af2-pnomisinnnm+nsc 
(md-pnobrl phnnm+nsc 
C^d-pncbr 1 piwnm+nsc 
(nnd-pnoti 1 pvnnm+nsc 
(md-pnomrl pvnnm+nsc 
(fiE2-pnotmniwnm+nsc (20 
(nnd-plomrl avnnm+nsc 
(nnd-pnomi I pvnnm+nsc 
(na2-pnobiipannm+nsc 
24 
(^d-pnobrl pvnnm+nsc 
26 
(fa2-pnotiipfimm+nsc 
28 
29 
30 
(fiid-pnomd 1 pvnnm+nsc 
C^-probiipiwnm+nsc 
(nnd-pnobi4pvnnm+nsc 
(nnd-pnosi4pvnnm+nsc 
C^nd-pnomd 1 pvnnm+nsc 
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(rf<l-cncii6pfiinm+nac 
(nfc-pnosiSpfiuun+nac 
(ffl-fiic2iiifviiiim+nac 
(r£l-fiic2iiihvnnm+nac 
(nnd-pnomi I pknmn+nac 
(40 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnm+nac 
(nnb+tnobi Iphnnm+nac 
(nf4+tncbi 1 pannm+nac 
(nff-pnominfvnnm+nac 
CW-pnctinhvnnm+nac (45 
(fa2-progiipannm+nac 
47 
(fFc-pnomr4phnnm+nac 
(na2-pnobiifannm+nac 
(ffc-pnomi 1 pvnnm+nac 
(na2-pnotiipdnnm+nac 
1 
2 
(md-pnosrl pvnnm+-ad 
(ffc-plomi4pvnnm+-ad 
5 
(nnd-pnomi4phnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pncmi4pvnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pnrmi4pvnnm+-ad 
9 
(na 1 -pnomi I pisnm+-ad 
11 
12 
(na2-pnomsipfiinm+-ad 
14 
15 
(nnd-pnomi 1 phnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pncmi 1 pknnm+-ad 
(fFc-pnomi 1 pvnnm+-ad 
(na2-cno 1 iipinnm+-ad 
(fiic-pnomiipvnnm+-ad (20 
(nfc-pnomi 1 pvnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnm+-ad 
C^d-pncbi 1 pvnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pnosiopvnnm+-ad (25 
(nfc-pnobrl pfhnm+-ad 

(fiFc-piotinnfhnm+nic 
(•^d-pnobi 1 pvnnm+nic 
38 
('^d-pnobi4pennm+nic 
(rfd-pnrbi4pvnnm+nic 
(nal-pnobilphnnm+nic 
(nfZ-pnotiafannm+nic 
(rfc-pnomi 1 pvnnm+nic 
(£fc-pnnni 1 pfimm+nic 
(fiid-pnomi 1 pknnm+nic 
46 
47 
('^d-pnomrl pvnnm+nic 
(nnd-piomd 1 pvnnm+nic 
(nal -pnomi 1 pennm+nic 
(nnd-ploai 1 pvnnm+nic 
(nfd-pno2i0fannm+nic 
(rO-pnr2i3pannm+nic 
54 
(tfZ-pnoriwpfimm+nic 
C^d-pnobrl pvnnm+nic 
57 
C^d-pnomdl p#nnm+nic 
(nfc-prosi 1 pvnnm+nic 
(nnd-pnomiopvnnm+nic 
(nnd-pnobrlpvnnm+-id (1 
(nnd-pnomd 1 pvnnm+-id 
C^d-promi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pnobr 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnf-pnr2iipvnnm+-id 
6 
(nfc-pnosi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(fiQ-pnotisphnnm+-id 
(nC-pnrminnwnnm+-id 
('^d-prcsilpknnm+-id (10 
(nnb+trosi4pknnm+-id 
(nnf-pnosiipvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pnomi 1 phnnm+-id 
(nnd-pncmi 1 pknnm+-id 
(nnd-pnosrlpvnnm+-id (15 
(ra 1 -pnosi 1 pmnm+-id 
(nnd-pncai 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nC-pbominnannm+-id 

(35 
('^d-pnoai 1 pvnnm+nsc 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnm+nsc 
("^d-pnobi 1 pvnnm+nsc 
C^d-pnomi 1 piwnm+nsc 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnm+nsc 
41 
C^d-pnomianennm+nsc 
('^d-promi 1 piwnm+nsc 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnm+nsc 
(nf4+tnoti3 phnnm+nsc 
46 
('^b+troti3pvnnm+nsc 
C^d-pnomi 1 pknnm+nsc 
C^fc-pnomi3 pvnnm+nsc 
50 
('^d-pnobi6piwnm+nsc 
52 
('^d-pnogi 1 piwnm+nsc 
(^d-pnomi 1 piwnm+nsc 
C^d-pnomi 1 pknnm+nsc 
56 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnm+nsc 
(hnd-pnomrl pvnnm+nsc 
(md-pnomilpvnnm+nsc (59 
(^d-pnosilphnnm+-sd (1 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pfiinm+-sd 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
(fiid-pnomi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
(na2-proaiipannm+-sd (5 
('^a2-promiipdnnm+-sd 
(na2-pnobripannm+-sd 
(nnd-pnomrl pvnnm+-sd 
9 
(nnb+tnoai 1 pvnnm+-sd 
(nnb+tnomi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
(ffb+tnoai 1 pvnnm+-sd 
(nnb+tncai 1 pknnm+-sd 
C^b+tnoai 1 phnnm+-sd 
(nnd-cnoiilpvnnm+-sd (15 
(nnb+tnomi 1 pknnm+-sd 
C^d-pnobi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
18 
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(nfc-pncbrl pvnmn+-ad 
(fifc-pnoai6pvniim+-ad 
(ra2-plotuplnnm+-ad 
(nal-pnomilpi>vnm+-ad (30 
(nnd-pnomi 1 piwnm+-ad 
(£f3-pnoriwpnnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pnomi I pknnm+-ad 
34 
(hnd-pnobi 1 pknnm+-ad 
(flfc-pnotr6pvnnm+-ad 
(na2-pnotiiphnnm+-ad 
(rf3-pnobranhnnm+-ad 
(ffd-plobian#nnm+-ad 
(md-pnosi4pvnnm+-ad (40 
(na2-pnomripdnnm+-ad 
(h£3-pnominninnm+-ad 
C^a2-pnomriplnnm+-ad 
(na2-pncmriplnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pnomr 1 phnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pncmrl pvnnm+-ad 
(ffd-pncbiafvnnm+-ad 
('^fin-pnosinfvnnm+-ad 
49 
50 
51 
52 
C^d-pnomi 1 pknnm+-ad 
(ffc-pnomrl pvnnm+-ad 
(nnd-pnosi6pvnnmmnaf (1 
2 
('^d-pnosi6pvnnmmnaf 
C^d-pnctiahvnnmmnaf 
(nnd-pnomr 1 picnnmmnaf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pinnmmnaf 
(nnd-pncmi 1 pknnmnmaf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pi wnmmnaf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 p vnmnmnaf 
10 
(nfc-prosi 1 pvnnmmnaf 
(fifc-pno2i6pvnnmmnaf 
(nfi-pno2innmnmmnaf 
14 
(^d-pncsi4pvnnmmnaf 

(nnf-cloiianhnnm+-id 
(nnf-crciiafvnnm+-id 
(fiif-cncoiacfimm+-id 
22 
(nnd-pbrai I avnnm+-id 
(rfc-prosi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(hfc-pnrmi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnh-pnosi4ppnnm+-id 
(nnd-pncsi4pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-promd 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pnrmi4pfimm+-id 
30 
31 
32 
33 
(nfc-pnomiopvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pnoai6pvnnm+-id 
(nnc-pnosr 1 pvnnm+-id 
37 
(nnd-pro2i 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pro2i 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pnc2ilpvnnm+-id (40 
(nnd-pno2i 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pnobiafvnnm+-id 
(rG-pnzaicfhnnm+-id 
(rf? -pncaichannm+-id 
(nnd-pnoai 1 pvnnm+-id 
46 
(nnd-pro 1 i6pknnm+-id 
(nnd-probrlpvnnm+-id 
(afc-pno2i I pvnnm+-id 
(nG-pro2i3pannm+-id 
51 
52 
(nnd-plobr 1 pfiinm+-id 
54 
(nnd-pbobr 1 pvnnm+-id 
(fa2-pnomiiphnnm+-id 
(afc-pncmi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(fifc-promi 1 pvnnm+-id 
59 
60 
(nnd-pnomi 1 phnnm+-id 

(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
('^fc-promi2pvnnm+-sd (20 
(nnd-pno2iophnnm+-sd 
C^fc-pnoriwpvnnm+-sd 
(fiic-proriwpvnnm+-sd 
(nnd-pno2i6pvnnm+-sd 
(nnd-pno£u6pvnnm+-sd (25 
(•^a2-pnoaiipdnnm+-sd 
('^b+tnzbi6pvnnm+-sd 
(nnd-plomisavnnm+-sd 
('^d-proaiopiwnm+-sd 
('^d-prrmiopiwnm+-sd (30 
('^d-pnosiopvnnm+-sd 
(nnd-pnoti6phnnm+-sd 
33 
('^nd-pnobi6pfimm+-sd 
C^b+tnzmi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
C^b+tnobi 1 pknnm+-sd 
('^b+tno2i 1 pknnm+-sd 

1 -pnomi 1 pi wnm+-sd 
('^d-pnomilpvnnm+-sd (40 
C^d-pnrbi 1 phnnm+-sd 
('^-pno2iipdnnm+-sd 
('^b+taomi 1 pfhnm+-sd 
(nnb+tncmi 1 pfhnm+-sd 
('^-przmiipannm+-sd 
(^d-pnomi6pfhnm+-sd 
47 
(nf2-pnobianhnnm+-sd 
(nnf-pncbiahvnnm+-sd 
(nnb+tnobi3pvnnm+-sd 
(^a2-pnobiipmnm+-sd 
52 
(na 1 -pnomi 1 piwnm+-sd 
C^d-pnomi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
('^d-pnomilpknnm+-sd (55 
('^C-pro2inniwnm+-sd 
('^d-pro2i6pvnnm+-sd 
(^d-pnrmi6phnnm+-sd 
(anf-pncmiipiwnm+-sd 
(and-pnzai4phnnm+-sd (60 
(nnd-pncai4pvnnm+-sd 
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(fiFc-proti4pvnnmmnaf 
17 
18 
19 
20 
(nal -pnobi 1 piwnmmnaf 
(nO-pnoms2iannmmnaf 
(ha2-pnotripiwnmmnaf 
24 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pkmunmnaf 
(nf4+tnomi 1 pannmmnaf 
(nnb+tnomi 1 pknnmmnaf 
28 
(nnd-pnomr4pvnnmmnaf 
(nnd-pno2i4pvnnmmnaf 
(nf4+tnomiaf&mmmnaf 
(nf4+tncmiafannmmnaf 
33 
(fal -pnomr 1 piwnmmnaf 
35 
(nnd-pncmrl phnnmmnaf 
(nnd-pncmr 1 pvnnmmnaf 
(£if3-probs2iannmmnaf 
39 
(na 1 -pnobi 1 piwnmmnaf 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pknnmmnaf 
42 
(nfd-pnobi 1 pvnnmmnaf 
(mb+taoai4fvnnmmnaf 
(nfd-pnomr 1 pvnnmmnaf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnmmnaf 
(nnd-pnomilpknnmm-av (1 
2 
(nfd-pnobrafvnnmm-av 
(nnb+tnosi 1 fhnnmm-av 
(fl2-pnotinfannmm-av 
(hnd-pnobi4phnnmm-av 
(hfd-pncbi4piwnmm-av 
(n£3-pnomianiwnmm-av 
(hnd-pncmiafVnnmm-av 
(nf4+tnoai 1 pannmm-av 
C^b+tnobi 1 pknnmm-av 
12 

62 
C^d-pnomi 1 phnnm+-id 
(n£2-pnoniisihnnm+-id 
(fiE2-pnc2ispdnnm+-id 
(afc-pno2i 1 pvnnm+-id 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
(nnd-plomi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(na 1 -pnrbi 1 pannm+-id 
(fiih-pncmi 1 phnnm+-id 
(nal -pnosi 1 pannm+-id 
('^d-pnobi4pennm+-id 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pnoai 1 pvnnm+-id 
('^-pbomr3pvnnm+-id 
82 
83 
(nnd-pnociaphnnm+-id 
(anf-pncciahvnnm+-id 
(afc-pnobi 1 pvnnm+-id 
87 
(nal -pnomi 1 pfiinm+-id 
C^d-pnobi4pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-piobr4phnnm+-id 
(nfd-pnotraahnnm+-id 
(nfd-prctrahvnnm+-id 
(nnf-plobianknnm+-id 
(nnd-prosi4pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-prcsi4pvnnm+-id 
96 
(nnd-probi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(tf2-pnotiafannm+-id 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 

(fed-pnxbi4pvnnm+-sd 
(fiid-pncbi4pvnnm+-sd 
(nnd-pnomi 1 aksnm+-sd 
(aa2-pno2rifi&mm+-sd (65 
(fiid-pnoar4pvnnm+-sd 
(nnd-pnomd 1 p vnnm+-sd 
(nnd-pnomd 1 pvnnm+-sd 
(nfJ -pnomi6pannm+-sd 
70 
(nnd-promd 1 pvnnm+-sd 
(aa2-pnobiipiwnm+-sd 
(nfw+toomrl pvnnm+-sd 
74 
75 
C^d-pnomi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
C^b+tncmi 1 pvnnm+-sd 
('^b+tnmiilpvnnm+-sd (78 
(nf4+toomripftmmmnsf (1 
(nnb+tooai4pvnnmmnsf 
C^b+tromi 1 pknnmmnsf 
(nnd-pnobi6pvnnmmnsf 
(nnb+tno2ilpvnnmmnsf (5 
(^b+tnoai 1 phnnmmnsf 
(nnb+tncai 1 pvnnmmnsf 
(^a2-pnobiiplnnmmnsf 
('^a2-pnobiipiwnmnmsf 
Chib+trowi4pvnnmmnsf 
('^nd-pnoti6pvnnmmnsf 
12 
13 
(nnd-pnobiafvnnmmnsf 
('^c-promi6pvnnmmnsf 
('^c-prcti6pvnnmmnsf 
(na2-pnobiep#nnmmnsf 
(anf-pnobripvnnmmnsf 
('^d-pno2i4phnnnmmsf 
('^d-promianiwnmmnsf 
21 
C^-pnoaiifinnmmnsf 
C^b+troai 1 pknnmmnsf 
C^-pnomiiphnnmmnsf 
25 
(^b+tromi 1 pknnmmnsf 
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(iif4+tro2i 1 panmnm-av 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pknnmm-av 
(nnd-pnoti 1 pvnnmm-av 
(nfc-pnosi I phnnmm-av 
17 
(iiG-pnomi7piwnmm-av 
(nnd-pno2iopvnnmm-av 
(nnc-pnori 1 pvnnmm-av 
(nnb+trobiipvnnmm-av 
(nnd-pnobi4pvnnmm-av 
C^d-pnobi 1 pknnmm-av 
24 
("^fd-pnobi 1 pvnnmm-av 
26 
(nnd-pnxbi 1 pknnmm-av 
(na2-pnomiipannmm-av 

105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
(fiid-plomrl pvnnm+-id 
(nnf-pnobi3pvnnm+-id 
(fiid-plomr 1 pvnnm+-id 
('^d-pnobi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-prori6pvnnm+-id (115 
(nnd-prosi 1 pvnnm+-id 
(fa2-pncbrtpannm+-id 
(nnd-pnomi7pvnnm+-id 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pknnmmnif (1 
(h£2-pnotinfannmmnif 
(nf4+tnctinfannmmnif 
(fiih-pno2i 1 fhnnmmnif 
(fiiy+tnc2i 1 pvnnmmnif 
6 
(fiQ-pnobispwnnmmnif 
(ffc-pbomi6pvnnnmmif 
(nnf-pnobianvnnmmnif 
(nnd-pnosi6pvnnmmnif (10 
(anf-plobinnennmnmif 
(nf3-pro2i6pannmmnif 
(nfr-prosi6pvnnmmnif 
(nnb+tnosi 1 pvnnmmnif 
(fild-pnomrl hvnnmmnif 
16 
('^d-plobran#nnmmnif 
(nnd-plobi 1 avnnmmnif 
19 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnmmnif 
C^+sncmi 1 pvnnmmnif 
C^b+taomi 1 pknnmmnif 
(ffZ-pnoaispfimmmnif 
24 
25 
(fiic-pnxbi 1 pfimnunnif 
(fiic-pnpai 1 pfimmmnif 
(nnc-pnomi I pcnnmmnif 
(nnd-pnosi6pfi)nmmnif 

('^-pnobiipiwnmmnsf 
(^a2-pnomripfiinmmnsf 
(^^-prxbiipannmmnsf 
(•^b+toobi 1 pi^vnnunnsf 
31 
C^f3-probi6pinnmmnsf 
(nnb+tnobi 1 phnnmmnsf 
(nfi--pnosi6pfimmmnsf 
C^d-pnomi 1 pknnmnmsf 
(35 
(nnc-pnosi 1 pvnnmmnsf 
(nnd-pnooropiwnmmnsf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pi wnmmnsf 
('Hid-pno2iopiwnmmnsf 
C^d-pnobiopiwnmmnsf 
41 
(nnb+tnomi 1 pknnmnmsf 
(aa2-pnobiipiwnmmnsf 
(nnd-pnoaiophnnmmnsf 
45 
(nnd-pncmi6pvnnmmnsf 
('^d-prowi4pvnnmmnsf 
(nnd-pnomi4phnnmmnsf 
(^d-pnobiopfiuimmnsf 
C^-pnobiipfiinmmnsf (50 
C^nd-promi 1 pinnmmnsf 
(na2-pnomiipiwnmmnsf 
53 
(nfJ -pnobi7pi wnmmnsf 
('^fc-pncai3pvnnmmnsf 
(nnd-pnoaiophnnmmnsf 
(nf3 -pncaiani wnmmnsf 
(^a2-pnotiipiwnmmnsf 
59 
60 
61 
(nnd-pnotiopfwnmmnsf 
63 
(nnd-prcmrl pvnnmmnsf 
C^-pnobripinnmmnsf 
(fiiz+pnowiophnnmnmsf 
67 
(aa2-pnomiepfiinmmnsf 
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(^d-pncsi6fvnnmmnif (30 
(aa2-probiipannmmnif 
(na2-pmniipannmmnif 
(nnb+tromi 1 pvnnmmnif 
(nnb+tnpai 1 pvnnmmnif 
(nnd-plobi 1 phnnmmnif (3 5 
(nnd-pnosrl pvnnmmnif 
(nnd-pno2r6pknnmmnif 
(nnd-pbo2r6pvnnmmnif 
(nnd-plomranfhnmmnif 
40 
41 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnmmnif 
("^d-pncmi 1 pvnnmmnif 
(fiid-plotiopvnnmmnif 
45 
(n£2-pnotinnannmmnif 
C^d-pnomr 1 pennmmnif 
(nnd-plomi 1 phnnmmnif 
(nnd-pnosrl pvnnmmnif 
(na2-pnomrippnnmmnif (50 
C^-pnomi 1 pvnnmmnif 
(n£2-pnotinnannmmnif 
(imd-pnosi4pvmimmnif 
(ni2-cnoiinnannmmnif 
(nnd-promiopvnnmmnif (55 
(nnd-proai6pvnnmmmf 
(nnc-pnomi 1 pfiinmmnif 
(imd-pno2i 1 pknnmmnif 
(fiid-pro2i 1 pvnnmmnif 
(imd-probi4pvnmmnnif (60 
('^d-ploai 1 pvnnmmnif 
(nnd-pnoai 1 pvnnmmnif 
(nnd-pno2iopvnnnunnif 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pknnmmnif 
65 
(fiid-ploai 1 phnnmmnif 
(nnd-ploai6pfiinmmnif 
(nnb+tncai6phnnmmnif 
('^d-pncai6pvnnmmnif 
(^^-pnosiahhnnmmnif 
(md-plcsianvnnmmnif 
72 

('^d-pnoti6pfimmmnsf 
(fiiz+promi6pvnnmmnsf 
('^d-pnomi6phnnmmnsf 
(^^-pnomiipinnmmnsf 
73 
(ffc-pno2iopvnnmmnsf 
('^d-cnoii6pvnnmmnsf 
(na2-pnobiipiwnmmnsf 
(nnb+troai 1 pvnnmmnsf 
('^d-pnoti I pi wnmmnsf 
(nnd-pncti 1 pvnnmmnsf 
(imd-cnoiiopvnnmmnsf (80 
(nnd-cnciiopvnnmmnsf 
(nfc-pnoaiopvnnmmnsf 
83 
84 
(and-pnomi 1 pknnmmnsf 
(nnd-pnoai6pvnnnmmsf 
(nf3-pnoaiani wnmmnsf 
('^d-pnobi6piwnmmnsf 
89 
(nnb+tnomi4pvnimmmsf 
(fiid-pnobiani wnmmnsf 
(nnd-pnpai6pvnnmmnsf 
(''^-probiepiwnmmnsf (93 
(imb+tnosilphnimmi-sv (1 
(nnb+tncsi 1 pvnnmm-sv 
(nnd-pno2i 1 pvnnnmi-sv 
(nnd-pnc2i 1 pknnmm-sv 
5 
(nnb+tnobr 1 p vimmm-sv 
C^nb+tnobr 1 phnnmm-s v 
C^nb+tncbr I pvnnmm-sv 
(tf5+tnomihpqnnmm-sv 
10 
(nf5+tnoaihpqimmm-sv 
(anb+tloaianhnnnmi-sv 
(nfw+tnomi 1 pvnnmm-sv 
14 
(nnf-pnobinnvnnmm-sv 
(tf4+tlosihpdnnmm-sv 
('^b+tro2i 1 pkimnmi-sv 
(ta2-pnobitpdnnnun-sv 
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(tfc-pnc2ianvimmmnif 

(nnd-pnomiopvnnmmnif 
(75 
(fhd-pnobi 1 pvnnminnif 
(nf3-pno2i4pdniimnmif 
(nnd-pnomi 1 hknnmmnif 
(nnd-pnomdl pvnnmmnif 
(nfc-plcmi4pvnnmmiiif (80 
(nal-pnomilpannmm-iv (1 
(hal -pnoml 1 pnnnmm-iv 
3 
4 
5 
(nfe+pnrwi 1 pvnnmm-i v 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnmm-i v 
("^b+tncsi 1 pvnnmm-iv 
(na2-pnotripannmm-iv 
(na2-pnossipannmm-iv (10 
(nnd-prosi4pvnnnmi-iv 
(fiiy+tromi 1 fVnnmm-i v 
(fhh+pnroi 1 £vnnmm-iv 
(nnd-pnotr6phnnmm-iv 
(rff-pbominfvnnmm-iv (15 
(n£2-pbominnannmm-iv 
(nnd-pnowi4pvnnmm-iv 
18 
19 
(tfc-pnobinnfimmm-iv 
(nnd-probi 1 pknnmm-iv 
(nf2-pnowinfinnmm-iv 
(^d-probi 1 pknnmm-iv 
(nnd-pro2i4pvnnmm-iv 
(afc-cnoiilpannmm-iv (25 
(afc-cnoii 1 pfimmm-iv 
(afc-pnosranfiinmm-iv 
(nnd-probi4pknnmm-iv 
(nnd-promi4pknmnm-iv 
(tfc-pnoai3pvnnmm-iv (30 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnmm-iv 
(af2-pnoti3phnnmm-iv 
(nnd-pncmi 1 pfimmm-iv 
C^d-pnomi 1 pvnnmm-iv 

(anf-pncbithiwnmm-sv 
C^f3-cnoiiopannmm-sv (20 
(^f5+crciiohannmm-sv 
(^f3-pnosiniinnmm-sv 
(nnd-pnoai 1 pvnnmm-sv 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnmm-sv 
("^d-pnobrl pvnnmm-sv (25 
C^b+tromi 1 pvnnmm-sv 
('^d-pnomi4pvnnmm-sv 
C^b+tromi 1 pvnnmm-sv 
(an3-pnotmnfhnmm-sv 
(nnd-pnobrlpvnnmm-sv (30 
C^d-pnomrl pvnnmm-sv 
(nO-pnommpiwnmm-sv 
(and-pnomr 1 pvnnmm-sv 
("^d-pnomropvnnmm-sv 
(aa2-pnomiipinnmm-sv (35 
(aa2-pnomiiplimmm-sv 
C^b+tnomrl pvnnmm-sv 
(fiif-pno2ripiwnmm-sv 
39 
C^d-pnomi 1 pknnmm-sv 
41 
(fiic-promiopvnnmm-sv 
(nf4+tnommniwnmm-sv 
(fiic-promiopvnnmm-sv 
C^+pnowrSpvnnmm-sv 
(45 
(fa2-pnotiipiwnram-sv 
(na 1 -pnomi 1 pi wnmm-sv 
(naa-pno2i 1 phnnmm-sv 
(nfw+tnoai 1 pi wnmm-sv 
('hid-prowi6pvnnmm-sv (50 
(fiic-promiopvnnmm-sv 
C^d-pnowiepvnnmm-sv 
53 
(^d-pno2i6pvnnnim-sv 
C^-probiipi wnmm-sv (55 
(na2-protiipannmm-sv 
(^f2-pnotmnfiimnm-sv 
(nf3-pnroraninnmm-sv 
(nnb+tnoai3pvnnmm-sv 
(nnb+tnomi 1 pvnnmm-sv 
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(fTc-pnobilpvnnmm-iv (35 
(nfc-pno2i6pvnnmm-iv 
(nnd-pro2i 1 pvnnmm-iv 
38 
(md-pnobi 1 phnnmm-iv 
C^b+tlobi3pennmm-iv 
(hC-pnominnfhnmm-iv 

-pnomi 1 pannmm-iv 
43 
(fiiz+plomi3phnmmn-iv 
(nnb+tncmi3 pvnnmm-iv 

(60 
C^b+trobi 1 pknnmm-sv 
C^d-pnoai 1 pvnnmm-sv 
(nnd-pncmi 1 pvnnmm-sv 
(^-prooiipvnnmm-sv 
65 
(aa2-pnomiipannmm-sv 
C^Q-pnoriwimnmm-sv 
('^a2-pncmiipmmnm-sv 
(nnd-pnosi4pvnmnm-sv 

Speaker K (Keiko) 

(nfc-plobilpvnnffiikc (1 
(nnd-pro2i 1 pvnnf&kc 
(anf-pnosi3pvnnffiikc 
C^d-pnomi 1 pvnnffiikc 
C^b+tromilpknnffiikc 
(nnd-prosi 1 pvnnffiikc 
C^-pnomi 1 pvnnffiikc 
8 
(vnh-pnoai 1 pvnnffiikc 
C^b+tbomiipvnnffiikc 
C^b+tnobi 1 p#nnffiikc 
(f¥3-pbotiaiannffiikc 
(^w+tnomsep#nnffiikc 
(nal -promi 1 plnnffiikc 
(nnd-promi 1 pknnffiikc (15 
(nnd-promi 1 pvnnffiikc 
(nnb+tboms 1 pknnffiikc 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pknnffiikc 
('^b+taobi 1 pvnnffiikc 
(afc-plcsi4pvnnffiikc (20 
(nfc-pncmi4pvnnffiikc 
(nnd-pncbi6pvnnffiikc 
(na2-pnzmiipdnnffiikc 
(nnb-t^roiiahvnnffiikc 
C^d-pnomdl pvnnffiikc (25 
(hnd-pnomil phnnffiikc 

Speaker M (Masako) 

1 
(nnf-pnomiOdvnnffiimc 
C^b+tnosi 1 aknnffiimc 
(nnd-probi 1 aknnffiimc 
(nnd-pnoms I p vnnffiimc 
("^b+tnosi 1 ffiinffiimc 
(fhb+tro2i 1 pknnffiimc 
(md-promi 1 pvnnffiimc 
C^nb+tnomd 1 pennffiimc 
10 
11 
(anb+tooti4fvnnffiimc 
C^d-pnomrl pvnnffiimc 
(imd-pnomr 1 phnnffiimc 
(rmd-pncmr 1 pvnnffiimc 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnffiimc 
('^c-pno2i 1 fvnnffiimc 
(nnd-pnosi I pvnnffiimc 
19 
20 
(nnd-promi I pvnnffiimc 
(fa2-pbosstpannffiimc 
(nnd-pnomi4pvnnffiimc 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnffiimc 
(hnd-pno2i4pvnnffiimc 
C^y+tromi I pvnnffiimc 

Speaker Y (Yasuko) 

(t£2-pnobinninnffiiyc (1 
(imd-pnosiopvnnffiiyc 
(tai-pnobiipvnnffiiyc 
(nnb+tno2i6phnnffiiyc 
(rmb+tnc2iimvnnffiiyc 
6 
(nff-pncainhvnnffiiyc 
(fC-pnoainiinnffiiyc 
(nnb+tnosi 1 pvnnffiiyc 
(^-pnomiihfhnffiiyc 
11 
12 
13 
(^d-pnoti 1 pvnnffiiyc 
(ffc-pnosi 1 pvnnffiiyc 
16 
(nnd-pnoas 1 pvnnffiiyc 
(nnb+tnobr 1 pfhnffiiyc 
(nf4+taoniirfannffiiyc 
(fiib+tlobi3pvnnffiiyc 
21 
(nnb+tbomianvnnffiiyc 
(nnd-pnobr 1 pvnnffiiyc 
(nnd-progi 1 pknnffiiyc 
(ffc-protiopiwnffiiyc (25 
('^d-pnomiopvnnffiiyc 
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(nnb+tnzmr 1 pvnnffiikc 
(imd-pnobi6pfiiiiffiikc 
(nal -pboci 1 pannfifiikc 
(^d-pno2ilpviiiiffiikc (30 
(^d-pnobi 1 pfimffiikc 
(fiid-pnomd I pvnnffiikc 
('^b-tnomi3pkmiffhkc 
(nnd-pnobi4pfiinffhkc 
(•nd-pnosi4pkimf&kc (35 
(fiih-pno2i6fvnnf&kc 
('^fc-pbo2ianviinffiikc 
(n£2-pnosinflinnf&kc (38 
C^b+tnomslpkimfF-kd (1 
(nnd-proai 1 pvnnff-kd 
(nnd-prosi 1 pvnnfF-kd 
4 
(vny+tnomi 1 hvnnff-kd 
(vnh-pnoai 1 pvnnff-kd 
('^d-pnobi 1 phnnfT-kd 
(nnd-prcbi 1 pvnnff-kd 
(fiic-pnomi 1 pvnnff-kd 
(nfc-pnoai 1 pfiinff-kd 
(nnb+tnomi 1 pvnnfif-kd 
12 
13 
(nnb+tnznii4pvnnff-kd 
(nnd-pncbianvnnff-kd 
(nnb+tnomi 1 pvnnff-kd 
(vnf-plonii3pknnff-kd 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnff-kd 
(nnd-pno2iafVnnff-kd 
20 
(nnd-pnosi6pvnnff-kd 
(nnd-pnoai 1 pvnnff-kd 
(nnf-plobianvnnff-kd 
24 
(nnf-pnomi3 p vnnfF-kd 
(fiic-pronii3avnnff-kd 
27 
(nnd-promrl pvnnff-kd 
C^l -promrl pannff-kd 
(^d-pnoail pknnff-kd (30 
C^d-promd 1 pvnnff-kd 

(fiiy+tnobi 1 pvnnffiunc 
28 
(nnd-pbomi 1 pvnnffiunc 
C^b+tnocil f^mnffiimc 
31 
(fiiz+plobi4pvnnffiimc 
(nnd-probi 1 pknnffiunc 
(nnb+tnoai I aknnffiunc 
(&y+tnoas4pvnnffiimc (35 
(aa2-pnoniiipdnnfiQ]mc 
(nnb+tnori 1 avnnffhmc 
(anb+tnomi 1 fvnnffiimc 
(nnd-pnomr 1 pvnnffiunc 
(nnh-pnomi 1 p vnnff-md (1 
2 
(and-pnoriwfvnnff-md 
(rf2-pnominiannff-md 
(nal -pnosi 1 aann£f-md 
6 
C^aa-pnomi 1 p vnnff-md 
(fiid-proti 1 pvnn£f-md 
C^b+tnomd 1 h#nnff-md 
10 
11 
12 
(nal -pnosi 1 pannff-md 
C^b+tnobiipvnnff-md 
(fhb+trobiOdvnnff-md 
(fiib+tnomi 1 fknnff-md 
17 
(nnd-pboai 1 pvnnff-md 
(mc-pno2i 1 pvnnff-md 
(nnd-pnoai 1 pvnnfif-md 
(tnd-pnosianvnnff-md 
22 
(nnd-prosi 1 pknnff-md 
24 
25 
26 
(nnd-pFomi6pvnnfif-md 
28 
29 
30 

(ffc-pnobiopvnnfiOiyc 
(ffc-promi 1 pvnnffiiyc 
(ffc-pmni 1 pvnnffiiyc 
(fhy+tnrmilp#nnfifiiyc (30 
('^a2-pno2iiphnnffhyc 
('^a2-pnc2iihannfi&iyc 
(na2-pnp2iifannffiiyc 
(na2-pnp2iifannffiiyc 
(rf3-pnoainnlnnffiiyc (35 
(nfc-pbo2ianvnnffiiyc 
(af2-pnotinfhnnffiiyc 
38 
39 
C^y+taomil pvnnffiiyc (40 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnfi&iyc 
(nnd-promi 1 pknnffiiyc 
(na2-pnotripdnnffiiyc 
(^-pnoasiplnnffiiyc 
(nnd-promi Ifvnnffiiyc (45 
(nnb+cnoiiopvnnffiiyc 
(nnl-fiiomsafVnnf&yc 
C^-pnossOdvnnffiiyc 
(ffc-pnosi3piwnffiiyc 
(nfc-pnpsi3pvimffiiyc (50 
(fiiy+tbonii3 pvnnfi&iyc 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnffiiyc (52 
(fa2-plobitpfiinff-yd (1 
(nnd-pnobr6pfiinff-yd 
(nfa-pnoai 1 pfiinff-yd 
(nf2-pno2innfimff-yd 
(nf2-pnc2iniannff-yd 
6 
(nnd-pnosiOdvnnff-yd 
8 
(nnd-pnobr4pvnnff-yd 
(nnd-promi 1 ffiinff-yd 
11 
(nf2-pnomispwnnff-yd 
(nnd-pnobi 1 ffimff-yd 
(fiid-pnobi 1 pfimff-yd 
(^nf-pbcbiepvnnff-yd 
16 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pknnff-yd 
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(iind-pnoini6pvnnfir-kd 
(iinf-pnoai3fvnnif-kd 
(na 1-pnomi 1 pannff-kd 
(nnd-pnobilpfimff-kd (35 
('^d-plomi 1 pfiinfiT-kd 
(nnd-pno2i 1 phnnfT-kd 
(fa2-promiipaniiff-kd 
(fiid-pnoini4fi&infr-kd 
(nnd-pnogilpknnfr-kd (40 
(nnb+taomi 1 pknnfif-kd 
(nnb+tnnni 1 pknnff-kd 
43 
(na2-pnosiipannff-kd 
(na2-prosiipmnif-kd 
(fa2-prcsupann£r-kd 
(nnb+tnobi 1 pvnnff-kd 
48 
(na2-pFobiipvnnff-kd 
C^nd-promrl pvnnff-kd (50 
(nnb+tnomi4pvnnfP-kd 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnff-kd 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnff-kd 
(nnd-pnowi 1 pvnnff-kd 
(nnd-pnobilpvnnff-kd (55 
(nf2-pnoniinnfiinff-kd 
(nnj-pnomrapvnnff-kd 
58 
(nnd-pnomrl pknnff-kd 
C^d-proms I pvnnff-kd 
61 
(nnd-promrlpvnnff-kd (62 
(^b+tromslpknnf-nkf (1 
(fiiy+tnobi 1 phnnf-nkf 
C^y+taosi 1 pennf-nkf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnf-nkf 
(fiiy+tnomi 1 fvnnf-nkf 
(foy+tnosi 1 pcnnf-nkf 
(fhy+tnooi4pvnnf-nkf 
8 
('^b+tnosi 1 pknnf-nkf 
10 
11 
12 

(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnfif-md 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnfT-md 
(tnd-cnoii6fviinff-md 
(nnd-proms 1 fvnnff-md 
(naa-pnomr 1 pvrmff-md 
36 
37 
(nnd-promi 1 pknnff-md 
39 
40 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnn£f-md 
C^d-pnosi 1 pvnnff-md 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnff-md 
('^d-pnobi6pvnnfF-md 
45 
46 
C^d-promi 1 pvnnff-md 
48 
49 
(fiif-pnomi3pfiinff-md 
(tnd-pnobi6fvnnff-md 
(nnd-pnomi6pfimff-md 
(nnd-pnoms 1 pvnnff-md 
(nnd-pnobi6pvnn£r-md 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pknnff-md 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnff-md 
57 
(nnd-probi 1 pkimff-md 
(fhz+pnomi 1 pvnnff-md 
(nnd-prosi 1 pknnff-md 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pfhnff-md 
(na2-pnomiipfonff-md 
(nnf-pnotiafvnnff-md 
(nnf-plosi3aksnff-md 
65 
66 
(tnc-pncmr4hvnnff-md 
(^d-pnomilpknnf-nmf (1 
2 
(nnd-promi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pknnf-nmf 
5 
6 

(nnd-pnomi 1 p vnn£f-yd 
(nnf-pnoai3pkimff-yd 
(nnd-pnomd 1 p vnnff-yd 
21 
C^y+taosi 1 piwnff-yd 
C^y+tnosi 1 phimff-yd 
24 
25 
(nC-pbomi3pannfif-yd 
27 
28 
29 
(fiid-pnoms 1 pvnnff-yd 
31 
(fiiy+tnobi6ffhnff-yd 
(fiiy+tnosi3pennff-yd 
(fiiy+taomi3pfimff-yd 
(nny+tnobi3pennff-yd 
36 
37 
C^b+taosi 1 pvnnff-yd 
(mb+trosi 1 pvnnff-yd 
(fiiy+trobi4ahnnff-yd (40 
(fiiy+taooi3 pvnnff-yd 
(nnb+too2i 1 piwnff-yd 
('^b+taoai 1 fvnnff-y d 
(fiid-pnobi4pfwnff-yd 
(nnd-prosi Ipknnff-yd (45 
(anf-pnosi3phnnff-yd 
(nfi-pnosi3pvrmff-yd 
(^-fhomi 1 pvnnff-yd 
(nnl-fiiomi 1 pvnnff-yd 
('^fl-pnogilpannff-yd (50 
(nnb+tromi4piwnff-yd 
(fhd-pno2i4pvnnff-yd 
(fiiy+taobr 1 hhnnff-yd 
54 
(fiiy+tnomrlpvrmff-yd (55 
C^a2-pro2ripannff-yd 
('^-pnomripvrmff-yd 
(and-cnoiiopvnnff-yd 
(and-pnobi 1 fvnnff-yd 
(nnf-pnosianhnnff-yd (60 
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C^d-pnotrtpfimf-nkf 
14 
(nnd-pncbiopvnnf-nkf 
(nnd-przmi 1 pvnnf-nkf 
('^d-pnc2i 1 pvnnf-nkf 
18 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf-nkf 
(fiiy+tnosi4pvnnf-nkf 
21 
22 
(fiib+tnomi 1 pknnf-nkf 
C^b+tbobi 1 pknnf-nkf 
C^b+trrbi 1 pisnf-nkf 
26 
(^b+tlomi 1 phnnf-nkf 
(filh-probi 1 pvnnf-nkf 
('^b+tlobi 1 phnnf- nkf 
(nnd-promilpktinf-nkf (30 
(nnd-probi 1 pknnf-nkf 
(nfc-pnomio£vnnf-nkf 
(nfc-pnomiopvnnf-nkf 
C^d-pnomi 1 pknnf-nkf 
C^y+tnomil pvnnf-nkf (35 
(tfc-promi4pvnnf-nkf 
(nfc-pnomiopvnnf-nkf 
(fiid-pnomi 1 pvnnf-nkf 
(nfJ-pnoriwpfhnf-nkf 
(vny+tro2il pvnnf-nkf (40 
C^b+trobrl pvnnf-nkf 
C^y+tnobi 1 pennf-nkf 
(na2-pnobrtpwnnf-nkf 
('^c-pnomrop#nnf-nkf 
(tf3-pnobrophnnf-nkf (45 
(va2-promrtpwnnf-nkf 
47 
(nfc-croiiohvnnf-nkf 
(nfr-promiopvnnf-nkf 
C^d-pnomil pvnnf-nkf (50 
(nf3 -pnotiopfhnf-nkf 
(ffc-proaiopvnnf-nkf 
(nnd-pnowi 1 pvnnf-nkf 
(nnd-pnrwi 1 pfhnf-nkf 
(tf3-pnomianfimf-nkf 

(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pknnf-nmf 
C^b+taomi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
10 
(nnb+tnobi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnomd 1 pvnnf-nmf 
(mc-promrl pvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-plosi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnosilavnnf-nmf (15 
C^b+taobi 1 ftrnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pknnf-nmf 
(md-promi I pvnnf-nmf 
20 
(na2-pnomiipfimf-nmf 
(nnd-pno2i6pfimf-nmf 
(na3-pnomihpqnnf-nnif 
(nnd-pFosi6pvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
26 
("^-pnotiifannf-nmf 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
29 
(nnd-plomi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
(fiid-pnomi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
32 
(nnd-prosi6pvnnf-nmf 
34 
(nnd-pbomi6pknnf-nmf 
(nnd-pboms6pvnnf-nmf 
37 
(nnd-protiaflcnnf-nmf 
39 
(nnd-promraavnnf-nmf 
(and-pnomsanfimf-nmf 
(nnd-pnoms6pvnnf-nmf 
(rad-pnomi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pbobi6pvnnf-nmf 
46 
(and-pnotia^ninf-nmf 
(fiid-probi6fvnnf-nmf 
(nnd-pnosi6pfimf-nmf 

(and-pncsiahvnn£f-yd 
(fiif-ploti3pfimfF-yd 
(nnl-fiiobi3pvnnff-yd 
(nnd-pro2i 1 pvnnflF-yd 
C^b+tbobi3pvnnfF-yd (65 
(nnf-pnoai3 fVnnff-yd 
(rfi-pnoti3pfiinff-yd 
(nfr-pnosi6pvnnfF-yd 
69 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnfF-yd 
(nnd-pnoti6pvnnff-yd 
(nnd-pnoai6pvnnfF-yd 
73 
74 
(hnd-pnomi 1 pvnnff-yd 
(nnd-pnomi6pvnnff-yd 
77 
C^-probiipinnff-yd 
(na2-pnomitpnnnfF-yd 
(nnd-pnomiafhnnff-yd 
(nnb+tnomr 1 phnnfiF-yd 
82 
C^fl -plomrl pannff-yd 
C^fl -pnomr 1 pannff-yd 
(nnd-promianfimfif-yd 
(nnd-probi6pvnn£f-yd 
C^d-croii 1 fvnnff-yd 
(nO-pnoliaiannfT-yd (88 
1 
2 
(fhf-prominfvnnf-nyf 
(nnd-pnomr 1 p vnnf-nyf 
(na 1 -pnoti 1 pdnnf-nj^ 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(nnd-pnomi6hknnf-nyf 
8 
(nnd-pnobia£Vnnf-nyf 
(fhd-pnomi4hvnnf-nyf (10 
C^f2-pnoainnfimf-nyf 
(na3-probi6pannf-nyf 
(nf2-probihpqnnf-nyf 
(and-probi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(fhy+trobi 1 fVnnf-nyf (15 
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("^d-pnobi 1 pvnnf-nkf 
C^d-pnomrl pvnnf-nkf 
58 
C^d-cnoiiofennf-nkf 
(•^b+tlomil pvnnf-nkf (60 
(nfc-promrl pvnnf-nkf 
(fiid-plomi6pvnnf-nkf 
(md-pnobil pvnnf-nkf (63 
('^d-pnogilpknnf—kv (1 
(nnb+taobr 1 pvnnf—kv 
(nnd-probilpvnnf~kv 
("^d-probi 1 pvnnf~kv 
C^d-pnosrl pvnnf~kv 
(nnb+taosi 1 pvnnf—kv 
(fiih-pnori 1 hvnnf—kv 
8 
(nfc-prcsi4p£hnf—kv 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf—kv 
(nnd-prosi 1 pvnnf~kv 
('^d-pnosi4pknnf~kv 
(nfc-pnoriwpvnnf~kv 
(''^+ploms I pvnnf—kv 
(nnd-pnobrlpvnnf—kv (15 
(nnd-plobianvnnf—kv 
(^d-pnoms 1 pvnnf—kv 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnf—kv 
19 
(fiih-promil pvnnf—kv (20 
(nnd-pnobr 1 pvnnf—kv 
(na2-pnotriflinnf—kv 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf—kv 
(nnd-pnomi4pfiinf—kv 
(nnd-pncmi4pfiinf—kv (25 
(nnd-pbomi 1 pvnnf—kv 
(nnd-pnomd 1 p#nnf—kv 
(fhd-pnoms 1 p#nnf—kv 
(nnd-probs 1 pvnnf—kv 
(nnb+tnomilpknnf—kv (30 
(fiif-pnosiafVnnf—kv 
(nnd-pbobianknnf—kv 
(£hd-probi6fvnnf—kv 
34 
(nnd-pnobi4pfhnf—kv 

(nnd-pbomi Ipvnnf-nmf 
('^-pro2ilpvnnf-nmf 
C^-pnobi 1 pvnnf-nmf 
1 
2 
(rf4+tncsi I iannf—mv 
4 
C^-prcmi 1 p vnnf—mv 
6 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf—mv 
8 
9 
10 
(md-pnoms I pvnnf—mv 
12 
(an4+taomi 1 pennf—mv 
C^y+taomi 1 hennf—mv 
(fiiy+tbobi 1 avnnf—mv 
(nC-pnominpinnf—mv 
17 
(nnd-cnoii 1 pvnnf—mv 
(fhy+tnomi 1 hvnnf—mv 
(nn4+tao2i 1 pfiinf-mv 
(fhd-pnomi 1 pvnnf—mv 
(ha2-pnomiipnnnf—mv 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnf—mv 
24 
(nnd-plobinpfiinf—mv 
(nnc-pnosrl pvnnf—mv 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pknnf—mv 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnf—mv 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnf—mv 
30 
(nnd-pnobi4pvnnf—mv 
(rad-pnobr 1 p vnnf—m v 
(nnd-pnosrl pknnf—mv 
(nnd-pnomd 1 p vnnf—mv 
(n£2-protinnannf—mv 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pknnf—mv 
(tnc-pnobi6fvnnf—mv 
C^d-pnomi 1 pvnnf—mv 
39 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnf—mv 

(nnd-pnomd 1 p vnnf-nyf 
(nnd-pnomd 1 pvnnf-nyf 
C^d-probi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
20 
21 
(fiih-pnobs2ffimf-nyf 
(ffc-probi6pvnnf-nyf 
(hnb+tao2i 1 pvnnf-nyf 
25 
(fiiy+tnoai4fvnnf-nyf 
('^y+tnosi4pvnnf-nyf 
28 
29 
30 
(fiib+troai 1 fvnnf-nyf 
(hnb+toomi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(nnb+trpoi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(fhy+troai 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(nnd-promil pvnnf-nyf (35 
(nnd-pno2i 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(na 1-pnomi 1 pfiinf-nyf 
(nnc-pno2i 1 pvnnf-nyf 
C^+pnosi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnf-nyf (40 
C^d-pnomi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
42 
(nnd-croiiopvnnf-nyf 
(nnd-pnosi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(fhb+croii 1 pvnnf-nyf 
46 
47 
(^b+troaiafvnnf-nyf 
49 
50 
(nnd-pnomrl pvnnf-nyf 
(nnd-promropvnnf-nyf 
(nnd-pnori 1 pvnnf-nyf 
C^d-pnzmi 1 pvnnf-nyf 
(fiid-progi 1 pi wnf-nyf 
(fhy+tnoti3 phnnf-nyf 
(ffc-pncti3pvnnf-nj^ 
58 
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('^d-pnobi4pvnnf—kv 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pfiinf~kv 
(afc-prcbi 1 pvnnf~kv 
39 
(nnd-pnomr 1 £vnnf~kv 
(nnd-pnomranvnnf~kv 
(fiih-pnomi 1 p#nnf—kv 
43 
(•^b+tnomi 1 pvnnf—kv 
C^b+tnomi 1 pvnnf—kv 
(nnd-ploai 1 avsnf—kv 
(nfc-pno2i 1 pfimf—kv 
(fiih-pnomd 1 p#nnf—kv 

(nnd-pnomd 1 pvnnf—mv 
42 
(nnd-plobraafiinf-mv 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf—mv 

(and-pnomdl fVnnf-nyf 
(nfc-pnosianknnf-nyf (60 
(fifc-pnomi6pvnnf-nyf 
(hnd-pnoai4pvnnf-nyf 
(fifc-pnomi4pvnnf-nyf 
C^b+tnomi 1 p vnnf-nyf 
(nnb+toobi 1 pennf-nyf 
(nnd-pnobi6fvnnf-nyf (66 
1 
2 
3 
(hnd-pnomi 1 fvnnf—yv 
5 
(nnd-pnomd 1 pvnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnotrafVnnf-yv 
8 
(fiFc-prosi4pvnnf—yv 
('^b+too2i 1 hvnnf—3^ 
(nnd-pnomiopvnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnomiopvnnf—yv 
C^f4+too2i3phnnf~yv 
14 
('^d-pno2ropvnnf—yv (15 
(nnd-pnomrophnnf~yv 
(nfc-pncmropvnnf—yv 
(^a2-pno2iipbinf—yv 
(nnd-proai 1 pvnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf—yv (20 
(fiid-pnoti6phnnf—yv 
(nnf-pnobinflmnf~yv 
(nnf-pnobiipvnnf—yv 
(^nl-fhoai3 pvnnf—yv 
25 
26 
27 
(nnd-pnogi 1 pknnf—yv 
(na 1 -pnomi 1 pannf—yv 
(nnd-ploms6phnnf—yv (30 
(na2-pnrmsipdnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnoaiafvnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnomi 1 pknnf—yv 
C^d-probranvnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnosilpknnf—yv (35 
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(fiid-pnomi4pvnnf—yv 
(nnd-proaranvnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnosianvnnf~yv 
(nnb+tnomitinfhnf~yv 
(nnd-pnobilpknnf—yv (40 
(nnd-pnorr 1 p vnnf—yv 
(^d-pnots 1 pvnnf—yv 
43 
(nnd-pnomi 1 fvnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pvnnf—yv 
46 
C^d-promi 1 pvnnf—yv 
(nfc-pnotianvnnf—yv 
(rf3 -proriopannf—yv 
(nf2-pnosi3iannf—yv (50 
(fhd-pbo2i6pvnnf—yv 
(nnl-fiionii6pfiinf—yv 
(nnd-pnomd 1 pvnnf—yv 
(nnd-pnobi 1 pknnf—yv 

Reading 

Speaker A (Akira) 

(nfl-fiiominnvnnmOraO (I 
(mh-promilpvnnmOraO (2 
(^d-proailpvnnmOraO (3 
(mb+tnobilpknnmOraO (4 
(mb+tnobilpvnnmOraO (5 
C^b+trobilfvnnmOraO (6 
C^nb+trosilpvnnmOraO (7 
(nnb+taotilp#nnmOraO (8 
('^+tnomianvnnmOraO (9 
C^nb+tnomilpvnnmOraO (10 
11 
C^b+tnowilpvnnmOraO (12 
C^b+tnotilcvnnmOraO (13 
(rfb+tnomiaffiinmOraO (14 
(nf4+trominfannmOraO (15 
(nnb+tlorianvnnmOraO (16 
(fiiy+tromiofmnmOraO (17 
(fhy+tnori3pvnnmOraO (18 

Speaker I (Ichiro) 

(afl-fiicminhvnnmOriO (1 
(fiih-pnomilpvnnmOriO (2 
(foc-proailpvnnmOriO (3 
(^b+tnobilpknnmOriO (4 
C^b+tnobilpvnnmOriO (5 
(fhb+tnobilcvnnmOriO (6 
C^nb+trosilpvnnmOriO (7 
(feb+tnotilp#nnmOriO (8 
(anx+tnomiafvnnmOriO (9 
(nnb+taomilpvnnmOriO (10 
(nny+tnoai4pvnnm0ri0 (11 
(nnb+tnowilpvnnmOriO (12 
(nnb+tnotilcvnnmOriO (13 
(nnb+tnomianfimmOriO (14 
(nf4+tnoniinnannmOriO (15 
(nnb+tnorianvnnmOriO (16 
(nny+tnomiopvnnmOriO (17 
(nny+tnori3pvnnmOriO (18 

Speaker S (Shin) 

(rfl-fhominivnnmOrsO (1 
C^nh-pnomilpvnnmOrsO (2 
(nnc-pnoailpvnnmOrsO (3 
C^b+tnobilpknnmOrsO (4 
(fhb+tnobilpvnnmOrsO (5 
(fhb+tnobi 1 fVnnmOrsO (6 
(nnb+tnosilphnnmOrsO (7 
(fhb+tnoti Ip#nnm0rs0 (8 
(nnx+tnomianvnnmOrsO (9 
(nnb+tnomilpvnnmOrsO (10 
(foy+tnoai4pfiinmOrsO (11 
(fhb+trowilpvnnmOrsO (12 
(fiib+trotilcvnnmOrsO (13 
(hfb+tnomia£BinmOrsO (14 
(tf4+trominnannmOrsO (15 
(nnb+tnorianvnnmOrsO (16 
(fiiy+tnomiopvnnmOrsO (17 
(fiiy+tnori3£vnnmOrsO (18 
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('^4+tnoiniepliinmOraO (19 
(mb+tnomi3pvnnmOraO (20 
(mw+tlomianinnmOraO (21 
(nny+tiomianvnmnOraO (22 
(nnb+tbobianinnmOraO (23 
(nny+tlomianvnnmOraO (24 
(nnk+tlomianvnnmOraO (25 
(m4+tlomiamniimOraO (26 
(^^+taobi3pvniimOraO (27 

(an4+tnoinieplnnm0ri0 (19 
20 
(nnw+tnomianinnmOriO (21 
(foy+tnomianvniimOriO (22 
(nnb+tlobianhnnmOriO (23 
(nny+tnomianvnnmOriO (24 
(fiik+tlomianvnnmOriO (25 
(fii4+tnomiahiniunOriO (26 
(nnx+taobi3pvnnmOriO (27 

('^4+taomieplimmOrsO (19 
(nnb+tnomi3pvnnmOrsO (20 
(anw+tbomianinnmOrsO (21 
(fiiy+tnomianvnnmOrsO (22 
(nnb+tlobianfiinmOrsO (23 
(any+tnomianfiinmOrsO (24 
(fiik+tnomianfiinmOrsO (25 
(^4+tnoiniaiifiinmOrsO (26 
('^+trcbi3pvnnmOrsO (27 

Speaker K (Keiko) 

(£fl-fhominnvnn£DrkO (1 
(mh-promilpvnnfOrkO (2 
(rfc-pnoailpfimfOrkO (3 
(nnb+trobilpknnfOrkO (4 
('^b+tnobilpvnnfOrkO (5 
('^b+trobilcvnnfOrkO (6 
(nnb+tnosilpvnnfOrkO (7 
('^b+taotilp#nnfDrkO (8 
(mx+tnomianvnnfOrkO (9 
(hnb+tromilpvnnfDrkO (10 
(vny+tnoai4pvnn£DrkO (11 
12 
(nnb+tnotilcvnnfOrkO (13 
(^b+tromianvnn£DrkO (14 
(nf4+tbominnaimfOrkO (15 
(nnb+tlorianhnnfOrkO (16 
(vny+tnomiopvnnfOrkO (17 
(hny+tnori3pvnnfOrkO (18 
(m4+tnoinieplnnfDrkO (19 
20 
(tmw+momianinnfOrkO (21 
(nny+tlomianvnnfDrkO (22 
(anb+tlobianinnfOrkO (23 
(fhy+tnomianvnnfDrkO (24 
(ank+tlomianvnnfOrkO (25 
(tn4+tlomianinnf0rk0 (26 
(nix+tnobi3pvnnf0rk0 (27 

Speaker M (Masako) 

(nfl-fiiominnhnnfOrmO (1 
C^-pnomilpvnnfDnnO (2 
(rfc-pnoailpvnnfOrmO (3 
C^b+tnobilpknnfDrmO (4 
(mb+tnobilpvnnfDrmO (5 
(filb -̂tnobilcvnnfOrmO (6 
(fiib+tnosilpvnnflhmO (7 
(fiib+tootilp#iinfOnnO (8 
(nnx+tnomianfimiOrmO (9 
C^b+tnomilpvnnfDrmO (10 
(my+tnoai4pvnn£DrmO (11 
C^b+tnowilpvnnfDrmO (12 
(anb+taotilcvnnfDrmO (13 
C^fb+tnomiafvnnfDrmO (14 
15 
(fhb+tnorianvnn£OrmO (16 
(fiiy+taomiofvnnfDrmO (17 
(fhy+taori3pvnii£DrmO (18 
(m4+tnomiepl]iniOrmO (19 
(mb+tnoini3pvnnfDrmO (20 
(nnw+tlomianinnfDrmO (21 
(fhy+tnoraianvnnfOrmO (22 
(nnb+tlobianinn^SnnO (23 
(fhy+tnoraianvnn£DrmO (24 
(ank+tiomianvrnifDrmO (25 
(an4+tbomianiniii0nn0 (26 
('^+taobi3pvnnfDnnO (27 

Speaker Y (Yasuko) 

(hfl-foominnvnnfDryO (1 
(mh-pnomilpvnnfOryO (2 
(hnc-pnoailpvnn£DryO (3 
(mb+tnobilpknn£DryO (4 
(mb+tnobilpvnnfDryO (5 
(mb+tnobilcvnnfOryO (6 
C^nb+tnosilpvnnfDryO (7 
(^nb+tnotilp#nn£OryO (8 
(nnx+tnomianvnnfOryO (9 
(^nb+tnomi 1 pvnnfOryO (10 
(any+tnoai4pvnn£DryO (11 
C^b+tnowilpvnnfDryO (12 
(nnb+tnotilcvim£OryO (13 
(rfb+tnomiaffhnfOryO (14 
(hf4+tnominnann£DryO (15 
(nnb+tloriaiivnnfOryO (16 
(fiiy+tnomiopvnnfOryO (17 
(hny+tnori3pvnn£0ry0 (18 
C^^+tnomieplnnfOryO (19 
20 
(anw+tbomianinnfOryO (21 
(nny+tnomianvnnfDryO (22 
(nnb+tlobianinnfOryO (23 
(fhy+tnomiafvnnfOryO (24 
(nnk+tromianvnnfOryO (25 
(nn4+tlomianinnfDryO (26 
(vnx+tnobi3pvnnfDryO (27 
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APPENDIX I: THE MAKECELL OUTPUT FILE OF THE NEGATIVE FORM 

VARIATION ANALYSIS 

cvfcell 
7/21/2001 6:33:39 
659 CELLS 
TOKEN FILE: cvtk.txt 
CONDITION FILE: cvfcdl.txt 
APPLICATION VALUE(S): naf 

CONDITIONS: 
( 
(2) 

(3 (a (or (col 3 a) (col 3 1))) 
(i (or (col 3 i) (col 3 2))) 
(r (or (col 3 r) (col 3 3))) 
(w (or (col 3 w) (col 3 4))) 
(e (or (col 3 e) (col 3 5))) 
(d (col 3 d)) 
(f (col 3 0) 
(b (col 3 b)) 
(h (or (col 3 h) (col 3 j))) 
(I (col 3 1)) 
(c (col 3 c)) 
(x (or (col 3 x) (col 3 y) (col 3 z))) 
(/ (elsewhere))) 

(7 (c (col 7 c)) 
(p (col 7 p)) 
(r(col7r)) 
(o (col 7 o)) 
(x (or (col 7 x) (col 7 z))) 
(/ (elsewhere))) 

(8 (tn (or (col 8 m) (col 8 a) (col 8 b) (col 8 o))) 
(a (or (col 8 s) (col 8 c) (col 8 2) (col 8 0 (col 8 1))) 
(n (or (col 81) (col 8 w) (col 8 r))) 
(g(col8g)) 
(/ (elsewhere))) 

(9) 

(10(1 (or (col 10 l)(col 10 4))) 
(2 (or (col 10 2) (col 10 5))) 
(3 (or (col 10 0) (col 10 3) (col 10 i) (col 10 e) (col 10 s) (col 101) (col 10 o) 

(col 10 6) (col 10 7) (col 10 c) (col 10 d) (col 10 h) (col 10 w) (col 10 a) (col 10 n)))) 
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(II (n(col 11 n)) 
(p (col 11 p)) 
(a (col 11 a)) 
(b (or (col 11 O(col 11 h))) 
(/ (elsewhere))) 

(12 (V (or (col 12 d) (col 12 a) (col 12 n) (col 12 p) (col 12 I) (col 12 q) (col 12 w) 
(col 121) (col 12 k) (col 12 v))) 

(r (or (col 12 i) (col 12 r))) 
(#(or(col 12 e) (col 12#))) 
(b (or (col 12 f) (col 12 h))) 
(/ (elsewhere))) 

(16 (m (col 16 m)) 
(f (col 16 f)) 
(+ (col 16 +)) 
(-(col 16-)) 
(/ (elsewhere))) 

(17 (-(col 17-)) 
(n (col 17 n)) 
(/ (elsewhere))) 

GROUP n a f TOTAL 

1 ( 3 )  
w N 3 0 19 22 

% 14 0 86 •KNOCKOUT* 

a N 0 33 4 37 
% 0 89 11 •KNOCKOUT* 

b N 130 0 1 131 
% 99 0 1 •KNOCKOUT^ 

c N 25 0 86 I I I  
% 23 0 77 •KNOCKOUT* 

d N 557 0 14 571 
% 98 0 2 *KNOCKOUT* 

i N 0 87 47 134 
% 0 65 35 •KNOCKOUT* 

1 N 6 0 2 8 
% 75 0 25 •KNOCKOUT* 

f N 46 0 3 49 
% 94 0 6 *KNOCKOUT* 
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r N 0 2 32 34 
% 0 6 94 •KNOCKOUT* 

h N 20 0 0 20 
% 100 0 0 'KNOCKOUT* 

X N 45 0 1 46 
% 98 0 2 'KNOCKOUT* 

e N 0 0 3 3 
% 0 0 100 'KNOCKOUT* 

Total N 832 122 212 1166 
% 71 10 18 

2 ( 7 )  
c N 67 7 31 105 

% 64 7 30 

o N 736 107 172 1015 
% 73 11 17 

r N 15 3 8 26 
% 58 12 31 

X N 10 3 1 14 
% 71 21 7 

p N 4 2 1 7 
% 57 29 14 

Total N 832 122 213 1167 
% 71 10 18 

3 ( 8 )  
m N 592 88 119 799 

% 74 11 15 

n N 47 13 36 96 
% 49 14 38 

a N 178 20 57 255 
% 70 8 22 

g N 15 1 1 17 
% 88 6 6 

Total N 832 122 213 1167 
% 71 10 18 



4 ( 9 )  
i N 681 98 186 965 

% 71 10 19 

r N 97 19 24 140 
% 69 14 17 

s N 25 5 3 33 
% 76 15 9 

d N 29 0 0 29 
% 100 0 0 »KNOCKOUT» 

Total N 832 122 213 1167 
% 71 10 18 

5(10) 
1 N 591 33 69 693 

% 85 5 10 

3 N 240 89 141 470 
% 51 19 30 

2 N 1 0 3 4 
% 25 0 75 'KNCXIKOUT^ 

Total N 832 122 213 1167 
% 71 10 18 

6(11) 
p N 700 112 i: 

% 74 12 14 

b N 80 9 29 
% 68 8 25 

n N 29 0 36 
% 45 0 55 

a N 18 I 1 
% 90 5 5 

Total N 827 122 
% 72 11 17 

945 

118 

65 
•KNOCKOUT* 

20 

9 1148 

7(12) 
V N 648 70 142 860 

% 75 8 17 
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b N 125 19 47 191 
% 65 10 25 

r N 31 31 23 85 
% 36 36 27 

# N 26 2 1 29 
% 90 7 3 

Total N 830 122 213 1165 
% 71 10 18 

8(16) 
+ N 210 41 77 328 

% 64 13 23 

m N 194 39 69 302 
% 64 13 23 

f N 213 29 35 277 
% 77 10 13 

- N 215 13 32 260 
% 83 5 12 

Total N 832 122 213 1167 
% 71 10 18 

9(17) 
n N 405 58 108 571 

% 71 10 19 

- N 427 64 105 596 
% 72 11 18 

Total N 832 122 213 1167 
% 71 10 18 

TOTAL N 832 122 213 1167 
% 71 10 18 

• WARNING • 

CELL FILE CANNOT BE USED AS INPUT TO VARBRUL: 
15 KNOCKOUT FACTOR(S) 
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